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Warning! 
 

 

This book contains at time strong language! 

 

It may not be politically right! 

 

Please read on your own risk! 

 

 

ADULT MATERIAL 
 

 

The author take no responsibility of the stories 

in this book. They are all from the NET 

None are marked COPYRIGHT 

This book is Copyrighted 
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What I Want In A Man! 

 
What I Want in a Man, Original List: 
1. Handsome 

2.? Charming 

3.? Financially successful 

4.? A caring listener 

5.? Witty 

6.? In good shape 

7.? Dresses with style 

8. Appreciates finer thing 

9.? Full of thoughtful surprises 

10.? An imaginative, romantic lover  

 

 

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 32) 

1. Nice looking  

2. Opens car doors, holds chairs 

3. Has enough money for a nice dinner 

4. Listens more than talks 

5. Laughs at my jokes 

6. Carries bags of groceries with ease 
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7. Owns at least one tie 

8. Appreciates a good home-cooked meal 

9. Remembers birthdays and anniversaries 

10. Seeks romance at least once a week 

 

 

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 42) 

 
1. Not too ugly  

2. Doesn't drive off until I'm in the car 

3. Works steady - splurges on dinner out 

occasionally 

4. Nods head when I'm talking 

5. Usually remembers punch lines of jokes 

6. Is in good enough shape to rearrange the 

furniture 

7. Wears a shirt that covers his stomach 

8. Knows not to buy champagne with screw-top lids 

9. Remembers to put the toilet seat down 

10. Shaves most weekends 
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What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 52) 

 
1. Keeps hair in nose and ears trimmed 

2. Doesn't belch or scratch in public 

3. Doesn't borrow money too often 

4. Doesn't nod off to sleep when I'm venting 

5. Doesn't retell the same joke too many times 

6. Is in good enough shape to get off couch on 

weekends 

7. Usually wears matching socks and fresh 

underwear 

8. Appreciates a good TV dinner 

9. Remembers your name on occasion 

10. Shaves some weekends 

 
 

 

What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 62) 

1. Doesn't scare small children 

2. Remembers where bathroom is 

3. Doesn't require much money for upkeep 

4. Only snores lightly when asleep 

5. Remembers why he's laughing 
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6. Is in good enough shape to stand up by himself 

7. Usually wears some clothes 

8. Likes soft foods 

9. Remembers where he left his teeth 

10. Remembers that it's the weekend 

 
What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 72) 

 

1. Breathing 

2. Doesn't miss the toilet.  

?  
?  
 
 
 

A Real Lifesaver 

  

This is a beautiful story about a lady on a cruise ship. I 

just received this today from a lady friend! A real heroic 

woman! 
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Dear Diary: 

 

MONDAY AFTERNOON: What a wonderful cruise this is 

going to be. I felt singularly honored today as the Captain 

asked me to dine at his table tonight. 

 

TUESDAY AFTERNOON: I spent the entire afternoon on 

the bridge with the Captain. He explained everything he 

was doing and told me there are 1262 passengers on board 

and he is responsible for everyone's comfort, safety and 

having a good time. He is so charming and invited me to 

dine at his table again tonight. 

 

WEDNESDAY EVENING: The Captain saw me at the pool 

this afternoon and invited me to have dinner in his cabin. 

His cabin is very cozy and the dinner was served with the 

best wines. He made several amorous proposals to me, but 

I stood firm on my moral convictions. 

 

THURSDAY EVENING: Tonight the Captain threatened to 

sink the ship if I do not give in to his exotic proposals. 

 

FRIDAY MORNING: I saved 1262 lives last night ... twice! 
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Swedes from Minnesota 

 

Two Minnesotans walk into a pet shop in Dingle. They head to the 
bird section and Sven says to Hans, "Dat's dem." The owner 
comes over and asks if he can help them. "Yeah, we'll take four of 
dem dere little budgies in dat cage up dere," says Sven. The 
owner puts the budgies in a paper bag. 
Hans and Sven pay for the birds, leave the shop and get into 
Sven's pick-up and drive to the top of the Conor Pass. At the 
Conor Pass, Sven looks down at the 1000-foot drop and says: "Dis 
looks like a grand place." 
He takes two birds out of the bag, puts them on his shoulders and 
jumps off the cliff. Hans watches as Sven falls all the way to the 
bottom, killing himself stone dead. 
Looking down at the remains of his best pal, Hans shakes his 
head and says: 
"Dis budgie jumping is too dangerous for me." 
 
BUT WAIT!!!! There's MORE! 
 
PART TWO: 
Moments later Ole arrives up at Conor Pass. He's been to the pet 
shop too and walks up to the edge of the cliff carrying another 
paper bag in one hand and a shotgun in the other. "Hi, Hans. 
Watch dis," Ole says. 
He takes a parrot from the bag and throws himself over the edge 
of the cliff. Hans watches as half way down, Ole takes the gun 
and shoots the parrot. Ole continues to plummet down and down 
until he hits the bottom and breaks every bone in his body. 
Hans shakes his head and says, "And I'm never trying dat 
parrotshooting 
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either." 
BUT WAIT!!!!.....There's MORE!! 
 
PART THREE: 
Hans is just getting over the shock of losing two friends when 
Lars appears. 
He's also been to the pet shop and is carrying a paper bag out of 
which he pulls a chicken. Lars then grasps the chicken by the legs 
holds it over his head and hurls himself off the cliff and disappears 
down and down until he hits a rock and breaks his spine. 
Once more Hans shakes his head - "First der vas Sven with his 
budgie jumping, den Ole parrotshooting . . . and now Lars tries 
hengliding 
 
 
 
 Bill Clinton 

 
It doesn't matter what party you are this is 

absolutely hilarious. This comes from a black comedian on a Canadiam TV 
show: 

 "Yep, that's right - I miss Bill Clinton! He was 

the closest thing we ever got to having a black man as President. Number 1- 
He played the sax. 

 Number 2- He smoked weed. Number 3-He had his way 
with ugly white women. 

  

 Even now? Look at him... his wife works, and he don't! 
  

 And, he gets a check from the government every 
month. 

  
 Manufacturers announced today that they will be 

stocking America's shelves this week with "Clinton Soup," in honor of one of 

the nations' most distinguished men. It consists primarily of a 
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weenie in hot water. 

  
 Chrysler Corporation is adding a new car to its 

line to honor Bill Clinton. 

 The Dodge Drafter will be built in Canada. 
  

 When asked what he thought about foreign affairs, 
Clinton replied, I don't know, I never had one." 

  

 American Indians nicknamed Bill Clinton "Walking 
Eagle" because he is so full of crap he can't fly. 

  
 Clinton lacked only three things to become one of 

America's finest leaders: integrity, vision, wisdom. 

  
 Clinton was doing the work of three men: Larry, 

Curly and Moe. 
  

 The Clinton revised judicial oath: "I solemnly 
swear to tell the truth as I know it, the whole truth as I believe it to be, 

and nothing but what I think you need to know." 

  
 Clinton will be recorded in history as the only 

President to do Hanky Panky between Bushes. 
 

 
MATURITY 
 
 
I feel like my body has gotten totally out of shape, so I got my doctor's 
permission to join a fitness club and start exercising. I decided to take an 
aerobics class for seniors. I bent, twisted, gyrated, jumped up and down, and 
perspired for an hour. But, by the time I got my leotards on, the class was over. 
 
--- Reporters interviewing a 104-year-old woman: "And what do you think is the 
best thing about being 104?" the reporter asked. She simply replied, "No peer 
pressure." 
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--- The nice thing about being senile is you can hide your own Easter eggs. 
 
--- Just before the funeral services, the undertaker came up to the very elderly 
widow and asked, "How old was your husband?" "98," she replied. "Two years 
older than me." "So you're 96," the undertaker commented. She responded, 
"Hardly worth going home, is it? 
 
--- I've sure gotten old. I've had two bypass surgeries, a hip replacement, new 
knees. Fought prostate cancer and diabetes. I'm half blind, can't hear anything 
quieter than a jet engine, take 40 different medications that make me dizzy, 
winded, and subject to blackouts. Have bouts with dementia. Have poor 
circulation; hardly feel my hands and feet anymore. Can't remember if I'm 85 or 
92. Have lost all my friends. But, thank God, I still have my driver's license. 
 
--- A 97-year-old man goes into his doctor's office and says, "Doc, I want my 
sex drive lowered." "Sir," replied the doctor, "you're 97. Don't you think your sex 
drive is all in your head?" "You're right, it is!" replied the old man. "That's why I 
want it lowered!" 
 
--- An elderly woman decided to prepare her will and told her preacher she had 
two final requests. First, she wanted to be cremated, and second, she wanted 
her ashes scattered over Wal-Mart. "Wal-Mart?" the preacher exclaimed. "Why 
Wal-Mart?" "Then I'll be sure my daughters visit me twice a week." 
 
--- My memory's not as sharp as it used to be. Also, my memory's not as sharp 
as it used to be. 
 
--- Know how to prevent sagging? Just eat till the wrinkles fill out. 
 
 
 
--- I'm getting into swing dancing. Not on purpose. Just some parts of my body 
are prone to swinging. 
 
--- It's scary when you start making the same noises as your coffeemaker. 
 
--- These days about half the stuff in my shopping cart says, "For fast relief." 
 
--- I've tried to find a suitable exercise video for women my age, but they 
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haven't made one called "Buns of Putty." 
 
--- Don't think of it as getting hot flashes. Think of it as your inner child playing 
with matches. 
 
--- Don't let aging get you down. It's too hard to get back up. 
 
--- REMEMBER: You don't stop laughing because you grow old, You grow old 
because you stop laughing. 
 
---THE SENILITY PRAYER: Grant me the senility to forget the people I never 
liked anyway, the good fortune to run into the ones I do, and the eyesight to tell 
the difference. 
 

Oxymoron List 
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A Fine Mess 

A just war  

A little big 

a little pregnant 

A new classic 

absolutely unsure 

abundant poverty  

academic fraternity  

Academic sorority 

Accidentally on Purpose  

accurate estimate  

accurate horoscope 

accurate rumors 

accurate stereotype 

acrophobic mountain 

climber 

Act Naturally 

active retirement 

acute apathy 

acute dullness 

adult children 

Adult male  

advanced BASIC 

advanced beginner  

Affirmative action 

affordable housing 

aging yuppie  

agree to disagree 

Airline Food  

airline schedules 

all alone 

alltogether separate 

alone in a crowd  

almost candid 

Almost done  

almost exactly 

almost pregnant 

Almost Ready  

almost safe 

almost suddenly 

almost surprised 

almost totally 

alone together 

amateur expert 

American culture 

American education 

American English 

American Honda 

amicable divorce  

among the first 

Amtrak schedule  

Anarchy Rules! 

anonymous 

colleague 

anticipated 

serendipity 

anticipating the 

unanticipated 

Anti-Missile Missile  

anxious patient 

apathetic interest 

apathetically urged 

Apple tech support 

approximate 

solution 

approximately equal 

arms limitation 

army intelligence  

arrogant humility 

Art Director  

Artificial Grass  

artificial intelligence 

assistant supervisor 

astronomically small 

athletic scholarship 

Aunt Jemima Light 

Auto Pilot 

authentic replica 

authentic 

reproduction 

authoritarian 

anarchy 

awfully good 

awfully nice 
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baby grand (piano)  

bad health 

bad luck 

Bad Sport 

balanced insanity 

balding hair 

Ball Club 

baggy tights 

Band Jocks  

bankrupt millionaire  

barely dressed 

Barenaked Ladies 

(the rock group) 

bass guitar 

battle ready 

Beaucractic efficiencies 

benevolent despot 

benign neglect 

Benign Tumor 

better than new 

beyond infinity 

big baby 

big detail  

big sip 

big town 

bigger half  

bingeing on moderation 

bipartisan cooperation 

bird dog 

birth control 

Bitter Sweet 

bittersweet 

Black Gold 

(slang for crude oil) 

black light 

Black Russian 

blameless culprit 

bland spice 

blind eye 

blind viewer  

blue rose 

Blurry vision 

boneless ribs  

books on tape  

border control 

boring court jester 

boring entertainment 

born dead 

boxing ring  

boyish grandpa 

brave politician  

brave wimp 

brief speech 

brief survey 

briefing 

bright night 

bright rain 

bright shade 

brilliantly dull 

British fashion  

British gourmet food  

budget deficit 

Bug Fix 

Bug-Free code 

bug-free software 

build down  

bull riding 

buried alive 

burning cold 

business casual  

Business Ethics  

butthead 
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cafeteria food 

calculated risk 

calculated spontaneity 

California Culture  

California expressway 

California style  

calm storm 

calm winds  

camping resort 

Canadian Bacon 

canned fresh 

cardinal sin 

Caring Republican  

casual chic 

casual dress 

casual formality 

casual intimacy 

casual sex 

casually concerned 

cat proof 

Catdog  

catfish 

Catproof 

Cautiously Optimistic  

cavalier concern 

center around 

Central Intelligence 

Agency  

centrally-planned 

economy 

certainly unsure 

chaotic organization 

cheap gas 

cheerful pessimist 

cheerful undertaker 

cheerfully cynical 

cheerfully mournful 

cheerleading 

clean air 

clean boy 

clean coal 

clean dirt 

Clean hack 

clean hack 

clean kill  

clean litter 

clean oil 

clean toilet 

clear as mud 

clearly ambiguous 

clearly confused 

clearly misunderstood 

clever fool 

click the start button 

to shut down 

Clinton principles 

climb down  

clogged drain 

close distance  

cluster bomb 

co-ed fraternity 

co-ed sorority 

cold fever 

cold hotdog 

cold sweat 

cold toast 

Collective liberty 

College algebra 

college education 

college student  

color-blind 

colorless kaleidoscope 

combative apology 

comedic tragedy 

comfortable neckbrace  

commercial art 

conciliation court  

concrete pad 

confident fear 

Congressional 

accountability  

Congressional action  

Congressional 

cooperation  

Congressional Ethics 

Congressional 

oversight 

Congressional 

responsibility 

Congressional 

wisdom  

conscripted 

volunteer 

Conservative 

Democrat  

conservative liberal 

considerate boss 

consistent 

discrepancies 

consistent 

uncertainties 

consistently 

inconsistent 

conspicuously absent  

Constant change 

constant infrequent 

constant variable 

constructive 

ambiguity 

constructive attitude 

constructive criticism 

constructive 

negativity 

contra aid 
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scholarship 

Cherokee Pioneer 

(name of U.S. car)  

Chicken fajitas 

childproof 

chilling fever 

Chinese chop suey 

Chocolate 'Nilla Wafers 

Chow Baby 

Christian evolutionist 

Christian gangster 

Christian militia 

CIA cooperation  

civil disobedience  

civil engineer 

CIVIL LITIGATION 

Civil Servant  

civil service 

civil strife 

Civil War 

civilized warfare 

classic new homes 

classic rock & roll  

committed schedule  

committee decision 

committee schedule 

Common courtesy 

common sense 

communist party  

comparatively unique 

Compassionate 

Conservative 

compassionate editor  

Compassionate 

management 

Complete separation 

completed research  

completed website 

completely destroyed 

completely educated 

completely succinct 

completely unfinished 

component parts 

compulsory volunteers 

computer jock 

computer science  

contra assistance 

controlled 

enthusiasm 

controlled chaos  

controlled skeptic 

controlled-market 

economy 

convenience store 

conventional wisdom  

Convergent 

Evolution  

corporate conscience 

Corporate Culture  

corporate ethics 

corporate family 

corporate planning 

correctional 

institution 

Country Music  

cowardly lion 

crash landing 

Creation science 

creative destruction 

criminal cop 

criminal justice 

criminal system  

crisis management 

critical acclaim 

cruel kindness 

cryocaustic  

current history 

Curved Line  

customer satisfaction 

customer service  
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daily special 

dangerously safe 

dark day 

dark light  

dark star 

dark victory 

dead right 

deaf listener  

deafening silence 

deaf-piano tuner 

Death Benefits 

debugged program 

Debutante Ball 

Decent Lawyer 

decreasing inflation 

deeper high 

deafening silence  

defensive strike 

Deficit spending 

definite maybe 

degradable plastic 

deliberate mistake 

deliberate speed 

deliberately 

thoughtless 

delicious torment 

demanding patient 

Democratic Congress 

democratic leadership 

democratic machine 

Department of Interior 

(responsible for 

everything outside)  

designer beer 

designer jeans  

desktop publishing 

detailed summary 

devilish angel 

devout atheist 

diet ice cream 

different pattern 

diligent sloth 

diminished confidence 

diminutive giants 

dim light  

dimwit 

Dining hall food 

direct circumvention 

disaster preparedness 

disciplined gluttony 

disposable income 

disposable products with 

a lifetime guarantee 

distant relative 

divided unity 

divorce court 

Dodge Ram 

Doing Nothing 

dollar value 

domestic bliss 

domestic cooperation  

domestic violence 

doorstop 

double solitaire 

down elevator 

Down 

escalator/elevator 

Down 

escalator/elevator 

drawing a blank  

dress pants 

Dressy Casual  

driving pleasure 

Dry beer 

dry creek 

dry humor 

Dry Ice 

Dry Lake 

dry martini 

dry pond 

dry snow 

Dry Wine  

dull acupuncturists 

dull knife 

dull needle 

dull roar 

dull shine 

dying is a part of 

life 

dynamic monotone 

dynamic stability 
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easy labor (childbirth)  

easy payments 

easy task 

easy to follow 

directions 

economic forecast 

economic reform 

economic stability 

educated consumer  

educated guess 

educational 

administration  

Educational television  

Educational TV 

effective compassion 

elected king 

elementary calculus 

elevated subway 

elite rabble 

eloquent silence 

energetic exhaustion 

enough time 

Enquiring minds 

entertaining sermon 

enthusiastic indifference 

Environmentalist 

bumper sticker 

equal justice 

equal opportunity 

ergonomic keyboard 

eschew obfuscation 

essential luxury 

essential service 

eternal life  

ethical hackers 

Ethiopian Feast  

ethnic cleansing  

European Community 

evaporated milk 

even odds 

evolutionary fact 

evolutionary technology 

Evolutionary Theory 

exact estimate 

executive assistant 

Executive decision  

executive secretary  

expected 

serendipity 

expected surprise 

Expect the 

unexpected  

explicit innuendo 

explicitly 

ambiguous 

express bus 

express line 

express mail 

express ways 

expressive silence 

extensive briefing 

Extinct Life Form 

extra oridanary 

extra money 

extra time 

extremely average 

extremely bland 

extremely neutral 

Eyes Wide Shut 
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faculty cooperation 

faculty understanding 

fail safe 

fair reporting 

Fair trial 

fairly explicit 

fairly obvious 

Fallout shelter 

false fact 

false hope 

Family entertainment 

family vacation 

famous-anonymous 

fan fatale 

farewell reception 

Fast BASIC 

fast food 

fast idle 

fast snail 

fast turtle 

fast waiter 

fast walk 

fast-mail service 

fatally injured 

fat-free cream cheese 

faultily faultless 

fearful bravery 

federal budget 

fiber glass 

fiery ice 

fighting for peace 

filing system 

final conclusion 

Final version 

finally again 

financially strong 

savings and loan 

associations and banks  

firm estimate 

firm maybe 

firm pillow 

first annual 

first conclusions 

first deadline 

first string secondary 

first-strike defense 

fish farm 

flat-breasted 

flat-busted 

flexible ethics 

flexible freeze (in 

economics) 

Floating to the bottom  

flood control 

floppy disk 

flying fish 

Foolproof instructions 

football scholarship 

foreign national 

foreign policy continuity 

former native 

former President-for-life 

Forth programming 

language 

forward back 

FORWARD LATERAL 

Found missing 

Free election 

free love 

free market 

free prisoner 

Free purchase 

free society 

Free trade agreement  

free with purchase 

Freezer Burn  

french deodorant 

French Resistance 

fresh cheese 

fresh dried fruit 

Fresh from 

Concentrate  

fresh frozen 

fresh prunes 

fresh raisins 

fresh yogurt 

Fresh-frozen 

freezer burn  

Fried Ice Cream  

fried roast 

Friendly advice 

friendly argument 

friendly competitor 

friendly divorce 

friendly enemy 

friendly 

enemy/enemies  

Friendly Fire  

friendly suit (legal)  

friendly takeover 

friendly war 

front end 

frozen food 

frugal gourmet 

full service 

full-time hobby 

full vacuum (as in a 

vacuum that needs 

a new bag)  

functional illiterate 

funky white guy 

Funny clean joke 

future history 

fuzzy logic 
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fire water  
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gargantuan lilliputian 

geniune imitation 

gentle turbulence 

gentleman bandit 

genuine fake 

genuine imitation 

genuine(ly) fake 

genuine-imitation 

leather  

giant dwarf 

gigantic microorganism 

girly man 

glacier-like rapidity  

global village 

go ahead, back up 

Golf fashion 

going nowhere 

good beating  

good cigar  

Good Clean Fun  

good fast food  

good garbage  

good grief  

good junk 

good lawyer  

Good Morning  

good profanity 

Good Shit  

good stuff  

gourmet fast food 

gourmet hamburger  

Gourmet Pizza 

gourmet sandwich  

government aid  

Government assistance 

government efficiency 

government integrity  

Government Intelligence 

government 

organization 

Government Worker 

Governmental Efficiency  

graduate student  

Grand Children  

Grape Nuts  

graphic language 

Graphite irons  

Great Britain  

great depression 

Greater Cleveland 

greater evil 

green blackberries  

green 

manufacturing 

green oranges 

gregarious recluse 

grotesque beauty 

grounded airplane 

group of individuals  

growing small 

guaranteed 

forecast 

guest host 

gummily brittle  

gunboat diplomacy 
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hair growth 

Haitian former 

President-for-life Jean-

Claude Duvalier 

half dead 

Half dressed 

half empty 

half full 

half naked 

half true 

handgun safety 

Happily married 

happy apathy 

happy demise 

happy fault 

happy Monday  

happy pessimist 

hard curve 

hard cushion 

hard liquor 

hard pillow 

Hard Roll 

harmless abuse 

harmless crime 

harmless lie 

harmless pollution  

harmless pornography 

harmless sin 

harmonious discord 

hasten slowly  

Hazardous waste 

disposal 

head butt 

health-care system 

healthful-city 

environment  

healthy chocolate 

healthy city 

environment 

HEALTHY COMPETITION 

Healthy tan  

Heartfelt Politics  

heavy gas 

heifer bull 

Helicopter flight 

Hell’s Angels 

here and there  

high ground 

Higher education 

highly visible covert 

operation 

High-Speed Computer 

hilarious funeral 

history of the future 

Holistic Healing 

hollow point 

holy hell  

holy land  

Holy Roman Empire 

holy war 

home office 

Homeopathic Medicine  

homework 

honest bureaucratic 

snafu 

honest convict  

honest crook 

honest graft 

honest insurance 

companies  

honest liar 

Honest Politician  

honest thief 

hopeful pessimist 

hopelessly 

optimistic 

horribly decent 

hospital food 

hot chili 

hot ice 

Hot Ice / Icy Hot  

Hot water heater 

house boat 

House Ethics 

Committee  

huge market niche 

huge shortage 

Human evolution 

human robot 

humane robotics 

humanitarian 

invasion 

hypothetical 

situations 
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IBM compatible 

IBM-Apple compatible  

ice water 

icy hot 

Idiot Savant 

idly laborious 

ignorant professor 

ill fortune 

ill health 

immigration control 

impatient patient  

important trivia 

inarticulate writer 

Income Tax  

incomplete cure  

increasing declines 

increasingly little 

incredibly dull 

incredibly real 

Indecent exposure 

indifferently attentive 

indirect communication 

Industrial Park 

inexpensive car 

inexpensive house 

inexpensive medical 

care 

Information 

Superhighway  

initial conclusion 

initial results  

initial retirement 

innocent bureaucratic 

blunder 

Innocent Criminal  

inside out 

insincere thanks 

insincere vow  

Instant Classic 

instant folk hero 

intelligent fight  

intelligent news 

coverage 

intense apathy 

intense disinterest 

interested students 

internal exile 

Internal Revenue 

Service  

intimate murder 

intimate strangers 

invisible ink 

irate patient 

ironwood 

 

  

Job security 

journalistic integrity  

joyful trouble 

jumbo shrimp 

Jump start 

jungle gym 

junior senator 

junk bonds 

junk food 

just war 

justice rehnquist 

Justice Thomas  

justifiable genocide  

justifiably paranoid 

justified rape 

known-covert operation 

kosher ham 
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Lace-up loafers 

lady-mud wrestler 

ladies man 

laid-back compulsive  

lame skills 

lamp shade 

land developer 

land development 

large ant 

larger half 

last initial 

lasting aid  

law brief 

lead balloon 

lean pork 

least favorite 

Lebanese government 

legal brief 

legal ethics 

legal justice  

legally drunk 

legitimate conspiracy 

legitimate politics 

lemon lime 

less is more 

lesser evil 

lesser good 

liberal conservative 

liberal fundamentalists 

light armor 

light heavyweight 

light rock  

Light-Heavyweight  

lightweight 

limited immunity 

limited incursion 

limited lifetime 

guarantee 

LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR 

linear curve 

liquid crystal 

liquid gas 

liquid metal 

liquid natural gas 

liquid smoke  

lite beer 

literal interpretation  

literary illiterates 

little big 

little big horn 

little bit big  

little deceptive 

little giant 

Live Recording 

live television 

Living Dead 

living end 

living fossil 

local long distance 

local network  

locks on 7-11 

stores which are 

open 24 hours a 

day, 365 days a 

year  

LONERS CLUB 

long and short of it 

long brief (for 

lawyers)  

Long Island 

Expressway 

long recess 

long shorts 

long sleeve t-shirt  

loose knot 

loose tights 

loquacious librarian  

loss prevention 

specialist  

loud librarian 

loud whisper 

love-hate 

relationship 

lovers' quarrel 

Low Altitude 

low insurance rates 

low tax 

lower inflation 

low-fat ice cream 

low-intensity 

conflict 

low-rise 

loyal opposition 

lucky stiff  

luke-warm 

enthusiasm 
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luxury beer 

luxury bus 

LUXURY COMPACT 

 

  

macro-microorganism  

mail delivery 

major minority 

male compassion  

Male Lady Bug  

man child 

managed competition 

Management Action 

Management science 

Management Style 

Management support 

Mandatory judgment  

Mandatory Option 

Mandatory 

volunteerism  

mannish woman 

medium well 

Melted Ice 

meltedice 

Mercy Killing 

Metal Woods (it's a golf 

thing)  

metaphysics 

mexican american 

micro-mainframe  

Microsoft Works 

Middle East 

Middle East peace  

Mighty Weak  

mild abrasive 

mild cigar 

mild interest 

Mobil™ station  

Modern Art  

modern history 

modern maturity 

Modern Tradition  

modestly arrogant  

modified-final 

judgement 

monoglottal babble  

Monopoly (Mono 

Poly)  

Montana Freemen  

Moral majority 

morbid humor 

more perfect 

more unique  
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marijuana initiative 

marital bliss 

Marketing strategy 

Married life 

martial law  

Massively thin 

master slave 

maternity fashion 

mature student 

maxi thins 

mean smile 

meaningful nonsense 

meaningful-overnight 

relationship 

meatless meat 

Medicaid payment 

Medium Large  

mild jalepeno  

mild mannered reporter 

mildly psychotic  

militant pacifist 

military accountability 

military intelligence 

military justice 

military peace 

military system 

mind-expanding drugs 

mini jumbo  

minor crisis 

minor disaster 

minor miracle 

misanthropic 

humanitarian 

missing present 

mobile home 

mobile house  

motorcycle safety 

mournful optimist 

moving target 

mud bath 

mute sound  

Mutual attraction 

mutual differences 

Mutually exclusive 
my worst favorite 

 

  

nameless celebrity 

nasty politeness  

national medicare 

program  

Native American  

natural artifact 

natural makeup 

natural synthetic 

near future 

near miss 

nearly complete 

Neat mess 

neat office 

necessary evil 

negative gain 

new antique (New 

Antiques arriving daily!) 

new archeology 

new classic 

new cliche 

New Democrat 

New improved 

New Mexico  

new routine 

new tradition 

new used cars 

nice and sleazy 

Night Light  

night light 

night vision 

non-fat ice cream 

non-profit 

organizations 

non-stick glue 

non-stick gum 

non-stick velcro 

non-stop flight 

non-working 

mother 

normal deviation 

normal espionage 

normal human 

Nothing Much  

Now, then 

Now, then...  
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Negative Growth 

(economic recession) 

negative momentum 

Neolithic (New Stone 

Age) 

period  

Net security 

neutral charge 

never again 

never generalize 

new and improved 

noble savage 

no comment  

No-good Do-gooder!  

noiseless sound 

noisy mime 

non-alcoholic beer 

non-alcoholic wine 

non-dairy creamer 

non-denominational 

church  

non-fat cream  

Nuclear defense 

Numb feeling 

 

  

obedient defiance 

OBJECTIVE MORALITY 

objective opinion 

objective parent 

objective rating  

obscene art 

obvious secret 

oddly appropriate 

oddly natural 

OFFICE PARK 

old newborn 

old news 

on time flight  

on time train 

one choice  

one hundred percent 

chance 

one hundred percent 

plus 

one hundred and ten 

percent 

one person crew 

One size fits all 

only choice 

on-time airplane 

on-time flight 

on-time musical 

production 

on-time train 

open minded 

open secret 

Open-book test 

operating system 

(computer)  

opposite attraction 

orderly confusion  

organized anarchy 

organized chaos 

organized 

committee 

organized 

confusion 

organized mess 

original copies 

original reprint 

Original Copy 

original reprint  

original 

reproduction 

outer core  

oxymoron 

oyster crackers 
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Pacific Ocean 

paid volunteer 

painless torture 

Painless Dentistry 

paper tablecloth 

paper towel 

Paperless Office 

Park Drive 

parents without 

partners  

PARTIAL CEASE-FIRE 

partial conclusion 

partial silence 

partial success 

Partially Completed  

partially destroyed 

partially organized 

Partly pregnant 

passive aggression 

passive challenge 

passive confrontation 

passively aggressive 

passively tried 

past prediction 

patriotic militia 

peace benefits  

peace force 

peace keeper missile 

peace offensive 

peace officer 

peace riot 

peaceful liberation 

peaceful protests  

Peacekeeper Missile  

Peacekeeping Force  

PeaceMaker missle 

persistent ambivalence 

personal computer  

personalized form letter 

pet cat 

Pet Fish 

petty cash 

Peoples' Republic of 

China 

pianoforte 

pigeon's milk 

pious atheist 

planned exodus 

planned serendipity 

planned spontaneity 

plastic flowers 

Plastic glasses  

Plastic Lemons  

Plastic silverware 

Plastic straw 

plastic wood  

player coach  

player piano 

pleasant hell 

pleasantly confused 

pleasing pain 

police protection 

polite salesman 

politely insulting 

political cooperation 

political ethics  

Political leadership 

political promise  

Political science 

political solutions  

political trust 

politically correct 

post feminist 

Post Modern 

postal efficiency  

Postal Service 

pretty ugly 

Pot luck 

powdered water 

practical 

experience 

practical joke 

Practical Parenting  

precision bombing 

precious junk  

precision thinking 

preliminary 

conclusion 

premeditated 

spontaneity 

presently gone 

presidential 

promises  

PRESS RELEASE 

pretty bad 

pretty disgusting 

pretty ugly 

PREVENTABLE 

DEATH 

prison life 

private citizen 

private e-mail 

problem solved 

pro-contra 

Productivity 

committee 

professional 

wrestling  
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peasant king 

peer pressure 

perfect idiot 

perfect misfit  

perfectly awful 

Perfectly Normal  

perfectly ridiculous 

permanent guest host  

pool table  

poor intelligence 

population control 

positive resistance 

positively negative 

positively wrong  

progressing 

backward 

Progressive 

Conservative 

pronounced silence 

proud humility 

psychiatric care 

public school 

education  

Public Schools  

public secret 

public service  

pure .999 

pure evil 

pure dirt 

pure speculation 

 

  

qualified success 

Quebec Intellectual 

quick fix 

quick reboot 

quiet hurricanes 

Quiet loudspeaker  

quiet noise 

quiet revolution 

quiet scream 

quiet storm 

quiet tirade 

quiet yell 
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(computer)  

Quickly Slowing Down  

quiet riot 

R & D (research and 

development) 

radical center 

Random Logic 

(also Fuzzy Logic)  

random order 

randomly organized 

rap artist 

rapid transit  

Rare steak 

rarely done 

rational ravings 

Reagan Democrat 

Reagan memoirs 

real fantasy 

real magic 

real phony 

real polyester 

real potential 

Realistic fantasy 

realistic liberal  

Realistic schedule 

realistic simulation  

reasonable attorney 

fees  

reasonable fees 

reasonable medical 

fees  

reasonable 

pharmaceutical costs  

Rebel Without a Cause 

recent history 

Recently new  

reckless caution 

recoilless rifle 

Recorded live 

re-create 

recreational burning 

red licorice 

regional pantheists  

regular special 

rehearsed improvisation 

relative stranger 

relative truth 

Religious Tolerance 

remotely obvious 

renegade lawmakers 

Representative 

Democracy  

Republican Party 

required elective 

resident alien 

resolute ambivalence  

restless sleep 

Restrained 

grandparent 

Retired Worker 

rich country, poor 

people  

rising deficits 

roaring silence 

rock opera 

rogue cop 

rolling stop 

roomy airline-

coach seats 

round corner 

routine 

emergency 

routine surgery 

Rubber Bones  

RUBBER CEMENT 

rules of war 

running idle 

rush hour 

Russian economy 
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sad clown 

sad optimist 

sad smile 

sadly amused 

sadly funny 

safe and sane fireworks  

safe guns 

safe investment 

safe sex 

safe weapons 

safety hazard 

same difference 

Sanitary landfill  

sanitary napkin 

sanitary sewer 

Savings & loan 

scalding coolness 

scheduled spontaneity 

school system 

school vacation 

science fiction 

scientific belief 

scientific consensus 

scientific creationism  

scientific speculation 

Scottish Danish (actual 

pastry sold at 7-11) 

screaming in silence  

screaming silence 

scripted spontaneity 

sea farming 

seashore 

second best 

second initial 

secret FBI files  

secret rumor 

secretarial science 

security, on-line 

silent noise 

silent scream  

silent sound 

silent speech  

silent testimony 

Silent Women  

silent yell 

simple calculus  

simple computers 

Simple Confusion  

simple procedure 

simple technology 

simply superb  

sincere lie 

single copy  

Single Diversity (a type 

of  

wireless microphone) 

single pair 

single thought 

singular relationship 

sit up 

Sitting Up  

sleep vigorously 

Sleeper hit 

slight exaggeration 

slight hernia 

slight surprise 

Slightly Overweight  

slightly pregnant 

slightly-used-dental 

floss 

slow children 

(as seen on a street 

sign)  

slow jet  

slow jog 

slow speed 

sound-filled silence 

sour sweets 

Southern justice 

Soviet economy 

Soviet Union 

Spare rib 

specialize in 

everything 

speed bump 

speed limit 

spendthrift 

splendidly dull 

spoken thought 

Squared Circle 

(wrestling term)  

stable economic 

policies 

Staged accident 

stand down 

standard deviation 

State Development  

State Worker  

stationary bike 

Stationary Orbit  

stealth bomber 

steel wool 

still wind  

stop action 

straight angle 

straight hook 

straight-forward 

subterfuge 

strangely familiar  

strategic 

withdrawal 

strong decaf 

Structured C 

Program 
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security  

sedate sex  

semi-boneless  

semiprecious 

semiprivate 

semiprofessional 

semiretired 

Senate Ethics 

Committee  

Senate Intelligence 

Committee  

sensitive guy 

Serial monogamous 

serious clown 

serious comic 

serious fun 

serious humor 

serious musician 

seriously funny 

Service station 

Severely killed  

shared monopoly  

short distance 

short survey 

short tall tales 

shout in a whisper 

shouting whispers  

shyly pompous 

sight unseen 

silent alarm 

silent applause 

silent barber 

silent cacophony  

slow-motion explosion 

Slumber Party 

small fortune 

small giant 

smaller half 

smart bomb 

smart drugs 

smart windows user  

smokeless cigarette 

snow-white tan 

soaring down 

sober drunk  

social outcast 

social science 

social security 

socialist market 

economy 

socialist worker 

soft porn 

Soft Rock 

soft thunder 

software documentation 

software manual 

solid rumor 

solo concert 

solo ensemble 

somewhat awesome 

somewhat destroyed 

somewhat functional 

somewhat legal 

sound of silence  

student athlete 

Student Teacher 

studious students 

study break 

study outside 

stunted growth 

stupid genius 

subjective data 

subtle exaggeration 

subversive 

compliance 

successful suicide 

sugarless candy 

suicide victim 

summer school 

sun shade 

sun shower 

Super Information 

Highway  

superette 

Supporting 

documentation 

sure bet 

Sure fire tip  

sure guess 

sweet and sour 

sweet pain 

sweet pickle 

sweet sorrow 

sweet tart 

sweet-sour  

Swiss Steak 

Swiss Army 

Synthetic natural 

gas 

systematic chaos 
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systematic disorder 

systematic variance 
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taliban intelligence  

talk show 

talking mime 

tame beast 

tame cat 

taped live 

targeted spam 

tax cut  

tax return 

tax simplification 

tax-free 

teacher union  

telepresence 

TEMPORARY TAX 

INCREASE 

tense calm 

tentative conclusion 

terminal initialization 

terribly enjoyable 

terribly good 

terribly nice 

Terribly Pleased 

Terrific Head Ache  

Texas chic  

Thank God I'm an 

Atheist 

Thinking out loud 

The Grateful Dead  

The Peace War  

thinking out  

THIS PAGE 

INTENTIONALLY LEFT 

BLANK 

thunderous silence 

three originals 

thunderous silence 

tight slacks 

Timeless Moment  

tiny mountain 

tiny tank 

to infinity and beyond 

toll free 

tomorrow today 

tomorrows' headlines 

today 

top floor 

totalitarian democracy  

totally partial 

tough love 

traditionally radical 

traffic flow 

tragic comedy 

train schedule 

tranquil fiesta 

transient stability 

traumatic bonding  

tremendously small 

troubled paradise 

true counterfeit 

true fiction 

true gossip 

true illusion  

true lies 

true story 

truth in advertising 

Truthful tabloids 

turbo diesel 

turkey ham 

turned up missing  

twelve-ounce 

pound cake 
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UN designated safe 

haven  

unacceptable solution 

unbiased journalism 

unbiased news report  

Unbiased Opinion 

unbiased predisposition 

uncommonly common 

uncommonly normal 

uncontested divorce 

uncrowned king 

under abundance  

understanding editors 

understanding unix 

unfunny joke  

unhappily married 

uninvited guest 

Union workers  

United Methodists  

United Nations 

United States 

university funding 

unknown identity 

unknown knowledge 

upside down 

unrepeatable pleonasm 

unsalted saltines 

unsellable stock 

unspoken 

suggestion 

unsung hero 

unthaw 

unusual routine  

Unwanted Baby  

Unwelcome 

Greetings  

unwelcome recess 

useful oxymoron 

user friendly 

usually unusual 

 

  

Vanilla Fudge  

veiled accusation 

venial sin 

Ventura Freeway  

vices of our virtues 

victimless crime 

vigorously ignoring 

violent agreement 

virtual reality 

voluntary taxes 

voodoo science 
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waiting patiently 

waning crescent 

war games 

war on terror  

warm ice 

waste management 

weak muscle 

wealthy professor 

weather forecaster 

wedded bliss 

weekday 

well-preserved ruins 

Wet Drywall  

wheeled walker 

white chocolate 

white gold 

white lie  

white negro  

white night 

white rose 

whole half 

whole hemisphere 

whole part 

whole piece  

wholesome  

Wicked Good 

wickedly good 

Wilderness management 

Wind Burn  

Windows NT 

(New Technology) 

Wireless cable  

wisdom of Congress  

wise fool 

withheld 

contribution 

wordless book 

work party 

working breakfast  

working hobby 

working lunch 

working vacation 

 

  

xenophobic foreign 

secretary 

 

  

 

  

young adult  

young sixty 

Yummy sushi  

   

 

  

zero deficit  
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Surgeries 

 

 Three Arkansas surgeons were playing golf together and discussing  
surgeries they had performed. 
 One of them said, "I'm the best surgeon in Arkansas. A concert pianist  
lost  7 fingers in an accident, I reattached them, and 8 months later he 
 performed a private concert for the Queen of England."  
 
 One of the others said. "That's nothing. A young man lost an arm and both 
 legs in an accident, I reattached them, and 2 years later he won a gold 
 medal in field events in the Olympics." 
 
 The third surgeon said, "You guys are amateurs. Several years ago a lady 
 was high on cocaine and marijuana and she rode a horse head-on into a  
train traveling 80 miles an hour. All I had left to work with was the horses 
blond mane and a big ass. Now she's the Senator from New York." 
 

 

Latest scam 

 
 The latest scam in the New York area is happening at the Westchester 
 mall. 
  
 Two good looking 22 year old women come over to your car as you are  
 parking it.  One starts wiping your windshield with a cloth & Windex, 
 the other comes to your car window saying "hi" while bending over with 
 her breasts almost coming out of her blouse, impossible for you not to 
 look. When you thank them and offer them a tip, they say no and beg you 
 for a ride someplace locally. You agree and they both get in the back 
 seat of your car. On the way they start having sex in the back seat. One 
 of them then hops up to the front seat and performs oral sex on you, 
 while the other steals your wallet!!! I was assaulted in such a manner 
 last Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday, but I could not find them on 
 Saturday or Sunday. 
  
 BE CAREFUL !!!!! 
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The Fireman 

This story is really touching.   

 

  

Stop telling God how big your storm is.  

Instead tell your storm how big your GOD 

is!  

In Phoenix, Arizona, a 26-year-old 

mother stared  

down at her 6 year old son, who was dying 

of  

terminal leukemia. Although her heart 

was filled  

with sadness, she also had a strong 

feeling of  
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determination. Like any parent, she 

wanted her  

son to grow up and fulfill all his dreams. 

Now  

that was no longer possible..  

The leukemia would see to that. But she 

still  

wanted her son's dreams to come true. 

She took  

her son's hand and asked, "Billy, did you 

ever  

think about what you wanted to be once 

you grew  

up? Did you ever dream and wish what you 

would do  

with your life?"  

Mommy, "I always wanted to be a fireman 

when I grew up."  
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Mom smiled back and said, "Let's see if 

we can  

make your wish come true."  

Later that day she went to her local fire  

department in Phoenix, Arizona, where 

she met  

Fireman Bob, who had a heart as big as 

Phoenix.  

She explained her son's final wish and 

asked if  

it might be possible to give her six-year-

old son  

a ride around the block on a fire engine.  

Fireman Bob said, "Look, we can do better 

than  

that. If you'll have your son ready at 

seven  
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o'clock Wednesday morning, we'll make 

him an  

honorary fireman for the whole day. He 

can come  

down to the fire station, eat with us, go 

out on  

all the fire calls, the whole nine yards! 

And if  

you'll give us ! his sizes, we'll get a real 

fire  

uniform for him, with a real fire hat-not a 

toy  

one-with the emblem of the Phoenix Fire  

Department on it, a yellow slicker like we 

wear  

and rubber boots. They're all 

manufactured right  

here in Phoenix, so we can get them fast."  
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Three days later Fireman Bob picked up 

Billy,  

dressed him in his fire uniform and 

escorted him  

from his hospital bed to the waiting hook 

and  

ladder truck. Billy got to sit on the back 

of the  

truck and help steer it back to the fire 

station.  

He was in heaven. There were three fire 

calls in  

Phoenix that day and Billy got to go out 

on all  

three calls. He rode in the different fire  

engines, the paramedic's van, and even 

the fire chief's car.  
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He was also videotaped for the local news  

program. Having his dream come true, 

with all the  

love and attention that was lavished upon 

him, so  

deeply touched Billy that he lived three 

months  

longer than any doctor thought possible.  

One night all of his vital signs began to 

drop  

dramatically and the head nurse, who 

believed in  

the hospice concept that no one should 

die alone,  

began to call the family members to the 

hospital.  

Then she remembered the day Billy had 

spent as a  
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fireman, so she called the Fire Chief and 

asked  

if it would be possible to send a fireman 

in  

uniform to the hospital to be with Billy as 

he  

made his transition.  

The chief replied, "We can do better 

than that.  

We'll be there in five minutes.  

Will you please do me a favor?  

When you hear the sirens screaming and 

see the  

lights flashing, will you announce over the 

PA  

system that there is not a fire? It's just 

the  
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fire department coming to see one of its 

finest  

members one more time.  

And will you open the window to his room?  

About five minutes later a hook and 

ladder truck  

arrived at the hospital and extended its 

ladder  

up to Billy's third floor open window  

16 firefighters climbed up the ladder into  

Billy's room.  

With his mother's permission, they  

hugged him and held him and told him how 

much  

they loved him.  

With his dying breath, Billy  

looked up at the fire chief and said,  

"Chief, am I really a fireman now?"  
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"Billy, you are, and the Head Chief, Jesus, 

is holding your hand,"  

the chief said.  

With those words, Billy smiled and said,  

"I know, He's been holding my hand all 

day, and the angels have been singing.."  

He closed his eyes one last time.  
 

 

The convent 

MOTHER SUPERIOR CALLS ALL THE NUNS TOGETHER FOR A SPECIAL 

MEETING IN HER OFFICE. 

"I MUST TELL YOU ALL SOMETHING. I'VE JUST LEARNED THAT 

WE HAVE A CASE OF GONORRHEA IN THE CONVENT." 

"PRAISE THE LORD!" SAYS A BLONDE NUN AT THE BACK OF THE 

ROOM. 

"I AM..LIKE..Soooooooooo TIRED OF CHARDONNAY!" 

 

Telephone Cheat List 
US finance  phone steps to find a human 

America First  800-999-3961  0 or say "member services" 

American 
Express  

800-528-4800  0 repeatedly 

American Funds  800-421-0180  Press 0. 
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AMSouth Bank  800-267-6884  When the recording starts, press 111-0000. This is seven digits, 
like a phone number. 

Bank of America  800-529-8804  Press 555 at each prompt. 

Bank of America  800 900 9000  To get to human directly at any BOA #, press *0. 

Bank One  877-226-5663  0 

Capital One  800-903-3637  0,0,0 

Charles Schwab  800-435-9050  3, 0 

Chase  800-
CHASE24  

5 pause 1 4 

Chase Credit 
Card  

800-945-2006  0 

Chrysler 
Financial  

800-700-0738  Select language, then press 00 

Citi AAdvantage  888-766-2484  Ignore prompts and wait for a human. 

CitiCard  800-967-8500  0,0,0,0,0 

CitiFinancial  800-643-5607  0,0,0,0,0 

CitiMortgage  800-283-7918  ### 

Citizens Bank  800-922-9999  0,0,0 

Coutrywide 
Loans  

800-669-5864  *0 repeatedly 

Decision One 
Mortgage  

888-264-3663  Don't press any keys when prompted; they transfer you 

Diner's Club  800-729-5309  2 

Discover  800-347-2683  **** 

e*Trade  800-786-2575  #### (4 pound signs) 

Equifax  800-997-2493  See also. 

Experian  888-397-3742  See also. 

Exxon Mobil 
Card  

800-344-4355  000 ignoring message 

Fidelity  800-544-6666  ignore prompt for social security number, just enter ### 

Fidelity 
NetBenefits  

800-581-5800  1,################# 

GE Finance 
CareCredit  

866-893-7864  1, 6, 5, 0, 0 

GM MasterCard  800-947-1000  Press "0" at each prompt. 

Honda Financial 
Services  

800-445-1358  Press 0 at each prompt regardless of the message. 

HSBC  800-477-6000  1, 3, 0 

ING  800-464-3473  Direct to human. 

MasterCard  800-MC-
ASSIST  

000 on each menu 

MBNA  800-421-2110  00 when menu starts 
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Mellon Investor  800-649-3593  Wait through initial recording finishes, select nothing--wait--you 
will be connected to a live customer service rep 

MetLife Bank  866-226-5638  Press # after each menu. 

PayPal  402-935-7733  Say "agent." See also. 

Paypal Buyer 
Credit  

866-571-3012  Be silent and at the end of the options press 6. 

PNC Bank  888-762-2265  Press * till it says "transfering to customer support;" takes about 3 
*s. 

Privacy Guard  800-734-0199  Say "agent" or "no" or any word at each prompt. 

Sovereign Bank  877-SOV-
BANK  

1 english; 1 personal; 3 then social#; passcode, #; then 0 (1-3x) 

SunTrust  800-786-8787  Press # after each menu. 

TD Waterhouse  800-934-4448  Press # after opening prompt, then do it again after prompt to be 
transferred to rep. 

TIAA-CREF  800-842-2252  Press 00 at each prompt. 

Transunion  800-888-4213  See also. 

US Bank  800-872-2657  0 

USAA  800-531-2265  Say "representative" at every opportunity. 

Visa  800-847-2911  000 (ignore prompts saying that it's an invalid entry) 

Wachovia  800-922-4684  0, 0 

Wal Mart Credit 
Card  

866-888-3868  0 

Washington 
Mutual  

800-756-8000  At any time after the announcement(s) press 0,0. 

Washington 
Mutual  

800-788-7000  Press 0 at each prompt regardless of the message. 

Wells Fargo  800-869-3557  0,0,0 or when asked for account number say "I don't know" 

Western Union  800-325-6000  * then ## 

us government  phone steps to find a human 

Dept of 
Education Loans  

800-848-0979  Say and do nothing at the prompt and you will be transfered to 
someone. 

EDD  800-300-5616  When you hear "welcome", press 1, then press 4 and 0 at the 
next two prompts. 

Federal Trade 
Commission  

877-382-4357  At each prompt, press 4, 5, 0. 

FEMA  800-621-
FEMA  

Select language (1 for English), Don't choose any option, just 
hold for human; or press 00 

INS/Citizenship  800-375-5283  Select language, then press 2, 6, 2, 4 at the prompts, press 0. 

Medicare  800-
MEDICARE  

RE; info for part "D" Medicare Prescription Drug Plans- When 
recording begins say "Agent" 5+ times. 

Medicare  800-633-4227  Say "agent" or press 0. 
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Social Security  800-772-1213  Press 00. 

US Dept. of 
Transportation  

800-832-5660  Press 000. 

USPS  800-275-8777  Press 3 at each prompt. Press 2 at the next recording. 

Veterans Affairs  800-827-1000  Press 1,0. 

us insurance  phone steps to find a human 

Aetna  800-537-9384  2, then say "operator" (check this) 

Aetna  800-680-3566  * then 0 anytime 

AIG  877-638-4244  Direct to human. 

Blue Cross FEP  800-451-7602  Wait for prompt, then press 0, 3 to reach a CS rep. 

CIGNA  800-516-2898  REGARDING A BILL 

Cigna  800-849-9000  ## 

Delta Dental  888-335-8227  00000, wait through message, select language, 4, 0. 

GEICO  800-841-3000  Wait for prompt then 6, 1, 5; Or dail 800-555-2752 

Medco  800-251-7690  0000, enter member id or say "i don't have a member id." 

Medicare  800-633-4227  After the opening prompt say "agent". 

Principal Life  800-247-4695  1 for english, 2, then 0 several times. 

Prudential 
Financial  

800-778-2255  Say "Customer Service Representative" several times after intro. 

United Health 
Care  

866-844-4864  000000,0,0 

USAA  800-531-6095  000 then #; or # initially to dial the extension of a specific 
representative 

us pharmacy  phone steps to find a human 

Caremark  800-262-7890  0 

CVS  local store  Press 6 to connect to store manager. 

drugstore.com  800-378-4786  2, 5 

Eckerd  800-325-3737  0 for pharmacy, 8* for manager 

Express Scripts - 
TriCare  

866-363-8667  0, listen announcement, 0,0. 

MEDCO  800-987-5269  Say "representative" after each message (3x). 

Rite Aid  local store  Press 3 to speak to the pharmacy 

Walgreens  local store  0 for a pharmacy employee 

Walgreens Mail 
Order  

800-635-3070  0,00 

us products  phone steps to find a human 

Bose  800-444-2673  Direct to human. 

Entertainment 
Weekly Mag  

866-228-1183  Say "Agent" then "yes" when asked "Do you want to speak to a 
C.S. rep." 
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GE Appliance  800-626-2005  0 

GE Consumer 
Products  

800-720-2094  Select type the of product from menu and you'll get a human. 

Kodak  800-235-6325  *7 or *28 

Kodak Gallery 
(Ofoto)  

800-360-9098  Say "customer service representative" repeatedly. 

Konica Minolta  800-285-6422  0 

Panasonic  800-211-7262  0,0,0 

Playstation  800-345-7669  0 

Sonos  800-680-2345  1 sales; 2 support 

Sony  800-222-7669  When prompted, say "Agent." 

Sports Illustrated  800-284-8800  0,0,0,0 (ignore "invalid entry" messages) 

Time Magazine  866-731-5401  0,0,0,0 (ignore "invalid entry" messages) 

XM Radio  800-967-2346  0 

us retail  phone steps to find a human 

Advance Auto 
Parts  

800-314-4243  Press 0 when the automated message begins. 

Amazon Visa  888-247-4080  Press 0 twice. Ignore invalid account message. 

Amazon.com  800-201-7575  Wait though the first menu for an agent. See also. 

Apple Stores  local store  press 5 as soon as you hear the automated menu 

Banana Republic  888-277-8953  0 

Barnes & Noble  local store  Press 1 or 0 during greeting. 

Barnes & 
Noble.com  

800-843-2665  Direct to human. 

Best Buy  888-237-8289  Listen to intro, then press 1,2,0,0 

Best Buy Card  800-365-0292  00* then press 8 

Blair  800-458-2000  Direct to human. 

Buy.com  949-389-2000  Dail 0 and direct to rep 

Cabela's  800-237-4444  Direct to human. 

Circuit City Visa  888-363-8001  Press 0 a lot. 

CompUSA  local  0 

eBay  800-322-9266  0,0 See also. 

Gap Credit Card  800-887-1198  0 

Home Depot  local store  Direct to human. 

Home Depot  800-793-3768  # 2-3 times 

Home Shopping 
Net  

800-284-3100  0 
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Ikea  800-434-4532  Press 0 many times quickly! 

JC Penney  800-222-6161  Press 0 twice, ignoring error message. 

K-Mart  local store  0 

Kohl's Credit  800 564-5740  After providing account info, press 0 three times 

LL Bean  800-441-5713  Direct to human 

Lowe's  800-445-6937  Press 0 as the recording kicks in to get to the Operator 

NetFlix  888-638-3549  0 

Old Navy  800-653-6289  0 

Overstock.com  800-843-2446  At the main menu, 0 three to four times to bypass the menu 

Petco  local store  3 

QVC  800-367-9444  0 

Radio Shack  800-843-7422  0,0 

RadioShack  local store  Direct to human. 

Rent-A-Center  800-422-8186  1 

Safeway  local store  As soon as voice prompt starts type 1200 to get human 

Sears  800-4-MY-
HOME  

Be silent to be put in queue for human. 

Sears Delivery  800-732-7747  *122 

Sears Repairs  800-469-4663  Repeat "Help" everytime the IVR tries to give options. 

Sharper Image  800-344-9919  Direct to human. 

Staples  800-333-3330  Just wait through intro and you will be connected to a 
representative. 

Staples  local store  0 

Stop & Shop  local number  0 

Target  local store  0 during greeting. 

The Company 
Store  

800-285-3696  0 

Tiger Direct  888-999-7300  0 

Toys "R" Us  local store  0 

Wal-Mart  800-925-6278  1 for directory 

us shipping  phone steps to find a human 

DHL  800-225-5345  Press 1, press 5, press 0, enter your phone number. 

FedEx  888-463-3339  At message say "Rep"; or press 0 

Union Pacific  800-877-5123  Press # sign during main menu options. 

UPS  800-742-5877  0,0 

us technology  phone steps to find a human 

Apple  800-275-2273  000; if virtual rep answers, say "operator" 
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Apple Tech 
Support  

800-275-2273  0,,0,,0 Wait for IVR response before pressing 0 each time. 

Compaq  800-652-6672  When asked what product say "I don't know", then "person", 
ignore message and human will answer (may gave to hold) 

Dell  888-560-8324  00, 0, 0, 0 

Earthlink  888-earthlink  1 find a dialin number; 2 billing; 3 sales; 4 support 

Epson  800-922-8911  yes 

Fujitsu PC 
Support  

800-385-4878  0, 0 

Gateway  800-846-2301  Press nothing and wait through message. 

Geek Squad  800-433-5778  0,0,0,0,0,0 

Godaddy  480-505-8877  4, #, select 1 for new customer 2 existing customer, #again 

HP  800-474-6836  Say "agent". 

HP  888-560-8324  0 

IBM  800-IBM-
4YOU  

You go into a hold queue immediately 

kodak  800-235-6325  Press # after intro message. 

lockheed martin  800-435-7063  Press *7 after intro. 

Microsoft  800-936-5700  Always 0. This is true for just about any MS number. 

QuickBooks  888-729-1996  1 purchase; 2 billing; 3 registration; 4 tech support or 0 to human 

Symantec  800-441-7234  0 

Zone Labs, Inc.  877-966-5221  Press 2 for direct to human 24/7 

us telco  phone steps to find a human 

Alltel Cellular  800-255-8351  Press # four times. 

AOL  800-827-6364  Press 0 repeatedly, ignoring all messages. 

AT&T  800-222-0300  Press # four times, then press 1 if for current phone, 2 to enter 
other number, else 3. 

AT&T Wireless  800-888-7600  During prompts, press * then # twice. 

BellSouth  877-678-2355  Press *0. 

Cellular One  888-910-9191  Press 4. 

Charter 
Communications  

888-438-2478  Press 0 eight times. 

Cingular  800-211-2445  Direct to human. 

Comcast  800-266-2278  Press 000 or be silent and wait. 

Cox 
Communications  

877-247-2474  Press 4. 

Headsets.com  800-432-3738  Direct to human. 

MCI/Costco 800-938-4949  Press 2 four times. 
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Calling Card  

Metro PCS  888-863-8768  Press #43. 

Motorola  800-331-6456  Press 0 twice. 

Nextel  800-639-6111  Press 0 five times. 

Qwest  800-244-1111  Say "Agent" 5 times. 

RCN  800-746-4726  Press 5, then 3, then 1. 

SBC  800-585-7928  Again, an (intelligent, this time) IVR wants YOUR phone number 
first. 

SBC DSL 
Support  

877-722-3755  Say "no" and enter your phone # (or "yes" if calling from same 
number on account), then press 0 repeatedly. 

Simple Freedom  800-335-6401  Press 1, then 3, then 2. 

Sprint  800-658-7564  Direct to human. 

Sprint 
Broadband 
Direct  

888-996-0001  Press 0 twice. 

Sprint PCS  866-273-2163  Direct to human. 

SunCom  800-786-7378  Press 0 four to five times during or after opening message. 

T-Mobile  877-606-4801  Direct to human. 

TracFone  800-867-7183  Press 1 for English, wait for next menu to start, then press 5, then 
4. 

U.S. Cellular  888-944-9400  Press 0. 

Verizon 411 
Directory 
Assistance  

411 Press 0. 

Verizon DSL  800-567-6789  Say "Agent" repeatedly. 

Verizon Phone 
Repair  

800-275-2355  Direct to human. 

Verizon Wireless  800-922-0204  Press #00 or enter phone # then 0 then 4. 

Virgin Mobile  888-322-1122  Press 2, then say: "English", "More Options", "Ask a Question", 
"Live Advisor", "Something Else", "I don't have one", then enter 
phone # or say "I don't have one." 

Vonage 
Customer Care  

888-250-1799  Direct to human. 

us travel  phone steps to find a human 

American 
Airlines  

800-433-7300  00, then say "agent" 

Amtrak  800-872-7245  0 or say "agent" 

Amtrak  877-444-4773  Direct to human. 

Delta  800-221-1212  Say "agent" 3-4 times - every time it asks for a response from 
you. 

E-Z Pass  888-288-6865  0,0,0,0 (ignoring "invalid response" messages) 

Jet Blue  800-538-2583  0 
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Kayak.com  203-899-3120  0 

Lufthansa  800-399-5838  Direct to human. 

Mariott Rewards  800-321-7396  Enter rewards number and press 0 (or just press 0 if you don't 
have the #). 

National Car 
Rental  

800-227-7368  Direct to human. 

Northwest  800-225-2525  *, 0,0 after initial greeting 

Orbitz  888-656-4546  #,#,#,#,# 

Southwest  800-435-9792  Direct to human. (may hold if busy time) 

Travelocity  888-872-8356  #,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,#,# (ignoring "I'm sorry I did not understand" 
messages) 

United  800-864-8331  Do nothing, wait for human. 

United  800-864-8331  When you hear "let's get started" say "Agent" ... then "Domestic" 
or "International" as appropriate. 

US Airways  800-428-4322  4, wait, 1 

Walt Disney 
World  

407-824-4521  Direct line to Magic Kingdom Guest Relations 

us tv/satellite  phone steps to find a human 

Charter 
communications  

866-499-8080  Select language, 0,0,0,0,0,0 (and then hold :( 

comcast  800-945-2288  Ignore message and after 25 seconds, a human will answer. 

Direct TV  800-347-3288  0 repeatedly 

Sirius  888 539-7474  0 

TiVo  877-367-8486  Say "Live Agent" 

XM Radio  800-998-7900  Direct to human. 

 

 

Quote of the year! 

  

  

Chris Rock's Quote of the Year:  

"You know the world is changing 
when the best rapper is a white 

guy, the best golfer is a black guy, 
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the tallest guy in the NBA is 
Chinese, the  

Swiss hold the America's Cup, 
France is accusing the U. S. of 
arrogance, Germany doesn't want 
to go to war, and the three most 

powerful men in  

America are named 'Bush', 'Dick', 
and 'Colon'.  
 

 

Men strike back! ! ! ! 
! ! ! 

 
How many men does it take to open a beer? 
None. It should be opened when she brings it. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Why is a Laundromat a really bad place to pick up a 
woman? 
Because a woman who can't even afford a washing 
machine will probably never be able to support you. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Why do women have smaller feet than men? 
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It's one of those "evolutionary things" that allows 
them to stand closer to the kitchen sink. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
How do you know when a woman is about to say 
something smart? 
When she starts a sentence with "A man once told 
me..." 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
How do you fix a woman's watch? 
You don't. There is a clock on the oven. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Why do men fart more than women? 
Because women can't shut up long enough to 
build up the required pressure. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If your dog is barking at the back door and your wife is 
yelling at the front door, who do you let in first? 
The dog, of course. He'll shut up once you let him in. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
What's worse than a Male Chauvinist Pig? 
A woman who won't do what she's told. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I married a Miss Right. 
I just didn't know her first name was Always. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Scientists have discovered a food that diminishes 
a woman's sex drive by 90%. 
It's called a Wedding Cake. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Why do men die before their wives? 
They want to. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Women will never be equal to men until they can 
walk down the street with a bald head and a beer 
gut, and still think they are sexy. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the beginning, God created the earth and rested. 
Then God created Man and rested. 
Then God created Woman. 
Since then, neither God nor Man has rested. 
  

STAY!!!!  
 
 

I pulled into the crowded parking lot at the  

Super Wal-Mart Shopping Center and rolled  

down the car windows to make sure my  

Labrador Retriever Pup had fresh air.  
 

 

 

She was stretched full-out on the back seat  

and I wanted to impress upon her that she must  

remain there. I walked to the curb backward, 

pointing my finger at the car and saying 
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emphatically,  

"Now you stay. Do you hear me?" 

"Stay! Stay!"  

 

The driver of a nearby car, a pretty blonde young 

lady, 

gave me a strange look and said,  

 

 

 

"Why don't you just put it in park?" 

 

 
One day a father leaves the office and on his way home he remembers that 
 
it's his daughter's birthday. He pulls over to a toy store and asks the 
 
salesperson, "How much is the Barbie in the display window?" 
 
 
 
The salesperson answers, "Which one? We have: Work out Barbie for 
 
$19.95, Shopping Barbie for $19.95, Beach Barbie for $19.95, Disco 
 
Barbie for $19.95 and Divorced Barbie for $265.95. 
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The amazed father asks: "What? Why is the Divorced Barbie $265.95 and 
 
the others only $19.95?" 
 
 
 
The salesperson annoyingly answers:  "Sir..., Divorced Barbie comes with 
 
Ken's Car, Ken's House, Ken's Boat, Ken's Furniture, Ken's Computer 
 
and...   One of Ken's Friends." 
 
 
THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT 
 
 
 
 One day a florist goes to a barber for a haircut. After the cut he asked 
about his bill and the barber replies: "I'm sorry, I cannot accept money 
from you; I'm doing community service this week"  The florist is pleased and 
leaves the shop. Next morning when the barber goes to open there is a thank 
you card and a dozen roses waiting for him at his door. 
 
 Later, a cop comes in for a haircut, and when he goes to pay his bill the 
barber again replies: "I'm sorry, I cannot accept money from you; I'm doing 
community service this week."  The cop is happy and leaves the shop. Next 
morning when the barber goes to open up there is a thank you card and a 
dozen donuts waiting for him at his door. 
 
 Later a Republican comes in for a haircut, and when he goes to pay his 
bill the barber again replies: "I'm sorry, I cannot accept money from you; 
I'm doing community service this week." The Republican is very happy and 
leaves the shop.  The next morning when the barber goes to open, there is a 
thank you card and a dozen different books such as "How to Improve Your 
Business" and "Becoming More Successful." 
 
 Then a Democrat comes in for a haircut, and when he goes to pay his bill 
the barber again replies: "I'm sorry, I cannot accept money from you; I'm 
doing community service this week." The Democrat is very happy and leaves 
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the shop. The next morning when the barber goes to open up, there are a 
dozen Democrats lined up waiting for a free haircut. 
 
 

10 Thoughts from 2005  
  

Number 10 - Life is sexually transmitted.  
  

Number 9 - Good health is merely the slowest possible 
rate at which one can die.  
  

Number 8 - Men have two emotions: Hungry and 
Horny. If you see him without an erection, make him a 
sandwich.  
  

Number 7 - Give a person a fish and you feed him for a 
day; teach a person to use the Internet and he won't 
bother you for weeks.  
  

Number 6 - Some people are like a Slinky...not really 
good for anything, but you still can't help but smile 
when you see one tumble down the stairs.  
  

Number 5 - Health nuts are going to feel stupid 
someday, lying in hospitals dying of nothing.  
  

Number 4 - All of us could take a lesson from the 
weather.  It pays no attention to criticism.  
  

Number 3 - Why does a slight tax increase cost you 
two hundred dollars and a substantial tax cut                 
            saves you thirty cents?  
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Number 2 - In the 60's, people took acid to make the 
world weird.  Now the world is weird and people take 
Prozac to make it normal.  
  

AND THE NUMBER 1 THOUGHT FOR 2005:  
  

We know exactly where one cow with mad-cow-
disease is located among the millions and millions of 
cows in America, but we haven't got a clue as to where 
thousands of illegal immigrants and terrorists are 
located. Maybe we should put the Department of 
Agriculture in charge of immigration.  
  

Thoughts  
  

1-  Zero Gravity When NASA first started sending up 
astronauts, they quickly discovered that ball-point 
pens would not work in zero gravity.  To combat this 
problem, NASA scientists spent a decade and $12 
billion developing a pen that writes in zero gravity, 
upside-down, on almost any surface including glass 
and at temperatures ranging from below freezing to 
over 300 C. The Russians used a pencil. Your taxes 
are due again -- enjoy paying them.  
  

2 - Our Constitution They keep talking about drafting a 
Constitution for Iraq.  Why don't we just give them 
ours?  It was written by a lot of really smart guys, it's 
worked for over 200 years and we're not using it 
anymore.  
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3 - Ten Commandments The real reason that we can't 
have the Ten Commandments in a Courthouse is that 
you cannot post "Thou Shalt Not Steal", Thou Shalt 
Not Commit Adultery" and "Thou Shalt Not Lie" in a 
building full of lawyers, judges and politicians.  It 
creates a hostile work environment 

 

 

Sorry Fellows....the vote is now in, and we 

want to thank you all for entering!   

  

Many of you were outstanding candidates 

and otherwise would have been worthy of  

serious consideration.  BUT there can be 

no doubt in anybody's mind that this guy 

IS the --  

 
 
 
 

    Man of the year...  
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 A fleeing Taliban, desperate for water, was plodding through the 
Afghanistan desert when he saw something far off in the distance. 
Hoping to find water, he walked toward the object, only to find a 
little old Jewish man sitting at a card-table with neckties laid out 
on it. 
 
      The Arab asked, "My thirst is killing me. Do you have water?" 
 
      The Jewish man replied, "I have no water, but would you like to 
buy a tie?  They are only $150. This one goes very nicely with your 
robes." 
 
       The Arab shouted, "Idiot! I do not need an overpriced tie. I need water!" 
 
      "OK," said the old Jew, "it does not matter that you do not want 
to buy a tie, and that you insult me. I will show you that I will not 
be vindictive, even though you have offended me.  If you walk over 
that hill to the east for about two miles, you will find a lovely 
restaurant. Go! Walk that way! The restaurant has all the water you 
need!" 
 
       The Arab staggered away toward the hill and eventually 
disappeared. Four hours later the Arab came crawling back to where the 
Jewish man was sitting at his table. 
 
The Jew said, "I told you, about two miles over that hill. Could you 
not find it? 
 
      "I found it all right," rasped the Arab. "Your brother won't let 
me in without a tie." 
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Who's In Charge Here! - The Boss 

   

  

 All the organs of the body were having a 
meeting, trying to decide who was the 
one in charge. 

 

"I should be in charge," said the brain , 
"Because I run all the body's systems, so without me nothing 
would happen." 

 

"I should be in charge," said the blood , 

"Because I circulate oxygen all over so without me you'd all 
waste away." 

"I should be in charge," said the 
stomach," Because I process food and give all of you 

energy." 

"I should be in charge," said the legs, 

"because I carry the body wherever it needs to go." 

 

"I should be in charge," said the eyes, 
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"Because I allow the body to see where it goes." 

"I should be in charge," said the rectum, 

"Because I'm responsible for waste removal." 

All the other body parts laughed at the 
rectum And insulted him, so in a huff, he shut down tight. 

Within a few days, the brain had a terrible 

headache, the stomach was bloated, the legs got 

wobbly, the eyes got watery, and the blood Was toxic. 

They all decided that the rectum should be the boss. 

The Moral of the story? 

The asshole is usually in charge !! 
 

 
 
Chili  
  

A young cowboy walks into a seedy cafe in Mackay, Idaho. He 
sits at the counter and notices an old cowboy with his arms folded 
staring blankly at a full bowl of chili. 
 

After several minutes of just sitting there staring at it, the young cowboy 

bravely asks the old cowpoke, "If you ain't gonna eat that, mind if I do?" 

 

The older cowboy slowly turns his head toward the young wrangler and 

in his best cowboy manner says, "Nah, go ahead." 
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Eagerly, the young cowboy reaches over and slides the bowl over to his 

place and starts spooning it in with delight. He gets nearly down to the 

bottom and notices a dead mouse in the chili. The sight was shocking 

and he immediately pukes up the chili into the bowl. 

The old cowboy quietly says, "Yep, that's as far as I got, too." 

 

 

Test for Dementia" 

 

"It's that time of year to take 
our annual senior citizen test." 
 

Exercise of the brain is as 
important as exercise of the 
muscles. As we grow older, 
it's important to keep mentally 
alert. If you don't use it, you 
lose it! Below is a very private 
way to gauge your loss or 
non-loss of intelligence. 
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Take the test presented here 
to determine if you're losing it 
or not. The spaces below are 
so you don't see the answers 
until you've made your 
answer. 
 
OK, relax, clear your mind and 
begin. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

1. What do you put in a 
toaster? 
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Answer: "bread." If you said 
"toast," give up now and do 
something else. Try not to hurt 
yourself. If you said, bread, go 
to Question 2. 
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2. Say "silk" five times. Now 
spell "silk." What do cows 
drink? 
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Answer: Cows drink water. If 
you said "milk," don't 
attempt the next question. 
Your brain is over-stressed 
and may even overheat. 
Content yourself with reading 
a more appropriate literature 
such as Auto World. However, 
if you said "water", proceed to 
question 3. 
 
 
 
 

 

3. If a red house is made from 
red bricks and a blue house is 
made from blue bricks and a 
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pink house is made from pink 
bricks and a black house is 
made from black bricks, what 
is a green house made from? 
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Answer: Greenhouses are 
made from glass. If you said 
"green bricks," why are you 
still reading these??? 
If you said "glass," go on to 
Question 4. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. It's twenty years ago, and a 
plane is flying at 20,000 feet 
over Germany (If you will 
recall, Germany at the time 
was politically divided into 
West Germany and East 
Germany.) Anyway, during the 
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flight, TWO engines fail. The 
pilot, realizing that the last 
remaining engine is also 
failing, decides on a crash 
landing procedure. 
Unfortunately the engine fails 
before he can do so and the 
plane fatally crashes smack in 
the middle of "no man's land" 
between East Germany and 
West Germany. Where would 
you bury the survivors? East 
Germany, West Germany, or 
no man's land"? 
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Answer: You don't bury 
survivors.  
 
 
 
 

 

If you said ANYTHING else, 
you're a dunce and you must 
stop. If you said, "You don't 
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bury survivors", proceed to 
the next question. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Without using a calculator - 
You are driving a bus from 
London to Milford Haven in 
Wales. In London, 17 people 
get on the bus; In Reading, six 
people get off the bus and 
nine people get on. In 
Swindon, two people get off 
and four get on. In Cardiff , 11 
people get off and 16 people 
get on. In Swansea, three 
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people get off and five people 
get on In Carmathen, six 
people get off and three get 
on. You then arrive at Milford 
Haven. What was the name of 
the bus driver? 
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Answer: Oh, for crying out 
loud!  
 
 
 
 

 

Don't you remember your own 
name? It was YOU!! 
 
 
 
 
 

Now pass this along to 

all your friends and 
pray they do better 
than you. 
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PS: 95% of people fail most of the questions!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A true friend is someone who reaches for 

your hand and touches your heart. 

 

 

Chris Rock's Quote of the Year:  

"You know the world is changing 

when the best rapper is a white 

guy, the best golfer is a black guy, 
the tallest guy in the NBA is 
Chinese, the  
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Swiss hold the America's Cup, 

France is accusing the U. S. of 
arrogance, Germany doesn't want 
to go to war, and the three most 
powerful men in  

America are named 'Bush', 'Dick', 
and 'Colon'.  

 

 

 A male patient is lying in bed in the hospital, wearing an 
 oxygen mask over his mouth and nose, still heavily sedated from a difficult, 
 four hour, surgical procedure. A young, student nurse appears to give him 
 a partial sponge bath.  
    
  "Nurse", he mumbles, from behind the mask.  "Are my testicles 
 black?"  
    
  Embarrassed, the young nurse replies, "I don't know, Sir, I'm  
  only here to wash your upper body and feet."  
    
  He struggles to ask again, "Nurse, are my testicles black?"  
    
  Concerned that he may elevate his vitals from worry about his  
  testicles, she overcomes her embarrassment and sheepishly 
 pulls back the covers.  She raises his gown, holds his penis in one  
  hand and his testicles in the other, lifting and moving them 
 around.  Then, she takes a close look and says, "There's nothing wrong with 
 them, Sir."  
    
  The man pulls off his oxygen mask, smiles at her and says very 
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  slowly, "Thank you very much. That was wonderful, but, listen 
 very, very  closely......  
    
  "A r e - m y - t e s t - r e s u l t s - b a c k?" 
 

We went to breakfast at a restaurant 
where the "seniors' special" was  two 
eggs, bacon, hash browns and toast for 
$1.99.  

 
 

"Sounds good," my wife said.  "But I 
don't want the eggs." 

 
 
 

"Then I'll have to charge you two dollars 
and forty-nine cents because you're 
ordering a la carte," the waitress warned 
her. 

 
 

"You mean I'd have to pay for not taking 
the eggs?" my wife asked incredulously. 
 
"YES!!" ---- 
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"I'll take the special." 

 
 
 

"How do you want your eggs?" 

 
 

"Raw and in the shell," my wife replied.  
She took the two eggs home. 

 
 

DON'T MESS WITH SENIORS 
 
Bill Clinton registers for the draft on September 08, 1964, accepting all 

contractual conditions of registering for the draft. 

 

Selective Service Number 326 46 228. 

 

Bill Clinton classified 2-S on November 17, 1964. 

 

Bill Clinton reclassified 1-A on March 20, 1968. 

 

Bill Clinton ordered to report for induction on July 28, 1969. 

 

Bill Clinton refuses to report and is not inducted into the military. 

 

Bill Clinton reclassified 1-D after enlisting in the United States Army 

Reserves on August 07, 1969, under authority of Col. E. Holmes. 

 

Clinton signs enlistment papers and takes oath of enlistment. 
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Bill Clinton fails to report to his duty station at the University of Arkansas 

ROTC, September 1969. 

 

Bill Clinton reclassified 1-A on October 30, 1969, as enlistment with Army 

Reserves is revoked by Colonel E. Holmes and Clinton now AWOL and 

subject to arrest under Public Law 90-40 (2)(a) registrant who has failed 

to report...remain liable for induction.' 

 

Bill Clinton's birth date lottery number is 311, drawn December 1, 1969, 

but anyone who has already been ordered to report for induction is 

INELIGIBLE! 

 

Bill Clinton runs for Congress (1974), while a fugitive from justice under 

Public Law 90-40. 

 

Bill Clinton runs for Arkansas Attorney General (1976), while a fugitive 

from justice. 

 

Bill Clinton receives pardon on January 21,1977, from President Carter. 

 

Bill Clinton FIRST PARDONED FEDERAL FELON ever to serve as President 

of the United States. 

 

All these facts come from Freedom of Information requests, public laws, 

and various books that have been published, and have not been refuted by 

Clinton. 

 

After the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, President Clinton promised 

that those responsible would be hunted down and punished. 

 

After the 1995 bombing in Saudi Arabia, which killed five U.S. military 

personnel; Clinton promised that those responsible would be hunted down 
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and punished. 

 

After the 1996 Khobar Towers bombing in Saudi Arabia, which killed 19 

and injured 200 U.S.  military personnel; Clinton promised that those 

responsible would be hunted down and punished. 

 

After the 1998 bombing of U.S. embassies in Africa, which killed 224 and 

injured 5,000; Clinton promised that those responsible would be hunted 

down and punished. 

 

After the 2000 bombing of the USS Cole, which killed 17 and injured 39 

U.S. sailors; Clinton promised that those responsible would be hunted down 

and punished. 

 

Maybe if Clinton had kept those promises, an estimated 3,000 people in 

New York and Washington, DC that are now dead would be alive today. 

 

AN INTERESTING QUESTION: 

This question was raised on a Philly radio call-in show. Without casting 

stones, it is a legitimate question. 

 

There are two men, both extremely wealthy. One develops relatively cheap 

software and gives billions of dollars to charity. 

 

The other sponsors terrorism. That being the case, why was it that the 

Clinton Administration spent more money chasing down Bill Gates over the 

eight years in office, than Osama bin Laden? 

 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

It is a strange turn of events. Hillary gets $8 Million for her forth coming 

memoir. Bill gets about $12 Million for his memoir yet to be written. This 

from two people who spent 8 years being unable to Recall anything about 
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past events while under oath. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cdr. Hamilton McWhorter USN (ret) 

 

P.S. Please forward this to as many people as you can! We don't want this 

woman to even THINK of running for President.  

 

 

Jack decided to go skiing with his buddy, Bob. So they loaded up 
Jack's mini van and headed north. 
 
After driving for a few hours, they got caught in a terrible blizzard. 
So they pulled into a nearby farm and asked the attractive lady who 
answered the door if they could spend the night. 
 
"I realize it's terrible weather out there and I have this huge house 
all to myself, but I'm recently widowed," she explained. "I'm afraid 
the neighbors will talk if I let you stay in my house." 
 
"Don't worry," Jack said. "We'll be happy to sleep in the barn. And if 
the weather breaks, we'll be gone at first light."  The lady agreed, 
and the two men found their way to the barn and settled in for the 
night. 
 
Come morning, the weather had cleared, and they got on their way. They 
enjoyed a great weekend of skiing . 
 
But about nine months later, Jack got an unexpected letter from an 
attorney. It took him a few minutes to figure it out, but he finally 
determined that it was from the attorney of that attractive widow he 
had met on the ski weekend. 
 
He dropped in on his friend Bob and asked, "Bob, do you remember that 
good-looking widow from the farm we stayed at on our ski holiday up 
North about 9 months ago?" 
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"Yes, I do." said Bob. 
 
"Did you, er, happen to get up in the middle of the night, go up to 
the house and pay her a visit? 
 
"Well, um, yes," Bob said, a little embarrassed about being found out. 
"I have to admit that I did." 
 
"And did you happen to use my name instead of telling her your name?" 
 
Bob's face turned beet red and he said, "Yeah, look, I'm sorry, buddy. 
I'm afraid I did. Why do you ask?" 
 
"She just died and left me everything." 
 
(And you thought the ending would be different, didn't you?) Now keep 
that smile for the rest of the day. 
 
 

Darwin Award Winners: 

 
1. When his 38-caliber revolver failed to fire at his 

intended victim 
during a hold-up in Long Beach, California, would-be 

robber James Elliot 

did something that can only inspire wonder. He peered 
down the barrel 

and tried the trigger again. This time it worked. 
 

And now, the honorable mentions: 
 

2. The chef at a hotel in Switzerland lost a finger in a 

meat-cutting 
machine and, after a little hopping around, submitted a 
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claim to his 

insurance company. The company, expecting 
negligence, sent out one of 

its men to have a look for himself. He tried the 
machine and lost a 

finger. The chef's claim was approved. 

 
3. A man who shoveled snow for an hour to clear a 

space for his car 
during a blizzard in Chicago returned with his v ehicle 

to find a woman 

had taken the space. Understandably, he shot her. 
 

4. After stopping for drinks at an illegal bar, a 
Zimbabwean bus driver 

found that the 20 mental patients he was supposed to 

be transporting 
from Harare to Bulawayo had escaped. Not wanting to 

admit his 
incompetence, the driver went to a nearby bus stop 

and offered everyone 

waiting there a free ride. He then delivered the 
passengers to the 

mental hospital, telling the staff that the patients were 
very excitable 

and prone to bizarre fantasies. The deception wasn't 

discovered for 3 
days. 

 
5. An American teenager was in the hospital recovering 
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from serious head 

wounds received from an oncoming train. When asked 

how he received the 
injuries, the lad told police that he was simply trying to 

see how close 
he could get his head to a moving train before he was 

hit. 
 

6. A man walked into a Louisiana Circle-K, put a $20 

bill on the 
counter, and asked for change. When the clerk opened 

the cash drawer, 
the man pulled a gun and asked for all the cash in the 

register, which 

the clerk promptly provided. The man took the cash 
from the clerk and 

fled, leaving the $20 bill on the counter. The total 
amount of cash he 

got from the drawer...$15. (If someone points a gun at 

you and gives you 
money, is a crime committed?) 

 
7. Seems an Arkansas guy wanted some beer pretty 

badly. He decided that 

he'd just throw a cinder block through a liquor store 
window, grab some 

booze, and run. So he lifted the cinder block and 
heaved it over his 

head at the window. The cinder block bounced back 
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and hit the would-be 

thief on the head, knocking him unconscious. The 
liquor store window was 

made of Plexiglas. The whole event was caught on 
videotape. 

 

8. As a female shopper exited a New York convenience 
store, a man 

grabbed her purse and ran. The clerk called 911 
immediately, and the 

woman was able to give them a detailed description of 

the snatcher. 
Within minutes, the police apprehended the snatcher. 

They put him in the 
car and drove back to the store. The thief was then 

taken out of the car 

and told to stand there for a positive ID. To which he 
replied, "Yes, 

officer, that's her. That's the lady I stole the purse 
from." 

 

9. The Ann Arbor News crime column reported that a 
man walked into a 

Burger King in Ypsilanti, Michigan, at 5 a.m., flashed a 
gun and 

demanded cash. The clerk turned him down because he 

said he couldn't 
open the cash register without a food order. When the 

man ordered onion 
rings, the clerk said they weren't available for 
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breakfast. The man, 

frustrated, walked away. 

 
A 5-STAR STUPIDITY AWARD WINNER! 

 
10. When a man attempted to siphon gasoline from a 

motor home parked on 
a Seattle street, he got much more than he bargained 

for. Police arrived 

at the scene to find a very sick man curled up next to a 
motor home near 

spilled sewage. A police spokesman said that the man 
admitted to trying 

to steal gasoline and plugged his siphon hose into the 

motor home's 
sewage tank by mistake. The owner of the vehicle 

declined to press 
charges, saying that it was the best laugh he'd ever 

had. 

 
 

Children are so honest!  
 
A little boy was attending his first 

wedding.  
After the service, his cousin asked him, 
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"How many women can a man marry?"  
"Sixteen," the boy responded. His cousin 
was amazed that he had an answer so 
quickly.  
"How do you know that?"  

"Easy," the little boy said.  
"All you have to do is add it up, like the 
pastor said,  
4 better, 4 worse, 4 richer, 4 poorer."  
 

º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o,

,,,o?º°'°º?o? 
 

After a church service on Sunday 
morning, a young boy suddenly 
announced to his mother, "Mom, I've 
decided to become a minister when I 
grow up."  
"That's okay with us, but what made 
you decide that?"  

"Well," said the little boy, "I have to 
go to church on Sunday anyway, and 
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I figure it will be more fun to stand 
up and yell, than to sit and listen."  
 

?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o

,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 
A 6-year-old was overheard reciting 
the Lord's Prayer at a church service, 
"And forgive us our trash passes, as 
we forgive those who passed trash 
against us."  
?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o

,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 
A boy was watching his father, a 
pastor, write a sermon.  
"How do you know what to say?" he 
asked.  
"Why, God tells me."  
"Oh, then why do you keep crossing 
things out?"  
?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o
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,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 
 

A little girl became restless as the 
preacher's sermon dragged on and 
on. Finally, she leaned over to her 

mother and whispered,  
"Mommy, if we give him the money 
now, will he let us go?"  

?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o

,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 

After the christening of his 

baby brother in church, 

little Johnny sobbed all the 

way home in the back seat 

of the car. His father asked 

him three times what was 
wrong.  

Finally, the boy replied, 

"That priest said he wanted 
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us brought up in a Christian 

home, and I want to stay 

with you guys!" 

?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o

,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 

Ms.Terri asked her Sunday School 

class to draw pictures of their 
favourite Bible stories. She was 
puzzled by Kyle's picture, which 
showed four people on an airplane, 
so she asked him which story it was 
meant to represent.  
"The Flight to Egypt," was his reply.  
Pointing at each figure, Ms. Terri 
said, "That must be Mary, Joseph, 
and Baby Jesus. But who's the fourth 

person?" 
"Oh, that's Pontius - the pilot!"  
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? 

º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o,

,,,o?º°'°º  

The Sunday School Teacher asks, "Now, 

Johnny, tell me frankly do you say 
prayers before eating?"  
"No sir," little Johnny replies,  
I don't have to. My mom is a good 
cook."  
?º°'°º?o,,,,o?º°'°º?o?º°'°º?o

,,,,o?º°'°º?o? 
This is the best one. 
A little girl was sitting on her 
grandfather's lap as he read her a 
bedtime story. 
From time to time, she would take 
her eyes off the book and reach up to 
touch his wrinkled cheek. She was 
alternately stroking her own cheek, 

then his again. 
Finally she spoke up, "Grandpa, did 
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God make you?" 
"Yes, sweetheart," he answered, 

"God made me a long time ago." 
"Oh," she paused, "Grandpa, did God 
make me too?" 
"Yes, indeed, honey," he said, "God 
made you just a little while ago." 
Feeling their respective faces again, 
she observed, "God's getting better 
at it, isn't he?" 

 

 

Subject: Fw: Through the eyes of a rapist (A MUST Read!!!) 
 
  

 
FORWARD THIS TO EVERY WOMAN YOU KNOW  
Through the Eyes of a Rapist  

This is important information for females of ALL 
ages. Guys - please forward to the female members of 
your family and all your female friends and associates. 
 
When this was sent to me, I was told to forward it to my 
lady friends. I forwarded it to almost everyone in my 
address book. My men friends have female friends and this 
information is too important to miss someone. Please pass 
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it along. 
 
A group of rapists and date rapists in prison were 
interviewed on what they look for in a potential 
victim and here are some interesting facts : 

 
1) The first thing men look for in a potential victim 
is hairstyle. They are most likely to go after a 
woman with a ponytail, bun, braid or other 
hairstyle that can easily be grabbed. They are also 
likely to go after a woman with long hair. Women with 
short hair are not common targets. 
 
2) The second thing men look for is clothing. They will 
look for women who's clothing is easy to remove 
quickly. Many of them carry scissors around specifically to 
cut clothing. 
 
3) They also look for women on their cell phone, 
searching through their purse or doing other 
activities while walking because they are off guard and 
can be easily overpowered. 
 
4) Men are most likely to attack & rape in the early 
morning, between 5:00a.m. and 8:30a.m. 
 
5) The number one place women are abducted 
from/attacked is grocery store parking lots. Number 
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two is office parking lots/garages. Number three is 
public restrooms. 
 
6) The thing about these men is that they are looking to 
grab a woman and quickly move her to another 
location where they don't have to worry about getting 
caught. 
 
7) Only 2% said they carried weapons because rape 
carries a 3-5 year sentence but rape with a weapon is 15-
20 years. 
 
8) If you put up any kind of a fight at all, they get 
discouraged because it only takes a minute or two for 
them to realize that going after you isn't worth it 
because it will be time-consuming. 
 
9) These men said they would not pick on women who 
have umbrellas, or other similar objects that can be 
used from a distance, in their hands. 
 
Keys are not a deterrent because you have to get really 
close to the attacker to use them as a weapon. So, the 
idea is to convince these guys you're not worth it. 
 
10) Several defense mechanisms he taught us are: If 
someone is following behind you on a street or in a 
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garage or with you in an elevator or stairwell, look them 
in the face and ask them a question, like what time is 
it, or make general small talk: "I can't believe it is so cold 
out here", "we're in for a bad winter." Now you've seen 
their face and could identify them in a line-up; you 
lose appeal as a target. 
 
11) If someone is coming toward you, hold out your 
hands in front of you and yell STOP or STAY BACK! 
Most of the rapists this man talked to said they'd leave a 
woman alone if she yelled or showed that she 
would not be afraid to fight back. Again, they are 
looking for an EASY target. 
  
12) If you carry pepper spray (this instructor was a 
huge advocate of it and carries it with him wherever he 
goes,) yell I HAVE PEPPER SPRAY and holding it out 
will be a deterrent. 
 
13) If someone grabs you, you can't beat them with 
strength but you can by outsmarting them. If you are 
grabbed around the waist from behind, pinch the 
attacker either under the arm (between the elbow 
and armpit) OR in the upper inner thigh VERY VERY 
HARD. One woman in a class this guy taught told him she 
used the underarm pinch on a guy who was trying to date 

rape her and was so upset she broke through the skin and 
tore out muscle strands - the guy needed stitches. Try 
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pinching yourself in those places as hard as you can stand 
it; it hurts. 
 
14) After the initial hit, always GO for the GROIN. I 
know from a particularly unfortunate experience that if you 
slap a guy's parts it is extremely painful. You might 
think that you'll anger the guy and make him want to hurt 
you more, but the thing these rapists told our instructor is 
that they want a woman who will not cause a lot of 
trouble. Start causing trouble, and he's out of there. 
 
15) When the guy puts his hands up to you, grab his 
first two fingers and bend them back as far as possible 
with as much pressure pushing down on them as 
possible. The instructor did it to me without using 
much pressure, and I ended up on my knees and both 
knuckles cracked audibly. 

 
16) Of course the things we always hear still apply. 
Always be aware of your surroundings, take 
someone with you if you can and if you see any odd 
behavior, don't dismiss it, go with your instincts!!! 

 
You may feel a little silly at the time, but you'd feel much 
worse if the guy really was trouble. 
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As a trucker stops for a red light, a blonde catches up. She jumps out of her 
car, runs up to his truck, and knocks on the door. 
 
The trucker lowers the window, and she says, "Hi, my name is Heather and you 
are losing some of your load." 
 
The trucker ignores her and proceeds down the street. When the truck stops for 
another red light, the girl catches up again.   She jumps out of her car, runs up 
and knocks on the door. Again, the trucker lowers the window. As if they've 
never spoken, the blonde says brightly, "Hi my name is Heather, and you are 
losing some of your load!"  
  
Shaking his head, the trucker ignores her again and continues down the street.  
  
At the third red light, the same thing happens again. All out of breath, the 
blonde gets out of her car, runs up, and knocks on the truck door.  
 
The trucker lowers the window. Again she says, "Hi, my name is Heather, and 
you are losing some of your load! 
 
When the light turns green the trucker revs up and races to the next light. 
 
When he stops this time, he hurriedly gets out of the truck, and runs back to the 
blonde. He knocks on her window, and as she lowers it, he says ... 
 
"Hi, my name is Kevin, it's winter in IOWA and I'm driving the SALT TRUCK!  
 

 

A jar of mayo and 2 cups of coffee 

 
When things in your life seem almost too much to handle, when 24 hours in  
a day are not enough, remember the mayonnaise jar...and the 2 cups of  
coffee. 
 
A professor stood before his philosophy class and had some items in front  
of him. When the class began, wordlessly, he picked up a very large and  
empty mayonnaise jar and proceeded to fill it with golf balls. He asked  
the students if the jar was full. They agreed that it was. 
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The professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured them into the  
jar. He shook the jar lightly, and the pebbles rolled into the open areas  
between the golf balls. He then asked the students again if the jar was  
full; they agreed it was. 
 
The professor next picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. Of  
course, the sand filled up everything else. He asked once more if the jar  
was full. The students responded with a unanimous "yes." 
 
The professor then produced two cups of coffee from under the table and  
poured the entire contents into the jar, effectively filling the empty  
space between the sand. The students laughed. 
 
"Now," said the professor, as the laughter subsided, "I want you to  
recognize that this jar represents your life. The golf balls are the  
important things...your God, your family, your children, your health, your  
friends, and your favorite passions--things that if everything else was  
lost and only they remained, your life would still be full. 
 
The pebbles are the other things that matter--like your job, your house,  
and your car. 
 
The sand is everything else: the small stuff. 
 
"If you put the sand into the jar first," he continued, "there is no room  
for the pebbles or the golf balls. 
 
The same goes for life. If you spend all your time and energy on the small  
stuff, you will never have room for the things that are important to you. 
 
Pay attention to the things that are critical to your happiness. Play with  
your children. Take time to get medical checkups. Take your partner out to  
dinner. Play another 18. There will always be time to clean the house and  
fix the disposal." 
 
Take care of the golf balls first, the things that really matter. Set your  
priorities. The rest is just sand." 
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One of the students raised his hand and inquired what the coffee  
represented. 
 
The professor smiled. "I'm glad you asked. It just goes to show you that  
no matter how full your life may seem, there's always room for a couple of  
cups of coffee with a friend." 

 

 

An Atheist Was Walking 
Through The Woods. 

  
"What majestic trees"! 
"What  powerful rivers"! 
"What beautiful animals"!   He said to himself. 
 
As he was walking alongside the river, he  heard a rustling in the  
bushes behind him. He turned to look.  He saw a  7-foot grizzly  
charge towards him.  He ran as fast as he could up the  path.  He  
looked over his shoulder and saw that the bear was closing in on  him. 
 
He looked over his shoulder again, and the bear was even closer.  He  
tripped and fell on the ground.  He rolled over to pick himself  up  
but saw that the bear was right on top of him, reaching for him  
with  his left paw and raising his right paw to strike him. At that  
instant the Atheist cried out, "Oh my God!" Time Stopped. The bear  
froze. The  forest was silent. 
 
As a bright light shone  upon the man, a voice came out of the sky.  
"You deny my existence for all  these years, teach others I don't  
exist and even credit creation to cosmic  accident.  Do you expect  
me to help you out of this predicament?  Am  I to count you as a believer?" 
 
The atheist looked directly into the light,  "It would be  
hypocritical of me to suddenly ask You to treat me as a  
Christian  now, but perhaps You could make the BEAR a Christian"? 
 
"Very Well," said the voice. 
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The light went out. The sounds of the forest resumed. And the bear  
dropped his right paw, brought both paws together, bowed his head  
and  spoke: "Lord  bless this food, which I am about to receive from  
thy bounty through Christ our  Lord, Amen." 
 

 

Tree Hugger 

 

A woman from Los Angeles, who was a tree hugger 

and an anti-hunter, purchased a piece of timberland. 

There was a large tree on one of the highest points in the tract. 

She wanted a good view of the natural splendor of 

her land so she started to climb the big tree. As she neared the 

top she encountered a spotted owl that attacked her. In her haste to 

escape, the woman slid down the tree to the ground and got many 

splinters in her crotch. In considerable pain, she hurried to the nearest 

doctor. She told him she was an environmentalist and an 

anti-hunter and how she came to get all the splinters. The doctor listened 

to her story with great patience and then told her to go into the 

examining room and he would see if he could help her. She sat and 

waited three hours before the doctor reappeared. The angry woman 

demanded, "What took you so long?"  

 

He smiled and then told her, "Well, I had to get permits from the 

Environmental Protection Agency, the Forest Service and the 

Bureau of Land Management before I could remove old-growth timber 

from a recreational area. I'm sorry, but they turned me down." 

 

GOD BLESS AMERICA.... 
 

How poor people live 
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One day, the father of a very wealthy family took his son on a trip to the 

country with the express purpose of showing him how poor people live. 

They spent a couple of days and nights on the farm of what would be 

considered a very poor family. 

On their return from their trip, the father asked his son, "How was the 

trip?" 

"It was great, Dad." 

"Did you see how poor people live?" the father asked. 

"Oh yeah," said the son. 

"So, tell me, what did you learn from the trip?" asked the father. 

The son answered: 

"I saw that we have one dog and they had four. 

We have a pool that reaches to the middle of our garden and they have a 

creek that has no end. We have imported lanterns in our garden and they 

have the stars at night. 

Our patio reaches to the front yard and they have the whole horizon. 

We have a small piece of land to live on and they have fields that go? 

Beyond our sight. 

We have servants who serve us, but they serve others. 

We buy our food, but they grow theirs. 

We have walls around our property to protect us, they have friends? 

to protect them." 

The boy's father was speechless. 

Then his son added, "Thanks Dad for showing me how poor we are." 

Isn't perspective a wonderful thing? Makes you wonder what would 

happen if we all gave thanks for everything we have, instead of worrying 

about what we don't have. 

EVENING CLASSES FOR MEN! 

 

W.I.C.O.E. 

(Women In Charge Of Everything) 
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is proud to announce the opening of its 

EVENING CLASSES FOR MEN! 

 

OPEN TO MEN ONLY 

Note: due to the complexity and level of difficulty, each course will accept a 

maximum of eight participants 

 

The course covers two days, and topics covered in this course include: 

 

DAY ONE 
 

HOW TO FILL ICE CUBE TRAYS 

Step by step guide with slide presentation 

 

TOILET ROLLS -- DO THEY GROW ON THE HOLDERS? 

Roundtable discussion 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LAUNDRY BASKET & FLOOR 

Practicing with hamper (Pictures and graphics) 

 

DISHES & SILVERWARE; DO THEY LEVITATE/FLY TO KITCHEN SINK OR DISHWASHER 

BY THEMSELVES? 

Debate among a panel of experts. 

 

REMOTE CONTROL 

Losing the remote control - Help line and support groups 

 

LEARNING HOW TO FIND THINGS 

Starting with looking in the right place instead of turning the house upside 

down while screaming - Open forum 

 

DAY TWO 
 

EMPTY MILK CARTONS; DO THEY BELONG IN THE FRIDGE OR THE BIN? 

Group discussion and role play 

 

HEALTH WATCH; BRINGING HER FLOWERS IS NOT HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH 
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PowerPoint presentation 

 

REAL MEN ASK FOR DIRECTIONS WHEN LOST 

Real life testimonial from the one man who did 

 

IS IT GENETICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SIT QUIETLY AS SHE PARALLEL PARKS? 

Driving simulation 

 

LIVING WITH ADULTS; BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR 

PARTNER 

Online class and role playing 

 

HOW TO BE THE IDEAL SHOPPING COMPANION 

Relaxation exercises, meditation and breathing techniques 

 

REMEMBERING IMPORTANT DATES & CALLING WHEN YOU'RE GOING TO BE LATE 

Bring your calendar or PDA to class 

 

GETTING OVER IT; LEARNING HOW TO LIVE WITH BEING WRONG ALL THE TIME 

Individual counselors available 

 

 
Jesus and Satan  
 

 

Jesus and Satan were having an on-going argument about who 

was better on the computer. They had been going at it for days, 

and frankly God was tired of hearing all the bickering. 

 

Finally fed up, God said, "THAT'S IT! I have had enough. I am 

going to set up a test that will run for two hours, and from those 

results, I will judge who does the better job."  

 

So Satan and Jesus sat down at the keyboards and typed away. 

 

They moused. 

 

They faxed. 
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They e-mailed. 

 

They e-mailed with attachments. 

 

They downloaded. 

 

They did spreadsheets!  

 

They wrote reports. 

 

They created labels and cards. 

 

They created charts and graphs. 

 

They did some genealogy reports. 

 

They did every job known to man. 

 

Jesus worked with heavenly efficiency and Satan was faster 

than hell.  

 

Then, ten minutes before their time was up, lightning suddenly 

flashed across the sky, thunder rolled, rain poured, and, of 

course, the ! power went off. 

 

Satan stared at his blank screen and screamed every curse 

word known in the underworld. 

 

Jesus just sighed. Finally the electricity came back on, and 

each of them restarted their computers. Satan started 

searching frantically, screaming: "It's gone! It's all GONE! "I lost 
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everything when the power went out!"  

 

Meanwhile, Jesus quietly started printing out all of his files 

from the past two hours of work. 

 

Satan observed this and became irate. "Wait!" he screamed. 

"That's not fair! He cheated! How come he has all his work and I 

don't have any?"  

 

God just shrugged and said, 

 

"JESUS SAVES" 

 

Medical insurance explained 

 

 Q. What does HMO stand for? 

 A. This is actually a variation of the phrase, 

 

 "HEY MOE." Its roots  go back to a concept pioneered by Moe of the 

 Three Stooges, who  discovered that a patient could be made to forget 

 the pain in his  foot if he was poked hard enough in the eye. 

 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. I just joined an HMO. How difficult will it be 

 

 to choose the  doctor I want? 

 

 A. Just slightly more difficult than choosing your parents. 

 

 Your  insurer will provide you with a book listing all 

 the doctors in the  plan. 

 

The doctors basically fall into two categories--those who are 
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 no longer accepting new patients, and those who will see you but are 

 no longer participating in the plan. But don't worry, the remaining 

 doctor who is still in the plan and accepting new patients has an 

 office just a half-day's drive away and a diploma from a third 

world  country. 

 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. Do all diagnostic procedures require pre-certification? 

 A. No. Only those you need. 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. Can I get coverage for my preexisting conditions? 

 A. Certainly, as long as they don't require any treatment. 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q What happens if I want to try alternative forms of medicine? 

 A. You'll need to find alternative forms of payment. 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. My pharmacy plan only covers generic drugs but I need the 

 name  brand. 

 

 Q. I tried the generic medication, but it gave me a stomach ache. 

  What should I do? 

 A. Poke yourself in the eye. 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. What if I'm away from home and I get sick? 

 A. You really shouldn't do that. 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. I think I need to see a specialist, but my doctor insists he can 

 handle my problem. Can a general practitioner really perform a 

 heart transplant right in his/her office? 

 A. Hard to say, but considering that all your risking is the $20 

 co-payment, there's no harm in giving it a shot. 
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 ------------------------------------------ 

 Q. Will health care be different in the next century? 

 A. No, but if you call right now, you might get an appointment 

 by  then. 
 

 

I am a senior citizen.  
 

During the Clinton Administration I had a 

good job.   
 

Since President Bush took office, I have 

watched my entire life change for the worse 

because of his policies.  
 

I lost my job.   
 

I lost my home.  
 

I lost my health insurance.  

I lost my two sons in that terrible War in 

Iraq.  
 

As a matter of fact, I've lost virtually 

everything and become homeless.   
 

Instead of getting some help, I only got 

arrested.  

George W. Bush has to go! 
 

We should do anything that Senators 

Kennedy, Clinton, and Kerry want to insure 

that a Democrat is back in the White House 
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with the next election.   
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Saddam Hussein 
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A. A. D. D. 

 

 

       Recently, I was diagnosed with A. A. A. D. D. - 

         Age Activated Attention Deficit Disorder. 

       This is how it manifests:   I decide to water my 

       garden.     As I turn on the hose in the driveway, I 

       look over at my car and decide my car needs washing. 

       As I start toward the garage, I notice that there is 

       mail on the porch table that I brought up from the 

       mailbox earlier.I decide to go through the mail before 

       I wash the car. 

       I lay my car keys down on the table, put the junk mail 

       in the garbage can under the table, and notice that 

       the can is full.     So, I decide to put the bills 

       back on the table and take out the garbage first. 

         But then I think, since I'm going to be near the 

       mailbox when I take out the garbage anyway, I may as 

       well pay the bills first.  I take my checkbook off the 

       table, and see that there is only one check left.  My 

       extra checks are in my desk in the study, so I go 

       inside the house to my desk where I find the can of 

       Coke that I had been drinking. I'm going to look for 

       my checks, but first I need to push the Coke aside so 

       that I don't accidentally knock it over. I realize! 

       the Coke is getting warm, and I decide I should put it 

       in the refrigerator to keep it cold. As I head toward 

       the kitchen with the Coke, a vase of flowers on the 

       counter catches my eye--they need to be watered.  I 

       set the Coke down on the counter, and I discover my 

       reading g lasses that I've been searching for all 
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       morning. I decide I better put them back on my desk, 

       but first I'm going to water the flowers.       I set 

       the glasses back down on the counter, fill a container 

       with water and suddenly I spot the TV remote. Someone 

       left it on the kitchen table. I realize that tonight 

       when we go to watch TV, I will be looking for the 

       remote, but I won't remember that it's on the kitchen 

       table, so I decide to put it back in the den where it 

       belongs, but first I'll water the flowers. I pour some 

       water in the flowers, but quite a bit of it spills on 

       the floor.       So, I set the remote back down on the 

       table, get some towels and wipe up the spill. Then I 

       head down the hall trying to remember what I was 

       planning to do. 

       At the end of the day: 

         the driveway is flooded 

         the car isn't washed, 

       the bills aren't paid, 

       there is a warm can Coke sitting on the counter, 

         there is still only one check in my check book, 

 

       I can't find the remote, 

       I can't find my glasses, and I don't remember what I 

       did with the car keys. 

       Then when I try to figure out why nothing got done 

       today, I'm really baffled because I know I was busy 

       all day long, and I'm really tired.   I realize this 

       is a serious problem, and I'll try to get some help 

       for it, but first I'll check my e-mail. 

       Do me a favor, will you? Forward this message to 

       everyone you know, because I don't remember who I have 

       sent it to.       Don't laugh -- if this isn't you 
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       yet, your day is 

 

coming!-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

ABOUT DRINKING WATER          
   

 
 

The following will probably amaze and startle you...    
 

One glass of water shuts down midnight hunger pangs for almost 

100% of the dieters studied in a University study.  

 
Lack of water is the #1 trigger of daytime fatigue.  

 
Preliminary research indicates that 8-10 glasses of water a day could 

significantly ease back and joint pain for up to 80% of sufferers.  
 

A mere 2% drop in body water can trigger fuzzy short-term memory, 

trouble with basic math, and difficulty focusing on the computer 
screen or  

 
Drinking 5 glasses of water daily decreases the risk of colon cancer by 

45%, plus it can slash the risk of breast cancer by 79%, and one is 

50% less likely to develop bladder cancer.  
 

Are you drinking the amount of water you should every day? 
 

 

A magician worked on a cruise ship. 

  

The audience was different each week so the magician did the same 

tricks over and over again. 
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There was only one problem:  The captain's parrot saw the shows each 

week and began to understand how the magician did every trick. 

  

Once he understood, he started shouting in the middle of the show, 

"Look, it's not the same hat!" or, "Look, he's hiding the flowers 

under the table!" or  "Hey, why are all the cards the ace of spades?" 

  

The magician was furious but couldn't do anything. It was, after all, 

the captain's parrot. 

Then one stormy night on the Pacific, the ship unfortunately sank, 

drowning almost all who were on board. 

  

The magician luckily found himself on a piece of wood floating in the 

middle of the sea, as fate would have it ... with the parrot. They 

stared at each other with hatred, but did not utter a word. 

  

This went on for a day... and then 2 days ... and then 3 days ... 

  

Finally on the 4th day, the parrot could not hold back any longer and 

said ......  "OK, I give up.  Where's the fuckin' ship?" 
 

 

Said in court  

 

Things people actually said in court, word for word, taken down and now 

published by court reporters that had the torment of staying calm while 

these exchanges were actually taking place. 

Is it true that you considered becoming an attorney? 

_____________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: What was the first thing your husband said to you that 

morning? 
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WITNESS: He said, "Where am I, Cathy?" 

ATTORNEY: And why did that upset you? 

WITNESS: My name is Susan. 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Do you know if your daughter has ever been involved in 

voodoo? 

WITNESS: We both do. 

ATTORNEY: Voodoo? 

WITNESS: We do. 

ATTORNEY: You do? 

WITNESS: Yes, voodoo. 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Now doctor, isn't it true that when a person dies in his 

sleep, 

he doesn't know about it until the next morning? 

WITNESS: Did you actually pass the bar exam? 

___________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Were you present when your picture was taken? 

WITNESS: Would you repeat the question? 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: So the date of conception (of the baby) was August 8th? 

WITNESS: Yes. 

ATTORNEY: And what were you doing at that time? 

WITNESS: Uh.... 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: How was your first marriage terminated? 

WITNESS: By death. 

ATTORNEY: And by whose death was it terminated? 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Is your appearance here this morning pursuant to a 

deposition 

notice which I sent to your attorney? 

WITNESS: No, this is how I dress when I go to work. 
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______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Doctor, how many of your autopsies have you performed 

on dead 

people? 

WITNESS: All my autopsies are performed on dead people. 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: ALL your responses MUST be oral, OK? What school did 

you go to? 

WITNESS: Oral. 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Do you recall the time that you examined the body? 

WITNESS: The autopsy started around 8:30 p.m. 

ATTORNEY: And Mr. Denton was dead at the time? 

WITNESS: No, he was sitting on the table wondering why I was doing 

an 

autopsy on him! 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Are you qualified to give a urine sample? 

WITNESS: Huh? 

______________________________________ 

ATTORNEY: Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you check 

for a 

pulse? 

WITNESS: No. 

ATTORNEY: Did you check for blood pressure? 

WITNESS: No. 

ATTORNEY Did you check for breathing? 

WITNESS: No. 

ATTORNEY: So, then it is possible that the patient was alive when you 

began the autopsy? 

WITNESS: No. 

ATTORNEY: How can you be so sure, Doctor? 
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WITNESS: Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar. 

ATTORNEY: But could the patient have still been alive, nevertheless? 

WITNESS: Yes, it is possible that he could have been alive and 

practicing 

law. 

 
Running radar Trap 
 
GOOD 
 In Richardson, Texas State Trooper was running radar.  He had a perfect  
 spot to watch for speeders, but wasn't getting any.  Then he discovered the 
 problem.  A 12 year old boy was standing up the road with a hand painted 
 sign which read "RADAR TRAP AHEAD!" 
 The officer later found a young accomplice down the road with a sign 
 reading, "TIPS" and a bucket full of money. (And we used to just sell 
 lemonade!) 
  
 BETTER 
 A motorist was mailed a picture of his car speeding through an automated 
 radar post in Plano, Texas. A $40 speeding ticket was included. Being cute, 
 he sent the police department a picture of $40. The police responded with 
 another mailed photo of handcuffs. 
  
 BEST 
 A young woman was pulled over in Austin, Texas for speeding. As the TX  
 State Trooper walked to her car window, flipping open his ticket book, she 
said, "I bet you are going to sell me a ticket to the Texas State Police Ball."  
 He replied, "Texas State Troopers don't have balls." There was a moment of 
 silence while she smiled and he realized what he'd just said. He then  
 closed his book, got back in his patrol car and left. She was laughing too hard 
to start her car. 
 

 

The Parrot 
 
 
A woman went  to a pet shop and immediately spotted a large, beautiful 
parrot.. 
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There was a sign on the cage that said "$50.00." 
 
"Why so little,"  she asked the pet store owner. 
 
The owner looked at her and said, "Look, I should tell you first that 
this bird used to live in a house of Prostitution, and sometimes it says 
some pretty vulgar stuff." 
 
The woman thought about this, but decided she had to have  the bird 
anyway. 
 
She took it home and hung the bird's cage up in her  living room and 
waited for it to say something. 
 
The bird looked around  the room, then at her, and said, 
 
"New house, new madam." 
 
The woman was a bit shocked at the implication, but then  thought 
"that's really not so bad." 
 
When her 2 teenage daughters returned  from school the bird saw and 
said, 
 
"New house, new madam, new  girls." 
 
The girls and the woman were a bit offended but then began  to laugh 
about the situation considering how and where the parrot had been  raised. 
 
Moments later, the woman's husband, Keith, came home from  work. 
 
The bird looked at him and said, 
 
"Hi, Keith!" 
 
 
The right way to depart ... 
  
  The old priest lay dying in the hospital. For years he had faithfully  
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  served  the people of the nation's capital. He motioned for one of his aides to  
  come  near. 
  
  "Yes father" said the aide.  "I would really like to see Ted Kennedy and 
  Charles Schumer before I die", whispered the priest. 
  
  "I'll see what I can do, father" replied the aide. 
  
  The aide sent the request to the Senate and waited for a response. Soon  
  the word arrived. Kennedy and Schumer would be delighted to visit the priest.  
  As they went to the hospital, Schumer commented to Kennedy "I don't know 
why the old priest wants to see us, but it will certainly help our images  
  after the number the Republicans have done on us."  Kennedy couldn't help 
but agree. 
  
  When they arrived at the priest's room, the priest took Kennedy's hand in 
  his right hand and Schumer's hand in his left. There was silence and a  
  look of serenity on the old priest's face. 
  
  Finally Senator Kennedy spoke "Father, of all the people you could have 
  chosen, why did you choose us to be with you as you near the end?" 
  
  The old priest slowly replied "I have always tried to pattern my life  
  after our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ." 
  
  "Amen" said Kennedy. "Amen" said Schumer. 
  
  The old priest continued..."He died between two thieves. I would like to  
  do the same." 
 
 
Jesus and Satan from Julia 
 
 

Jesus and Satan were having an on-going argument about who 

was better on the computer. They had been going at it for days, 

and frankly God was  

tired of hearing all the bickering. 
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Finally fed up, God said, "THAT'S IT! I have had enough. I am 

going to 

set up a test that will run for two hours, and from those results, 

I will judge who does the better job."  

 

So Satan and Jesus sat down at the keyboards and typed away. 

 

They moused. 

 

They faxed. 

 

They e-mailed. 

 

They e-mailed with attachments. 

 

They downloaded. 

 

They did spreadsheets!  

 

They wrote reports. 

 

They created labels and cards. 

 

They created charts and graphs. 

 

They did some genealogy reports. 

 

They did every job known to man. 

 

Jesus worked with heavenly efficiency and Satan was faster 

than hell.  
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Then, ten minutes before their time was up, lightning suddenly 

flashed 

across the sky, thunder rolled, rain poured, and, of course, the ! 

power 

went off. 

 

Satan stared at his blank screen and screamed every curse 

word known in the underworld. 

 

Jesus just sighed. Finally the electricity came back on, and 

each of 

them restarted their computers. Satan started searching 

frantically, 

screaming: "It's gone! It's all GONE! "I lost everything when the 

power went out!"  

 

Meanwhile, Jesus quietly started printing out all of his files 

from the past two hours of work. 

 

Satan observed this and became irate. "Wait!" he screamed. 

"That's not 

fair! He cheated! How come he has all his work and I don't have 

any?"  

 

God just shrugged and said, 

 

"JESUS SAVES" 

 

 

A Note to your bank! 
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Dear Sir: 
 
I am writing to thank you for bouncing my check with 
which I endeavored to pay my plumber last month. By 
my calculations, three nanoseconds must have elapsed 
between his presenting the check and the arrival in my 
account of the funds needed to honor it. I refer, of 
course, to the automatic monthly deposit of my entire 
salary, an arrangement which, I admit, has only been 
in place for eight years. 
 
You are to be commended for seizing that brief window 
of opportunity, and also for debiting my account $50 
by way of penalty for the inconvenience caused to your 
bank. My thankfulness springs from the manner in 
which this incident has caused me to rethink my errant 
financial ways. 
 
I noticed that whereas I personally attend to your 
telephone calls and letters, when I try to contact 
you, I am confronted by the impersonal, overcharging, 
prerecorded faceless entity which your bank has 
become. 
 
From now on, I, like you, choose only to deal with a 
flesh-and-blood person. My mortgage and loan 
repayments will, therefore and hereafter, no longer be 
automatic, but will arrive at your bank, by check, 
addressed personally and confidentially to an employee 
at your bank whom you must nominate. 
 
Be aware that it is an offense under the Postal Act 
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for any other person to open such an envelope. Please 
find attached an Application Contact Status which I 
require your chosen employee to complete. I am sorry 
it runs to eight pages, but in order that I know as 
much about him or her as your bank knows about me, 
there is no alternative. Please note that all copies 
of his or her medical history must be countersigned by 
a Notary Public, and the mandatory details of his/her 
financial situation (income, debts, assets and 
liabilities) must be accompanied by documented proof. 
 
 
In due course, I will issue your employee with a PIN 
code which he/she must quote in dealings with me. I 
regret that it cannot be shorter than 28 digits but, 
again, I have modeled it on the number of button 
presses required to access my account balance on your 
phone bank service. As they say, imitation is the 
sincerest form of flattery. 
 
Allow me to level the playing field even further. 
Press buttons as follows: 
 
1. - To make an appointment to see me. 
2. - To query a missing payment. 
3. - To transfer the call to my living room in case I am there. 
4. - To transfer the call to my bedroom in case I am sleeping. 
5. - To transfer the call to my toilet in case I am attending to 
nature. 
6. - To transfer the call to my mobile phone if I am not at home.  
7. - To leave a message on my computer, a password to 
access my computer is required. Password will be 
communicated at a later date to the Authorized Contact.  
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8. - To return to the main menu and to listen to options 1 through 
7.  
9. - To make a general complaint or inquiry.  
(The contact will then be put on hold, pending the 
attention of my automated answering service. 
While this may, on occasion, involve a lengthy wait, 
uplifting music will play for the duration of the call.) 
 
Regrettably, (but again following your example), I 
must also levy an establishment fee to cover the cost 
of setting up this new, state-of-the-art user-friendly,  
high-efficiency communication system. 
 
May I wish you a happy, if ever-so-slightly less 
prosperous New Year? 
 
Your Humble Client 
 

This is fun and I know you will enjoy 

it.......  
  

Olny srmat poelpe can. 

  

  
I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht 

I was rdanieg. The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan 

mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde 

Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in 
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a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist 

and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a 

taotl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. 

Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey 

lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh? 

yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt! 
if you can raed tihs psas it on !! 
  

A jumbo jet is just coming into the Toronto Airport on its final 
approach. The pilot comes on the intercom, "This is your Captain. 
We're on our final descent into Toronto. I want to thank you for 
flying with us today and I hope you enjoy your stay in Toronto". 
 
He forgets to switch off the intercom, and the whole plane can hear 
his conversation with his co-pilot. The copilot says to the pilot, 
"Well, skipper, watcha gonna do in Toronto?" 
 
"Well," says the skipper, "first I'm gonna check into the hotel and 
take a big crap . . . then I'm  gonna take that new stewardess with 
the huge tits out for dinner . . . .  then I'm gonna wine and dine 
her, take her back to my room and put it to her big time all night 
long!" 
 
Everyone on the plane hears this and immediately begins looking up and 
down the aisles trying to get a look at the new stewardess. 
 
Meanwhile the new stewardess is at the very back of the  plane. She's 
so embarrassed 
that she tries to run to the cockpit to turn the intercom off. Halfway 
down the aisle, she trips over an old lady's bag and falls on her 
face. 
 
The old lady leans over and says: "No need to hurry, dear.  He's gonna 
take a shit first." 
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Sexual Calorie Counter  

 
It has been known for many years that sex is good exercise, but until 
recently nobody had made a scientific study of the caloric expenditure 
of different sexual activities. Now after original and proprietary 
research they are proud to present the results.  
 
REMOVING HER CLOTHES:  
With her consent....................... 12 Calories  
Without her consent.................... 187 Calories  
 
OPENING HER BRA:  
With both hands........................ 8 Calories  
With one hand.......................... 12 Calories  
With your teeth........................ 85 Calories  
 
PUTTING ON A CONDOM:  
With an erection....................... 6 Calories  
Without an erection.................... 315 Calories  
 
PRELIMINARIES:  
Trying to find the clitoris............ 8 Calories  
Trying to find the! G-Spot.............. 92 Calories  
 
POSITIONS:  
Missionary............................. 12 Calories  
69 lying down.......................... 78 Calories  
69 standing up......................... 112 Calories  
Wheelbarrow............................ 216 Calories  
Doggy Style............................ 326 Calories  
Italian chandelier..................... 912 Calories  
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ORGASMIC:  
Real................................... 112 Calories  
False.................................. 315 Calories  
 
POST ORGASM:  
Lying in bed hugging................... 18 Calories  
Getting up immediately................. 36 Calories  
Explaining why you got out of bed immediately......816 Calories  
 
GETTING A SECOND ERECTION: If you are:  
20-29 years old........................ 36 Calories  
30-39 years............................ 80 Calories  
40-49 years...........................! . 124 Calories  
50-59 years............................ 972 Calories  
60-69 years............................ 2916 Calories  
70 and over......................... Results are still pending  
 
DRESSING UP AFTERWARDS:  
Calmly................................. 32 Calories  
In a hurry............................. 98 Calories  
With her father knocking at the door... 1218 Calories  
With your wife knocking at the door.... 3521 Calories  

 

 
A bowl of lifesavers - From The Mouths of Babes  
 
A college professor was doing a study testing the senses of first 
graders, using a bowl of lifesavers. He gave all the children the same 
kind of lifesavers, one at a time, and asked them to identify them by 
color and flavor. 
  The children began: 
  
  "Red.....cherry," 
  "Yellow.........lemon," 
  "Green....lime," 
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  "Orange........orange." 
  
  Then the professor gave them all a HONEY-flavored lifesaver. 
  
  After eating them for a few moments none of the children could 
  identify the taste. 
  Well," he said "I'll give you all a clue. It's what your mother may 
sometimes call your father." 
  
  One little girl looked up in horror, spit hers out and yelled, "Oh 
My  God!!!! They're assholes!" 
 
 

1. WILL THE REAL DUMMY PLEASE STAND UP? AT&T fired 
President John Walter after nine months, saying he lacked 
intellectual leadership. He received a $26 million severance 
package. Perhaps it's not Walter who's lacking intelligence.  
  

2. WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM OUR FRIENDS: Police 
in Oakland, CA spent two hours attempting to subdue a 
gunman who had barricaded himself inside his home. After 
firing ten tear gas canisters, officers discovered that the man 
was standing beside them in the police line, shouting, 
"Please come out and give yourself up."  
 
 

3. WHAT WAS PLAN B??? An Illinois man, pretending to have 
a gun, kidnapped a motorist and forced him to drive to two 
different automated teller machines, wherein the kidnapper 
proceeded to withdraw money from his own bank accounts.  
  

4. THE GETAWAY! A man walked into a Topeka, Kansas Kwik 
Stop and asked for all the money in the cash drawer. 
Apparently, the take was too small, so he tied up the store 
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clerk and worked the counter himself for three hours until 
police showed up and grabbed him.  
  

5. DID I SAY THAT??? Police in Los Angeles had good luck 
with a robbery suspect who just couldn't control himself 
during a lineup. When detectives asked each man in the 
lineup to repeat the words: "Give me all your money or I'll 
shoot", the man shouted, "that's not what I said!".  
  

6. ARE WE COMMUNICATING??? A man spoke frantically 
into the phone: "My wife is pregnant and her contractions are 
only two minutes apart". "Is this her first child?" the doctor 
asked. "No!" the man shouted, "This is her husband!"  
  

7. NOT THE SHARPEST TOOL IN THE SHED!  In Modesto, CA, 
Steven Richard King was arrested for trying to hold up a 
Bank of America branch without a weapon. King used a 
thumb and a finger to simulate a gun... Unfortunately, he 
failed to keep his hand in his pocket. (hellooooooo)!  
  

8. THE GRAND FINALE!!!  Last summer, down on Lake 
Isabella, located in the high desert, an hour east of 
Bakersfield, CA, some folks, new to boating, were having a 
problem. No matter how hard they tried, they couldn't get 
their brand new 22 foot boat, going. It was very sluggish in 
almost every maneuver, no matter how much power they 
applied. After about an hour of trying to make it go, they 
putted into a nearby marina, thinking someone there may be 
able to tell them what was wrong. A thorough topside check 
revealed everything in perfect working condition. The engine 
ran fine, the out-drive went up and down, and the propeller 
was the correct size and pitch. So, one of the marina guys 
jumped in the water to check underneath. He came up 
choking on water, he was laughing so hard.  
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NOW REMEMBER... THIS IS TRUE.   
Under the boat, still strapped securely in place, was the 
trailer! 
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Let us not be stopped by that which divides us but look for that which 
unites us  

 

If we could reduce the world’s population to a village of precisely 100 people, 
with all existing human ratios remaining the same, the demographics would 
look something like this: 

60 Asians  12 Europeans  

5 US 

Americans 

and 

Canadians  

8 Latin Americans  14 Africans  

     

49 would be female 
51 would 

be male 
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82 would be non-white   18 white 

 
 

89 heterosexual  11 homosexual  

 

 

33 would be Christian 67 would be non-Christian 

 
 

 5 would control 32% of the 

entire world’s wealth, and 

all of them would be US 

citizens  
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 80 would live in 

substandard housing  

 

 24 would not have any 

electricity 
(And of the 76% that do have 

electricity, most would only use 

it for light at night.)  

 67 would be unable to read  

 

  1 (only one) would have a 

college education. 

 

 50 would be malnourished 

and 1 dying of starvation 
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 33 would be without access 

to a safe water supply 

 

 1 would have HIV 

 

 1 near death 

 

 2 would be near birth  

 

 7 people would have access 

to the Internet 

 

If to take a look at the world from this condensed perspective, 
the need for acceptance, understanding and education becomes evident. 
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Think of it! 

If you woke up this morning with more health than sickness, 
you are luckier than the million that will not survive this week. 

If you have never experienced a war, 

 

a loneliness of an imprisonment, 

 

an agony of tortures  

 

or a famine 

 

You are happier, than 500 million persons in this world. 

If you are able to go to church, mosque or synagogue without fear of 
harassment, arrest, torture or death, 

you are happier, than 3 billion persons in this world. 
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 If there is a meal in your 

refrigerator, 

 

 if you are dressed and have 

got shoes, 

 

 if you have a bed and a roof 

above your head, 

 

you are better off, than 75% of 

people in this world.  

 

If your parents are still alive and still married, 
then you are a rarity. 
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 If you have a bank 

account, 

 

 money in your purse 

 

 and there is some trifle 

in your coin box, 

 

you belong to 8% of well-

provided people in this world. 

 

If you read this text, you are blessed three times as much, because  
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1. Someone has thought of 

you;  

 

2. You do not belong to those 

2 billion people which 

cannot read 

 

3. and... you have had 

your computer! 

 

Someone has told once: 

 Work like you 

don't need 

money,  
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 Love like you've 

never been hurt, 

 

 Dance like 

nobody's 

watching,  

 

 Sing like 

nobody's 

listening,  
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 Be surprised, like 

you were born 

yesterday, 

 

 Tell the truth and 

you don't have to 

remember 

anything, 

 

 Live like it's 

Heaven on Earth. 

 

This is your World! 

And you are able to make changes! 

Hasten to do good works! 

Think of it! 
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Little Melissa comes home from first grade and tells her father that 

they learned about the history of Valentine's Day. 

 

"Since Valentine's Day is for a Christian saint and we're Jewish," she 

asks, "will God get mad at me for giving someone a valentine? 

 

Melissa's father thinks a bit, then says "No, I don't think God would 

get mad. Who do you want to give a valentine to?" 

 

"Osama Bin Laden," she says 

 

"Why Osama Bin Laden," her father asks in shock 

 

"Well," she says, "I thought that if a little American Jewish girl 

could have enough love to give Osama a valentine, he might start to think 

that maybe we're not all bad, and maybe start loving people a little bit. 

And if other kids saw what I did and sent valentines to Osama, he'd 

love everyone a lot. And then he'd start going all over the place to tell  

everyone how much he loved them and how he didn't hate anyone anymore." 

 

Her father's heart swells and he looks at his daughter with newfound 

pride. 

 

"Melissa, that's the most wonderful thing I've ever heard." 

 

"I know," Melissa says, "and once that gets him out in the open, the 

Marines could blow his ass away." 

 

Now why didn't the Marines think of this??? LOL 

 

 

NBA or NFL????? 

 

36 have been accused of spousal abuse  
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7 have been arrested for fraud  
19 have been accused of writing bad checks  
117 have directly or indirectly bankrupted at least 2 

businesses  
3 have done time for assault  
71, repeat 71 cannot get a credit 

card due to bad credit  
14 have been arrested on drug-related charges  
8 have been arrested for shoplifting  
21 currently are defendants in 

lawsuits. and  
84 have been arrested for drunk driving in 
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the last year Can 
you guess which 
organization this is?  
Give up yet? . . . 
Scroll down, citizen!  

 

 
It's the 535 members of 

the United States Congress. 

The same group of Idiots that 
crank out hundreds of new 
laws each year designed to 
keep the rest of us in line.  
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You gotta pass this 

one on  

 
 Poker Game 
 
 
 Six retired Floridians were playing poker in the condo clubhouse  when 
 Meyerwitz loses $500 on a single hand, clutches his chest, and drops dead  
 at the table. Showing respect for their fallen comrade, the other five  
 continue playing standing up. Finkelstein looks around and asks, 
 
 "So, who's gonna tell his wife?" 
 They cut cards. Goldberg picks the two of clubs and has to carry the news. 
 They tell him to be discreet, be gentle, and not to make a bad situation  
 any worse. 
 
 "Discreet? I'm the most discreet person you'll ever meet. Discretion  is  
 my middle name. Leave it to me." 
 
 Goldberg goes over to the Meyerwitz apartment and knocks on the door. The 
 wife answers thru the door and asks what he wants? Goldberg 
 declares: 
 
 "Your husband just lost $500 in a Poker game and is afraid to come 
 home.""Tell him to drop dead!" yells the wife. 
 
 "I'll go tell him," says Goldberg. 
 

Dear IRS: 
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Enclosed is my 2005 tax return showing that I owe $3,407.00 

in taxes. Please note the attached article from USA Today, 

wherein you will see that the Pentagon is paying $171.50 for 

hammers and NASA has paid $600.00 for a toilet seat. 

I am enclosing four toilet seats (value $2,400) and six 

hammers (value $1,029), bringing my total remitted to 

$3,429.00. 

Please apply the overpayment of $22.00 to the "Presidential 

Election Fund," as noted on my return. You can do this 

inexpensively by sending them one 1.5" Phillips Head screw 

(article from USA Today detailing how HUD pays $22.00 each 

for 1.5" Phillips Head Screws is enclosed for your convenience. 

It has been a pleasure to pay my tax bill this year, and I look 

forward to paying it again next year. 

Sincerely, 

A Satisfied Taxpayer 

 
Natural High 
 

Think about them one at a time BEFORE going on to the next one.. 

IT DOES MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD, especially the thought at the end. 

 

1. Falling in love. 

2. Laughing so hard your face hurts. 

3. A hot shower. 

4. No lines at the supermarket 

5. A special glance. 

6 Getting mail 
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7. Taking a drive on a pretty road. 

8. Hearing your favorite song on the radio. 

9. Lying in bed listening to the rain outside. 

10. Hot towels fresh out of the dryer. 

11. Chocolate milkshake. (or vanilla or strawberry!) 

12. A bubble bath. 

13. Giggling. 

14. A good conversation. 

15. The beach 

16. Finding a 20 dollar bill in your coat from last winter. 

17. Laughing at yourself. 

18. Holding a newborn baby. 

19. Midnight phone calls that last for hours. 

20. Running through sprinklers. 

21. Laughing for absolutely no reason at all. 

22. Having someone tell you that you're beautiful. 

23. Laughing at an inside joke. 

24. Friends. 

25. Accidentally overhearing someone say something nice about you. 

26. Waking up and realizing you still have a few hours left to sleep. 

27. Your first kiss (either the very first or with a new partner). 

28. Making new friends or spending time with old ones. 

29. Playing with a new puppy. 

30. Having someone play with your hair. 

31. Sweet dreams. 

32. Hot chocolate. 

33. Road trips with friends. 

34. Swinging on swings. 

35. Making eye contact with a cute stranger. 

36. Making chocolate chip cookies. 

37. Having your friends send you homemade cookies. 

38. Holding hands with someone you care about. 

39. Running into an old friend and realizing that some things (good or bad) 

never change. 

40. Watching the _expression on someone's face as they open a much desired 

present from you. 

41. Watching the sunrise. 

42. Getting out of bed every morning and being grateful for another 

beautiful day. 
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43. Knowing that somebody misses you. 

44. Getting a hug from someone you care about deeply. 

45. Knowing you've done the right thing, no matter what other people think. 

 

 

    Friends are angels who lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble 

    remembering  how  to fly. 

 

Two tall trees 

It is hard to find a joke today without a dirty word or two in it, but  
here is one:  
Two tall trees, a birch and a beech, are growing in the woods. A small  
tree begins to grow between them, and the beech says to the birch, "Is that  
a son of a beech or a son of a birch?" The birch says he cannot tell. Just  
then a woodpecker lands on the sapling. The birch says, "Woodpecker, you are  
a tree expert. Can you tell if that is a son of a beech or a son of a  
birch?" The woodpecker takes a taste of the small tree. He replies, "It is  
neither a son of a beech nor a son of a birch. It is, however, the best  
piece of ash I have ever put my pecker in."  
Wipe that smile off your face!  

 

 George Carlin's new rules for 2006 
(Bet you thought he was dead) 

 

 New Rule: - Stop giving me that pop-up ad for Classmates.com!  There's 

a 

 reason you don't talk to people for 25 years.  Because you don't 

 particularly like them!  Besides, I already know what the captain of the 

 football team is doing these days: - mowing my lawn. 

 

 New Rule: - Don't eat anything that's served to you out a window unless 

 you're a seagull.  People are acting all shocked that a human finger was 

 found in a bowl of Wendy's chili.  Hey, it cost less than a dollar.  What 

 did you expect it to contain?  Salmon? 

 

 New Rule: - Stop saying that teenage boys who have sex with their hot, 
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 blonde teachers are permanently damaged.  I have a better description 

for 

 these kids: - lucky bastards. 

 

 New Rule: - If you need to shave and you still collect baseball cards, 

 you're gay.  If you're a kid, the cards are keepsakes of your idols.  If 

 you're a grown man, they're pictures of men. 

 

 New Rule: - Ladies, leave your eyebrows alone.  Here's how much men 

care 

 about your eyebrows: - do you have two of them?  Okay, we're done. 

 

 New Rule: - There's no such thing as flavored water.  There's a whole 

 aisle of this crap at the supermarket?  Water, but without that watery 

 taste.  Sorry, but flavored water is called a soft drink.  You want 

 flavored water?  Pour some scotch over ice and let it melt.  That's your 

 flavored water. 

 

 New Rule: - The more complicated the Starbucks order, the bigger the 

 asshole.  If you walk into a Starbucks and order a "decaf grande 

half-soy, half-low fat, iced vanilla, double-shot, gingerbread cappuccino, 

extra 

 dry, light ice, with one Sweet-n'-Low and one NutraSweet," ooh, you're 

a 

 huge asshole. 

 New Rule: - I'm not the cashier!  By the time I look up from sliding my 

 card, entering my PIN number, pressing "Enter," verifying the amount, 

 deciding, no, I don't want cash back, and pressing "Enter" again, the kid 

 who is supposed to be ringing me up is standing there eating my 

Almond 

Joy. 
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 New Rule: - Just because your tattoo has Chinese characters in it doesn't 

 make you spiritual.  It's right above the crack of your ass.  And it 

 translates to "beef with broccoli."  The last time you did anything 

 spiritual, you were praying to God you weren't pregnant.  You're not 

 spiritual.  You're just high. 

 

 New Rule: - I don't need a bigger mega M&M.  If I'm extra hungry for 

M&Ms, I'll go nuts and eat two. 

 

 New Rule: - If you're going to insist on making movies based on crappy, 

 old television shows, then you have to give everyone in the Cineplex a 

 remote so we can see what's playing on the other screens.  Let's 

remember 

 the reason something was a television show in the first place is that the 

 idea wasn't good enough to be a movie. 

 

 New Rule: - No more gift registries.  You know, it used to be just for 

 weddings.  Now it's for babies and new homes and graduations from 

rehab. 

 Picking out the stuff you want and having other people buy it for you 

 isn't gift giving, it's the white people version of looting. 

 

 New Rule: - And this one is long overdue: - No more bathroom 

attendants. 

 After I zip up, some guy is offering me a towel and a mint like I just 

had sex with George Michael.  I can't even tell if he's supposed to be 

there, 

 or just some freak with a fetish. don't want to be on your webcam, dude. 

 I just want to wash my hands. 

 

 New Rule: - When I ask how old your toddler is, I don't need to know in 

 months.  "27 Months."  "He's two," will do just fine.  He's not a cheese. 
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 And I didn't really care in the first place. 
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How did this happen? 

 

 

 

 Milords, Ladies and Gentlemen, Kindly raise your glasses 

 

 IN SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO ALL THE GIRLS WE'VE LOVED 

BEFORE... 

 :-) 

 

 ???????How did this happen?? 

 

 

 Brigette Bardot 71 

 Stella Stevens 68 

 Sophia Loren 71 

 Gina Lollobrigida 78 

 Deborah Kerr 94 

 Lena Horne 88 

 Kay Starr 83 

 Patti Page 78 

 Annette Funicello 63 

 Barbara Eden 71 

 Angie Dickenson 74 

 Doris Day 81 

 Joan Collins 72 

 Julie Christie 64 

 Leslie Ca! ron 74 

 Carroll Baker 74 

 Ann-Margret 64 

 Debra Padget 72 

 Julie Andrews 70 

 Ursula Andress 69 
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 Rita Moreno 74 

 Jean Simmons 76 

 Julie Newmar 72 

 Kim Novak 72 

 Jane Powell 76 

 Debbie Reynolds 73 

 Shirley Temple 77 

 Jane Russell 84 

 Kathryn Grayson 83 

 Esther William! s 82 

 Elke Sommer 65 

 Gale Storm 83 

 Jill St. John 65 

 Liz Taylor 73 

 Mamie Van Doren 74 ?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 UNBELIEVABLE, HOW IN THE WORLD 

 DID THEY AGE,?AND WE DIDN'T...!?? 

 

 ?? 

 ?CHEERS! 

 

 
New Corvette 
 
A Florida senior citizen bought a brand new Corvette convertible.  
He took off down I- 75, speeding at 85 mph, enjoying the wind  
blowing through what little hair he had left on his head. 
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"This is great," he thought, as he roared down the highway.  
He pushed the pedal to the metal even more. Then he looked  
in his rear view mirror, and discovered a Florida State Patrol  
officer right behind him, blue lights flashing, and siren blaring. 
 
"I can get away from him with no problem"  
thought the man. He pushed the gas pedal all the way  
to the floor, and flew down the highway at 100 mph. 
Then 110, and 120. 
 
Then he thought, "What am doing? I'm too old for  
this kind of thing." So he pulled over to the side of the road,  
and waited for the officer to catch up with him. 
 
The officer pulled in behind the Corvette, and calmly 
walked up to the driver's door. "Sir," he said, looking at 
his watch. "My shift ends in 20 minutes. If you can explain  
why  you were speeding away from me, with an 
excuse that I've never heard before, I'll let you go." 
 
The man looked at the officer and said, "Ten years ago, my wife  
ran off with a Florida State Patrol Officer, and I thought  
you were bringing her back." 
 
"Have a good day, Sir," said the officer. 
 
 
You lovers of the English language might enjoy this . .  
 

 

There is a two-letter word that 

perhaps  
has more meanings than any 
other two-letter word, and that is 

"UP."  
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It's easy to understand UP, meaning 

toward the sky or at the top of the list, but 
when we awaken in the morning, why do we 

wake UP?  

  

At a meeting, why does a topic come UP? 

  

Why do we speak UP and why are the 

officers UP for election and why is it UP to 

the secretary to write UP a report?  
 

We call UP our friends. And we use it to 

brighten UP a room, polish UP the silver, we 

warm UP the leftovers and clean UP the 

kitchen.  
  

We lock UP the house and some guys fix UP 

the old car. 

  

At other times the little word has real special 
meaning.  
  

People stir UP trouble, line UP for tickets, 

work UP an appetite, and think UP excuses. 
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To be dressed is one thing but to be dressed 

UP is special.  
 

And this UP is confusing: A drain must be 

opened UP because it is stopped UP. We 

open UP a store in the morning but we close 

it UP at night.  
 

We seem to be pretty mixed UP about UP! 
To be knowledgeable about the proper uses of 

UP, look the word UP in the dictionary. In a 

desk-sized dictionary, it takes UP almost 

1/4th of the page and can add UP to about 

thirty definitions.  

  

If you are UP to it, you might try building 

UP a list of the many ways UP is used. It 

will take UP a lot of your time, but if you 

don't give UP, you may wind UP with a 

hundred or more. 

  

When it threatens to rain, we say it is 

clouding UP. When the sun comes out we say 

it is clearing UP.  
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When it rains, it wets the earth and often 

messes things UP.  
 

When it doesn't rain for awhile, things dry 
UP.  
 

One could go on and on, but I'll 

wrap it UP, for now my time is UP, 

so............  

Time to shut UP.....!      Oh...one more thing:  
 
 

What is the first thing you do in the morning 

& the last thing you do at night? U-P  

 

 
  HARLEY DAVIDSON AND GOD 

   

The inventor of the Harley-Davidson motorcycle, Arthur Davidson, died 

and went to heaven. At the gates, St. Peter told Arthur, "Since your 

motorcycles have changed the world, your  reward is: you can hang out 

with  anyone you want in Heaven." 

Arthur thought about it for a minute and then said, "I want to hang out 

with God." 

St Peter took Arthur to the Throne Room, and introduced him to God. 

God recognized Arthur and commented, "Okay, so you were the one who 

invented motorcycles, eh?!" 

Arthur said, "Yeah, that's me..." 

God commented: "Well, what's the big deal in inventing something that's 

pretty unstable, makes noise and pollution, and can't run without a 
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road?!" 

Arthur was apparently embarrassed, but finally spoke, "Excuse me, but 

aren't you the inventor of woman???" 

God said, "Ah, yes." 

"Well," said Arthur, "professional to professional, you have some major 

design flaws in your invention: 

 

1. There's too much inconsistency in the front-end protrusion; 2. It 

chatters constantly at high speeds; 3. Most of the rear ends are too 

soft and wobble too much; 4. The intake is placed way too close to the 

exhaust; 5. And the maintenance costs are outrageous!" 

 

"Hmmmm, you have some good points there..." replied God, "it may  be 

true that my invention is  flawed, but according to my calculations, 

more men are riding my invention than yours!" 

 

 

FIRETRUCK  

  
One dark night outside a small town in Minnesota, a fire started inside the local 
chemical plant and in a blink it exploded into massive flames.  
 
The alarm went out to all the fire departments from miles around. When  
the volunteer fire fighters appeared on the scene, the chemical company  
president rushed to the fire chief and said, "All of our secret formulas are  
in the vault in the center of the plant. They must be saved and I will give  
$50,000 to the fire department that brings them out intact."  
 
But the roaring flames held the firefighters off. Soon more fire departments had 
to be called in as the situation became desperate. As the firemen arrived, the 
president shouted out that the offer was now $100,000 to the fire department 
who could bring out the company's secret files.  
 
From the distance, a lone siren was heard as another fire truck came into sight. 
It was the nearby Norwegian rural township volunteer fire company composed 
mainly of Norwegians over the age of 65. To everyone's amazement, the little 
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run-down fire engine, operated by these Norwegian's passed all the newer 
sleek engines parked outside the plant.....and drove straight into the middle of 
the inferno.  
Outside the other firemen watched as the Norwegian old timers jumped off and 
began to fight the fire with a performance and effort never seen before. Within a 
short time, the Norsk old timers had extinguished the fire and saved the secret 
formulas.  
The grateful chemical company president joyfully announced that for such a 
superhuman feat he was upping the reward to $200,000, and walked over to 
personally thank each of the brave, though elderly, Norsk fire fighters.  
The local TV news reporters rushed in after capturing the event on film asking, 
"What are you going to do with all that money?" "Vell," said Ole Larsen, the 70-
year-old fire chief, "da furst thing ve gonna do is fix da brakes on the fire 
engine. 

 

 

This guy was lonely, and decided life would be more fun if he had a pet. 

So he went to the pet store and told the owner that he wanted to buy an 

unusual pet. After some discussion, he finally bought a centipede which 

came in a little white box to use for his house. 

He took the box back home, found a good location for the box, and 

decided he would start off by taking his new pet to the bar to have a beer 

or two. So he asked the pet, "Would you like to go to Sam's with me and 

have a beer?" 

 

But there was no answer from his new pet. This bothered him a bit, but 

he waited a few minutes and then asked him again, "How about going to 

the bar and having a drink with me?" 

 

But again, there was no answer from his new friend and pet. So he 

waited a few minutes more, thinking about the situation. He decided to 

ask him one more time; this time putting his face up against the 

centipede's house and shouting, "Hey, in there! Would you like to go to 

Sam's place and have a drink with me?" 
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A little voice came out of the box: "I heard you the first time! I'm putting 

on my shoes." 

**********************************************************

** 

A couple has a dog that snores. Annoyed because she can't sleep, 

The wife goes to the vet to see if he can help. 

 

The vet tells the woman to tie a ribbon around the dog's testicles,  

and he will stop snoring. 

 

'Yeah right!" she says. 

A few minutes after going to bed, the dog begins snoring, as 

usual. The wife tosses and turns, unable to sleep. 

Muttering to herself, she goes to the closet and grabs a piece of  

red ribbon and ties it carefully around the dog's testicles. Sure enough, 

the dog stops snoring! 

 

The woman is amazed! 

Later that night, her husband returns home drunk from being out 

drinking with his buddies. He climbs into bed, falls asleep and  

begins snoring loudly. 

 

The woman thinks maybe the ribbon might work on him. So, she goes  

to the closet again, grabs a piece of blue ribbon and ties it around 

her husband's testicles. Amazingly, it also works on him!  

The woman sleeps soundly. 

 

The husband wakes from his drunken stupor and stumbles into the 

bathroom. As he stands in front of the toilet, he glances in the 

mirror and sees a blue ribbon attached to his privates. He is very 

confused, and as he walks back into the bedroom, 
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he sees the red ribbon attached to his dog's testicles. He shakes his 

head and looks at the dog and whispers, "I don't know where we  

were or what we did ... but, by God ... We took first and second place." 

******************************************************** 

THREE ITALIAN NUNS 

 

Three Italian nuns die and go to heaven. At the Pearly Gates, they are 

met by St. Peter. He says "Sisters, you all led such wonderful lives that 

I'm granting you six months to go back to earth and be anyone you want 

to be." 

 

The first nun says, "I want to be Sophia Loren;" and *poof* she's gone. 

 

The second says, "I want to be Madonna;" and *poof* she's gone. 

 

The third says, "I want to be Sara Pipalini." 

 

St. Peter looks perplexed. "Who?" he says. 

 

"Sara Pipalini;" replies the nun. 

 

St. Peter shakes his head and says; "I'm sorry, but that name just 

doesn't ring a bell." 

 

The nun then takes a newspaper out of her habit and hands it to St. 

Peter. He reads the paper and starts laughing. He hands it back to her and 

says "No sister, the paper says it was the 'Sahara Pipeline' that was 

laid by 1,400 men in 6 months." 

*********************************** 

THE QUICK FIX 

 

Three women go down to Mexico one night to celebrate their college  
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graduation, get drunk, and wake up in jail, only to find out that  

they are to be executed in the morning, though none of them can  

remember what they did the night before. 

 

The first one, a redhead, is strapped in the electric chair, and is  

asked if she has any last words. She says, "I just graduated from  

Brigham Young University and believe in the almighty power of God to  

intervene on the behalf of the innocent." 

 

They throw the switch and nothing happens. All of the Mexican jailers  

immediately fall to the floor on their knees; beg for her  

forgiveness, and release her. 

 

The second one, a brunette, is strapped in and gives her last words,  

"I just graduated from the Harvard School of Law and I believe in the  

power of justice to intervene on the part of the innocent." 

 

The switch is thrown again, and again and nothing happens. Again, all  

of the Mexican jailers immediately fall to their knees; beg for her  

forgiveness, and release her. 

 

The last one, a blonde, is strapped in and exclaims, "Well, I just  

graduated Georgia State with a degree in Electrical Engineering, and  

I'll tell ya right now, y'all ain't ever gonna electrocute nobody if  

you don't plug this thing in!" 

************************************************ 

 

 

Old Indian Lady 

  

Sally was driving home from one of her business trips in 

Northern Arizona when she saw an elderly Navajo 
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woman walking on the side of the road. 

 

As the trip was a long and quiet one, she stopped the 

car and asked the Navajo woman if she would like a 

ride.  With a silent nod of thanks, the woman got into 

the car. 

 

Resuming the journey, Sally tried in vain to make a bit 

of small talk with the Navajo woman. The old woman 

just sat silently, looking intently at everything she saw, 

studying every little detail, until she noticed a brown 

bag on the seat next to Sally.   "What in bag?" asked 

the old woman.   
  

Sally looked down at the brown bag and said,  "It's a 

bottle of wine. I got it for my husband." 

 

The Navajo woman was silent for another moment or 

two. Then speaking with the quiet wisdom of an elder, 

she said, "Good trade." 

 

 

Blonde Cowboys 
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  The Sheriff in a small town walks out in the street 

  and sees a blonde cowboy coming down the walk with nothing on but 

his  cowboy hat, gun, and his boots, so he arrests him for indecent 

exposure. 

  As he is locking him up, he asks "Why in the world are you dressed 

  like this?" 

  

  The Cowboy says, "Well it's like this Sheriff... I 

  was in the bar down the road and this pretty little red head asks me to 

  go out to her covered wagon with her. So I did. We go inside and 

  she pulls off her top and asks me to pull off my shirt...so I did. 

  Then she pulls off her skirt and asks me to pull off my pants .so I did. 

  Then she pulls off her panties and asks me to pull off my shorts...so I 

  did. Then she gets on the bed and looks at me kind of sexy and 

  says, "Now go to  town cowboy... " . . . . And here I am. 

  

  See, Blonde Men do exist. 

 

 

GOD BLESS   

Robin Williams 

 This is the Best!!! You're 

going to love this!  
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The Plan! 

 
 

Robin Williams, wearing a shirt that says "I love New York" in 

Arabic.  
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You gotta love Robin Williams......   

Even if he's nuts!   

Leave it to Robin Williams to come up with the 

perfect plan   

What we need now is for our UN Ambassador to 

stand up  

And repeat this message.  

 

Robin Williams' plan...  

(Hard to argue with this logic!)  

 

"I see a lot of people yelling for peace  

But I have not heard of a plan for  

Peace.  So, here's one plan."  

 

1) "The US will apologize to the world for our 

"interference" in their affairs,  

Past & present.   

You know, Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, Tojo, 

Noriega, Milosevic, Hussein,  
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And the rest of those "good ole boys", we will 

never "interfere" again.  

 

2) We will withdraw our troops from all over the 

world, starting with Germany, South Korea, the 

Middle East, and the Philippines.   

They don't want us there.   

We would station troops at our borders.   

No one allowed sneaking through holes in the 

fence.  

 

3) All illegal aliens have 90 days to get their 

affairs together and leave  

We'll give them a free trip home.   

After 90 days the remainder will be gathered up 

and deported immediately,  

Regardless of whom or where they are.   

They're illegal!!!  France will welcome them.  

 

4) All future visitors will be thoroughly checked 

and limited to 90 days unless given a special 
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permit!!!!  No one from a terrorist nation will be 

allowed in.   

If you don't like it there, change it yourself and 

don't hide here.   

Asylum would never be available to anyone.   

We don't need any more cab drivers or 7-11 

cashiers.  

 

5) No foreign "students" over age 21.  The older 

ones are the bombers.  If they don't attend 

classes, they get a "D" and it's back home baby.  

 

6) The US will make a strong effort  

To become self-sufficient energy wise.  This 

will include developing nonpolluting sources of 

energy but will require a temporary drilling of 

oil in the Alaskan wilderness.  The caribou will 

have to cope for a while .  

 

7) Offer Saudi Arabia and other oil producing 

countries $10 a barrel for their oil.   

If they don't like it, we'll go someplace else.   
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They can go somewhere else to sell their 

production.   

(About a week of the wells filling up the storage 

sites would be enough.)  

 

8) If there is a famine or other natural 

catastrophe in the world, we will not "interfere."  

They can pray to Allah or whomever, for seeds, 

rain, cement or whatever they need.  Besides 

most of us know that what we give them is 

stolen or given to the army.   

The people who need it most get very little, if 

anything.  

 

9) Ship the UN Headquarters to an isolated 

island someplace.  We don't need the spies and 

fair weather friends here. Besides, the building 

would make a good homeless shelter or lockup 

for illegal aliens.  

 

10) All Americans must go to charm and beauty 
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school.  That way, no one can call us "Ugly 

Americans" any longer.   
 

11)  The Language we speak is 

ENGLISH...learn it...or LEAVE...  
 

Now, isn't that a winner of a plan?  

 

The Statue of Liberty is no longer  

Saying "Give me your tired, your poor, your 

huddled masses.  

She's got a baseball bat and she's yelling, 'you 

want a piece of me?' "  
 

May God bless you. 

  

God Bless America. 

 
MEMO TO: Management   FROM: Mr Penis 
 

 SUBJECT: Pay Rise 

 

 I, the Penis, hereby request a raise in salary for the following   

 reasons: 
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 I do physical labour. 

 

 I work at great depths. 

 

 I plunge head first into everything I do. 

 

 I do not get weekends or public holidays off. 

 

 I work in a damp environment. 

 

 I work in a dark workplace that has poor ventilation. 

 

 I work in high temperatures. 

 

 My work exposes me to contagious diseases. 

 

 LETTER OF RESPONSE   …….Dear Mr Penis, 

 

 After assessing your request, and considering the arguments you   

 have raised, the administration rejects your request for the   

 following reasons: 

 

 You do not work 8 hours straight….also You fall asleep after   

 brief work periods. 

 

 You do not always follow the orders of the management team. 

 

 You do not stay in your designated area and are often seen   

 visiting other locations. 

 

 You do not take initiative - you need to be pressured and   

 stimulated in order to start working. 

 

 You leave the workplace rather messy at the end of your shift. 

 

 You don't always observe necessary safety regulations, such as   

 wearing the correct protective gear. 

 

 You will retire well before you are 65….also You are unable to   
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 work double shifts. 

 

 You sometimes leave your designated work area before you have   

 completed the assigned task. 

 

 And if that were not all, you have been seen constantly entering   

 and exiting the workplace carrying two 

 

 Suspicious looking bags. 

 

 Sincerely…….The Management 

 

 

Top 30 Things You'll Never Hear a Southern Boy Say 

 

30. Oh I just couldn't, she's only sixteen. 

29. I'll take Shakespeare for 1000, Alex.  

28. Duct tape won't fix that. 

27. Come to think of it, I'll have a Heineken. 

26. We don't keep firearms in this house. 

25. You can't feed that to the dog. 

24. No kids in the back of the pickup, it's just not safe.  

23. Wrestling's fake. 

22. We're vegetarians. 

21. Do you think my gut is too big? 

20. I'll have grapefruit and grapes instead of biscuits and gravy. 

19. Honey, we don't need another dog.  

18. Who gives a damn who won theCivil War? 

17. Give me the small bag of pork rinds. 

16. Too many deer heads detract from the decor. 

15. I just couldn't find a thing at Wal-Mart today.  

14. Trim the fat off that steak. 

13. Cappuccino tastes better than espresso. 

12. The tires on that truck are too big. 

11. I've got it all on the C: drive. 
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10. Unsweetened tea tastes better.  

9. My fiancée, Bobbie Jo, is registered at Tiffany's. 

8. I've got two cases of Zima for the Super Bowl. 

7. Checkmate. 

6. She's too young to be wearing a bikini. 

5. Hey, here's an episode of "Hee Haw" that we haven't seen.  

4. I don't have a favorite college team. 

3. You All. 

2. Those shorts ought to be a little longer, Betty Mae. 
And, Number One is: 
1. Nope, no more for me. I'm driving.  
 
  
  

11 PEOPLE ON A ROPE 

 

Eleven people were hanging on a rope under a helicopter, ten men 

and one woman. The rope was not strong enough to carry them all, 

so they decided that one had to leave, because otherwise they were 

all going to fall. 

They weren't able to name that person, until the woman gave a very 

touching speech. She said that she would voluntarily let go of the 

rope, because, as a woman, she was used to giving up everything for 

her husband and kids, or for men in general, and was used to always 

making sacrifices with little in return. 

As soon as she finished her speech, all the men started clapping 

their hands....... 
 

 

UNIONS ARE KILLING THIS 

COUNTRY  
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Here is a prime example. I don't know about other 

areas of the country, but it's a growing trend. 

 

It is not that uncommon for as many as 14 to 18 union 
people to just stand around and watch while only one 
person is doing the work. As you can see in the photo 
attached, the situation is out of hand, I hope it's not 
happening in your area as well. 
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Cinderella is now 95 years old.  

 
After a fulfilling life with the now 
dead prince, she happily sits upon 

her rocking chair, watching the 
world go by from her front porch, 

with a cat named Bob for 

companionship.  

 

One sunny afternoon out of 
nowhere, appeared the fairy 

godmother.  
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Cinderella said,  

"Fairy Godmother, what are you 
doing here after all these years"?  

 

The fairy godmother replied,  

"Cinderella, you have lived an 
exemplary life since I last saw 

you.  

Is there anything for which your 
heart still yearns?"  

 

Cinderella was taken aback, 

overjoyed, and after some 
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thoughtful consideration, she 
uttered her first wish:  

 

 

"The prince was wonderful, but 
not much of an investor.  

I'm living hand to mouth on my 
disability checks, and I wish I 

were wealthy beyond 
comprehension.  

Instantly her rocking chair turned 

into solid gold.  

 

Cinderella said,  

"Ooh, thank you, Fairy 

Godmother"  
 

The fairy godmother replied, 

"It is the least that I can do.  

What do you want for your second 
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wish?"  
 

Cinderella looked down at her frail 
body, and said,  

"I wish I were young and full of 
the beauty and youth I once had."  

 
At once, her wish became reality, 

and her beautiful young visage 
returned. Cinderella felt stirrings 

inside of her that had been 
dormant for years.  

 
And then the fairy godmother 

spoke once more:  
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"You have one more wish; what 
shall it be?"  

 

 
Cinderella looks over to the 

frightened cat in the corner and 
says,  

"I wish for you to transform Bob, 
my old cat,  

into a kind and handsome young 

man."  
Magically, Bob suddenly 

underwent so fundamental a 
change in his biological make-up 

that, when he stood before her, he 
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was a man so beautiful the likes of 
him neither she nor the world had 

ever seen.  

 
The fairy godmother said,  

"Congratulations, Cinderella, 
enjoy your new life." 

 

With a blazing shock of bright blue 
electricity,  

the fairy godmother was gone as 

suddenly as she appeared.  
 

For a few eerie moments,  

Bob and Cinderella looked into 
each other's eyes.  
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Cinderella sat, breathless, gazing 

at the most beautiful, stunningly 

perfect man she had ever seen.  
 

Then Bob walked over to 
Cinderella, who sat transfixed in 

her rocking chair, & held her close 
in his young muscular arms.  

 

He leaned in close,  

blowing her golden hair  

with his warm breath  

as he whispered...  
 

"Bet you're sorry you neutered 
me."  
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A BILINGUAL PARROT 

 

 A shopper walks to the pet shop register and 

asks the employee, "Excuse me, sir, but can you 

tell me why that parrot costs $5,000 dollars?" 

  
The employee says, "Oh, that parrot is extremely 

special, it's one of A kind; not only is it 

beautiful but it is bilingual." The man gives 

the employee a strange look and says, "No way, 

there's no animal that could ever learn how to 

speak two languages!" 

  
The employee smiles and says, "Follow me I'll 

prove it. Now go Ahead, pull on his right leg." 

The man pulls on the parrots right leg. The 

parrot says, "Hello How are you?" 
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The man smiles and says, "Wow, cool, that's 

amazing!" The employee then says, "Go ahead, 

pull on the left leg." So the man pulls on the 

parrot's left leg. The parrot says, "Hola, ?como 

estas?" 

  
The man was so excited and over-whelmed and he 

says, "Wow, that Is the coolest thing I've ever 

seen! Please, you've got to tell Me what happens 

if I pull both of his legs." The parrot turns 

and looks at the man and says, "!Coño! What do 

You think happens? I fall down, comemierda!"  

 
 

Rednecks Are Good At That Sensitive Stuff 
 
Three Rednecks, Steve, Bruce and Jed, were working on 
the BellSouth tower - 
Steve falls off and is killed instantly. 
 
As the ambulance takes the body away, Bruce says, 
"Someone should go and 
tell his wife." 
 
Jed says, "OK, I'm pretty good at that sensitive stuff, I'll do 
it." 
 
Two hours later, he comes back carrying a case of 
Budweiser.  Bruce asks, 
"Where did you get that, Jed?" 
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"Steve's wife gave it to me," Jed replies. 
 
"That's unbelievable, you told the lady her husband was 
dead and she gave 
you beer?" 
 
"Well, not exactly", Jed says. "When she answered the 
door, I said to her, 
'You must be Steve's widow'." 
 
She said, "No, I'm not a widow!" 
 
And I said, "I'll bet you a case of Budweiser you are." 
 
 

Double Outhouse  
Words fail me ! This picture is worth 
10,000 of them. 
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Six Classic Affairs   

 

 

 

 

The 1st Affair: 
 

A married man was having an affair with his secretary. 

 

One day they went to her place and made love all afternoon. 

Exhausted, they fell asleep and woke up at 8 PM. 

 

The man hurriedly dressed and told his lover to take his shoes 

outside and rub them in the grass and dirt. 

 

He put on his shoes and drove home. 

 

"Where have you been?" his wife demanded. 

 

"I can't lie to you," he replied, "I'm having an affair with my 

secretary. We had sex all afternoon." 

 

"You lying bastard! 

 

You've been playing golf!"  
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The 2nd Affair: 
 

A middle-aged couple had two beautiful daughters but always 

talked about having a son. 

 

They decided to try one last time for the son they always wanted. 

 

The wife got pregnant and delivered a healthy baby boy. 

 

The joyful father rushed to the nursery to see his new son. 

 

He was horrified at the ugliest child he had ever seen. 

 

He told his wife, "There's no way I can be the father of this baby. 

Look at the two beautiful daughters I fathered! Have you been 

fooling around behind my back?" 

 

The wife smiled sweetly and replied, "Not this time!"  
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The 3rd Affair: 
 

A mortician was working late one night. 

 

He examined the body of Mr. Schwartz, about to be cremated, 

and made a startling discovery. Schwartz had the largest private 

part he had ever seen! 

 

"I'm sorry Mr. Schwartz," the mortician commented, "I can't 

allow you to be cremated with such an impressive private part. It 

must be saved for posterity." 

 

So, he removed it, stuffed it into his briefcase, and took it home. 

"I have to show you something you won't believe," he said to his 

wife, opening his briefcase. 

 

"My God!" the wife exclaimed, "Schwartz is dead?!?!"  

  

 

 

 

 

The 4th Affair: 
 

A woman was in bed with her lover when she heard her husband 

opening the front door. 

 

"Hurry," she said, "stand in the corner." 
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She rubbed baby oil all over him, then dusted him with talcum 

powder. 

 

"Don't move until I tell you," she said. "Pretend you're a statue." 

 

"What's this?" the husband inquired as he entered the room. 

 

"Oh it's a statue." she replied. "The Smith's bought one and I 

liked it so much I got one for us, too." 

 

No more was said, not even when they went to bed. 

 

Around 2 AM the husband got up, went to the kitchen and 

returned with a sandwich and a beer. 

 

"Here," he said to the statue, "have this. I stood like that for two 

days at the Smith's and nobody offered me a damned thing."  

  

 

 

 

 

The 5th Affair: 
 

A man walked into a cafe, went to the bar and ordered a beer. 
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"Certainly, Sir, that'll be one cent." 

 

"One Cent?" the man thought. 

 

He glanced at the menu and asked, "How much for a nice juicy 

steak and a bottle of wine?" 

 

"A nickel," the bar! man replied. 

 

"A nickel?" exclaimed the man. "Where's the guy who owns this 

place?" 

 

The bartender replied, "Upstairs, with my wife." 

 

The man asked, "What's he doing upstairs with your wife?" 

 

The bartender replied, 

 

"The same thing I'm doing to his business down here."  

  

 

 

 

 

The 6th Affair: 
 

Jake was dying. His wife sat at the bedside. 
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He looked up and said weakly, "I have something I must 

confess." 

 

"There's no need to," his wife replied. 

 

"No," he insisted, "I want to die in peace. I slept with your sister, 

your best friend, her best friend, and your mother!" 

 

"I know, I know," she replied. "Now just rest and let the poison 

work."  

 

Is Having Sex On 

Sunday A Sin? 

  

    man wonders if having  sex on the Sabbath is a sin because he 

is not sure if sex is work or play. So he goes to a Priest and asks for 

his opinion on this question.  

After consulting the bible, the Priest says, " My son, after an 

exhaustive search, I am positive that   sex is work and is therefore 

not permitted on Sundays."  
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The man thinks: " What does a priest know about     

sex?" So he goes to a Minister, who after all is a married man and 

experienced in this matter.  

He queries the Minister and receives the same reply.    

Sex is work and therefore not for the Sabbath!  Not pleased with the 

reply, he seeks out the ultimate authority: a man of thousands of 

years tradition and knowledge.  

In other words, he goes to a   Rabbi.  

The Rabbi ponders the question, then states, " My son,   sex 

is definitely play." The man replies, "Rabbi, how can you be so sure 

when so many others tell me sex is work?"  

The  Rabbi softly speaks, "If sex were work, my wife would have the   

maid do it."     

 

 
Be Last in Line... 
 
 
 

 
A bus carrying only ugly people crashes into an oncoming truck, 
and everyone inside dies. As they stand at the Pearly Gates 
waiting to enter Paradise and meet their maker, God decides to 
grant each person one wish because of the grief they have 
experienced. 
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They're all lined up, and God asks the first one what the wish is. 
"I want to be gorgeous," and so God snaps His fingers, and it is 
done. 

 
 
The second one in line hears this and says "I want to be gorgeous 
too." Another snap of His fingers and the wish is granted. 
 
This goes on for a while with each one asking to be gorgeous, but 
when God is halfway down the line, the last guy in the line starts 
laughing. 
 
When there are only ten people left, this guy is rolling on the 
floor, laughing his head off. 
 
Finally, God reaches this last guy and asks him what his wish will 
be. 
 
The guy eventually calms down and says: 
 
"Make 'em all ugly again." 
 
NEXT TIME YOU'RE LAST IN LINE. BE HAPPY.  
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Moles 

A mama mole, a papa 

mole, and a baby mole all 

live in a little mole hole.  

One day the papa mole sticks 
his head out of the hole, sniffs 
the air and says,"Yum! I smell 
maple syrup!" 

The mama mole sticks her 
head out of the hole, sniffs the 
air and says "Yum! I smell 
honey!" 

The baby mole tries to stick 
his head out of the hole to 
sniff the air, but can't because 
the bigger moles  
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are in the way so he says, 
"Geez, all I can smell 

is.... 

Scroll down....... 

 

 

Get ready..... 

Are you sure you're ready? 

 
 

 

 

MOLASSES! 

 

Here are a few things to think about that you probably have never thought 
about. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Can you cry under water? 
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------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
How important does a person have to be before they are considered 
assassinated instead of just murdered? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do you have to "put your two cents in.," but it's only a "penny for your 
thoughts"? Where's that extra penny going to? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Once you're in heaven, do you get stuck wearing the clothes you were buried 
in for eternity? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why does a round pizza come in a square box? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
What disease did cured ham actually have? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
How is it that we put man on the moon before we figured out it would be a 
good idea to put wheels on luggage? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why is it that people say they "slept like a baby" when babies wake up like 
every two hours? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If a deaf person has to go to court, is it still called a hearing? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Why are you IN a movie, but you're ON TV? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then put money in binoculars 
to look at things on the ground? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do doctors leave the room while you change? They're going to see you 
naked anyway. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why is "bra" singular and "panties" plural? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do toasters always have a setting that burns the toast to a horrible 
crisp, which no decent human being would eat? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If Jimmy cracks corn and no one cares, why is there a stupid song about him? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Can a hearse carrying a corpse drive in the carpool lane? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If the professor on Gilligan's Island can make a radio out of a coconut, why 
can't he fix a hole in a boat? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do people point to their wrist when asking for the time, but don't point 
to their crotch when they ask where the bathroom is? 
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------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why does Goofy stand erect while Pluto remains on all fours? They're both 
dogs! 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If Wiley E. Coyote had enough money to buy all that ACME crap, why didn't he 
just buy dinner? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable oil is made from vegetables, 
what is baby oil made from? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
If electricity comes from electrons, does morality come from morons? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Do the Alphabet song and Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star have the same tune? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why did you just try singing the two songs above? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Why do they call it an asteroid when it's outside the hemisphere, but call 
it a hemorrhoid when it's in your butt? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Did you ever notice that when you blow in a dog's face, he gets mad at you, 
but when you take him for a car ride; he sticks his head out the window? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Do you ever wonder why you gave me your e-mail address in the first place? 
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A senior citizen said to his eighty-year old buddy: "So I hear you're  
getting married?"  
"Yep!"  
"Do I know her?"  
"Nope!"  
"This woman, is she good looking?"  
"Not really."  
"Is she a good cook?"  
"Naw, she can't cook too well."  
"Does she have lots of money?"  
"Nope! Poor as a church mouse."  
"Well then, is she good in bed?"  
"I don't know."  
"Why in the world do you want to marry her then?"  
"Because she can still drive!"  
 

and older 

   
Three old guys are out walking.  
First one says, "Windy, isn't it?"  
Second one says, "No, its Thursday!"  
Third one says, "So am I.  Let's go get a beer."  
 

and older 

     
A man was telling his neighbor, "I just bought a new hearing aid.  It cost 
me four thousand dollars, but it's state of the art.  It's perfect."  
"Really," answered the neighbor.  "What kind is it?"  

"Twelve thirty."  
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and older 

   
Morris, an 82 year-old man, went to the doctor to get a physical.  A few 

days later the doctor saw Morris walking down the street with a 

gorgeous young woman on his arm.  

A couple of days later the doctor spoke to Morris and said, "You're 

really doing great, aren't you?"  
Morris replied, "Just doing what you said, Doc. 'Get a hot mamma and 

be cheerful.'"  

The doctor said, "I didn't say that. I said, 'You've got a heart murmur. 

Be careful'"  

 

and older 

     
A little old man shuffled slowly into an ice cream parlor and pulled 
himself slowly, painfully, up onto a stool. After catching his breath, he 
ordered a banana split.  
The waitress asked kindly, "Crushed nuts?"  
"No," he replied, "arthritis." 
 

 
An older couple is lying in bed one morning. 

  

  They had just awakened from a good night's sleep. 

  

  He takes her hand and she responds, "Don't touch me." 

  "Why not?" he asked. 

  She answered, "Because I'm dead." 

  The husband asked 
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  "What are you talking about? 

  

  We're both lying here in bed together and talking to one another!" 

  She said, "No, I'm definitely dead." 

  He insisted, "You are not dead. 

  

  What in the world makes you think you're dead?" 

  

  

  "Because I woke up this morning and nothing hurts." 

  

  .............￼ 

￼Remember... 

  

  Once you get over the hill, you'll begin to pick up speed. 

  

  I love cooking with wine. ￼Sometimes I even put some in the food. 

  

￼ ...If it weren't for STRESS 

  I'd have no energy at all. 

  

  Whatever hits the fan...￼Will Not Be Evenly Distributed. 

  

  

  

  

  Everyone has a photographic memory. 

  Some, like me, just don't have any film. 

  

  

  

  

  I always know... 

  

  God won't give me more than I can handle 

  

  There are times I just wish He didn't trust me quite so much. 
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￼ 

  Dogs Have Owners ~ Cats Have Staff 

  

￼ 

  

  

  

  If the shoe fits... buy a pair in every color. 

  

  

  

  

  Never be too open-minded, your brains may fall out. 

  

  

  

  

  Just going to church doesn't make you a Christian. 

  

  Not any more than standing in a garage makes you a car. 

  

  

  Bills travel through the mail... 

  

￼at twice the speed of checks. 

  

  

  

  

  If you look like your passport picture... 

  you probably need the trip. 

  

  

  

  

  Some days are a total waste of makeup. 
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  Men are from earth. 

  

  Women are from earth. 

  

￼Deal with it. 

  

  

  

  

  A balanced diet is a cookie in each hand. 

  

  

  

  

  Middle age is when broadness of the mind 

  and narrowness of the waist change places. 

  

  

  

  

  Opportunities always look bigger going than coming. 

  

  

  

  

  Junk is something you've kept for years 

  and throw away three weeks before you need it. 

  

  

￼ 

  

  Experience is a wonderful thing. 

  

  It enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again. 

  

  

  By the time you can make ends meet, they move the ends. 
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  Learn from the mistakes of others. 

  Trust me... you can't live long enough to make them all yourself. 

  

  I've tried!! 

  

  

  

￼Have A Wonderful Day! 

  

  

  MUSIC 

  

  TAKE A MOMENT AND LIVE 

 

 

I had an interesting experience this weekend 
  
 
I was in Las Vegas on a business trip, had checked into a hotel, 
and was a bit lonely, So I thought I'd get me one of those girls you 
see advertised in phone booths when you're calling for a cab. 
 
I grabbed a card on my way in. It was an ad for a girl calling 
herself Erogonique, a lovely girl, bending over in the photo. 
 
She had all the right curves in all the right places, beautiful long 
wavy hair, Long graceful legs all the way up to her butt, you know 
the kind. 
 
So I'm in my room and figure, what the hell, I'll give her a call. 
 
"Hello?" the woman says. God she sounded sexy. 
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"Hi, I hear you give a great massage and I'd like you to come to 
my room and give me one. 
 
No, wait, I should be straight with you. I'm in town all alone and 
what I really want is s-e-x. I want it hard, I want it hot, and I want it 
now. I'm talking kinky the whole night long. You name it, we'll do it. 
Bring implements, toys, everything you've got in your bag of tricks. 
We'll go hot and heavy all night; Tie me up, wear a strap on, 
Cover me in chocolate syrup and whip cream, anything you want 
baby. Now, how does that sound?" 
 
She says, "That sounds fantastic sir, but for an outside line you 
need to press 9 
 
 

Tech support 
  
  
 
  

Dear Tech Support: 
 
Last year I upgraded from Girlfriend 7.0 to Wife 1.0. I 
soon noticed that the new program began unexpected 
child processing that took up a lot of space and valuable 
resources. In addition, Wife 1.0 installed itself into all other 
programs and now monitors all other system activity. 
Applications such as Poker Night 10.3, Football 5.0 , 
Hunting and Fishing 7.5, and Racing 3.6 
I can't seem to keep Wife 1.0 in the background while 
attempting to run my favorite applications. I'm thinking 
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about going back to Girlfriend 7.0 , but the uninstall 
doesn't work on Wife 1.0. Please help! 

 
Thanks,   
  

 A Troubled User.  
______________________________________ 

 

REPLY: 

Dear Troubled User: 

 

This is a very common problem that men complain about. 

 

Many people upgrade from Girlfriend 7.0 to Wife 1.0, 

thinking that it is just a Utilities and Entertainment 

program. Wife 1.0 is an OPERATING SYSTEM and is 

designed by its Creator to run EVERYTHING!!! It is also 

impossible to delete Wife 1.0 and to return to Girlfriend 7.0 . 

It is impossible to uninstall, or purge the program files from 

the system once installed. 

 

You cannot go back to Girlfriend 7.0 because Wife 1.0 is 

designed to not allow this. Look in your Wife 1.0 manual 

under Warnings-Alimony-Child Support. I recommend that 

you keep Wife1.0 and work on improving the situation. I 

suggest installing the background application "Yes Dear" to 
alleviate software augmentation. 
 
The best course of action is to enter the command 
C:\APOLOGIZE because ultimately you will have to 
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give the APOLOGIZE command before the system will 

return to normal anyway.   
  

 Wife 1.0 is a great program, but it tends to be very 
high maintenance . Wife 1.0 comes with several support 
programs, such as Clean and Sweep 3.0, Cook It 1.5 and 
Do Bills 4.2. 
 
However, be very careful how you use these programs. 
Improper use will cause the system to launch the program 
Nag Nag 9.5 . Once this happens, the only way to improve 
the performance of Wife 1.0 is to purchase additional 

software. I recommend Flowers 2.1 and Diamonds 5.0 !   
  

 WARNING!!! DO NOT , under any circumstances, install 
Secretary With Short Skirt 3.3. This application is not 
supported by Wife 1.0 and will cause irreversible damage 
to the operating system. 
 
Best of luck, 
Tech Support  
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Lonely Traveling Salesman 
 

I had an interesting experience this weekend. 
I was in Las Vegas on a business trip, had checked into a hotel, 
and was a bit lonely, So I thought I'd get me one of those girls you 
see advertised in phone booths when you're calling for a cab. 
 
I grabbed a card on my way in. It was an ad for a girl calling 
herself Erogonique, a lovely girl, bending over in the photo. 
 
She had all the right curves in all the right places, beautiful long 
wavy hair, Long graceful legs all the way up to her butt, you know 
the kind. 
 
So I'm in my room and figure, what the hell, I'll give her a call. 
 
"Hello?" the woman says. God she sounded sexy. 
 
"Hi, I hear you give a great massage and I'd like you to come to 
my room and give me one. 
 
No, wait, I should be straight with you. I'm in town all alone and 
what I really want is s-e-x. I want it hard, I want it hot, and I want it 
now. I'm talking kinky the whole night long. You name it, we'll do it. 
Bring implements, toys, everything you've got in your bag of tricks. 
We'll go hot and heavy all night; Tie me up, wear a strap on, 
Cover me in chocolate syrup and whip cream, anything you want 
baby. Now, how does that sound?" 
 
She says, "That sounds fantastic sir, but for an outside line you 
need to press 9. 
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Okay, here's the plan:  

 
  

 

  Back off and let those men who want 
to marry men, marry men. 

 

Allow those women who want to marry 
women, marry women. 

  

Allow those folks who want to abort their 
babies, abort their babies. 

In three generations, there will be no 
Democrats!!! 

  

  

I love it when a plan comes together. 
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GEORGE W. BUSH  

 

The European Commission has just 

announced an agreement whereby 

English will be the 

Official language of the European Union 

Rather than German, 

Which was the other possibility. 
 

As part of the negotiations, the British 
Government 

Conceded 

That English spelling 

Had some room for improvement and has 

Accepted a 5- year 

Phase-in plan that would become known as 

"Euro-English". 
 

In the first year, "S" will 
Replace the soft "c". 
Sertainly, 
This will make the 

Sivil servants jump with joy. 
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The hard "c" will be dropped in favour of 
"k". This should 

Klear up konfusion, 

And keyboards kan have 
one less letter. 

 

There will be growing publik enthusiasm 
in the sekond year 

When 

The troublesome "ph" 

Will be replaced with "f". This will make 

Words like fotograf 

20% shorter. 

In the 3rd year, 

Publik akseptanse of the new spelling 

Kan be 

Expekted to reach the 

Stage where! More komplikated changes 

Are 
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Possible. 
 

Governments will enkourage the removal 
of double letters 

Which 

Have always ben a 

Deterent to akurate 

Speling. 
 

Also, al wil agre that the horibl mes of 
the silent "e" in 

The 

Languag is disgrasful 

And it should go away. 
 

By the 4th yer people wil be reseptiv to 
steps such as 

Replasing "th" with 

"z" and "w" with "v". 
 

During ze fifz yer, ze unesesary "O" 
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Kan be dropd from 
vords 

Kontaining "ou" and after ziz fifz yer, ve vil 

hav 

A reil sensi 

Bl riten styl. 
 

Zer vil be no mor trubl or difikultis and 
evrivun vil find 

It 

Ezi TU understand ech 

Oza. Ze drem of a united urop vil finali 

Kum 

Tru. 
 

Und efter ze fifz yer, ve vil al be speking 
German like zey 

Vunted in ze forst 

Plas. 
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If zis mad you smil, pleas pas on to oza 
pepl. 
  
 
Money Tattoo 
  

Larry gets home late one night and his wife, Linda, says, "Where 
in the hell have you been?"  
Larry replies, "I was out getting a tattoo."  
"A tattoo?" she frowned. "What kind of tattoo did you get?"  
"I got a hundred dollar bill on my privates," he said proudly.  
"What the hell were you thinking?" she said, shaking her head in  
disdain.  
"Why on earth would an accountant get a hundred dollar bill 
tattooed on his privates?"  
"Well - one, I like to watch my money grow. Two, once in a while 
I like to play with my money. Three, I like how money feels in my 
hand. And, lastly, instead of you going out shopping, you can stay 
right here at home and blow a hundred bucks anytime you want."  
 
Larry is recovering nicely at the hospital......  

If you had purchased $1000.00 of Nortel stock one year ago, it would now  
be worth $49.00. 
 
With Enron, you would have had $16.50 left of the original $1,000.00 . 
 
With WorldCom, you would have had less than $5.00 left. 
 
But, if you had purchased $1,000.00 worth of beer one year ago, drank all 
the beer, then turned in the cans for the aluminum recycling REFUND, you 
would have had $214.00. 
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Based on the above, the best current investment advice is to drink  
heavily and recycle. 
 
It's called the 401-Keg Plan. 
 
 

SENIOR PHYSICAL 

  

  

  

  

  

Have A Great Day !!!!!! 

  

  

  An 80-year-old man goes for a physical. All of his tests come back 

with normal results. 

  

  The doctor says, "George, everything looks great. How are you doing 

mentally and 

  

  emotionally? Are you at peace with God?" 

  

  George replies, "God and I are tight. He knows I have poor eyesight, 

so 

  

  he's fixed it so when I get up in the middle of the night to go to the 

bathroom, 

  

  poof! the light goes on. When I'm done, poof! the light goes off." 
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  "Wow, that's incredible," the doctor says. 

  

  

  

  A little later in the day, the doctor calls George's wife. "Ethel," he 

says, 

  

  "George is doing fine! But I had to call you because I'm in awe of his 

relationship 

  

  with God. Is it true that he gets up during the night and poof! the 

light goes on 

  

  in the bathroom, and when he's done, poof! the light goes off?" 

  

  

  

  "Oh my Gosh!" Ethel exclaims. "He's peeing in the refrigerator 

again!", 

 

 

It's not difficult to make a 
woman happy. A man only 
needs to be: 
1. a friend 
2. a companion 
3. a lover 
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4. a brother 
5. a father 
6. a master 
7. a chef 
8. an electrician 
9. a carpenter 
10. a plumber 
11. a mechanic 
12. a decorator 
13. a stylist 
14. a sexologist 
15. a gynecologist 
16. a psychologist 
17. a pest exterminator 
18. a psychiatrist 
19. a healer 
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20. a good listener 
21. an organizer 
22. a good father 
23. very clean 
24. sympathetic 
25. athletic 
26. warm 
27. attentive 
28. gallant 
29. intelligent 
30. funny 
31. creative 
32. tender 
33. strong 
34. understanding 
35. tolerant 
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36. prudent 
37. ambitious 
38. capable 
39. courageous 
40. determined 
41. true 
42. dependable 
43. passionate 
44. compassionate 
 
WITHOUT FORGETTING TO: 
 
45. give her compliments 
regularly 
46. love shopping 
47. be honest 
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48. be very rich 
49. not stress her out 
50. not look at other girls 
 
AND AT THE SAME TIME, YOU 
MUST ALSO: 
 
51. give her lots of attention, but 
expect little  
yourself 
52. give her lots of time, 
especially time for herself 
53. give her lots of space, never 
worrying about  
where she goes 
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IT IS VERY IMPORTANT: 
 
54. Never to forget: 
* birthdays 
* anniversaries 
* arrangements she makes 

 

HOW TO MAKE A MAN HAPPY 
 
1. Show up naked 

2. Bring Beer 
 
The only way to pull off a Sunday afternoon quickie with 

their 8 year old 

son in the  apartment was to send him out on the balcony 

with a Popsicle 

and tell him to report on all  the neighborhood 

activities. 

 

He began his commentary as his parents put their plan into 

operation: 

 

"There's a car being towed from the parking lot", he 

shouted. 
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A few moments passed ... "An ambulance just drove by" 

 

A few moments later, "Looks like the Anderson's have 

company", he called out. 

 

"Matt's riding a new bike....." 

 

A few moments later,  Looks like the Sanders are moving" 

 

"Jason is on his skate board..." 

 

A few more moments, "The Coopers are having sex!!" 

 

Startled, Mother and Dad shot up in bed!!! 

 

Dad cautiously asked, "How do you know they are having 

sex?" 

 

"Jimmy Cooper is standing on his balcony with a Popsicle 

too." 

 

 

Vice-President Dick Cheney  

 The Medal of Freedom, the nation's highest civilian commendation, for 
his act of bravery in shooting an attorney. The source was quoted to say, 
" All Americans have wanted to shoot a lawyer at one time or another and 
Cheney actually had the guts to do it."  

 In a related story, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, which issues 
hunting licenses, said that it will start requiring hunters, wishing to bag a 
lawyer, to have the new "lawyer's stamp" on their hunting license. 
 Currently Texas hunters are required to carry stamps for hunting birds, 
deer, and bear, at a cost of $7 annually.  

 The new "lawyer's stamp" will cost $100, but open season will be all year 
long. The department further stated that although the "lawyer's stamp" 
comes at hefty price, sales have been brisk and it is believed it will 
generate annual revenues in excess of $3 billion dollars the first year.  

 Other states are considering similar hunting stamps. 
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WORLD WAR III  

IS COMING                     

  

President Bush and Rumsfeld are sitting in a bar. 
A guy walks in and asks the barman, "Isn't that  
Bush and Rumsfeld sitting over there?" 

The bartender says, "Yep, that's them." 
So the guy walks over and says, "Wow, this is a  
Real honor! What are you guys doing in here?" 

Bush says, "We're planning WW III." 
And the guy says, "Really? What's going to happen?" 
Bush says, "Well, we're going to kill 140 million  

Muslims and one blonde with big tits."  

The guy exclaimed, "A blonde with big tits?  
 

Why    kill a blonde with big tits?" 

   Bush turns to Rumsfeld and says, "See, I told you  
No one CARES about the 140 million Muslims." 

 

Messican-style 

A Mexican from the Valley found himself in San Antonio 
and decided to approach a prostitute down on the River 
Walk. He asked her, "How much you sharge for the hour?" 
"$100," she replied. "You do Messican-style?" he asked.  
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Not knowing exactly what this was, she refused. 
He tried to sweeten the deal and said, "I pay you $300 
to go Messican-style." 
Again she declined. 
Being the persistent type, he laid down a final offer. "I give 
you $500 to go Messican-style with me! What you say?" 
Finally, she agrees, thinking, "Well I've been in the game 
for over 
ten years now. I've been there and done that, and had 
every kind of request from weirdos from all over the world. 
How kinky could 
"Messican-style" be?" 
After an hour of every possible way and position, she 
turned to him 
and said, "That was fantastic, but I was expecting 
something perverted and disgusting. Where does the 
'Messican-style' come in?" 
The Mexican popped a can of beer and replied, "I pay you 
next Friday when I get my check." 

* * * * * * * * * * *  
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Bubba, Junior and the Blond 

Bubba and Junior were standing at the base 

of a flagpole, looking up. A blond lady walked 

by and asked what they were doing. 

"We're supposed to find the height of the 

flagpole," said Bubba, "but we don't have a 

ladder." 

The woman took a wrench from her purse, 

loosened a few bolts, and laid the pole down. 

Then she took a tape measure from her 

pocket, took a measurement & announced, 

"Eighteen feet, six inches," and walked away. 

Junior shook his head and laughed. "Ain't 

that just like a dumb blond? We ask for the 

height, and she gives us the length. 

Bubba and Junior are currently doing 

government work supervising the 

reconstruction of those New Orleans Levees. 
* * * * * * * * * *  
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The Harley Mechanic 

A mechanic was removing a cylinder head from the 

motor of a Harley motorcycle when he spotted a well-

known heart surgeon in his shop. The surgeon was there 

waiting for the service manager to come take a look at 

his bike when the mechanic shouted across the garage, 

"Hey, Doc, can I ask you a question?"  

The surgeon, a bit surprised, walked over to where the 

mechanic was working on the motorcycle. The mechanic 

straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag, and asked, 

"So, Doc, look at this engine. I open its heart, take 

valves out, fix 'em, put 'em back in, and when I finish, 

it works just like new. So how come I get such a small 

salary and you get the really big bucks, when you and I 

are doing basically the same work?"  

The surgeon paused, smiled, leaned over, and whispered 

to the mechanic, "Try doing it with the engine running." 
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Retirement Places 
 

 
When we hit retirement age we come face to face with the fact that it may be 
time to relocate. The big question is: where to? Here are some tips. 
 
 

1. You can live in Phoenix, Arizona 
where..... 
You are willing to park 3 blocks away because 
you found shade. :-) 
2. You can open and drive your car without 
touching the car door or the steering wheel. 
3. You've experienced condensation on your 
butt from the hot water in the toilet bowl. 
4. You would give anything to be able to 
splash cold water on your face. 
5. You can attend any function wearing shorts 
and a tank top. 
6. "Dress Code" is meaningless at high 
schools and universities. Picture lingerie ads. 
7. You can drive for 4 hours in one direction 
and never leave town. 
8. You have over 100 recipes for Mexican 
food. 
9. The 4 seasons are: tolerable, hot, really 
hot, and ARE YOU KIDDING ME??!! 
10. You know that "dry heat" is comparable 
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to what hits you in the face when you open 
your oven door. 
 
 

You can Live in California where... 
1. You make over $250,000 and you still can't 
afford to buy a house. 
2 The high school quarterback calls a time-out 

to answer his cell phone. 
3. The fastest part of your commute is going 
down your driveway. 
4. You know how to eat an artichoke. 
5. You drive your rented Mercedes to your 
neighborhood block party. 
6. When someone asks you how far 
something is, you tell them how long it will 
take to get there rather than how many miles 
away it is. 
 

You can Live in New York City 
where... 
1. You say "the city" and expect everyone to 
know you mean Manhattan. 
2... You have never been to the Statue of 
Liberty or the Empire State Building. 
3. You can get into a four-hour argument 
about how to get from Columbus Circle to 
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Battery Park, but can't find Wisconsin on a 
map. 
4 You think Central Park is "nature," 
5. You believe that being able to swear at 
people in their own language makes you 
multi-lingual. 
6. You've worn out a car horn. 
7. You think eye contact is an act of 
aggression. 
 

You can Live in Maine where... 
1. You only have four spices: salt, pepper, 
ketchup, and Tabasco. 
2. Halloween costumes fit over parkas. 
3. You have more than one recipe for moose. 
4. Sexy lingerie is anything flannel with less 
than eight buttons. 
5. The four seasons are: winter, still winter, 
almost winter, and construction. 
 

You can Live in the Deep South 

where... 
1. You can rent a movie and buy bait in the 
same store. 
2."y'all" is singular and "all y'all" is plural. 
3. After five years you still hear, "You ain't 
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from ' round here, are Ya?" 
4. "He needed killin' " is a valid defense. 
5. Everyone has 2 first names: Billy Bob, 
Jimmy Bob, Mary Sue, Betty Jean, MARY 
BETH, etc. 
 

You can live in Colorado where... 
1. You carry your $3,000 mountain bike atop 
your $500 car. 
2... You tell your husband to pick up Granola 
on his way home and he stops at the day care 
center. 
3. A pass does not involve a football or dating. 
4... The top of your head is bald, but you still 
have a pony tail. 
 

You can live in the Midwest 
where... 
1. You've never meet any celebrities, but the 
mayor knows your name. 
2. Your idea of a traffic jam is ten cars waiting 
to pass a tractor. 
3. You have had to switch from "heat" to 
"A/C" on the same day. 
4. You end sentences with a preposition: 
"Where's my coat at?" 
5. When asked how your trip was to any 
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exotic place, you say, "It was different!" 
 

AND You can live in Florida 
where... 
1. You eat dinner at 3:15 in the afternoon. 
2. All purchases include a coupon of some 
kind -- even houses and cars. 
3. Everyone can recommend an excellent 
dermatologist. 
4. Road construction never ends anywhere in 
the state. 
5. Cars in front of you are often driven by 
headless people. 

 
WHY YELLING AT MEN IS POINTLESS 
 

When a woman says: 

"This place is a mess! C'mon! 

You and I need to clean up! 

Your stuff is lying on the floor 

and you'll have no clothes to wear if we don't do laundry 

right now!" 

 

What a man hears: 

blah,blah,blah,blah C'MON 

blah,blah,blah,blah, YOU AND I 

blah,blah,blah,blah, ON THE FLOOR 

blah,blah,blah,blah, NO CLOTHES 

blah,blah,blah,blah, RIGHT NOW!!! 

 

If you had purchased $1000.00 of Nortel stock one year ago, it would now  
be worth $49.00. 
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With Enron, you would have had $16.50 left of the original $1,000.00 . 
 
With WorldCom, you would have had less than $5.00 left. 
 
But, if you had purchased $1,000.00 worth of beer one year ago, drank all 
the beer, then turned in the cans for the aluminum recycling REFUND, you 
would have had $214.00. 
 
Based on the above, the best current investment advice is to drink  
heavily and recycle. 
 
It's called the 401-Keg Plan. 
 
 

When Bin Laden was finally killed by the U.S. 

Military, he was met at the Pearly Gates by George Washingto

n, who slapped him across the face and yelled, "How dare you t

ry to destroy the nation I helped conceive!" 

 

 Patrick Henry approached, punched him in the nose and shout

ed, "You  wanted  to end our liberties but you failed." 

 

 James Madison followed, kicked him in the groin and said, "Thi

s is why I allowed our government to provide for the common d

efense!" 

 

 Thomas Jefferson was next, beat Osama with a long cane and 

snarled, "It was evil bastards like you who inspired me to write

 the Declaration of Independence." 
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 The beatings and thrashings continued as George Mason, Jam

es Monroe and  66 other early Americans unleashed their ange

r on the terrorist leader. 

 

 As Osama lay bleeding and in pain, an Angel appeared. Bin Lad

en wept and said, "This is not what you promised me." 

 

 The Angel replied, "I told you there would be 72 Virginians wa

iting for you in Heaven. What did you think I said"? 

 
Married Again  

  

  

  

  

 A young man married a beautiful woman who had 

previously divorced ten husbands. 

On their wedding night, she told her new husband, 
  

"Please be gentle, I'm still a virgin." 

  

"What?" said the puzzled groom. "How can that be if 

you've been married ten times?" 

  

"Well, husband #1 was a Sales Representative, he kept 

telling me how great it was going to be." 
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 "Husband #2 was in Software Services; he was never 

really sure how it was supposed to function, but he said 

he'd look into it and get back to me." 

  

 "Husband #3 was from Field Services,he said 

everything checked out 

diagnostically but he just couldn't get the system up." 

  

 "Husband #4 was in Telemarketing, even though  

he knew he had the order, he 

didn't know when he would be able to deliver." 

  

"Husband #5 was an Engineer, he understood the basic 

process but wanted 

three years to research, implement, and design a new 

state-of-the-art method." 

  

"Husband #6 was from Administration, he thought he 

knew how, but he wasn't 

sure whether it was his job or not." 

  

"Husband #7 was in Marketing, although he had a 

product, he was never sure 

how to position it." 

  

"Husband #8 was a psychiatrist, all he ever did was talk 
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about it." 

  

"Husband #9 was a gynecologist, all he did was look." 

  

"Husband #10 was a stamp collector, all he ever did 

was............ God, I miss him!"......... 
  

"But now that I've married you, I'm so excited!" 

  

 "Wonderful," said the husband, "but, why?" 

  

"You're with the Government........This time I KNOW  

I'm gonna get screwed." 

 

 

A nun, badly needing to use to the restroom, walked into a 

local Hooters. The place was hopping with music and loud 

conversation and every once in a while the lights would turn 

off. Each time the lights would go out, the place would erupt 

into cheers.  However, when the revelers saw the nun, the 

room went dead silent. She walked up to the bartender, and 

asked, "May I please use the restroom?  The bartender 

replied, "OK, but I should warn you that there is a statue of a 

naked man in there wearing only a  fig leaf."  "Well, in that 

case I'll just look the other way," said the nun. So, the 

bartender showed the nun to the back of  the restaurant, and 
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she preceded to the restroom.  After a few minutes, she came 

back out,  and the whole place stopped just long enough to give 

the nun a loud round of applause. She went to the bartender 

and said, "Sir, I don't understand. Why did they applaud for  
  

me just because I went to the restroom?" "Well, now they 

know you're one of us," said the bartender, "Would you like a 

drink?" "But, I still don't understand," said the puzzled nun. 

"You see," laughed the bartender, "every time the fig leaf on 

the statue is lifted up, the lights go out. Now, how about that 

drink?" 

 
Working people frequently ask retired people what they do to make their 

days interesting.  Well for example, the other day I went into town and 

went into a shop. I was only in there for about 5 minutes, when I came out 

there was a cop writing out a parking ticket.  

 

I went up to him and said, "Come on man, how about giving a senior citizen a 

break?" He ignored me and continued writing the ticket.  

 

I called him a Nazi turd. He glared at me and started writing another 

ticket for having worn tires.  

 

So I called him a s---head. He finished the second ticket and put it on the 

windshield with the first. Then he started writing a third ticket. This went 

on for about 20 minutes.  

 

The more I abused him, the more tickets he wrote.  

Personally, I didn't care. I came into town by bus.  

I try to have a little fun each day now that I'm retired.  

It's important at my age.  
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Miner Mary 

 

 
Help To Understand The Opposite Sex 

 
This should help you to communicate a little better with the opposite sex.  

Just so we understand each other better!!!!!!!!!  

 
DICTIONARY FOR DECODING WOMEN'S PERSONAL ADS:  

 
40-ish................................49.  

Adventurous...................Slept with everyone.  

Athletic...............................No breasts.  
Average looking....................Moooo.  

Beautiful.........................Pathological liar.  
Emotionally Secure................On medication.  

Feminist................................Fat.  
Free spirit............................Junkie.  

Friendship first......................Former slut.  

New-Age.............Body hair in the wrong places.  
Old-fashioned.......................No BJs.  

Open-minded.......................Desperate.  
Outgoing.......................Loud and Embarrassing.  

Professional..........................Bitch.  

Voluptuous..........................Very Fat.  
Large frame.........................Hugely Fat.  

Wants Soul mate..................Stalker.  
 

WOMEN'S ENGLISH:  
1. Yes = No  

2. No = Yes  

3. Maybe = No  
4. We need = I want  
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5. I am sorry = You'll be sorry  

6. We need to talk = You're in trouble  
7. Sure, go ahead = You better not  

8. Do what you want = You will pay for this later  
9. I am not upset = Of course, I am upset, you moron!  

10. You're certainly attentive tonight = Is sex all you ever think about?  

 
MEN'S ENGLISH:  

1. I am hungry = I am hungry  
2. I am sleepy = I am sleepy  

3. I am tired = I am tired  
4. Nice dress = Nice cleavage!  

5. I love you = Let's have sex now  

6. I am bored = Do you want to have sex?  
7. May I have this dance? = I'd like to have sex with you.  

8. Can I call you sometime? = I'd like to have sex with you.  
9. Do you want to go to a movie? = I'd like to have sex with you.  

10. Can I take you out to dinner? = I'd like to have sex with you.  

11. I don't think those shoes go with that outfit = I'm gay 
 

 

Hillary Clinton went to a primary school in New York 
City to talk about the world. After her talk, she had a 
"question and answer" period.  
 
One little boy raised his hand & the Senator asked him 
for his name.  
"Kenneth."  
"And what is your question, Kenneth?"  
"I have 3 questions:  
 
1st - Whatever happened to your medical health care 
plan?  
2nd - Why would you run for President after your 
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husband shamed the office?  
3rd - Whatever happened to all those things you took 
when you left the White House?"  
 
Just then the bell rang for recess. Mrs. Clinton 
informed the children they would continue after 
recess. When they resumed Hillary said, "Okay, where 
were we? Oh, that 's right, question time. Who has a 
question?"  
 
A different little boy put up his hand. Hillary pointed to 
him and asked him for his name.  
"Larry."  
"And what is your question, Larry?"  
" I have 5 questions:  
1st - Whatever happened to your medical health care 
plan?  
2nd - Why would you run for President after your 
husband shamed the office?  
3rd - Whatever happened to all those things you took 
when you left the White House?  
4th - Why did the recess bell go off 20 minutes early?  
5th - What happened to Kenneth? 
 
 
A young guy from Ohio moves to Florida and goes to a big "everything 

under one roof" department store looking for a job. 

 

The Manager says, "Do you have any sales experience?" The kid says 
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"Yeah. I was a salesman back in Ohio " 

 

Well, the boss liked the kid and gave him the job. "You start tomorrow. 

 

I'll come down after we close and see how you did." 

 

His first day on the job was rough, but he got through it. After the 

store was locked up, the boss came down. 

 

"How many customers bought something from you today? 

 

The kid says "one". 

 

The boss says "Just one? Our sales people average 20 to 30 customers a 

day. How much was the sale for?" 

 

The kid says "$101,237.65". 

 

The boss says "$101,237.65? What the heck did you sell?" 

 

The kid says, "First, I sold him a small fish hook. Then I sold him a 

medium fishhook. Then I sold him a larger fishhook. Then I sold him a 

new 

fishing rod. Then I asked him where he was going fishing and he said 

down 

the coast, so I told him he was going to need a boat, so we went down to 

the boat department and I sold him a twin engine Chris Craft. Then he 

said he didn't think his Honda Civic would pull it, so I took him down 

to the automotive department and sold him that 4x4 Expedition." 

 

The boss said "A guy came in here to buy a fish hook and you sold him a 

BOAT and a TRUCK?" 
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The kid said "No, the guy came in here to buy Tampons for his wife, and 

I 

said, 'Dude, your weekend's shot, you should go fishing........." 

******************************************* 

A guy is driving around Newfoundland and he sees a sign in front of  

a house: "Talking Dog for Sale". He rings the bell and the owner tells  

him the dog is in the backyard. 

 

The guy goes into the backyard and sees a Labrador Retriever  

sitting there. 

 

"You talk?" he asks. 

 

"Yes, I do," the Lab replies. 

 

"So, what's your story?" 

 

The Lab looks up and says, "Well, I discovered that I could talk when I 

was 

pretty young. I wanted to help the government, so told CSIS about  

my gift, in no time at all, they had me jetting from country to 

country, sitting in rooms with spies and world leaders, because no  

one figured a dog would be eavesdropping. I was one of their most  

valuable spies for eight years running." 

 

"But the jetting around really tired me out, and I knew I wasn't getting 

any  

younger so I decided to settle down. I signed up for a job at the airport  

to do some undercover security wandering near suspicious characters  

and listening in." 
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"I uncovered some incredible dealings and was awarded a batch of 

medals.  

I got married, had a mess of puppies, and now I'm just retired." 

 

The guy fell back in amazement. He goes up around to the house and  

asks the owner what he wants for the dog. 

 

"Ten dollars," the Newfie says. 

 

"Ten dollars? That dog is amazing! Why on earth are you selling  

him socheap?" 

 

"Because he's a liar. He never did any of that shit." 

**************************************** 

The Organist 

 

Miss Beatrice, the church organist, was in her eighties and had  

never been married. 

She was admired for her sweetness and kindness to all. One  

afternoon the pastor came to call on her and she showed him into her 

quaint sitting room. She invited him to have a seat while she prepared 

tea. 

 

As he sat facing her old Hammond organ, the young minister noticed a  

cut-glass bowl sitting on top of it. The bowl was filled with water, and in 

the water floated, of all things, a condom! When she returned with  

tea and scones, they began to chat. 

 

The pastor tried to stifle his curiosity about the bowl of water and  

its strange floater, but soon it got the better of him and He could  

no longer resist. "Miss Beatrice", he said, "I wonder if you would  

tell me about this?" pointing to the bowl. 
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"Oh, yes," she replied, "Isn't it wonderful? I was walking through  

the Park a few months ago and I found this little package on the ground. 

The directions said to place it on the organ, keep it wet and that it  

would prevent the spread of disease. Do you know I haven't had the  

flu all winter." 

 

 
Nice to know 
 

This should probably be taped to your bathroom mirror where 

one could read it every day. You may not realize it, but it's 

100% true. 

 

1. There are at least two people in this world that you would 

die for. 

 

2. At least 15 people in this world love you in some way. 

 

3. The only reason anyone would ever hate you is because they 

want to be just like you. 

 

4. A smile from you can bring happiness to anyone, even if they 

don't like you. 

 

5. Every night, SOMEONE thinks about you before they go to 

sleep. 

 

6. You mean the world to someone. 
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7. You are special and unique. 

 

8. Someone that you don't even know exists loves you. 

 

9. When you make the biggest mistake ever, something good 

comes from it. 

 

10. When you think the world has turned its back on you take 

another look. 

 

11. Always remember the compliments you received. Forget 

about the rude remarks. 

 

So............If you are a loving friend, send this to 

everyone, including the one that sent it to you. If you get it 

back, then they really do love you.  And always 

remember....when life hands you Lemons, ask for tequila  

and salt and call me over! 

 

Heart Surgeon 

 
A mechanic was removing a cylinder head from the motor of a Harley 
motorcycle when he spotted a well-known heart surgeon in his shop. The 
surgeon was there waiting for the service manager to come take a look 
at his bike when the mechanic shouted across the garage, "Hey Doc, can 
I ask you a question?" 

 
The surgeon, a bit surprised, walked over to where the mechanic 
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was working on the motorcycle. 
 
The mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag and asked, "So 
Doc, 
look at this engine.. I open its heart, take the valves out, repair any 
damage 
and then put them back in, and when I finish, it works just like new. 
So how come I get such a small salary and you get the really big bucks, 
when you and I are doing basically the same work?" 
 
The surgeon paused, smiled, leaned over and whispered to the mechanic, 
 
"Try doing it with the engine running." 

 
This explains why we forward jokes.  
 
A man and his dog were walking along a road. The man 
was enjoying the scenery, when it suddenly occurred 
to him that he was dead. 
 
He remembered dying, and that the dog walking beside  
him had been dead for years. He wondered where the 
road was leading them. 
 
After a while, they came to a high, white stone wall 
along one side of the road. It looked like fine 
marble. At the top of a long hill, it was broken by a  
tall arch that glowed in the sunlight. 
 
When he was standing before it he saw a magnificent 
gate in the arch that looked like mother-of-pearl, 
and the street that led to the gate looked like pure  
gold. He and the dog walked toward the gate, and as 
he got closer, he saw a man at a desk to one side. 
 
When he was close enough, he called out, "Excuse me, 
where are we? 
"This is Heaven, sir," the man answered.  
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"Wow! Would you happen to have some water?" the man 
asked. 
 
"Of course, sir. Come right in, and I'll have some ice 
water brought right up." 
 
The man gestured, and the gate began to open.  
 
"Can my friend," gesturing toward his dog, "come in, 
too?" the traveler asked. 
 
"I'm sorry, sir, but we don't accept pets." 
 
The man thought a moment and then turned back toward  
the road and continued the way he had been going 
with his dog. 
 
After another long walk, and at the top of another 
long hill, he came to a dirt road leading through a 
farm gate that looked as if it had never been closed.  
There was no fence. 
 
As he approached the gate, he saw a man inside, 
leaning against a tree and reading a book. 
 
"Excuse me!" he called to the man. "Do you have any  
water?" 
 
"Yeah, sure, there's a pump over there, come on in." 
 
"How about my friend here?" the traveler gestured to 
the dog. "There should be a bowl by the pump."  
 
They went through the gate, and sure enough, there was 
an old-fashioned hand pump with a bowl beside it. 
 
The traveler filled the water bowl and took a long 
drink himself, then he gave some to the dog.  
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When they were full, he and the dog walked back toward 
the man who was standing by the tree. 
 
"What do you call this place?" the traveler asked. 
 
"This is Heaven," he answered.  
 
"Well, that's confusing," the traveler said. "The man 
down the road said that was Heaven, too." 
 
"Oh, you mean the place with the gold street and 
pearly gates? Nope. That's hell."  
 
"Doesn't it make you mad for them to use your name 
like that?" 
 
"No, we're just happy that they screen out the folks 
who would leave their best friends behind."  
 
 
Soooo... 
 
Sometimes, we wonder why friends keep forwarding jokes 
to us without writing a word. 
 
 

No Sex Since 1955 
 

 

Received this from one of my high school classmates. 

NO SEX SINCE 1955  

 

A crusty old Sergeant Major found himself at a gala event, 

hosted by a local liberal arts college. There was no shortage of 

extremely young, idealistic ladies in attendance, one of whom 

approached the Sergeant Major for conversation.  
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She said, "Excuse me, Sergeant Major, but you seem to be a 

very serious man. Is something bothering you?"  

 

"Negative, ma'am," the Sergeant Major said, "Just serious by 

nature."  

 

"The young lady looked at his awards and decorations and said, 

"It looks like you have seen a lot of action."  

 

The Sergeant Major's short reply was, "Yes, ma'am, a lot of 

action."  

 

The young lady, tiring of trying to start up a conversation, said, 

"You know, you should lighten up a little. Relax and enjoy 

yourself."  

 

The Sergeant Major just stared at her in his serious manner.  

 

Finally the young lady said, "You know, I hope you don't take 

this the wrong way, but when was the last time you had sex?"  

 

The Sergeant Major looked at her and replied, "1955."  

 

She said, "Well, there you are. You really need to chill out and 

quit taking everything so seriously! I mean, no sex since 1955! 

She took his hand and led him to a private room where she 

proceeded to "relax" him several times.  

 

Afterwards, and panting for breath, she leaned against his bare 

chest and said, "Wow, you sure didn't forget much since 1955!"  
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The Sergeant Major, glancing at his watch, said in his matter-of-

fact voice, "I hope not, it's only 2130 now."  

 

 

 
The Camel  
  
The new Marine Captain was assigned to a recon company in a remote outpost 
in Iraq. 
  During his first inspection, he noticed a camel  hitched up behind the mess 
tent. 
  He asks the First Sergeant why the camel is kept there. 
  "Well, sir," is the nervous reply, "as you know, there are 250 men here and no 
women. And sir, sometimes the men have .. M-m-m.... Urges. 
  That's why we have the camel, sir." 
  The Captain says, "I can't say that I condone this, but I understand about 
urges, so the camel can stay." 
  About a month later, the Captain starts having a real 
problem with his own urges. Crazy with passion, he asks the First Sergeant to 
bring the camel to his tent. 
  Putting a stool behind the camel, the Captain stands on it, pulls down his 
pants, and has wild, insane sex with the camel. 
  When he is done, he asks the First Sergeant, "Is that how the men do it?" 
  "Uh, no sir," the First Sergeant replies. 
  "They usually just ride the camel into town where the girls are." 

 

 

A  young ventriloquist is touring the clubs and one night 
he's doing a 
show in a small town in Arkansas. With his dummy on his 
knee, he starts 
going through his usual dumb blonde jokes when a blonde 
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woman in the 4th 
row stands on her chair and starts shouting: "I've heard 
enough of your 
stupid blonde jokes. What makes you think you can 
stereotype women that 
way? What does the color of a person's hair have to do 
with her worth as 
a human being? It's guys like you who keep women like 
me from being 
respected   at work and in the community and from 
reaching our full 
potential as a  person. Because you and your kind 
continue to perpetuate 
discrimination   against not only blondes, but women in 
general and all 
in the name of humor!" The embarrassed ventriloquist 
begins to 
apologize, and the blonde   yells, "You stay out of this, 
mister! I'm 
talking to that little Bastard on your knee." 

 

 

 
Texas Rancher 
 

A man owned a small ranch in Texas. The Texas 

Wage & Hour Dept. claimed he was not paying 

proper wages to his help and sent an agent out to 
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interview him.  
 
 
"I need a list of your employees and how much you pay them," demanded the 
agent.  
 
 
"Well" replied the rancher, "There's my ranch hand who's been with me for 3 
years. I pay him $600 a week plus free room and board. The cook has been 
here for 18 months, and I pay her $500 per week plus free room and board.  
 

Then there's the half-wit who works here about 18 

hours every day and does about 90% of all the work 

around here. He makes $10 per week, and I buy 

him a bottle of bourbon every Saturday night."  
 
 
"That's the guy I want to talk to - the half-wit," says the agent.  
"That would be me," replied the rancher. 
 
 
Nun and a Soldier 

 

The Soldier and the Nun. 

A soldier came to a fork in the road and saw a nun standing there. 

Out of breath he asked, "Please Sister, may I hide under your skirts for a 

few minutes. I'll explain WHY later." 

The nun agreed. 

Just a moment later two Military Police came running along and asked, 

"Sister, have you seen a soldier running by here??" 

The nun replied, "He went that way." 

After the MP's disappeared, the soldier crawled out from under her skirt and 

said, "I can't thank you enough Sister, but you see I don't want to go to Iraq." 

The nun said, "I think I can fully understand your fear." 

The soldier added, "I hope you don't think me rude or impertinent, but you 
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have a great pair of legs!" 

The nun replied, "If you had looked a little higher, you would have 

seen a great pair of balls....I don't want to go to Iraq either." 

 

 

Modern Management Thinking: A Modern Parable  

 

A Japanese company (Toyota) and an American company (General Motors) 
decided to have a canoe race on the Missouri River. 
Both teams practiced long and hard to reach their peak performance before the 
race. 

 On the big day, the Japanese team won by a mile. 

 The Americans, very discouraged and depressed, decided to investigate the 
reason for the crushing defeat. 

 A management team made up of senior management was formed to 
investigate and recommend appropriate action.  Their conclusion was the 
Japanese team had 8 people rowing and 1 person steering, while the American 
team had 8 people steering and 1 person rowing.  So American management 
hired a consulting company and paid them a large amount of money for a 
second opinion. 

 They advised that too many people were steering the boat, while not enough 
people were rowing.  To prevent another loss to the Japanese, the American's 
rowing team's management structure was totally reorganized to 4 steering 
supervisors, 3 area steering superintendents and 1 assistant superintendent 
steering manager . 
They also implemented a new performance system that would give the 1 
person rowing the boat greater incentive to work harder.  It was called the 
"Rowing Team Quality First Program," with meetings, dinners and free pens for 
the rower.  There was discussion of getting new paddles, canoes and other 
equipment, extra vacation days for practices and bonuses. 

  

The next year the Japanese won by two miles. 
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 Humiliated, the American management laid off the rower for poor performance, 
halted development of a new canoe, sold the paddles, and canceled all capital 
investments for new equipment. 
The money saved was distributed to the Senior Executives as bonuses and the 
next year's racing team was outsourced to India!!!! 

 
ONE. Give people more than they expect  and do it cheerfully.   

 

 

TWO.  Marry a man/woman you love to talk to. As you get older, 

their  conversational skills will be as important as any  other.   

 

 

THREE.  Don't believe all you hear, spend all you have or sleep all 

you  want.   

 

 

FOUR.  When you say, "I love you," mean it.   

 

 

FIVE.  When you say, "I'm sorry," look the person in the  eye.   

 

 

SIX.  Be engaged at least six months before you get  married.    

 

 

SEVEN.  Believe in love at first sight.   

 

 

EIGHT.  Never laugh at anyone's dream. People who don't have 

dreams don't have  much.   
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NINE!  Love deeply and passionately. You might get hurt but it's the 

only way  to live life completely.   

 

 

TEN..  In disagreements, fight fairly. No name calling.   

 

 

ELEVEN.  Don't judge people by their relatives.   

 

 

TWELVE.  Talk slowly but think quickly.   

 

 

THIRTEEN.  When someone asks you a question you don't want to 

answer, smile and  ask, "Why do you want to know?"   

 

 

FOURTEEN.  Remember that great love and great achievements 

involve great  risk.   

 

 

FIFTEEN.  Say "bless you" when you hear someone sneeze.   

 

 

SIXTEEN.  When you lose, don't lose the lesson   

 

 

SEVENTEEN.  Remember the three R's: Respect for self; Respect 

for others; and  responsibility for all your actions.   

 

 

EIGHTEEN.  Don't let a little dispute injure a great  friendship.   
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NINETEEN.  When you realize you've made a mistake, take 

immediate steps to correct  it.   

 

 

TWENTY.  Smile when picking up the phone. The caller will hear it 

in your  voice.   

 

 

TWENTY-ONE.  Spend some time alone. 

 

 

A wealthy man was having an affair with an Italian woman 
for several years. One night, during one of their 
rendezvous, she confided in him that she was pregnant. 

Not wanting to ruin his reputation or his marriage, he paid 
her a large sum of money if she would move to Italy and 
secretly have the child. If she would raise the child, he 
would also provide child support until the child turned 18. 

She agreed, but asked how he would know when the 
baby was born. To keep it discrete, he told her to simply 
mail him a post card, and write "Spaghetti" on the back. 
He would then arrange for child support payments to 
begin. 

One day, about nine months later, he came home to his 
confused wife.  "Honey," she said, "you received a very 
strange post card today." 

"Oh, just give it to me, and I'll explain it later," he said.  
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The wife obeyed, and watched as her husband read the 
card, turned white, and fainted.  

On the card was written: "Spaghetti, Spaghetti, Spaghetti. 
Two with meatballs, one without."  

The Irish Declare War on France! 

 

Jacques Chirac, The French Prime Minister, was 

sitting in his office wondering what kind of 

mischief he could perpetrate against the United 

States when his telephone rang. 

 

"Hallo, Mr. Chirac!," a heavily accented voice 

said. "This is Paddy down here at the Harp Pub in 

County Kerry, Ireland. I am ringing to inform you 

that we are officially declaring war on you!" 

 

"Well, Paddy," Chirac replied, "This is indeed 

important news! How big is your army?" 

 

"Right now," said Paddy, "after a moment's 

calculation there is meself, me cousin Sean, me next 

door neighbor Seamus, and the entire dart team from 

the pub. That makes eight of us!" 

 

Chirac paused. "I must tell you, Paddy, that I 

have one hundred thousand men in my army waiting to 

move on my command." 

 

"Begorra!" said Paddy. "I'll have to ring you 

back!" 

 

Sure enough, the next day, Paddy called again. 
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"Mr. Chirac, 'tis meself again. The war is still on. 

We have managed to get us some infantry equipment!" 

 

"And what equipment would that be, Paddy?," Chirac 

asked. "Well, we have two combines, a bulldozer, and 

Murphy's farm tractor." 

 

Chirac sighed, amused. "I must tell you, Paddy, 

that I have 6,000 tanks and 5,000 armored personnel 

carriers. Also, I've increased my army to one 

hundred fifty thousand since we last spoke." 

 

"The Saints preserve us!" said Paddy. "I'll have 

to get back to you." 

 

Sure enough, Paddy rang again the next day. "Mr. 

Chirac, the war is still on! We have managed to get 

ourselves airborne! We've modified Dan O'Brien's 

ultra-light with a couple of shotguns in the 

cockpit, and four boys from the Shamrock Pub have 

joined us as well!" 

 

Chirac was silent for a minute and then cleared 

his throat. "I must tell you, Paddy, that I have 100 

bombers and 200 fighter planes. My military complex 

is surrounded by laser-guided, surface-to-air 

missile sites. And since we last spoke, I've 

increased my army to two hundred thousand!" 

 

"Holy Saint Joseph!," said 

Paddy, "I'll have to ring you back." 
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Sure enough, Paddy called again the next day. "Top 

' the mornin' to ya, Mr.Chirac! I am sorry to tell 

you that we have had to call off the war." 

 

"I'm sorry to hear that," said Chirac. "Why the 

sudden change of heart?" 

 

"Well," said Paddy, "we've all had a long chat 

over a bunch of pints and decided there's no 

way we can feed two hundred thousand 

prisoners-of-war." 

 

 
This month will be the anniversary of Albert Einstein's birthday  He was born March 

14, 1879.  Few remember that the Nobel Prize winner married his cousin, Elsa 

Lowenthal, after his first marriage dissolved in 1919. He stated that he was attracted to 

Elsa because she was well endowed. He postulated that if you are attracted to women 

with large breasts, the attraction is stronger if there is also a DNA connection. This is 

called Einstein's Theory of Relative Titty. 
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TRUE COMPUTER ILLITERACY  

 
 
 

Compaq is considering changing the command "Press 
Any Key" to "Press Return Key" because of the flood of 

calls asking where the "Any" key is. 
 

 
AST technical support had a caller complaining that her 

mouse was hard to control with the dust cover on. The 
cover turned out to be the plastic bag the mouse was 

packaged in. 

 
Another Compaq technician received a call from a man 

complaining that the system wouldn't read word 
processing files from his old diskettes. After trouble-

shooting for magnets and heat failed to diagnose the 

problem, it was found that the customer labeled the 
diskettes then rolled them into the typewriter to type 

the labels. 
 

Another AST customer was asked to send a copy of her 

defective diskettes. A few days later a letter arrived 
from the customer along with Xeroxed copies of the 

floppies. 
 

A Dell technician advised his customer to put his 

troubled floppy back in the drive and close the door. 
The customer asked the tech to hold on, and was heard 
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putting the phone down, getting up and crossing the 

room to close the door to his room. 
 

Another Dell customer called to say he couldn't get his 
computer to fax anything. After 40 minutes of trouble-

shooting, the technician discovered the man was trying 

to fax a piece of paper by holding it in front of the 
monitor screen and hitting the "send" key. 

 
Another Dell customer needed help setting up a new 

program, so a Dell tech suggested he go to the local 

Egghead. "Yeah, I got me a couple of friends," the 
customer replied. When told Egghead was a software 

store, the man said, "Oh, I thought you meant for me 
to find a couple of geeks." 

 

Yet another Dell customer called to complain that his 
keyboard no longer worked. He had cleaned it by filling 

up his tub with soap and water and soaking the 
keyboard for a day, then removing all the keys and 

washing them individually. 

 
A Dell technician received a call from a customer who 

was enraged because his computer had told him he 
was "bad and an invalid". The tech explained that the 

computer's "bad command" and "invalid" responses 

shouldn't be taken personally. 
 

An exasperated caller to Dell Computer Tech Support 
couldn't get her new Dell Computer to turn on. After 
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ensuring the computer was plugged in, the technician 

asked her what happened when she pushed the power 

button. Her response, "I pushed and pushed on this 
foot pedal and nothing happens." The "foot pedal" 

turned out to be the computer's mouse. 
 

Another customer called Compaq tech support to say 
her brand-new computer wouldn't work. She said she 

unpacked the unit, plugged it in, and sat there for 20 

minutes waiting for something to happen. When asked 
what happened when she pressed the power switch, 

she asked "What power switch?" 
 
An old lady was standing at the rail of the cruise ship holding her hat so 

that it wouldn't blow away in the wind. 

A gentleman approached her and said, "Pardon me, madam. I do not 

intend to be forward but did you know that your dress is blowing up in 

this wind?" 

 

"Yes, I know," said the lady. "But I need my hands to hold onto my hat."  

 

"But madam, he said, "you must know that you're derriere is exposed!"  

 

The woman looked down,then back up at the man and said, "Sir, 

anything you see down there is 85 years old, but I just bought this hat 

yesterday!" 

***************************************************** 

The wife comes come early, and finds her husband in their master 

bedroom making love to a beautiful, sexy young lady! 
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"You unfaithful pig! What are you doing? How dare you do this to me, 

the faithful wife, the mother of your children! I'm leaving this house, I 

want a divorce!" 

 

The husband, replies, "Wait, Wait a minute! Before you leave, at  

least listen to what happened." 

 

"It'll be the last thing I'll hear from you, so make it fast," said the angered 

wife. 

 

The husband begins to tell his story . . . "While driving home this 

young lady asks for a ride. I saw her so defenseless that I went  

ahead and allowed her in my car. I noticed that she was very thin, 

not well dressed and very dirty. She mentioned that she had not eaten for 

3 days. With great compassion and hurt, I brought her home and warmed 

up the enchiladas that I made for you last night that you wouldn't eat 

because you're afraid you'll gain weight; the poor thing, practically 

devoured them. Since she was very dirty I asked her to take a shower. 

While she was showering, I noticed her clothes were dirty and full of 

holes so I threw her clothes away. Since she needed clothes, I gave her 

the pair of jeans that you have had for a few years, that my Mother 

bought you, and you wouldn't wear because. I also gave her the blouse 

that I gave you on our anniversary and you don't wear because you said I 

don't have good taste. I gave her the pullover that my Sister gave you for 

Christmas that you will not wear, just to upset her and I also gave her the 

boots that you bought at the expensive boutique that you never wore 

again after you saw your co-worker wearing the same pair." The husband 

continues his story... "The young woman was very grateful to me and I 

walked her to the door. When we got to the door she turned around and 

with tears coming out of her eyes, she asks me: "Sir, do you have 

anything else that your wife does not use?" And that my dear wife, is 

how I ended up in bed having sex with this lady..... 

********************************************************** 
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TRUTH? 

 

NBA OR NFL? 

 

36 have been accused of spousal abuse 

 

7 have been arrested for fraud 

 

19 have been accused of writing bad checks 

 

117 have directly or indirectly bankrupted at least 2 businesses 

 

3 have done time for assault 

 

71, repeat 71 cannot get a credit card due to bad credit 

 

14 have been arrested on drug-related charges 

 

8 have been arrested for shoplifting 

 

21 currently are defendants in lawsuits, and  

 

84 have been arrested for drunk driving 

in the last year 

 

Can you guess which organization this is? 

 

 

Give up yet? . . . Scroll down,  

 

 

Neither, it's the 535 members of the United States Congress. 
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The same group of Idiots that crank out hundreds of new laws each year  

designed to keep the rest of us in line. 

 
HILLARY'S FIRST NIGHT AS PRESIDENT IN JANUARY 2009 
                                        
Hillary Clinton gets elected President and is spending her 
first night in the White House.  She has waited so long.......... 
 
The ghost of George Washington appears, and Hillary says, 
"How can I best serve my country?" 
 
Washington says, "Never tell a lie." 
 
"Ouch!" Says Hillary, "I don't know about that." 
 
The next night, the ghost of Thomas Jefferson appears... 
 
Hillary says, "How can I best serve my country?" 
 
Jefferson says, "Listen to the people." 
 
"Ohhh! I really don't want to do that." 
 
On the third night, the ghost of Abe Lincoln  appears.. 
 
Hillary says, "How can I best serve my country?" 
 
Lincoln says, "Go to the theater." 
 
 

 

How to get your wife to 
stop smoking!!!!! 
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JUST SHOWS HOW SMART A KID COULD BE IF HE WANTED 
TO, RIGHT?  
 
A Father passing by his son's bedroom was astonished to see the 
bed was nicely made and everything was picked up. Then he saw 
an envelope neatly placed on the center of the bed. It was 
addressed "Dad". With the worse feeling, he opened the envelope 
and read the letter with trembling hands....................  
 
Dear Dad,  
 
It is with great regret and sorrow that I am writing you. I had to 
elope with my new girlfriend because I wanted to avoid a scene 
with Mom and You. I've been finding real passion with Joan and 
she is so nice-even with all her piercing, tattoos, and her tight 
Motorcycle clothes. But it's not only the passion Dad, she's 
pregnant and Joan said that we will be very happy together. Even 
though you won't care for her as she is much older than I, she 
already owns a trailer in the woods and has a stack of firewood for 
the whole winter. She wants to have many more children with me 
and that's one of my dreams too. Joan taught me that marijuana 
doesn't hurt anyone and we'll be growing it for us and trading it 
with her friends for all the cocaine and ecstasy we want. In the 
meantime, we'll pray that science will find a cure for AIDS so Joan 
can get better, she sure deserves it !! Don't worry Dad, I am 15 
years old now and I know how to take care of myself. Someday I 
am sure we will be back to visit so you can get to know your 
grandchildren  
You're Son,  
John  
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P.S. Dad, None of the above is true. I am over at the neighbor's 
house. I just wanted to remind you that there are worse things in 
life than My Report Card....which is in my desk, center drawer. 
LOVE YOU!! Call when it is safe for me to come home. 
********************************************************* 
  
EVERYTHING HAS A GENDER 
 
If you have studied any romance language you already know this, 
but many 
people don't know that all non-living things have a gender. 
 
For example, 
 
1) Ziploc Bags are Male, because they hold everything in, but you 
can 
see right through them. 
 
2) Copiers are Female, because once turned off, it takes a while 
to 
warm them up again. They're effective reproductive devices if the 
right 
buttons are pushed, but can wreak havoc if the wrong buttons are 
pushed. 
 
3) A tire is Male, because it goes bald and it's often over-inflated. 
 
4) Hot air balloons are Male, because, to get it to go anywhere, 
you 
have to light a fire under them, and course, there's the hot air part. 
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5) Sponges are Female, because they're soft, squeezable and 
retain 
water. 
 
6) Web pages are Female, because they're always getting hit on. 
 
7) A subway is Male, because it uses the same old lines to pick 
people up. 
 
8) An hourglass is Female, because over time, the weight shifts to 
the bottom. 
 
9) A hammer is Male, because it hasn't changed much over the 
last 5,000 
years, but it's handy to have around. 
 
10) A remote control is Female. You probably thought it was male 
, 
didn't you? But consider this - it gives a man pleasure, he'd be lost 
without it, and while he doesn't always know the right buttons to 
push  
he keeps trying! 
HEY THIS IS GENDER WAR! 
************************************ 

 

 
EXTREME REDNECK!! 
  
--You're An EXTREME Redneck When..... 
  
1. You let your 14-year-old daughter smoke at the dinner table in 
front of her kids. 
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2. The Blue Book value of your truck goes up and down 
depending on how much gas is in it. 
  
3. You've been married three times and still have the same in-
laws. 
  
4. You think a woman who is "out of your league" bowls on a 
different night. 
  
5. You wonder how service stations keep their rest-rooms so 
clean. 
  
6. Someone in your family died right after saying, "Hey, guys, 
watch this." 
  
7. You think Dom Perignon is a Mafia leader. 
  
8. Your wife's hairdo was once ruined by a ceiling fan. 
  
9. Your junior prom offered day care. 
  
10. You think the last words of the "Star-Spangled Banner" are 
"Gentlemen, start your engines." 
  
11. You lit a match in the bathroom and your house exploded right 
off its wheels. 
  
12. The Halloween Pumpkin on your porch has more teeth than 
your spouse. 
  
  
13. You have to go outside to get something from the fridge. 
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14. One of your kids was born on a pool table. 
  
15. You need one more hole punched in your card to get a freebie 
at the House of Tattoos. 
  
16. You can't get married to your sweetheart because there's a 
law against it. 
  
17. You think loading the dishwasher means getting your wife 
drunk. 

 

 
Two Choices 
  

 
What would you do? You make the choice! Don't look for a 
punch line; There isn't one! Read it anyway. My question 
to all of you is: Would you have made the same choice? 
 
At a fundraising dinner for a school that serves learning 
disabled children, the father of one of the students 
delivered a speech that would never be forgotten by all 
who attended. After extolling the school and its dedicated 
staff, he offered a question: 
 
"When not interfered with by outside influences, everything 
nature does is done with perfection. Yet my son, Shay, 
cannot learn things as other children do. He cannot 
understand things as other children do. Where is the 
natural order of things in my son?" 
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The audience was stilled by the query. 
 
The father continued. "I believe, that when a child like 
Shay, physically and mentally handicapped comes into the 
world, an opportunity to realize true human nature 
presents itself, and it comes, in the way other people treat 
that child."  
 
Then he told the following story: 
 
Shay and his father had walked past a park where some 
boys Shay knew were playing baseball. Shay asked," Do 
you think they'll let me play?" Shay's father knew that most 
of the boys would not want someone like Shay on their 
team, but the father also understood that if his son were 
allowed to play, it would give him a much-needed sense of 
belonging and some confidence to be accepted by others 
in spite of his handicaps. 
 
Shay's father approached one of the boys on the field and 
asked if Shay could play, not expecting much. The boy 
looked around for guidance and said, "We're losing by six 
runs and the game is in the eighth inning. I guess he can 
be on our team and we'll try to put him in to bat in the ninth 
inning." 
 
Shay struggled over to the team's bench put on a team 
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shirt with a broad smile and his Father had a small tear in 
his eye and warmth in his heart. The boys saw the father's 
joy at his son being accepted. In the bottom of the eighth 
inning, Shay's team scored a few runs but was still behind 
by three. In the top of the ninth inning, Shay put on a glove 
and played in the right field. Even though no hits came his 
way, he was obviously ecstatic just to be in the game and 
on the field, grinning from ear to ear as his father waved to 
him from the stands. In the bottom of the ninth inning, 
Shay's team scored again. Now, with two outs and the 
bases loaded, the potential winning run was on base and 
Shay was scheduled to be next at bat. 
 
At this juncture, do they let Shay bat and give away their 
chance to win the game? Surprisingly, Shay was given the 
bat. Everyone knew that a hit was all but impossible 'cause 
Shay didn't even know how to hold the bat properly, m 
much less connect with the ball. 
 
However, as Shay stepped up to the plate, the pitcher, 
recognizing the other team putting winning aside for this 
moment in Shay's life, moved in a few steps to lob the ball 
in softly so Shay could at least be able to make contact. 
The first pitch came and Shay swung clumsily and missed. 
The pitcher again took a few steps forward to toss the ball 
softly towards Shay. As the pitch came in, Shay swung at 
the ball and hit a slow ground ball right back to the pitcher. 
 
The game would now be over, but the pitcher picked up 
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the soft grounder and could have easily thrown the ball to 
the first baseman. Shay would have been out and that 
would have been the end of the game. 
 
Instead, the pitcher threw the ball rig ht over the head of 
the first baseman, out of reach of all team mates. 
Everyone from the stands and both teams started yelling, 
"Shay, run to first! Run to first!" Never in his life had Shay 
ever ran that far but made it to first base. He scampered 
down the baseline, wide-eyed and startled. 
 
Everyone yelled, "Run to second, run to second!" 
 
Catching his breath, Shay awkwardly ran towards second, 
gleaming and struggling to make it to second base. By the 
time Shay rounded towards second base, the right fielder 
had the ball, the smallest guy on their team, who had a 
chance to be the hero for his team for the first time. He 
could have thrown the ball to the second-baseman for the 
tag, but he understood the pitcher's intentions and he too 
intentionally threw the ball high and far over the third-
baseman's head. Shay ran toward third base deliriously as 
the runners ahead of him circled the bases toward home. 
 
All were screaming, "Shay, Shay, Shay, all the Way Shay" 
 
Shay reached third base, the opposing shortstop ran to 
help him and turned him in the direction of third base, and 
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shouted, "Run to third! Shay, run to third" As Shay rounded 
third, the boys from both teams and those watching were 
on their feet were screaming, "Shay, run home!" 

Shay ran to home, stepped on the plate, and was cheered 
as the hero who hit the "grand slam" and won the game 
for his team.  
 
That day, said the father softly with tears now rolling 
down his face, the boys from both teams helped bring a 
piece of true love and humanity into this world. 
 
Shay didn't make it to another summer and died that 
winter, having never forgotten being the hero and making 
his Father so happy and coming home and seeing his 
Mother tearfully embrace her little hero of the day! 
 
A wise man once said every society is judged by how it 
treats its least fortunate amongst  
them. 

 

A Cajun Dog Story 

 Boudreaux and his wife Clothilde lived on a little farm 
outside Mamou.  

One day Clothilde said, "Mais, Boudreaux, you have to get rid 
of dat dog. All he does is lie under the front porch and turn 

over da trash cans." 

Boudreaux said, "Okay. Cher. I'll get rid of him."  
He put him in the pickup, drove down the road a couple of 
miles and dumped him out. He drove home and in a few 
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minutes the dog showed up. So he put him back in the truck, 
drove several more miles and dumped him out. After getting 

back home, the dog showed up again. 
Clothilde said, "You have to take him out and drive around 
and around a lot in circles, den dump him out. dat way he 

won't know da way home." 

Boudreaux said, "You some smart, Clothilde, and dat's why I 
married you." Boudreaux took the dog, drove all around and 

zigzagged a lot then dumped the dog out. He started back 
home but pulled over and parked and called Clothilde on his 

cell phone.  
"Has dat dog come back yet?" 

Clothilde answered "Yes, he just came in."  
Boudreaux said, "Well, put him up to da phone - I'm lost." 
 
 
Dear Abby: 

  

 My husband is a liar and a cheat.  He has cheated on me from the 

 beginning, and, when I confront him, he denies everything. What's 

 worse, everyone knows that he cheats on me.   It is so  

 humiliating.  

 Also, since he lost his job five years ago, he hasn't even looked 

 for a new one. All he does all day is smoke cigars, cruise around and 

 bullshit 

 with his buddies while I have to work to pay the bills.    

    

 Since our daughter went away to college he doesn't even pretend to like 

me 

 and hints that I may be a lesbian.  What should I do? 

  

 Signed, Clueless  
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 Dear Clueless: 

  

 Grow up and dump him. Good grief, woman. You don't need him anymore. 

 You're a United States Senator from New York. Act like one. 

 

 

  
A young Nun who worked for a local home health care 
agency was out making 
her rounds when she ran out of gas. As luck would 
have it, there was a gas 
station just one block away. She walked to the 
station to borrow a can with 
enough gas to start the car and drive to the station 
for a fill up. The 
attendant regretfully told her that the only gas can 
he owned had just been 
loaned out, but if she would care to wait, he was 
sure it would be back 
shortly. Since the Nun was on the way to see a 
patient, she decided not to 
wait and walked back to her car.  
 
After looking through her car for something to carry 
to the station to fill 
with gas, she spotted a bedpan she was taking to the 
patient. Always 
resourceful, she carried it to the station, filled 
it with gasoline, and 
carried it back to her car. As she was pouring the 
gas into the tank of her 
car, two men watched her from across the street. One 
of them turned to the 
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other and said: "I know that it is said that Jesus 
turned water into wine, 
but if that car starts, I'm going to church every 
Sunday for the rest of my 
life."  
************************************** 
Sex frogs 
A young lady, goes to her local pet store in 
search of an exotic pet. As she looks about the 
store, she notices a box full of live frogs. The 
sign says:  
"Sex Frogs! Only $20 each!  
Money Back Guarantee!  
Comes with complete instructions."  
The girl excitedly looks around to see if 
anybody's watching her. She whispers softly to the 
man behind the counter, "I'll take one."  
 
The man packages the frog and says, "Just follow 
the instructions."  
 
The girl nods, grabs the box, and is quickly on 
her way home. As soon as she closes the door to her 
apartment, she reads the instructions and reads 
them very carefully.  
 
She does exactly what is specified:  
1. Take a shower.  
2. Splash on some nice perfume.  
3. Slip into a very sexy nightie.  
4. Crawl into bed and place the frog down beside 
you and allow the frog to follow its training.  
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She then quickly gets into bed with the frog and, 
to her surprise, nothing happens! The girl is very 
disappointed and quite upset at this point. She 
rereads the instructions and notices at the bottom 
of the paper it says, "If you have any problems or 
questions, please call the pet store."  
 
So, the lady calls the pet store. The man says, 
"I'll be right over."  
 
Within minutes, the man is ringing her doorbell. 
The lady welcomes him in and says, "See, I've done 
everything according to the instructions. The frog 
just sits there."  
 
The man, looking very concerned, picks up the 
frog, stares directly into its eyes and sternly 
says, "Listen to me! I'm only going to show you how 
to do this one more time!" 
************************************************ 
A man and his ever-nagging wife went on vacation to 
Jerusalem. While they were there, the wife passed away. 
The undertaker told the Husband, "You can have her shipped 
home for $5,000; or you can bury her here, in the 
Holy Land, for $150."The man thought about it and told 
him he would just have her shipped home. The 
undertaker asked, "Why would you spend $5,000 to ship 
your wife home, when it would be wonderful to be buried 
here and you would spend only $150?" 
The man replied, "Long ago a man  
died here, was buried here, 
and three days later he rose from the dead. 
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I just can't take that chance!" 
**********************************  
 
24 hours to live 

  

  

A husband returns from the doctor and tells his wife that the doctor has 

told him he has only 24 hours to live.  Given this prognosis, Ralph asks 

his wife for sex.  Naturally, she agrees, and they make love. 

  

About six hours later, the husband goes to his wife  and says, "Honey, 

you know I now have only 18 hours to live. Could we please do it one 

more time?" 

  

Of course, the wife agrees and they do it again.  Later, as the man gets 

into bed, he looks at his watch and realizes he now has only 8 hours 

left. He touches his wife's shoulder and asks, "honey please...just one 

more time before I die?" 

  

She says, "Of course, dear."  And they make love for the third time. 

After this session, the 

wife rolls over & falls asleep. 

  

Ralph, however, worried about his impending death, tosses & turns until 

he's down to 4 more hours. He taps his wife, who rouses.  "Honey, I have 

only 4 more hours. Do you think we could...?" 

  

At this point the wife sits up and says, "Listen Ralph, I have to get up 

in the morning. You don't." 

 
NO SEX SINCE 1955  
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A crusty old Sergeant Major found himself at a gala event, 

hosted by a local liberal arts college. There was no shortage of 

extremely young, idealistic ladies in attendance, one of whom 

approached the Sergeant Major for conversation.  

 

She said, "Excuse me, Sergeant Major, but you seem to be a 

very serious man. Is something bothering you?"  

 

"Negative, ma'am," the Sergeant Major said, "Just serious by 

nature."  

 

"The young lady looked at his awards and decorations and said, 

"It looks like you have seen a lot of action."  

 

The Sergeant Major's short reply was, "Yes, ma'am, a lot of 

action."  

 

The young lady, tiring of trying to start up a conversation, said, 

"You know, you should lighten up a little. Relax and enjoy 

yourself."  

 

The Sergeant Major just stared at her in his serious manner.  

 

Finally the young lady said, "You know, I hope you don't take 

this the wrong way, but when was the last time you had sex?"  

 

The Sergeant Major looked at her and replied, "1955."  

 

She said, "Well, there you are. You really need to chill out and 

quit taking everything so seriously! I mean, no sex since 1955! 
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She took his hand and led him to a private room where she 

proceeded to "relax" him several times.  

 

Afterwards, and panting for breath, she leaned against his bare 

chest and said, "Wow, you sure didn't forget much since 1955!"  

 

The Sergeant Major, glancing at his watch, said in his matter-of-

fact voice, "I hope not, it's only 2130 now."  

 

I LOVE THAT MILITARY TIME !!!! 

 

Priceless  

 

 

So..  

 

there you are,  

 

having a  

 

dinner party..... 

 

Your parents  
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are there, 

 

Your in-laws  

 

are there, 

 

Your boss and  

 

his wife  

 

are there, 

 

The minister and  

 

his wife  

 

are there, 

 

You're all  
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settling down  

 

for a  

 

nice relaxing  

 

 

evening dinner,  

 

Then  

 

 

in  

 

 

walks  
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the  

 

 

dog....  
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Rabbi Moishe and the Pope  
 
Several centuries ago, the Pope decreed that all the Jews had to convert or 
leave Italy. There was a huge outcry from the Jewish community, so the Pope 
offered a deal. He would have a religious debate with the leader of the Jewish 
community. If the Jews won, they could stay in Italy, if the Pope won, they 
would have to leave. 
 
The Jewish people met and picked an aged, but wise Rabbi Moishe to 
represent them in the debate. However, as Moishe spoke no Italian, and the 
Pope spoke no Yiddish, they all agreed that it would be a "silent" debate. 
 
On the chosen day, the Pope and Rabbi Moishe sat opposite each other for a 
full minute before the Pope raised his hand and showed three fingers. 
 
Rabbi Moishe looked back and raised one finger.  
 
Next, the Pope waved his finger around his head.  
 
Rabbi Moishe pointed to the ground where he sat.  
 
The Pope then brought out a communion wafer and a chalice of wine.   
 
Rabbi Moishe pulled out an apple.   
 
With that, the Pope stood up and declared that he was beaten, that Rabbi 
Moishe was too clever, and that the Jews could stay.  
 
Later, the Cardinals met with the Pope, asking what had happened. The Pope 
said, "First, I held up three fingers to represent the Trinity. He responded by 
holding up one finger to remind me that there is still only one God common to 
both our beliefs. Then, I waved my finger to show him that God was all around 
us. He responded by pointing to the ground to show that God was also right 
here with us. I pulled out the wine and wafer to show that God absolves us of 
all our sins. He pulled out an apple to remind me of the original sin. He had me 
beaten and I could not continue." 
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Meanwhile the Jewish community was gathered around Rabbi Moishe. "How 
did you win the debate?" they asked.  
 
"I haven't a clue," said Moishe. "First he said to me that we had three days to 
get out of Italy, so I gave him the finger. Then he tells me that the whole country 
would be cleared of Jews and I said to him, we're staying right here." 
   
"And then what?" asked a woman.  
 
"Who knows?" said Moishe, "He took out his lunch, so I took out mine." 

 
 
Clever, VERY Clever!!! 
 
 
 
   A  play on words so to speak... 
   Someone out there either has too much 
   spare time or is deadly at Scrabble. 
 
   DORMITORY: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   DIRTY ROOM 
 
   PRESBYTERIAN: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   BEST IN PRAYER 
 
   ASTRONOMER: 
   When you rearrange the letters:MOON STARER 
 
   DESPERATION: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   A ROPE ENDS IT 
 
   THE EYES: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   THEY SEE 
 
   GEORGE BUSH: 
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   When you rearrange the letters: 
   HE BUGS GORE 
 
   THE MORSE CODE: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   HERE COME DOTS 
 
   SLOT MACHINES: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   CASH LOST IN ME 
 
   ANIMOSITY: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   IS NO AMITY 
 
   ELECTION RESULTS: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   LIES - LET'S RECOUNT 
 
   SNOOZE ALARMS: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   ALAS! NO MORE Z 'S 
 
   A DECIMAL POINT: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   IM A DOT IN PLACE 
 
   THE EARTHQUAKES: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   THAT QUEER SHAKE 
 
   ELEVEN PLUS TWO: 
   When you rearrange the letters: 
   TWELVE PLUS ONE 
 
 
   AND FOR THE GRAND FINALE: 
 
   MOTHER-IN-LAW: 
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   When you rearrange the letters: 
   WOMAN HITLER 
 
   Yep! Someone with waaaaaaaaaaay 
   too much time on their hands! (Probably a son-in-law) 

 

***Airline cabin announcements***     

     
All too rarely, airline attendants make an 
effort to make the in flight "safety lecture" 
and announcements a bit more entertaining. 
Here are some real examples that have been 
heard or reported:  
 
1.   On a Southwest flight (SW has no 

assigned seating, you just sit where you 
want) passengers were apparently having a 
hard time choosing, when a flight attendant 
announced, "People, people we're not 
picking out furniture here, find a seat and 
get in it!"  
 
2.   On a Continental Flight with a very 

"senior" flight attendant crew, the pilot 
said, "Ladies and gentlemen, we've reached 
cruising altitude and will be turning down 
the cabin lights. This is for your comfort and 
to enhance the appearance of your flight 
attendants."  
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3.   On landing, the stewardess said, "Please 
be sure to take all of your belongings. If 
you're going to leave anything, please make 
sure it's something we'd like to have.  

 
4.   "There may be 50 ways to leave your 
lover, but there are only 4 ways out of this 
airplane"  
 
5.   "Thank you for flying Delta Business 
Express. We hope you enjoyed giving us the 
business as much as we enjoyed taking you 

for a ride."  
 
6.    As the plane landed and was coming to 
a stop at Ronald Reagan, a lone voice came 
over the loudspeaker: "Whoa, big fella. 
WHOA!"  
 

7.    After a particularly rough landing 
during thunderstorms in Memphis, a flight 
attendant on a Northwest flight announced, 
"Please take care when opening the 
overhead compartments because, after a 
landing like that, sure as hell everything has 
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shifted."  
 
8.    From a Southwest Airlines employee: 
"Welcome aboard Southwest Flight 245 to 
Tampa. To operate your seat belt, insert the 

metal tab into the buckle, and pull tight. It 
works just like every other seat belt; and, if 
you don't know how to operate one, you 
probably shouldn't be out in public 
unsupervised."  
 
9.    "In the event of a sudden loss of cabin 
pressure, masks will descend from the 

ceiling. Stop screaming, grab the mask, and 
pull it over your face. If you have a small 
child traveling with you, secure your mask 
before assisting with theirs. If you are 
traveling with more than one small child, 
pick your favorite."  
 
10.    "Weather at our destination is 50 

degrees with some broken clouds, but we'll 
try to have them fixed before we arrive. 
Thank you, and remember, nobody loves 
you, or your money, more than Southwest 
Airlines."  
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11.    "Your seat cushions can be used for 
flotation; and, in the event of an emergency 
water landing, please paddle to shore and 
take them with our compliments."  
 

12.    "As you exit the plane, make sure to 
gather all of your belongings. Anything left 
behind will be distributed evenly among the 
flight attendants. But please do not leave 
children or spouses."  
 
13.     And from the pilot during his welcome 
message: "Delta Airlines is pleased to have 

some of the best flight attendants in the 
industry. Unfortunately, none of them are 
on this flight!"  
 
14.    Heard on Southwest Airlines just after 
a very hard landing in Salt Lake City: The 
flight attendant came on the intercom and 

said, "That was quite a bump, and I know 
what y'all are thinking. I'm here to tell you 
it wasn't the airline's fault, it wasn't the 
pilot's fault, it wasn't the flight attendant's 
fault, it was the asphalt."  
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15.    Overheard on an American Airlines 
flight into Amarillo, Texas, on a particularly 
windy and bumpy day: During the final 
approach, the Captain was really having to 
fight it. After an extremely hard landing, the 

Flight Attendant said, "Ladies and 
Gentlemen, welcome to Amarillo. Please 
remain in your seats with your seat belts 
fastened while the Captain taxis what's left 
of our airplane to the gate!"  
 
16.    Another flight attendant's comment on 
a less than perfect landing: "We ask you to 

please remain seated as Captain Kangaroo 
bounces us to the terminal."  
 
17.     An airline pilot wrote that on this 
particular flight he had hammered his ship 
into the runway really hard. The airline had 
a policy which required the first officer to 
stand at the door while the Passengers 

exited, smile, and give them a "Thanks for 
flying our airline." He said that, in light of 
his bad landing, he had a hard time looking 
the passengers in the eye, thinking that 
someone would have a smart comment. 
Finally everyone had gotten off except for a 
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little old lady walking with a cane. She said, 
"Sir, do you mind if I ask you a question?" 
"Why, no, Ma'am," said the pilot. "What is 
it?" The little old lady said, "Did we land, or 
were we shot down?"  

 
18.    After a real crusher of a landing in 
Phoenix, the attendant came on with, 
"Ladies and Gentlemen, please remain in 
your seats until Capt. Crash and the Crew 
have brought the aircraft to a screeching 
halt against the gate. And, once the tire 
smoke has cleared and the warning bells are 

silenced, we'll open the door and you can 
pick your way through the wreckage to the 
terminal."  
 
19.    Part of a flight attendant's arrival 
announcement: "We'd like to thank you 
folks for flying with us today. And, the next 

time you get the insane urge to go blasting 
through the skies in a pressurized metal 
tube, we hope you'll think of US Airways."  
 
20.    Heard on a Southwest Airline flight. 
"Ladies and gentlemen, if you wish to 
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smoke, the smoking section on this airplane 
is on the wing and if you can light 'em, you 
can smoke 'em."  
 
21.    A plane was taking off from Kennedy 

Airport. After it reached a comfortable 
cruising altitude, the captain made an 
announcement over the intercom, "Ladies 
and gentlemen, this is your captain 
speaking. Welcome to Flight Number 293, 
nonstop from New York to Los Angeles. The 
weather ahead is good and, therefore, we 
should have a smooth and uneventful flight. 

Now sit back and relax... OH, MY GOD!" 
Silence followed, and after a few minutes, 
the captain came back on the intercom and 
said, "Ladies and Gentlemen, I am so sorry 
if I scared you earlier. While I was talking to 
you, the flight attendant accidentally spilled 
a cup of hot coffee in my lap. You should see 
the front of my pants!" A passenger in 

Coach yelled, "That's nothing. You should 
see the back of mine.  
 
 
  
Do you remember the expression "Shit happens" Well 
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Overzealous zookeeper Friedrich Riesfeldt 
(Paderborn, Germany) fed his constipated elephant Stefan 22 
doses of animal laxative and more than a 
bushel of berries! , figs and prunes before the 
plugged-up pachyderm finally let it fly, and suffocated the keeper 
under 200 pounds of poop! 
Investigators say ill-fated Friedrich, 46, was attempting to give the 
ailing elephant an olive oil enema when the relieved beast 
unloaded on him. 
"The sheer force of the elephant's unexpected 
defecation knocked Mr. Riesfeldt to the ground, where he struck 
his head on a rock and lay unconscious as the elephant continued 
to evacuate his bowels on top of him" said flabbergasted 
Paderborn police detective Erik Dern. 'With no one there to help 
him, he lay under all that dung for at least an hour before a 
watchman came along, and during that time he suffocated. 
It seems to be just one of those freak accidents that proves that 
"Shit happens!" 
 
  

GRADING PAPERS  

Can you imagine yourself to be the nun that 
is sitting at her desk grading these papers all 
the while trying to keep a straight face and 

maintain her composure!     

PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE WORDING AND 

SPELLING. IF YOU KNOW THE BIBLE EVEN A LITTLE, 

YOU'LL FIND THIS HILARIOUS!  IT COMES FROM A 
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CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEST. KIDS WERE 

ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE OLD AND NEW 

TESTAMENTS. THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS 

ABOUT THE BIBLE WERE WRITTEN BY CHILDREN. 

THEY HAVE NOT BEEN RETOUCHED OR CORRECTED. 

INCORRECT SPELLING HAS BEEN LEFT IN.  

1. IN THE FIRST BOOK OF THE BIBLE, GUINESSIS. 

GOD GOT TIRED OF CREATING THE WORLD SO HE 

TOOK THE SABBATH OFF.  

 

2. ADAM AND EVE WERE CREATED FROM AN APPLE 

TREE. NOAH'S WIFE WAS JOAN OF ARK. NOAH 

BUILT AND ARK AND THE ANIMALS CAME ON IN 

PEARS.  

 

3. LOTS WIFE WAS A PILLAR OF SALT DURING THE 

DAY, BUT A BALL OF FIRE DURING THE NIGHT.  

4. THE JEWS WERE A PROUD PEOPLE AND 

THROUGHOUT HISTORY THEY HAD TROUBLE WITH 

UNSYMPATHETIC GENITALS.  
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5. SAMPSON WAS A STRONGMAN WHO LET 

HIMSELF BE LED ASTRAY BY A JEZEBEL LIKE 

DELILAH.  
 

6. SAMSON SLAYED THE PHILISTINES WITH 

THE AXE OF THE APOSTLES.  

7. MOSES LED THE JEWS TO THE 

RED SEA WHERE THEY MADE 

UNLEAVENED BREAD WHICH IS 

BREAD WITHOUT ANY INGREDIENTS  

8, THE EGYPTIANS WERE ALL DROWNED IN 

THE DESSERT. AFTERWARDS, MOSES WENT UP 

TO MOUNT CYANIDE TO GET THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS.  
 

9. THE FIRST COMMANDMENTS WAS WHEN EVE 

TOLD ADAM TO EAT THE APPLE.  

 

10. THE SEVENTH COMMANDMENT IS THOU SHALT 

NOT ADMIT ADULTERY.  
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11. MOSES DIED BEFORE HE EVER REACHED 

CANADA. THEN JOSHUA LED THE HEBREWS IN 

THE BATTLE OF GERITOL.  

 

12. THE GREATEST MIRICLE IN THE BIBLE IS WHEN 

JOSHUA TOLD HIS SON TO STAND STILL AND HE 

OBEYED HIM.  

 

13. DAVID WAS A HEBREW KING WHO WAS SKILLED 

AT PLAYING THE LIAR. HE FOUGHT THE 

FINKELSTEINS, A RACE OF PEOPLE WHO LIVED IN 

BIBLICAL TIMES.  

 

14. SOLOMON, ONE OF DAVIDS SONS, HAD 300 

WIVES AND 700 PORCUPINES.  

 

15. WHEN MARY HEARD SHE WAS THE MOTHER OF 

JESUS, SHE SANG THE MAGNA CARTA.  

16. WHEN THE THREE WISE GUYS FROM THE EAST 

SIDE ARRIVED THEY FOUND JESUS IN THE 

MANAGER.  

 

17. JESUS WAS BORN BECAUSE MARY HAD AN 

IMMACULATE CONTRAPTION.  
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18. ST. JOHN THE BLACKSMITH DUMPED 

WATER ON HIS HEAD.  

19. JESUS ENUNCIATED THE 

GOLDEN RULE, WHICH SAYS TO DO 

UNTO OTHERS BEFORE THEY DO 

ONE TO YOU. HE ALSO EXPLAINED 

A MAN DOTH NOT LIVE BY SWEAT 

ALONE.  

20. IT WAS A MIRICLE WHEN JESUS ROSE 

FROM THE DEAD AND MANAGED TO GET THE 

TOMBSTONE OFF THE ENTRANCE.  
 

21. THE PEOPLE WHO FOLLOWED THE LORD WERE 

CALLED THE 12 DECIBELS.  

 

22. THE EPISTELS WERE THE WIVES OF THE 

APOSTLES.  

 

23. ONE OF THE OPPOSSUMS WAS ST. MATTHEW 

WHO WAS ALSO A TAXIMAN.  
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24. ST. PAUL CAVORTED TO CHRISTIANITY, 

HE PREACHED HOLY ACRIMONY WHICH IS 

ANOTHER NAME FOR MARRAIGE.  
 

25. CHRISTIANS HAVE ONLY ONE SPOUSE. THIS IS 

CALLED MONOTONY.  
 
 
 
Southwest 

A mother and her son were flying on Southwest Airlines. The son, 

who had been looking out the window, turned to his mother and 

asked, "If big dogs have baby dogs, and big cats have baby cats, 

why don't big planes have baby planes?"  

The mother, who couldn't think of an answer, told her son to ask the 

stewardess . 

So, the boy asked the stewardess, "If big'dogs have baby dogs, and 

big cats have baby cats, why don't big planes have baby planes?"  

The stewardess responded, "Did your mother tell you to ask me?"  

The boy said, "Yes, she did."  

"Well, then, tell your mother that there are no baby planes because 

Southwest always pulls out on time. Have your mother explain that 

to you."   

 
Reagan 

 

 

 The book of Proverbs says many times "to get wisdom'. 

 

 WISDOM....THIS ONE IS A DANDY!! 

 Really have to love this guy. God rest his soul. 
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 "Here's my strategy on the Cold War: 

 We win, they lose." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm from   

 the government and I'm here to help." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "The trouble with our liberal friends is not that they're ignorant:   

 It's just that they know so much that isn't so." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "Of the four wars in my lifetime none came about because the U.S.   

 was too strong." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "I have wondered at times about what the Ten Commandment's would   

 have looked like if Moses had run them through the U.S. Congress." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "The taxpayer: That's someone who works for the federal government   

 but doesn't have to take the civil service examination." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "Government is like a baby: An alimentary canal with a big appetite   

 at one end and no sense of responsibility at the other." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "If we ever forget that we're one nation under God, then we will be   

 a nation gone under." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "The nearest thing to eternal life we will ever see on this earth   

 is a government program." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "I've laid down the law, though, to everyone from now on about   

 anything that happens: no matter what time it is, wake me, even if   

 it's in the middle of a Cabinet meeting." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "It has been said that politics is the second oldest profession. I   

 have learned that it bears a striking resemblance to the first." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 "Government's view of the economy could be summed up in a few short   

 phrases: If it moves, tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate it. And   

 if it stops moving, subsidize it." 
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 - Ronald Reagan 

 "Politics is not a bad profession. If you succeed there are many   

 rewards, if you disgrace yourself you can always write a book." 

 - Ronald Reagan 

 

 

 

 "No arsenal, or no weapon in the arsenals of the world, is so   

 formidable as the will and moral courage of free men and women. 

 

 
Blonde Joke............. 
 
A blind man makes his way to a bar stool and orders a drink. After 
Sitting there for awhile, he yells to the bartender, "Hey, you wanna hear a blonde 
joke? 
  
The bar immediately falls absolutely quiet. In a very deep, husky 
voice, the woman next to him says, "Before you tell that joke, sir, I think it is only 
fair, given that you are blind, that you should know five things: 
  
1. The bartender is a blonde girl with a baseball bat. 
2. The bouncer is a blonde "biker girl." 
3. I'm a 6 foot tall, 175 pound blonde woman with a black belt in karate. 
4. The woman sitting next to me is a blonde and a professional weightlifter. 
5. The lady to your right is blonde and a professional wrestler. 
  
Now, think about it seriously Mister, Do you still wanna tell that 
joke? 
  
The blind man thinks for a second, shakes his head and mutters, 
"Nah...not if I'm gonna have to explain it five times." 
 

 
Politically Correct 

Due to the climate of political correctness now pervading 

America , 

Kentuckians, Tennesseans and West Virginians will no 

longer be referred  to 

as "HILLBILLIES." You must now refer to us as APPALACHIAN-

AMERICANS. 
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And furthermore ... 

 

HOW TO SPEAK ABOUT WOMEN AND BE POLITICALLY CORRECT: 

 

1. She is not a "BABE" or a "CHICK" - She is a "BREASTED 

AMERICAN." 

 

2. She is not a "SCREAMER" or a "MOANER" - She is "VOCALLY 

APPRECIATIVE." 

 

3. She is not "EASY" - She is "HORIZONTALLY ACCESSIBLE." 

 

4. She is not a "DUMB BLONDE" - She is a "LIGHT-HAIRED 

DETOUR OFF THE 

INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY." 

 

5. She has not "BEEN AROUND" - She is a "PREVIOUSLY-

ENJOYED COMPANION." 

 

6. She is not an "AIRHEAD" - She is "REALITY IMPAIRED." 

 

7. She does not get "DRUNK" or "TIPSY" - She gets 

"CHEMICALLY 

INCONVENIENCED" 

 

8. She does not have "BREAST IMPLANTS" - She is "MEDICALLY 

ENHANCED." 

 

9. She does not "NAG" you - She becomes "VERBALLY 

REPETITIVE." 

 

10. She is not a "TRAMP" - She is "SEXUALLY EXTROVERTED." 

 

11. She does not have "MAJOR LEAGUE HOOTERS" - She is 

"PECTORALLY SUPERIOR." 

 

12. She is not a "TWO-BIT HOOKER" - She is a "LOW COST 

PROVIDER." 
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------------- 

 

HOW TO SPEAK ABOUT MEN AND BE POLITICALLY CORRECT: 

 

1. He does not have a "BEER GUT" - He has developed a 

"LIQUID GRAIN  STORAGE 

FACILITY." 

 

2. He is not a "BAD DANCER" - He is "OVERLY CAUCASIAN." 

 

3. He does not "GET LOST ALL THE TIME" - He "INVESTIGATES 

ALTERNATIVE 

DESTINATIONS." 

 

4. He is not "BALDING" - He is in "FOLLICLE REGRESSION." 

 

5. He is not a "CRADLE ROBBER" - He prefers "GENERATIONAL 

DIFFERENTIAL 

RELATIONSHIPS." 

 

6. He does not get "FALLING-DOWN DRUNK" - He becomes 

"ACCIDENTALLY 

HORIZONTAL." 

 

7. He does not act like a "TOTAL ASS" - He develops a case 

of 

RECTAL-CRANIAL INVERSION." 

 

8. He is not a "MALE CHAUVINIST PIG" - He has "SWINE 

EMPATHY." 

 

9. He is not afraid of "COMMITMENT" - He is "RELATIONSHIP 

CHALLENGED." 

 

10. He is not "HORNY" - He is "SEXUALLY FOCUSED." 

 

11. It's not his "CRACK" you see hanging out of his pants 

- It's "REAR 

CLEAVAGE." 
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Subject: Kids 
 
    A first grade teacher had 25 students in her class 
    and she presented 
    each child the first half of a well known proverb 
    and asked them to come 
    up with the remainder of the proverb. It's hard to 
    believe these were 
    actually done by first graders. Their insight may 
    surprise you. While 
    reading, keep in mind that these are 6-year-olds, 
    because the last one 
    is classic! 
     
     
    1. Don't change horses until they stop running. 
     
    2. Strike while the bug is close. 
     
    3. It's always darkest before Daylight Saving Time 
     
    4. Never underestimate the power of termites. 
     
    5. You can lead a horse to water but how? 
     
    6 Don't bite the hand that looks dirty 
     
    7. No news is impossible. 
     
    8. A miss is as good as a Mr. 
     
    9. You can't teach an old dog new math. 
     
    10. If you lie down with dogs you'll stink in the morning. 
     
    11. Love all,trust me. 
     
    12. The pen is mightier than the pigs. 
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    13. An idle mind  is the best way to relax. 
     
    14. Where there's smoke there's pollution. 
     
    15. Happy is the bride who gets all the presents. 
     
    16. A penny saved is not much. 
     
    17. Two's company,three's the Musketeers. 
     
    18. Don't put off till tomorrow what you put on to go to bed. 
     
    19. Laugh, and the whole world laughs with you cry and you have to blow 
your nose. 
     
    20. There are none so blind as Stevie Wonder. 
     
    21. Children should be seen and not spanked or grounded. 
     
    22. If at first you don't succeed get new batteries. 
     
    23. You get out of something only what you see in the picture on the box. 
     
    24. When the blind lead the blind get out of the way. 
     
     
    And the WINNER and last one - 
     
     
    25. Better late than pregnant 
 
 

God Bless America 
    

  
  

If you agree with all or part of this, it 
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is still worth  
reading and thinking about. "God 
Bless America"  

 

 

Good for him!!!  

Surprised CBS let him get 

away with this even 

though he's right  

 

 

AMEN ANDY ROONEY !  
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Right on, Andy Rooney!  

 

Andy Rooney said on "60 

Minutes" a few weeks 

back:  

 

I don't think being a 
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minority makes you a 

victim of anything except 

numbers. The only things 

I can think of that are 

truly discriminatory are 

things like the United 

Negro College Fund, Jet 

Magazine, Black 

Entertainment Television, 
and Miss Black America. 

Try to have things like 

the 

UnitedCaucasianCollege 

Fund, Cloud Magazine, 
White Entertainment 
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Television, or Miss White 

America; and see what 

happens...Jesse Jackson 

will be knocking down 

your door.  

 

Guns do not make you a 

killer. I think killing 

makes you a killer. You 

can kill someone with a 

baseball bat or a car, but 
no one is trying to ban 

you from driving to the 

ball game.  
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I believe they are called 

the Boy Scouts for a 

reason, that is why there 

are no girls allowed. Girls 

belong in the Girl Scouts! 

ARE YOU LISTENING 

MARTHA BURKE?  

 

I have the right "NOT" to 
be tolerant of others 

because they are 

different, weird, or tick 

me off.  

 
When 70% of the people 
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who get arrested are 

black, in cities where 

70% of the population is 

black, that is not racial 

profiling, it is the Law of 

Probability.  

 

I believe that if you are 

selling me a milkshake, a 

pack of cigarettes, a 

newspaper or a hotel 
room, you must do it in 

English! As a matter of 

fact, if you want to be an 

American citizen, you 
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should have to speak 

English!  

 

My father and 

grandfather didn't die in 

vain so you can leave the 

countries you were born 

in to come over and 

disrespect ours.  
 

I think the police should 

have every right to shoot 

your sorry behind if you 

threaten them after they 
tell you to stop. If you 
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can't understand the 

word "freeze" or "stop" 

in English, see the above 

lines.  

 

I don't think just because 

you were not born in this 

country, you are qualified 

for any special loan 

programs, government 

sponsored bank loans or 
tax breaks, etc., so you 

can open a hotel, coffee 

shop, trinket store, or any 

other business.  
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We did not go to the aid 

of certain foreign 

countries and risk our 

lives in wars to defend 

their freedoms, so that 

decades later they could 

come over here and tell 

us our constitution is a 
living document; and 

open to their 

interpretations.  

 

I don't hate the rich I 
don't pity the poor.  
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I know pro wrestling is 

fake, but so are movies 

and television. That 

doesn't stop you from 

watching them.  

 

I think Bill Gates has 

every right to keep every 

penny he made and 

continue to make more. If 
it ticks you off, go and 

invent the next operating 

system that's better, and 

put your name on the 
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building.  

 

It doesn't take a whole 

village to raise a child 

right, but it does take a 

parent to stand up to the 

kid; and smack their little 

behinds when necessary, 

and say "NO!"  
 

I think tattoos and 

piercing are fine if you 

want them, but please 

don't pretend they are a 
political statement. And, 
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please, stay home until 

that new lip ring heals. I 

don't want to look at your 

ugly infected mouth as 

you serve me French 

fries!  

 

I am sick of "Political 

Correctness." I know a 

lot of black people, and 

not a single one of them 
was born in Africa; so 

how can they be "African-

Americans"? Besides, 

Africa is a continent. I 
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don't go around saying I 

am a European-American 

because my great, great, 

great, great, great, great 

grandfather was from 

Europe. I am proud to be 

from America and 

nowhere else  

 
And if you don't like my 

point of view, tough...  

 

I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO 

THE FLAG, OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF 
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AMERICA, AND TO THE 

REPUBLIC, FOR WHICH IT 

STANDS, ONE NATION 

UNDER GOD, 

INDIVISIBLE, WITH 

LIBERTY AND JUSTICE 

FOR ALL!  

 

I was asked to send this 

on if I agree or delete if I 

don't. It is said that 86% 
of Americans believe in 

God. Therefore I have a 

very hard time 

understanding why there 
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is such a problem in 

having "In God We Trust" 

on our money and having 

"God" in the Pledge of 

Allegiance. Why don't we 

just tell the 14% to Shut 

Up and BE QUIET!!!  

 

 

The recent hurricanes and gasoline issues are proof of the existence 
of a new chemical element. A major research institution has recently 
announced the discovery of the heaviest element yet known to science. 
 
The new element has been named "Governmentium". Governmentium (Gv) 
has one neutron, 25 assistant neutrons, 88 deputy neutrons, and 198 
assistant deputy neutrons, giving it an atomic mass of 312. 
 
These 312 particles are held together by forces called morons, which 
are surrounded by vast quantities of lepton-like particles called 
peons. Since Governmentium has no electrons, it is inert. However, it 
can be detected, because it impedes every reaction with which it 
comes into contact. A minute amount of Governmentium can cause a 
reaction that would normally take less than a second to take over 
four days to complete. 
 
Governmentium has a normal half-life of 4 years; it does not decay, 
but instead undergoes a reorganization in which a portion of the 
assistant neutrons and deputy neutrons exchange places. In fact, 
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Governmentium's mass will actually increase over time, since each 
reorganization will cause more morons to become neutrons, forming 
isodopes. 
 
This characteristic of moron promotion leads some scientists to 
believe that Governmentium is formed whenever morons reach a critical 
concentration. This hypothetical quantity is referred to as Critical 
Morass. When catalyzed with money, Governmentium becomes 
Administratium - an element which radiates just as much energy as 
Governmentium since it has half as many peons but twice as many 
morons 
 

 

The JiHad.... scary, eh? 
 

The Jihad -- GOT TO READ 

Muslim religion in the fastest growing religion per capita in Canada and the 
United States especially in 
the minority race. 

  

Allah or Jesus? By: Rick Mathes 
  
Last month I attended my annual training session that's required for maintaining 
my state prison 
security clearance. During the training session there was a presentation by 
three speakers representing the Roman Catholic, Protestant and Muslim faiths, 
who explained each of their belief systems. I was particularly interested in what 
the Islamic Imam had to say. 
  
The Imam gave a great presentation of the basics of Islam, complete with a 
video. After the presentations, time was provided for questions 
and answers.When it was my turn, I directed my question to the Imam and 
asked: "Please, correct me if I'm wrong, but I understand that most Imams and 
clerics of Islam have declared a holy jihad [Holy war) against the infidels of 
the world. And, that by killing an infidel, which is a command to all Muslims, 
they are assured of a place in heaven. If that's the case, can you give me the 
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definition of an infidel?"  

There was no disagreement with my statements and, without hesitation,  he 
replied, "Non-believers!" 

I responded, "So, let me make sure I have this straight.  All followers of Allah 
have been commanded to kill everyone  who is not of your faith so they can go 
to Heaven. Is that correct?" 
  
The expression on his face changed from one of authority and command  to 
that of a little boy who had just gotten caught with his hand in the cookie jar. He 
sheepishly replied, "Yes." 

I then stated, "Well, sir, I have a real problem trying to imagine  Pope John Paul 
commanding all Catholics to kill those of your faith or Dr. Stanley ordering 
Protestants to do the same in order to go to Heaven.  The Imam was 
speechless. 

I continued, "I also have problem with being your friend when you and  your 
brother clerics are telling your followers to kill me.  Let me ask you a question. 
Would you rather have your Allah who tells you to kill me in order to go to 
Heaven or my Jesus who tells me to love you because I am going to Heaven 
and He wants you to be with me?" 

You could have heard a pin drop as the Imam hung his head in shame. 
  
Needless to say, the organizers and/or promoters of the 'Diversification' training 
seminar were not happy 
with Rick's way of dealing with the Islamic Imam and exposing the truth 
about the Muslim's beliefs. 
  
I think everyone in the US and Canada should be required to read this, but with 
the liberal justice system, liberal media, and the ACLU, there is no way this will 
be widely publicized. Please pass this on to all your e-mail contacts. This is a 
true story and the author, Rick Mathes, is a well known leader in prison 
ministry. 
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Al, Bill and Hillary 
 
Al Gore and Bill & Hillary Clinton go to Heaven. 
(NO, NO, this is just the FIRST part of the joke --- keep reading.) 
 
God addresses Al first. "Al, what do you believe in?" 
 
Al replies, "Well, I believe I won that election, but that it was your will that I did 
not serve. And I've come to understand that now." 
 
God thinks for a second and says, "Okay, very good. Come and sit at my left. 
 
God then addresses Bill. "Bill, what do you believe in?" 
 
Bill replies, "I believe in forgiveness. I've sinned, but I've never held a grudge 
against my fellow man, and I hope no grudges are held against me." 
 
God thinks for a second and says, "You are forgiven, my 
son. Come and sit at my right." 
 
Then God addresses Hillary. "Hillary, what do you believe in?" 
 
"I believe you're in my chair." 
 

 

 

Hillary's New Book 

  
  
  
  
  
 Reviews of Hillary's New Book 
 "Hillary Clinton's 506-page memoirs have come out.  So much of her  
 personality shines through, that in the end, you, too, will want to  
 sleep with an intern."  - Craig Kilborn 
 In Hillary Clinton's new book 'Living History,' Hillary details what  
 it was like meeting Bill Clinton, falling in love with him, getting  
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 married, and living a passionate, wonderful life as husband and wife.   
 Then on page two, the trouble starts."  - Jay Leno 
 "In the book she says when Bill told her he was having an affair, she  
 said 'I could hardly breathe, I was gulping for air.' No, I'm sorry,  
 that's what Monica said."  - David Letterman 
 "Hillary Clinton, our junior senator from New York, announced that she  
 has no intentions of ever, ever running for office of the President of  
 the United States.  Her husband, Bill Clinton, is bitterly  
 disappointed.  He is crushed.  There go his dreams of becoming a  
 two-impeachment family." - David Letterman 
 "Last night, Senator Hillary Clinton hosted her first party in her new  
 home in Washington.  People said it was a lot like the parties she  
 used to host at the White House.  In fact, even the furniture was the  
 same." - Jay Leno 
 "Senator Hillary Clinton is attacking President Bush for breaking his  
 campaign promise to cut carbon dioxide emissions, saying a promise  
 made, a promise broken.  And then out of habit, she demanded that Bush  
 spend the night on the couch" - Craig Kilborn 
 "CNN found that Hillary Clinton is the most admired woman in  
 America.  Women admire her because she's strong and successful.  Men  
 admire her because she allows her husband to cheat and get away with  
 It." - Jay Leno 
 "Hillary Clinton is the junior senator from the great state of New  
 York.  When they swore her in, she used theClinton family Bible.  .   
 the one with only seven commandments."  -David Letterman 
 

 

"I Miss Bill Clinton" 

 

It doesn't matter what party you belong to - this is 

hilarious. From a show on Canadian TV. there was a 

black comedian who said he misses Bill Clinton. 

"Yep, that's right - I miss Bill Clinton! He was the 

closest thing we ever got to having a black man as 

President. Number 1 - He played the sax. Number 2 - 

He smoked weed. Number 3 - He had his way with ugly 

white women. Even now? Look at him... his wife 

works, and he don't! And, he gets a check from the 

government every month. Manufacturers announced 
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today that they will be stocking America's shelves 

this week with "Clinton Soup," in honor of one of 

the nations' most distinguished men. It consists 

primarily of a weenie in hot water. Chrysler 

Corporation is adding a new car to its line to honor 

Bill Clinton. The Dodge Drafter will be built in 

Canada. When asked what he thought about foreign 

affairs, Clinton replied, "I don't know, I never 

had one." The Clinton revised judicial oath: "I 

solemnly swear to tell the truth as I know 

it, the whole truth as I believe it to be, and 

nothing but what I think you need to know." Clinton 

will be recorded in history as the only President to 

do Hanky Panky between Bushes." 

 

---ya gotta love it. . . 

 

 

Tickle me Elmo 

There is a factory in Northern Minnesota which makes the Tickle Me Elmo toys. The 

toy laughs when you tickle it under the arm. Well Lena is hired at The Tickle Me Elmo 

factory and she reports for her first day promptly at 8:00. The next day at 08:45 there is 

a knock at the Personnel Manager's door. The Foreman from the assembly line throws 

open the door and begins to rant about the new employee. He complains that she is 

incredibly slow and the whole line is backing up, putting the entire production line 

behind schedule. The Personnel Manager decides he should see this for himself so the 2 

men march down to the factory floor. When they get there the line is so backed up that 

there are Tickle Me Elmo's all over the factory floor and they're really beginning to pile 

up. At the end of the line stands Lena surrounded by mountains of Tickle Me Elmo's. 

She has a roll of plush red fabric and a huge bag of small marbles. The 2 men watch in 

amazement as she cuts a little piece of fabric, wraps it around two marbles and begins 

to carefully sew them to Elmo's legs. The Personnel Manager bursts into laughter. After 

several minutes of hysterics he pulls himself together and approaches Lena. "I'm sorry," 

he says to her, barely able to keep a straight face, "but I think you misunderstood the 

instructions I gave you yesterday. Your job is to give Elmo two test tickles." 

 

 

  Johnny wanted to have sex with a girl in his office.....but she belonged 

  to someone else... 
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  One day Johnny got so frustrated that he went up to her and said I'll give 

  

  you £1000 if you let me have sex with you....but the girl said NO. Johnny 

  said I'll be fast, I'll throw the money on the floor, you bend down, I'll 

  be finished by the time you pick it up. She thought for a moment and said 

  that she would have to consult her boyfriend. 

  

  ....so she called her boyfriend and told him the story. Her boyfriend says 

  

  ask him for £2000, pick up the money very fast, he won't even be able to 

  get his pants down. So she agrees and accepts the proposal. Half an hour 

  goes by and the boyfriend is waiting for his girlfriend to call. Finally 

  after 45 mins the boyfriend calls and asks what happened...... 

  

  

  She said "The bastard used coins" 

  

  

  

  

  

  Management lesson: 

  

  Always consider a business proposal in it's entirety before agreeing to it 

  

  and then getting screwed! 

 

 

 

Andy Rooney's CBS Newsman   
 

Tips for Handling Telemarketers  

 

Three Little Words That Work !! 
 

(1)The three little words are: "Hold On, Please..." 
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Saying this, while putting down your phone and walking off 
(instead of hanging-up immediately) would make each 
telemarketing call so much more time-consuming that 
boiler room sales would grind to a halt.  
 
Then when you eventually hear the phone company's 
"beep-beep-beep" tone, you know it's time to go back and 
hang up your handset, which has efficiently completed its 
task. 
 
These three little words will help eliminate telephone 
soliciting. 
 
 

(2) Do you ever get those annoying phone calls with 
no one on the other end?  
 
This is a telemarketing technique where a machine makes 
phone calls and records the time of day when a person 
answers the phone. 
 
 
This technique is used to determine the best time of day 
for a "real" sales person to call back and get someone at 
home.  
 
What you can do after answering, if you notice there is no 
one there, is to immediately start hitting your # button on 
the phone, 6 or 7 times, as quickly as possible This 
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confuses the machine that dialed the call and it kicks your 
number out of their system. Gosh, what a shame not to 
have your name in their system any longer !!!  
 

(3) Junk Mail Help:  
When you get "ads" enclosed with your phone or utility bill, 
return these "ads" with your payment. Let the sending 
companies throw their own junk mail away. 
 
When you get those "pre-approved" letters in the mail for 
everything from credit cards to 2nd mortgages and similar 
type junk, do not throw away the return envelope.  
 
Most of these come with postage-paid return envelopes, 
right?  It costs them more than the regular 37 cents 
postage "IF" and when they receive them back. 
 
It costs them nothing if you throw them away! The postage 
was around 50 cents before the last increase and it is 
according to the weight. In that case, why not get rid of 
some of your other junk mail and put it in these cool little, 
postage-paid return envelopes.  
 
One of Andy Rooney's (60 minutes) ideas.  
Send an ad for your local chimney cleaner to American 
Express.  Send a pizza coupon to Citibank. If you didn't get 
anything else that day, then just send them their blank 
application back!  
If you want to remain anonymous, just make sure your 
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name isn't on anything you send them. 
 
You can even send the envelope back empty if you want to 
just to keep them guessing! It still costs them 37 cents. 
 
The banks and credit card companies are currently getting 
a lot of their own junk back in the mail, but folks, we need 
to OVERWHELM them. Let's let them know what it's like to 
get lots of junk mail, and best of all they're paying for 
it...Twice!  
 
Let's help keep our postal service busy since they are 
saying that e-mail is cutting into their business profits, and 
that's why they need to increase postage costs again. You 
get the idea ! 
 
If enough people follow these tips, it will work ---- I have 
been doing this for years, and I get very little junk mail 
anymore.  
 

THIS JUST MIGHT BE ONE E-MAIL THAT 
YOU WILL WANT TO FORWARD TO 
YOUR FRIENDS 
 
 
In Court 
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X-Modus-BlackList: 68.142.198.200=OK;usmca15k@sbcglobal.net=OK 

X-Modus-RBL: 68.142.198.200=OK 

X-Modus-Trusted: 68.142.198.200=NO 

From: "John Stevens" <usmca15k@sbcglobal.net 

To: "john stevens" <stevenci@earthlink.net 

Subject: Fw: In Court 

Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2006 08:41:01 -0700 

X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.2180 

 

 

----- Original Message -----  

From: Ron Pasanenvia Mike Holland 

Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:34 PM 

Subject: Fw: In Court 

 

 

----- Original Message -----  

From: Martin Moskowitz  

To: lumarmos@sbcglobal.net  

Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 11:21 AM 

Subject: In Court 

 

Defense Attorney: Will you please state your age? 
 

Little Old Lady: I am 86 years old. 
 

Defense Attorney: Will you tell us, in your own words, what happened the night of 

April 1st? 

 

Little Old Lady: There I was, sitting there in my swing on my front porch on a warm 

spring evening, when a young man comes creeping up on the porch and sat down 

beside me.  

 

Defense Attorney: Did you know him? 
 

Little Old Lady: No, but he sure was friendly. 

mailto:usmca15k@sbcglobal.net
mailto:usmca15k@sbcglobal.net
mailto:stevenci@earthlink.net
mailto:rpasanen@houston.rr.com
mailto:lumarmos@sbcglobal.net
mailto:lumarmos@sbcglobal.net
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Defense Attorney: What happened after he sat down? 

 

Little Old Lady: He started to rub my thigh. 

Defense Attorney: Did you stop him? 

 

Little Old Lady: No, I didn't stop him. 

Defense Attorney: Why not? 

 

Little Old Lady: It felt good. Nobody had done that since my Abner died some 30 years 

ago. 

Defense Attorney: What happened next? 

 

Little Old Lady: He began to rub my breasts. 

Defense Attorney: Did you stop him then? 

 

Little Old Lady: No, I did not stop him. 

 

Defense Attorney: Why not? 

 

Little Old Lady: His rubbing made me feel all alive and excited. I haven't felt that good 

in years! 

 

Defense Attorney: What happened next? 

 

Little Old Lady: Well, by then, I was feeling so "spicy" that I just laid down and told 

him "Take me, young man. Take me!"  

 

Defense Attorney: Did he take you? 

 

Little Old Lady: Hell, no! He just yelled, "April Fool!" And that's when I shot him, the 

little bastard. 
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A Few Days Apart  
 
  

 

A man left for work one Friday afternoon. But, since it was payday, instead of going 

home, he stayed out the entire weekend partying with the boys and spending his entire 

paycheck.  

 

When he finally appeared at home Sunday night, he was confronted by a very angry 

wife and was barraged for nearly two hours with a tirade befitting his actions.  

 

Finally his wife stopped the nagging and simply said to him. “How would you like it if 
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you didn’t see me for two or three days?”  

 

To which he replied: “That would be fine with me.”  

 

Monday went by and he didn’t see his wife. Tuesday and Wednesday came and went 

with the same results. Come Thursday, the swelling went down just enough where he 

could see her a little out of the corner of his left eye. 

 

 

GRADING PAPERS  

Can you imagine yourself to be the nun that is 
sitting at her desk grading these papers all the 

while trying to keep a straight face and maintain 
her composure!     

PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE WORDING AND 

SPELLING. IF YOU KNOW THE BIBLE EVEN A LITTLE, 

YOU'LL FIND THIS HILARIOUS!  IT COMES FROM A 

CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEST. KIDS WERE ASKED 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. THE 

FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE BIBLE WERE 

WRITTEN BY CHILDREN. THEY HAVE NOT BEEN RETOUCHED 

OR CORRECTED. INCORRECT SPELLING HAS BEEN LEFT IN.  

1. IN THE FIRST BOOK OF THE BIBLE, GUINESSIS. GOD 

GOT TIRED OF CREATING THE WORLD SO HE TOOK THE 

SABBATH OFF.  

 

2. ADAM AND EVE WERE CREATED FROM AN APPLE TREE. 

NOAH'S WIFE WAS JOAN OF ARK. NOAH BUILT AND ARK 

AND THE ANIMALS CAME ON IN PEARS.  
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3. LOTS WIFE WAS A PILLAR OF SALT DURING THE DAY, 

BUT A BALL OF FIRE DURING THE NIGHT.  

4. THE JEWS WERE A PROUD PEOPLE AND THROUGHOUT 

HISTORY THEY HAD TROUBLE WITH UNSYMPATHETIC 

GENITALS.  

5. SAMPSON WAS A STRONGMAN WHO LET 

HIMSELF BE LED ASTRAY BY A JEZEBEL LIKE 

DELILAH.  

 

6. SAMSON SLAYED THE PHILISTINES WITH 

THE AXE OF THE APOSTLES.  

7. MOSES LED THE JEWS TO THE 

RED SEA WHERE THEY MADE 

UNLEAVENED BREAD WHICH IS 

BREAD WITHOUT ANY INGREDIENTS  

8, THE EGYPTIANS WERE ALL DROWNED IN 

THE DESSERT. AFTERWARDS, MOSES WENT UP 

TO MOUNT CYANIDE TO GET THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS.  
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9. THE FIRST COMMANDMENTS WAS WHEN EVE TOLD 

ADAM TO EAT THE APPLE.  

 

10. THE SEVENTH COMMANDMENT IS THOU SHALT NOT 

ADMIT ADULTERY.  

 

11. MOSES DIED BEFORE HE EVER REACHED 

CANADA. THEN JOSHUA LED THE HEBREWS IN 

THE BATTLE OF GERITOL.  

 

12. THE GREATEST MIRICLE IN THE BIBLE IS WHEN 

JOSHUA TOLD HIS SON TO STAND STILL AND HE OBEYED 

HIM.  

 

13. DAVID WAS A HEBREW KING WHO WAS SKILLED AT 

PLAYING THE LIAR. HE FOUGHT THE FINKELSTEINS, A 

RACE OF PEOPLE WHO LIVED IN BIBLICAL TIMES.  

 

14. SOLOMON, ONE OF DAVIDS SONS, HAD 300 WIVES 

AND 700 PORCUPINES.  

 

15. WHEN MARY HEARD SHE WAS THE MOTHER OF JESUS, 

SHE SANG THE MAGNA CARTA.  

16. WHEN THE THREE WISE GUYS FROM THE EAST SIDE 

ARRIVED THEY FOUND JESUS IN THE MANAGER.  
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17. JESUS WAS BORN BECAUSE MARY HAD AN 

IMMACULATE CONTRAPTION.  

 

18. ST. JOHN THE BLACKSMITH DUMPED 

WATER ON HIS HEAD.  

19. JESUS ENUNCIATED THE 

GOLDEN RULE, WHICH SAYS TO DO 

UNTO OTHERS BEFORE THEY DO 

ONE TO YOU. HE ALSO EXPLAINED 

A MAN DOTH NOT LIVE BY SWEAT 

ALONE.  

20. IT WAS A MIRICLE WHEN JESUS ROSE 

FROM THE DEAD AND MANAGED TO GET THE 

TOMBSTONE OFF THE ENTRANCE.  
 

21. THE PEOPLE WHO FOLLOWED THE LORD WERE CALLED 

THE 12 DECIBELS.  

 

22. THE EPISTELS WERE THE WIVES OF THE APOSTLES.  
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23. ONE OF THE OPPOSSUMS WAS ST. MATTHEW WHO 

WAS ALSO A TAXIMAN.  

24. ST. PAUL CAVORTED TO CHRISTIANITY, 

HE PREACHED HOLY ACRIMONY WHICH IS 

ANOTHER NAME FOR MARRAIGE.  
 

25. CHRISTIANS HAVE ONLY ONE SPOUSE. THIS IS CALLED 

MONOTONY.  
 

 

In a message dated 3/30/2006 8:07:04 PM Pacific Standard Time, 
n6swj@rcip.com writes: 
 
 
Holy War  
  
I had no idea who General Chong is so when I received this, I almost deleted 
it.  Then I did a "Google search" on the General and found him to be a retired 
Air Force Surgeon of all things and past Commander of Wilford Hall Medical 
Center in San Antonio.  So he is real, is connected to Veterans affairs, and 
these are his thoughts. They are worth reading and thinking about!!  
MG Vernon Chong, USAFR, forwarded:  
  
 
This WAR is for REAL!  
  
To get out of a difficulty, one usually must go through it.  
  
Our country is now facing the most serious threat to its existence, as we know 
it, that we have faced in your lifetime and mine (which includes WWII).  
  
The deadly seriousness is greatly compounded by the fact that there are very 
few of us who think we can possibly lose this war and even fewer who realize 
what losing really means.  
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First, let's examine a few basics:  
  
1. When did the threat to us start? Many will say September 11, 2001.  The 
answer as far as the United States is concerned is 1979, 22 years prior to 
September 2001, with the following attacks on us:  
  
* Iran Embassy Hostages, 1979;  
* Beirut, Lebanon Embassy 1983;  
* Beirut, Lebanon Marine Barracks 1983;  
* Lockerbie, Scotland Pan-Am flight to New York 1988;  
* First New York World Trade Center attack 1993;  
* Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Khobar Towers Military complex 1996;  
* Nairobi, Kenya US Embassy 1998;  
* Dares Salaam, Tanzania US Embassy 1998;  
* Aden, Yemen USS Cole 2000;  
* New York World Trade Center 2001;  
* Pentagon 2001.  
  
(Note that during the period from 1981 to 2001 there were 7,581 terrorist 
attacks worldwide).  
  
2. Why were we attacked? Envy of our position, our success, and our 
freedoms.  The attacks happened during the administrations of Presidents 
Carter, Reagan, Bush 1, Clinton and Bush 2.  We cannot fault either the 
Republicans or Democrats, as there were no provocations by any of the 
presidents or their immediate predecessors, Presidents Ford or Carter.  
  
3. Who were the attackers? In each case, the attacks on the US were carried 
out by Muslims.  
  
4. What is the Muslim population of the World?  25%.  
  
5. Isn't the Muslim Religion peaceful? Hopefully, but that is really not material.  
There is no doubt that the predominately Christian population of Germany was 
peaceful, but under the dictatorial leadership of Hitler (who was also Christian), 
that made no difference.  You either went along with the administration or you 
were eliminated.  There were 5 to 6 million Christians killed by the Nazis for 
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political reasons (including 7,000 Polish priests). (see 
http://www.nazis.testimony.co.uk/7-a.htm)  
  
Thus, almost the same number of Christians were killed by the Nazis, as the six 
million holocaust Jews who were killed by them, and we seldom heard of 
anything other than the Jewish atrocities.  Although Hitler kept the world 
focused on the Jews, he had no hesitancy about killing anyone who got in his 
way of exterminating the Jews or of taking over the world….German, Christian 
or any others.  
  
Same with the Muslim terrorists.  They focus the world on the US, but kill all in 
the way -- their own people or the Spanish, French or anyone else.  The point 
here is that just like the peaceful Germans were of no protection to anyone from 
the Nazis, no matter how many peaceful Muslims there may be, they are no 
protection for us from the terrorist Muslim leaders and what they are fanatically 
bent on doing -- by their own pronouncements -- killing all of us "infidels." I don't 
blame the peaceful Muslims.  What would you do if the choice was shut up or 
die?  
  
6. So who are we at war with? There is no way we can honestly respond that it 
is anyone other than the Muslim terrorists.  Trying to be politically correct and 
avoid verbalizing this conclusion can well be fatal.  There is no way to win if you 
don't clearly recognize and articulate who you are fighting.  
  
So with that background, now to the two major questions:  
  
1. Can we lose this war?  
2. What does losing really mean?  
  
If we are to win, we must clearly answer these two pivotal questions.  
  
We can definitely lose this war, and as anomalous as it may sound, the major 
reason we can lose is that so many of us simply do not fathom the answer to 
the second question - What does losing mean?  
  
It would appear that a great many of us think that losing the war means hanging 
our heads, bringing the troops home and going on about our business, like post 
Vietnam.  This is as far from the truth as one can get  What losing really means 
is:  
  

http://www.nazis.testimony.co.uk/7-a.htm
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We would no longer be the premier country in the world.  The attacks will not 
subside, but rather will steadily increase.  Remember, they want us dead, not 
just quiet.  If they had just wanted us quiet, they would not have produced an 
increasing series of attacks against us, over the past 18 years. The plan was 
clearly, for terrorist to attack us, until we were neutered and submissive to 
them. We would of course have no future support from other nations, for fear of 
reprisals and for the reason that they would see, we are impotent and cannot 
help them.  
  
They will pick off the other non-Muslim nations, one at a time.  It will be 
increasingly easier for them.  They already hold Spain hostage.   It doesn't 
matter whether it was right or wrong for Spain to withdraw its troops from Iraq.  
Spain did it because the Muslim terrorists bombed their train and told them to 
withdraw the troops. Anything else they want Spain to do will be done.  Spain is 
finished.  
  
The next will probably be France.  Our one hope on France is that they might 
see the light and realize that if we don't win, they are finished too, in that they 
can't resist the Muslim terrorists without us. However, it may already be too late 
for France.  France is already  
20% Muslim and fading fast!  
  
If we lose the war, our production, income, exports and way of life will all vanish 
as we know it. After losing, who would trade or deal with us, if they were 
threatened by the Muslims.  
  
If we can't stop the Muslims, how could anyone else?  
  
The Muslims fully know what is riding on this war, and therefore are completely 
committed to winning, at any cost.  We better know it too and be likewise 
committed to winning at any cost.  
  
Why do I go on at such lengths about the results of losing? Simple.  Until we 
recognize the costs of losing, we cannot unite and really put 100% of our 
thoughts and efforts into winning. And it is going to take that 100% effort to win.  
  
So, how can we lose the war?  
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Again, the answer is simple.  We can lose the war by "imploding." That is, 
defeating ourselves by refusing to recognize the enemy and their purpose, and 
really digging in and lending full support to the war effort.  If we are united, 
there is no way that we can lose.  If we continue to be divided, there is no way 
that we can win!  
  
Let me give you a few examples of how we simply don't comprehend the life 
and death seriousness of this situation.  
  
President Bush selects Norman Mineta as Secretary of Transportation. 
Although all of the terrorist attacks were committed by Muslim men between 17 
and 40 years of age, Secretary Mineta refuses to allow profiling.  Does that 
sound like we are taking this thing seriously?  
  
This is war!  For the duration, we are going to have to give up some of the civil 
rights we have become accustomed to.  We had better be prepared to lose 
some of our civil rights temporarily or we will most certainly lose all of them 
permanently.  
  
And don't worry that it is a slippery slope.  We gave up plenty of civil rights 
during WWII, and immediately restored them after the victory and in fact added 
many more since then.  
  
Do I blame President Bush or President Clinton before him?  
  
No, I blame us for blithely assuming we can maintain all of our Political 
Correctness and all of our civil rights during this conflict and have a clean, 
lawful, honorable war.  None of those words apply to war.  Get them out of your 
head.  
  
Some have gone so far in their criticism of the war and/or the Administration 
that it almost seems they would literally like to see us lose.  I hasten to add that 
this isn't because they are disloyal. It is because they just don't recognize what 
losing means. Nevertheless, that conduct gives the impression to the enemy 
that we are divided and weakening.  It concerns our friends, and it does great 
damage to our cause.  
  
Of more recent vintage, the uproar fueled by the politicians and media 
regarding the treatment of some prisoners of war, perhaps exemplifies best 
what I am saying.  We have recently had an issue, involving the treatment of a 
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few Muslim prisoners of war, by a small group of our military police.  These are 
the type prisoners who just a few months ago were throwing their own people 
off buildings, cutting off their hands, cutting out their tongues and otherwise 
murdering their own people just for disagreeing with Saddam Hussein.  
  
And just a few years ago these same type prisoners chemically killed  
400,000 of their own people for the same reason.  They are also the same type 
enemy fighters, who recently were burning Americans and dragging their 
charred corpses through the streets of Iraq.  
  
And still more recently, the same type enemy that was and is providing videos 
to all news sources internationally, of the beheading of American prisoners they 
held.  
  
Compare this with some of our press and politicians, who for several days have 
thought and talked about nothing else but the "humiliating" of some Muslim 
prisoners -- not burning them, not dragging their charred corpses through the 
streets, not beheading them, but "humiliating" them.  
  
Can this be for real?  
  
The politicians and pundits have even talked of impeachment of the Secretary 
of Defense.  If this doesn't show the complete lack of comprehension and 
understanding of the seriousness of the enemy we are fighting, the life and 
death struggle we are in and the disastrous results of losing this war, nothing 
can.  
  
To bring our country to a virtual political standstill over this prisoner issue 
makes us look like Nero playing his fiddle as Rome burned -- totally oblivious to 
what is going on in the real world. Neither we, nor any other country, can 
survive this internal strife. Again I say, this does not mean that some of our 
politicians or media people are disloyal.  It simply means that they are 
absolutely oblivious to the magnitude, of the situation we are in and into which 
the Muslim terrorists have been pushing us, for many years.  
  
Remember, the Muslim terrorists stated goal is to kill all infidels!  
  
That translates into ALL non-Muslims -- not just in the United States, but 
throughout the world.  
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We are the last bastion of defense.  
  
We have been criticized for many years as being 'arrogant..'  That charge is 
valid in at least one respect.  We are arrogant in that we believe that we are so 
good, powerful and smart, that we can win the hearts and minds of all those 
who attack us, and that with both hands tied behind our back, we can defeat 
anything bad in the world!  
  
We can't!  
  
If we don't recognize this, our nation as we know it will not survive, and no other 
free country in the world will survive if we are defeated.  
  
And finally, name any Muslim countries throughout the world that allow freedom 
of speech, freedom of thought, freedom of religion, freedom of the press, equal 
rights for anyone -- let alone everyone, equal status or any status for women, or 
that have been productive in one single way that contributes to the good of the 
world  
  
This has been a long way of saying that we must be united on this war or we 
will be equated in the history books to the self-inflicted fall of the Roman 
Empire.  If, that is, the Muslim leaders will allow history books to be written or 
read.  
  
If we don't win this war right now, keep a close eye on how the Muslims take 
over France in the next 5 years or less.  They will continue to increase the 
Muslim population of France and continue to encroach little by little, on the 
established French traditions.  The French will be fighting among themselves, 
over what should or should not be done, which will continue to weaken them 
and keep them from any united resolve. Doesn't that sound eerily familiar?  
  
Democracies don't have their freedoms taken away from them by some 
external military force.  Instead, they give their freedoms away, politically 
correct piece by politically correct piece.  
  
And they are giving those freedoms away to those who have shown, worldwide, 
that they abhor freedom and will not apply it to you or even to themselves, once 
they are in power.  
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They have universally shown that when they have taken over, they then start 
brutally killing each other over who will be the few who control the masses.  Will 
we ever stop hearing from the politically correct, about the "peaceful Muslims"?  
  
I close on a hopeful note, by repeating what I said above.  If we are united, 
there is no way that we can lose.  I hope now after the election, the factions in 
our country will begin to focus on the critical situation we are in, and will unite to 
save our country.  It is your future we are talking about!   Do whatever you can 
to preserve it.  
  
After reading the above, we all must do this not only for ourselves, but our 
children, our grandchildren, our country and the world.  
  
Whether Democrat or Republican, conservative or liberal and that includes the 
Politicians and media of our country and the free world!  
  
Please forward this to any you feel may want, or NEED to read it. Our "leaders" 
in Congress ought to read it, too.  
  
There are those that find fault with our country, but it is obvious to anyone who 
truly thinks through this, that we must UNITE  
  
  
  

Two Cows Updated 
   

 

DEMOCRATIC 

You have two cows. 

Your neighbor has none. 

You feel guilty for being successful. 

Barbra Streisand sings for you. 

 

REPUBLICANISM 

You have two cows. 

Your neighbor has none. 

So? 

 

SOCIALISM 
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You have two cows. 

The government takes one and gives it to your neighbor. 

You form a cooperative to tell him how to manage his cow. 

 

COMMUNISM 

You have two cows. 

The government seizes both and provides you with milk. 

You wait in line for hours to get it. 

It is expensive and sour. 

 

CAPITALISM, AMERICAN STYLE 

You have two cows. 

You sell one, buy a bull, and build a herd of cows.  

 

BUREAUCRACY, AMERICAN STYLE 

You have two cows. 

Under the new farm program the government pays you to shoot one, milk 

the other, and then pours the milk down the drain. 

 

AMERICAN CORPORATION 

You have two cows.  

You sell one, lease it back to yourself and do an IPO on the 2nd one. 

You force the two cows to produce the milk of four cows. You are 

surprised when one cow drops dead. You spin an announcement to the 

analysts stating you have downsized and are reducing expenses. 

Your stock goes up. 

 

FRENCH CORPORATION 

You have two cows. 

You go on strike because you want three cows. 

You go to lunch and drink wine. 

Life is good. 

 

JAPANESE CORPORATION 

You have two cows. 

You redesign them so they are one-tenth the size of an ordinary cow and 

produce twenty times the milk. 

They learn to travel on unbelievably crowded trains. 

Most are at the top of their class at cow school. 
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GERMAN CORPORATION 

You have two cows. 

You engineer them so they are all blond, drink lots of beer, give 

excellent quality milk, and run a hundred miles an hour. 

Unfortunately they also demand 13 weeks of vacation per year. 

 

ITALIAN CORPORATION 

You have two cows but you don't know where they are. 

While ambling around, you see a beautiful woman. 

You break for lunch. 

Life is good. 

 

RUSSIAN CORPORATION 

You have two cows. 

You have some vodka. 

You count them and learn you have five cows. 

You have some more vodka. 

You count them again and learn you have 42 cows. 

The Mafia shows up and takes over however many cows you really have. 

 

TALIBAN CORPORATION 

You have all the cows in Afghanistan, which are two. 

You don't milk them because you cannot touch any creature's private 

parts.  You get a $40 million grant from the US government to find 

alternatives to milk production but use the money to buy weapons. 

 

IRAQI CORPORATION 

You have two cows. 

They go into hiding. 

They send radio tapes of their mooing. 

 

POLISH CORPORATION 

You have two bulls. 

Employees are regularly maimed and killed attempting to milk them. 

 

BELGIAN CORPORATION 

You have one cow. 

The cow is schizophrenic. 

Sometimes the cow thinks he's French, other times he's Flemish. 
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The Flemish cow won't share with the French cow. 

The French cow wants control of the Flemish cow's milk. 

The cow asks permission to be cut in half. 

The cow dies happy. 

 

FLORIDA CORPORATION 

You have a black cow and a brown cow. 

Everyone votes for the best looking one. 

Some of the people who actually like the brown one best accidentally 

vote for the black one. 

Some people vote for both. 

Some people vote for neither. 

Some people can't figure out how to vote at all. 

Finally, a bunch of guys from out-of-state tell you which one you think 

is the best-looking cow. 

 

CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 

You have millions of cows. 

They make real California cheese. 

Only five speak English. 

Most are illegals. 

Arnold likes the ones with the big udders 

 

 
Blonde Joke............. 
 
A blind man makes his way to a bar stool and orders a drink. After 
Sitting there for awhile, he yells to the bartender, "Hey, you wanna hear a blonde 
joke? 
  
The bar immediately falls absolutely quiet. In a very deep, husky 
voice, the woman next to him says, "Before you tell that joke, sir, I think it is only 
fair, given that you are blind, that you should know five things: 
  
1. The bartender is a blonde girl with a baseball bat. 
2. The bouncer is a blonde "biker girl." 
3. I'm a 6 foot tall, 175 pound blonde woman with a black belt in karate. 
4. The woman sitting next to me is a blonde and a professional weightlifter. 
5. The lady to your right is blonde and a professional wrestler. 
  
Now, think about it seriously Mister, Do you still wanna tell that 
joke? 
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The blind man thinks for a second, shakes his head and mutters, 
"Nah...not if I'm gonna have to explain it five times." 
 

 
Reagan 
 

The book of Proverbs says many times "to get wisdom'. 

 

WISDOM....THIS ONE IS A DANDY!!  
Really have to love this guy. God rest his soul.  

 

 

 

 
"Here's my strategy on the Cold War:  

We win, they lose."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The most terrifying words in the English 
language are: I'm from the government 

and I'm here to help."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The trouble with our liberal friends is not 
that they're ignorant: It's just that they 

know so much that isn't so."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Of the four wars in my lifetime none 
came about because the U.S. was too 
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strong."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"I have wondered at times about what the 
Ten Commandment's would have looked 
like if Moses had run them through the 

U.S. Congress."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The taxpayer: That's someone who 
works for the federal government but 
doesn't have to take the civil service 

examination."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Government is like a baby: An 
alimentary canal with a big appetite at 

one end and no sense of responsibility at 
the other."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"If we ever forget that we're one nation 
under God, then we will be a nation gone 

under."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The nearest thing to eternal life we will 
ever see on this earth is a government 

program." 
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- Ronald Reagan  

"I've laid down the law, though, to 
everyone from now on about anything 
that happens: no matter what time it is, 
wake me, even if it's in the middle of a 

Cabinet meeting."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"It has been said that politics is the 
second oldest profession. I have learned 
that it bears a striking resemblance to the 

first."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Government's view of the economy 
could be summed up in a few short 

phrases: If it moves, tax it. If it keeps 
moving, regulate it. And if it stops moving, 

subsidize it."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Politics is not a bad profession. If you 
succeed there are many rewards, if you 
disgrace yourself you can always write a 

book."  

- Ronald Reagan  
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"No arsenal, or no weapon in the 

arsenals of the world, is so formidable as 
the will and moral courage of free men 

and women.  

 
- Ronald Reagan  

 

Circumcised  

(this is priceless!) 

     A teacher noticed that a little boy at the back of 

the class was squirming around, scratching his crotch, 

and not paying attention.  She went back to find out 

what was going on. He was quite embarrassed and 

whispered that he had just recently been circumcised 

and he was quite itchy.  

    The teacher told him to go down to the principal's 

office. He was to telephone his mother and ask her 

what he should do about it. He did it and returned to 

his class. Suddenly, there was a commotion at the back 
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of the room. She went back to investigate only to find 

him sitting at his desk with his penis hanging out. 

    "I thought I told you to call your mom!" she said. "I 

did," he said, "And she told me that if I could stick it 

out till noon, she'd come and pick me up from school." 

KIDS ; DON'T YOU JUST 

LOVE THEM??? 

 

 

life: 

  

The most unfair thing about life is the way it ends. 

  

  I mean, life is tough.  It takes up a lot of your time. 

  

What do you get in the end of it?  A death.  What's that, a 

bonus? 

  

I think the life cycle is all backwards.  You should die 

first, 

  

you know, start out dead, get it out of the way you wake up 

  

in a an old age home, feeling better every day. 

  

You get kicked out for being too healthy, go collect your 

pension, 

  

then, when you start work, you get a gold watch on your 

first day. 

  

You work 40 years until you're young enough to enjoy your 
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retirement. 

  

You drink alcohol, you party, you're generally promiscuous 

  

(hey, you've only got a few years left, what's the big 

deal?!?) 

  

Then you get ready for High School.  You go to primary 

school, 

  

you become a kid, you play, you have no responsibilities, 

  

you become a baby, then, you spend your last 9 months 

floating 

  

peacefully with luxuries like central heating, spa, room 

service on 

  

tap, larger quarters everyday, and then you finish off as an 

orgasm! 

  

  
WATER OR COKE?  

 

This is really an eye opener...Water or Coke?  

We all know that water is important but,  

I've never seen it written down like this before.  

 

WATER  

 

1. 75% of Americans are chronically dehydrated.  

 

2. In 37% of Americans, the thirst mechanism is so  

weak that it is often mistaken for hunger.  

 

3. Even MILD dehydration will slow down one's  

metabolism as much as 3%.  

 

4. One glass of water will shut down midnight hunger  

pangs for almost 100% of the dieters studied in a  
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Universityof Washington study.  

 

5. Lack of water, the #1 trigger of daytime fatigue.  

 

6. Preliminary research indicates that 8-10 glasses  

of water a day could significantly ease back and  

joint pain for up to 80% of sufferers.  

 

7. A mere 2% drop in body water can trigger fuzzy  

short-term memory, trouble with basic math, and  

difficulty focusing on the computer screen or on a  

printed page.  

 

8. Drinking 5 glasses of water daily decreases the  

risk of colon cancer by 45%, plus it can slash the  

risk of breast cancer by 79%, and one is 50% less  

likely to develop bladder cancer.  

 

And now for the properties of COKE:  

 

1. In many states (in the USA) the highway patrol  

carries two gallons of coke in the truck to remove  

blood from the highway after a car accident.  

 

2. You can put a T-bone steak in a bowl of coke and  

it will be gone in two days.  

 

3. To clean a toilet: Pour a can of Coca-Cola into  

the toilet bowl and let the "real thing" sit for one  

hour, then flush clean. The citric acid in Coke  

removes stains from vitreous China.  

 

4. To remove rust spots from chrome car bumpers: Rub  

the bumper with a rumpled-up piece of Reynolds Wrap  

aluminum foil dipped in Coca-Cola.  

 

5. To clean corrosion from car battery terminals:  

Pour a can of Coca-Cola over the terminals to bubble  

away the corrosion.  
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6. To loosen a rusted bolt: Applying a cloth soaked  

in Coca-Cola to the rusted bolt for several minutes.  

 

7. To bake a moist ham: Empty a can of Coca-Cola into  

the baking pan, wrap the ham in aluminum foil, and  

bake. Thirty minutes before the ham is finished,  

remove the foil, allowing the drippings to mix  

with the Coke for a sumptuous brown gravy.  

 

8. To remove grease from clothes: Empty a can of coke  

into a load of greasy clothes, add detergent, and run  

through a regular cycle. The Coca-Cola will help  

loosen grease stains.  

 

9. It will also clean road haze from your windshield.  

 

For Your Info:  

 

1. The active ingredient in Coke is phosphoric acid.  

Its pH is 2.8. It will dissolve a nail in about 4days.  

Phosphoric acid also leaches calcium from bones  

and is a major contributor to the rising increase in  

osteoporosis.  

 

2. To carry Coca-Cola syrup (the concentrate) the  

commercial truck must use the Hazardous material  

place cards reserved for Highly corrosive materials.  

 

3. The distributors of coke have been using it to  

clean the engines of their trucks for about 20 years!  

 

Now the question is, would you like a coke or a glass  

of water?  

 

Have A Great Day and Share It With Others  

 

Do you still want a coke?  

 
  
Oil Change instructions 
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Oil Change instructions for Women:  
 1) Pull up to Jiffy Lube when the mileage reaches  
 3000 miles sincethe last oil change.  
  
  
 2) Drink a cup of coffee.  
  
  
 3) 15 minutes later, write a check and leave with a  
 properly maintained vehicle.  
  
  
 Money spent:  
  
  
 Oil Change $20.00  
  
  
 Coffee $1.00  
  
Total: $21.00  
==========================================================  
Oil Change instructions for Men:  
 1) Wait until Saturday, drive to auto parts store  
 and buy a case ofoil,filter, kitty litter, hand  
 cleaner and a scented tree, write a checkfor $50.00.  
  
  
 2) Stop by 7 - 11 and buy a case of beer, write a  
 check for $20, drive home.  
  
  
 3) Open a beer and drink it.  
  
  
 4) Jack car up. Spend 30 minutes looking for jack  
 stands.  
  
  
 5) Find jack stands under kid's pedal car.  
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 6) In frustration, open another beer and drink it.  
  
  
 7) Place drain pan under engine.  
  
  
 8) Look for 9/16 box end wrench.  
  
  
 9) Give up and use crescent wrench.  
  
  
 10) Unscrew drain plug.  
  
  
 11) Drop drain plug in pan of hot oil: splash hot  
 oil on you in process. Cuss!  
  
  
 12) Crawl out from under car to wipe hot oil off of  
 face and arms.Throw kitty litter on spilled oil.  
  
  
 13) Have another beer while watching oil drain.  
  
  
 14) Spend 30 minutes looking for oil filter wrench.  
  
  
 15) Give up; crawl under car and hammer a  
 screwdriver through oil filter and twist off.  
  
  
 16) Crawl out from under car with dripping oil  
 filter splashing oil everywhere from holes. Cleverly  
 hide old oil filter among trash in trash can to avoid  
 environmental penalties. Drink a beer!  
  
  
 17) Buddy shows up; finish case of beer with him.  
 Decide to finish oil change tomorrow so you can go see  
 his new garage door opener.  
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 18) Sunday: Skip church because "I gotta finish the  
 oilchange." Drag pan full of old oil out from  
 underneath car. Cleverly dump oil in hole in back yard  
 instead of taking it back to Kragen to recycle.  
  
  
 19) Throw kitty litter on oil spilled during step  
 18.  
  
  
 20) Beer? No, drank it all yesterday.  
  
  
 21) Walk to 7-11; buy beer.  
  
  
 22) Install new oil filter making sure to apply a  
 thin coat of oil to gasket surface.  
  
  
 23) Dump first quart of fresh oil into engine.  
  
  
 24) Remember drain plug from step 11.  
  
  
 25) Hurry to find drain plug in drain pan.  
  
  
 26) Remember that the used oil is buried in a hole  
 in the back yard,along with drain plug.  
  
  
 27) Drink beer.  
  
  
 28) Shovel out hole and sift oily mud for drain  
 plug. Re-shovel oily dirt into hole. Steal sand from  
 kids sandbox to cleverly cover oily patch of ground and  
 avoid environmental penalties. Wash drain plug in  
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 lawnmower gas.  
  
29) Discover that first quart of fresh oil is now  
 on the floor. Throw kitty-litter on oil spill.  
  
  
 30) Drink beer.  
  
  
 31) Crawl under car getting kitty litter into eyes.  
 Wipe eyes with oily rag used to clean drain plug. Slip  
 with stupid crescent wrench tightening drain plug and  
 bang knuckles on frame.  
  
  
 32) Bang head on floorboards in reaction to step  
 31.  
  
  
 33) Begin cussing fit.  
  
  
 34) Throw stupid crescent wrench.  
  
  
 35) Cuss for additional 10 minutes because wrench  
 hit bowling trophy.  
  
  
 36) Beer.  
  
  
 37) Clean up hands and forehead and bandage as  
 required to stop blood flow.  
  
  
 38) Beer.  
  
  
 39) Beer.  
  
  
 40) Dump in five fresh quarts of oil.  
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 41) Beer.  
  
  
 42) Lower car from jack stands.  
  
  
 43) Accidentally crush remaining case of new motor  
 oil.  
  
  
 44) Move car back to apply more kitty litter to  
 fresh oil spilled during steps 23 - 43.  
  
  
 45) Beer.  
  
  
 46) Test drive car.  
  
  
 47) Get pulled over: arrested for driving under  
 the influence.  
  
  
 48) Car gets impounded.  
  
  
 49) Call loving wife, make bail.  
  
  
 50) 12 hours later, get car from impound yard.  
  
  
 Money spent:  
  
  
 Parts $50.00  
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 DUI $2500.00  
  
  
 Impound fee $75.00  
  
  
 Bail $1500.00  
  
  
 Beer $40.00  
  
Total: - - $4,165.00 - - 
 

 

 
 

FREE BBQ GRILL 
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This is not a joke. You can get a free BBQ grill from any of the following stores:  

 

 

 

A&P 

 

Albertsons 

 

Costco 

 

Food Lion 

 

Fry's 

 

Kroger 

 

Meijer 

 

Publix 

 

Safeway 

 

Sam's Club 

 

Target 

 

Vons 

 

Wal-Mart 

 

Winn-Dixie 

 

 

I especially like the higher shelf which can be used for keeping things warm! 
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Three Italian nuns die and go to heaven.  

  

  

At the Pearly Gates, they are met by St. Peter. He says, "Sisters, you all 
led such exemplary lives that the Lord is granting you six months to go 
back to earth and be anyone you wish to be  
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The first nun says, "I want to be Sophia Loren; and *poof* she's gone.  

  

The second says, "I want to be Madonna and *poof* she's gone.  

  

The third says, "I want to be Sara Pipalini.."  

  

St. Peter looks perplexed. "Who?" he asked  

  

Sara Pipalini; replies the nun.  

  

St. Peter shakes his head and says, "I'm sorry, but that name just doesn't 
ring a bell."  

  

The nun then takes a newspaper out of her habit and hands it to St. Peter.  

  

St. Peter reads the paper and starts laughing. He hands it back to her and 
says.  

  

"No sister, the paper says it was the 'Sahara Pipeline' that was laid by 
1,400 men  in 6 months." 
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Arthritis 
    

A drunk, who smelled of beer sat down, on a subway seat 
next to a priest. The man's tie was stained, his face was 
plastered with red lipstick and a half-empty bottle of gin 
was sticking out of his torn coat pocket. 
 
He opened his newspaper and began reading. After a few 
minutes the man turn to the priest and asked, "Tell me, 
Father, what causes arthritis?" 
 
The priest replied, "My son, it is caused by loose living, 
being with cheap, wicked women, too much alcohol, 
contempt for your fellow man, sleeping around with 
prostitutes and a lack of personal hygiene." 
 
The drunk muttered in response. "Well, I'll be darned," and 
returned to his newspaper. 
 
The Priest, thinking about what he had said, put his hand 
gently on the man's arm and apologized. "I'm sorry, I 
should not have come on so strong. How long have you 
had arthritis?" 
 
"I don't have arthritis, Father," the drunk replied, "I was just 
reading here that the Pope does." 
 
Best Comeback 
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Marine Corps General Reinwald was interviewed on the radio 

the other day and you'll love his reply to the lady who 
interviewed him  

Concerning guns and children. Regardless of how you feel 
about gun laws you gotta love this!!!! This is one of the 
best comeback lines of all time. It is a portion of 

National Radio (NPR) interview between a female 

broadcaster and US Marine Corps General Reinwald who was 

about to sponsor a Boy Scout Troop visiting his military 

installation.  

 
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: So, General Reinwald, what things are 

you going to teach these young boys when they visit your 
base?  
GENERAL REINWALD: We're going to teach them climbing, 

canoeing, archery, and shooting.  
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: Shooting! That's a bit irresponsible, 

isn't it? 
GENERAL REINWALD: I don't see why, they'll be properly 

supervised on the rifle range.  

FEMALE INTERVIEWER: Don't you admit that this is a 

terribly dangerous activity to be teaching children?  

GENERAL REINWALD: I don't see how. We will be teaching 

them proper rifle discipline before they even touch a 
firearm.  

FEMALE INTERVIEWER: But you're equipping them to become 

violent killers. 

GENERAL REINWALD: Well, Ma'am, you're equipped to be a 

prostitute, but you're not one, are you?  
The radio went silent and the interview ended.  

You gotta love the Marines!  

 

TAXES 
Accounts Receivable Tax 
Building Permit Tax 
Capital Gains Tax 
CDL license Tax  
Cigarette Tax 
Corporate Income Tax 
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Court Fines (indirect taxes) 
Dog License Tax 
Federal Income Tax 
Federal Unemployment Tax (FUTA) 
Fishing License Tax 
Food License Tax 
Fuel permit tax 
Gasoline Tax (42 cents per gallon)  
Hunting License Tax 
Inheritance Tax Interest expense (tax on the money) 
Inventory tax IRS Interest Charges (tax on top of tax) 
IRS Penalties (tax on top of tax) 
Liquor Tax 
Local Income Tax 
Luxury Taxes  
Marriage License Tax 
Medicare Tax 
Property Tax 
Real Estate Tax 
Septic Permit Tax 
Service Charge Taxes 
Social Security Tax 
Road Usage Taxes (Truckers) 
Sales Taxes 
Recreational Vehicle Tax 
Road Toll Booth Taxes 
School Tax 
State Income Tax 
State Unemployment Tax (SUTA) 
Telephone federal excise tax 
Telephone federal universal service fee tax 
Telephone federal, stat e and 
local surcharge taxes  
Telephone minimum usage surcharge tax 
Telephone recurring and non-recurring charges tax 
Telephone state and local tax 
Telephone usage charge tax 
Toll Bridge Taxes 
Toll Tunnel Taxes 
Traffic Fines (indirect taxation)  
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Trailer Registration Tax 
Utility Taxes 
Vehicle License Registration Tax 
Vehicle Sales Tax 
Watercraft Registration Tax 
Well Permit Tax 
Workers Compensation Tax 
 
 
COMMENTS: 
 
Not one of these taxes existed 100 years ago and our nation was the most  
prosperous in the world, had absolutely no national debt, had the largest 
middle class in the world and only one parent had to work to support the 
family. 
 
 
What the hell happened 
 

Naming Hurricanes (pretty funny) 

  

 
 
 
 
Well, it appears our African American friends have found something  
else to be pissed off about. A black congresswoman (this would be Sheila  
Jackson Lee, of Houston) reportedly complained that the names of hurricanes  
are all Caucasian- sounding names. 
 
She would prefer some names that reflect African-American culture  
such as Chamiqua, Woeisha, and Jamal. 
 
I can hear it now: A black weatherman in Houston saying... 
 
"Wordup, Muthas! Herr-i-cane Chamiqua be headin' fo'Galveston like  
Leroy on a crotch rocket! Bitch be a category fo'! 
 
So, turn off dem chitlins, grab yo' chirren, leave yo crib, and  
head fo' de nearest FEMA office fo yo FREE shit". 
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The Terrorist and the Marine 
 
    A U.S. Marine squad was marching north of Basra when they came 
upon an Iraqi terrorist, badly injured and unconscious. On the opposite 
side of the road was an American Marine in similar but less serious state. 
             
The Marine was conscious and alert and as first aid was given to both 
men, the squad leader asked the injured Marine what had happened. 
             
The Marine reported, "I was heavily armed and moving north along the 
highway here, and coming south was a heavily armed insurgent. We saw 
each other and both took cover in the ditches along the road. 
             
"I yelled to him that Saddam Hussein is a miserable, lowlife, scumbag, 
and he yelled back that Senator Ted Kennedy is a good-for-nothing, fat, 
left wing liberal drunk. So I said that Osama Bin Ladin dresses and acts 
like a frigid, mean spirited woman!" 
             
He retaliated by yelling, "Oh yeah? Well so does Hillary Clinton!" 
 
"And, there we were, standing in the middle of the road, shaking hands, 
when a truck hit us." 
 

 New Technology 
A British company is developing computer chips 

that store music in women's breast implants. 
 

This is a major breakthrough because Women are  

always complaining about men staring at their breasts 

and not listening to them. 

 

New Rules from George Carlin 
   

 

  George Carlin's new rules for 2006 
 
New Rule : Stop giving me that pop-up ad forclassmates.com! There's a 
reason you don't talk to people for 25 years. Because you don't 

http://classmates.com/
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particularly like them! Besides, I already know what the captain of the 
football team is doing these days: mowing my lawn. 
 
New Rule: Don't eat anything that's served to you out a window unless 
you're a seagull. People are acting all shocked that a human finger was 
found in a bowl of Wendy's chili. Hey, it cost less than a dollar. What 
did you expect it to contain? Trout? 
 
New Rule: Stop saying that teenage boys who have sex with their hot, 
blonde teachers are permanently damaged. I have a better description for 
these kids: lucky bastards. 
 
New Rule: If you need to shave and you still collect baseball cards, 
you're a dope. If you're a kid, the cards are keepsakes of your idols. 
If you're a grown man, they're pictures of men. 
 
New Rule: Ladies, leave your eyebrows alone. Here's how much men care 
about your eyebrows: do you have two of them? Okay, we're done. 
 
New Rule: There's no such thing as flavored water. There's a whole aisle 
of this crap at the supermarket, water, but without that watery taste. 
Sorry, but flavored water is called a soft drink. You want flavored 
water? Pour some scotch over ice and let it melt. That's your flavored 
water. 
 
New Rule: Stop messing with old people. Target is introducing a 
redesigned pill bottle that's square, with a bigger label. And the top is 
now the 
bottom. And by the time grandpa figures out how to open it, his ass will 
be in the morgue. Congratulations, Target, you just solved the Social 
Security crisis. 
 
New Rule: The more complicated the Starbucks order, the bigger the ass 
hole. If you walk into a Starbucks and order a "decaf grande half-soy, 
half-low fat, iced vanilla, double-shot, gingerbread cappuccino, extra 
dry, light ice, with one Sweet-n'-Low and one NutraSweet," ooh, you're a 
huge ass hole. 
 
New Rule: I'm not the cashier! By the time I look up from sliding my 
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card, entering my PIN number, pressing "Enter," verifying the amount, 
deciding, no, I don't want cash back, and pressing "Enter" again, the kid 
who is 
supposed to be ringing me up is standing there eating my Almond Joy. 
 
New Rule: Just because your tattoo has Chinese characters in it doesn't 
make you spiritual. It's right above the crack of your butt. And it 
translates to "beef with broccoli." The last time you did anything 
spiritual, you were praying to God you weren't pregnant. You're not 
spiritual. You're just high. 
 
New Rule: Competitive eating isn't a sport. It's one of the seven deadly 
sins. ESPN recently televised the US Open of Competitive Eating, 
because 
watching those athletes at the poker table was just too damned exciting. 
What's next, competitive farting? Oh wait. They're already doing that. 
It's called "The Howard Stern Show." 
 
New Rule: I don't need a bigger mega M&M. If I'm extra hungry for M&Ms, 
I'll go nuts and eat two. 
 
New Rule: If you're going to insist on making movies based on crappy, 
old television shows, then you have to give everyone in the Cineplex a 
remote so we can see what's playing on the other screens. Let's 
remember the 
reason something was a television show in the first place is that the 
idea wasn't good enough to be a movie. 
 
New Rule: No more gift registries. You know, it used to be just for 
weddings. Now it's for babies and new homes and graduations from 
rehab. 
Picking out the stuff you want and having other people buy it for you 
isn't gift giving, it's the white people version of looting. 
 
New Rule: When I ask how old your toddler is, I don't need to know in 
months. "27 Months." "He's two," will do just fine. He's not a cheese. 
And I didn't really care in the first place 

Spouses!! 
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   You have two choices in life: 
   You can stay single and be miserable, 
   or get married and wish you were dead. 
   
   At a cocktail party, one woman said to another, 
   "Aren't you wearing your wedding ring on the wrong finger?" 
   "Yes, I am. I married the wrong man." 
   
   
   A lady inserted an ad in the classifieds: 
   "Husband Wanted". 
   Next day she received a hundred letters. 
   They all said the same thing: 
   "You can have mine." 
   
   When a woman steals your husband, 
   there is no better revenge than to let her keep him. 
   
   A woman is incomplete until she is married. Then she is finished 
   
   A little boy asked his father, 
   "Daddy, how much does it cost to get married?" 
   Father replied, "I don' t know son, I'm still paying." 
   
   A young son asked, 
   "Is it true Dad, that in some parts of Africa 
   a man doesn't know his wife until he marries her?" 
   Dad replied, "That happens in every country, son." 
   
   Then there was a woman who said, 
   "I never knew what real happiness was until I got married, 
   an d by then, it was too late." 
   
   Marriage is the triumph of imagination over intelligence. 
   
   If you want your spouse to listen and 
   pay strict attention to every word you say -- talk in your sleep. 
   
   Just think, if it weren't for marriage, men would go through life 
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   thinking they had no faults at all. 
   
   First guy says, "My wife's an angel!" 
   Second guy remarks, "You're lucky, mine's still alive." 
   
   " A Woman's Prayer: 
   Dear Lord, I pray for: Wisdom, To understand a man , to Love and to 
   forgive him , and for patience, For his moods. Because Lord, if I 
   pray for Strength I'll just beat him to death " 
   
   
   AND NOW FOR THE FAVORITE!!! 
   Husband and wife are waiting at the bus stop with their nine  
   children. A 
   blind man joins them after a few minutes. When the bus arrives, they 
   find it overloaded and only the wife and the nine kids are able to  
   fit onto the bus. 
   So the husband and the blind man decide to walk. After a while, the 
   husband gets irritated by the ticking of the stick of the blind man  
   as he 
   taps it on the sidewalk, and says to him, "Why don't you put a piece 
   of rubber at the end of your stick? That ticking sound is driving me  
   crazy." 
   The blind man replies, "If you would've put a rubber at the end of 
   YOUR stick, we'd be riding the bus . so shut the hell up." 
 

Andy Rooney's CBS Newsman   
 

Tips for Handling Telemarketers  

 

Three Little Words That Work !! 
 

(1)The three little words are: "Hold On, Please..." 
 
Saying this, while putting down your phone and walking off 
(instead of hanging-up immediately) would make each 
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telemarketing call so much more time-consuming that 
boiler room sales would grind to a halt.  
 
Then when you eventually hear the phone company's 
"beep-beep-beep" tone, you know it's time to go back and 
hang up your handset, which has efficiently completed its 
task. 
 
These three little words will help eliminate telephone 
soliciting. 
 
 

(2) Do you ever get those annoying phone calls with 
no one on the other end?  
 
This is a telemarketing technique where a machine makes 
phone calls and records the time of day when a person 
answers the phone. 
 
 
This technique is used to determine the best time of day 
for a "real" sales person to call back and get someone at 
home.  
 
What you can do after answering, if you notice there is no 
one there, is to immediately start hitting your # button on 
the phone, 6 or 7 times, as quickly as possible This 
confuses the machine that dialed the call and it kicks your 
number out of their system. Gosh, what a shame not to 
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have your name in their system any longer !!!  
 

(3) Junk Mail Help:  
When you get "ads" enclosed with your phone or utility bill, 
return these "ads" with your payment. Let the sending 
companies throw their own junk mail away. 
 
When you get those "pre-approved" letters in the mail for 
everything from credit cards to 2nd mortgages and similar 
type junk, do not throw away the return envelope.  
 
Most of these come with postage-paid return envelopes, 
right?  It costs them more than the regular 37 cents 
postage "IF" and when they receive them back. 
 
It costs them nothing if you throw them away! The postage 
was around 50 cents before the last increase and it is 
according to the weight. In that case, why not get rid of 
some of your other junk mail and put it in these cool little, 
postage-paid return envelopes.  
 
One of Andy Rooney's (60 minutes) ideas.  
Send an ad for your local chimney cleaner to American 
Express.  Send a pizza coupon to Citibank. If you didn't get 
anything else that day, then just send them their blank 
application back!  
If you want to remain anonymous, just make sure your 
name isn't on anything you send them. 
 
You can even send the envelope back empty if you want to 
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just to keep them guessing! It still costs them 37 cents. 
 
The banks and credit card companies are currently getting 
a lot of their own junk back in the mail, but folks, we need 
to OVERWHELM them. Let's let them know what it's like to 
get lots of junk mail, and best of all they're paying for 
it...Twice!  
 
Let's help keep our postal service busy since they are 
saying that e-mail is cutting into their business profits, and 
that's why they need to increase postage costs again. You 
get the idea ! 
 
If enough people follow these tips, it will work ---- I have 
been doing this for years, and I get very little junk mail 
anymore.  
 

THIS JUST MIGHT BE ONE E-MAIL THAT 
YOU WILL WANT TO FORWARD TO 
YOUR FRIENDS 
 
A Beer Before It Starts 

 

 

A man came home from work, sat down in his favorite chair, turned on the TV, and 

said to his wife, "Quick, bring me a beer before it starts." 
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She looked a little puzzled, but brought him a beer. When he finished it, he said, 

"Quick, bring me another beer. It's gonna start." This time she looked a little angry, but 

brought him a beer. 

 

When it was gone, he said, "Quick, another beer before it starts." 

 

"That's it!" She blows her top, "You bastard! You waltz in here, flop your fat ass down, 

don't even say hello to me and then expect me to run around like your slave. Don't you 

realize that I cook and clean and wash and iron all day long? 

 

The husband sighed. " Shit, it's started." 

 

California 156 years ago!  
 
  Do you know what happened this week back in  1850, in  
California? 
  It became a state. 
  The State had no electricity. 
  The State had no money. 
  Almost everyone spoke Spanish. 
  There were gun fights in the streets. 
  So basically, it was just like California today except the 
women 
  had real boobs and men didn't hold hands 

 

How True this Could Be!!! 

 

A little boy wanted $100.00 very badly and prayed for weeks, but nothing 

happened. 

Then he decided to write God a letter requesting the $100.00. 

 

When the postal authorities received the letter to God, USA, they decided to 

send it to the President. 

 

The president was so amused that he instructed his secretary to send the 

little boy a $5.00 bill. 
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The president thought this would appear to be a lot of money to a little 

boy. 

 

The little boy was delighted with the $5.00 bill and sat down to write a 

thank-you note to God, which read: 

 

Dear God: 

 

Thank you very much for sending the money. 

However, I noticed that for some reason you sent it through Washington, DC., 

and those assholes deducted $95.00 in taxes. 

 

Two Iranian Spies 

 
Two Iranian spies met in a busy restaurant after 
they had  successfully slipped into the U.S. 
 
The first spy starts speaking in Arabic. The second 
spy shushes him 
quickly and whispers:  
 
"Don't blow our cover. You're in America now... 
Speak Spanish." 
 
Request for a raise 
    

THE REQUEST.... 
 
The Penis hereby does request a raise in salary for the following reasons: 
 
  -I do physical labor. 
 
  -I work at great depths. 
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  -I plunge headfirst into everything I do. 
 
  -I do not get weekends or public holidays off. 
 
  -I work in a damp environment. 
 
  -I work in a dark workplace that has poor ventilation. 
 
  -I work in high temperatures. 
 
  -My work exposes me to contagious diseases. 
 
 
 
THE RESPONSE..... 
 
Dear Penis, 
 
After assessing your request, and considering the arguments you have 
raised, the administration rejects your request for the following  
reasons: 
 
  -You do not work 8 straight hours. 
 
  -You fall asleep after brief work periods. 
 
  -You do not always follow orders of the management team. 
 
  -You do not stay in your designated area and are often seen visiting 
other locations. 
 
  -You do not take initiative. 
 
  -You need to be pressured and stimulated in order to start working. 
 
  -You leave the workplace rather messy at the end of your shift. 
 
  -You don't always observe necessary safety requirements, such as 
wearing the correct protective clothing. 
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  -You will retire well before you are 65. 
 
  -You are unable to work double shifts. 
 
-You sometimes leave your designated work area before you have 
completed the assigned task. 
 
And if that were NOT ALL, you have been seen constantly entering and 
exiting the workplace carrying two suspicious looking bags. 
 
  Sincerely, 
 
  The Management 
 

 

Compassion 

 

 

 

 

  A man was sitting on a blanket at the beach . 

  

  He had no arms and no legs. 

  

  Three women were walking past and felt sorry for the poor man. 

  

  The first woman said "Have you ever had a hug?" 

  

  The man said "No," so she gave him a hug and walked on. 

  

  The second woman said "Have you ever had a kiss?" 

  

  The man said "No," so she gave him a kiss and walked on. 

  

  The third woman walked over to him and whispered in his ear "Have you 

ever 

  been f****d?" 
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  The fellow looked up in amazement and said "No" 

  

  She said "You will be when the tide comes in" 

 

 

The Mailman 
 
       
      One Monday morning a mailman is walking the neighborhood on his 
      usual route.  As he approaches one of the homes he noticed that both cars  
      were in the driveway. His wonder was cut short by Bob, the homeowner,  
      coming out with a load of empty beer and liquor bottles.  "Wow Bob, looks 
      like you guys had one hell of a party last night," the mailman comments. 
 
      Bob in obvious pain replies, "Actually we had it Saturday night. This 
      is the first I have felt like moving since 4:00am Sunday morning. We had 
about 
      fifteen couples from around the neighborhood over for Christmas Cheer 
      and it got a bit wild. 
 
      "Hell, we got so drunk around midnight that we started playing 'Who am 
      I?'The mailman thinks a moment and says, "How do you play that?" 
      "Well all the guys go in the bedroom and we come out one at a time with 
      a sheet covering us and only our "privates" showing through a hole in the 
      sheet.  Then the women try to guess who it is.  The mailman laughs and 
says,  
      "Damn, I'm sorry I missed that." 
      Probably a good thing you did," Bob responds. "Your name came up four 
      or five times." 
 
 

Farwood 
    

Hello, is this here the Sheriff's Office?"  

 
"Yes. What can I do for you?"  
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"I'm calling to report my neighbor, Virgil Smith.  He's drillin' holes in his farwood 
and hiding marijuana inside!"  

 
"Thank you very much for the call, sir."  
 
The next day, the Sheriff & his deputies descend on Virgil's house. They search 
the shed where the firewood is kept. Using axes, they split every piece of wood, 
but find no marijuana. They sneer at Virgil and leave 
 
The phone rings at Virgil's house. "Hey, Virgil! This here is Floyd. Did the 
Sheriff come?"  
 
"Yeah!"  
 
"Did they split yer farwood?"  
 
"Yep!"  
 
"Happy Birthday, buddy!"  
 
 
(Who! says rednecks aren't real bright?!)  

 

 
Quotes To Employees 

 

 
For everyone who has ever had an evaluation - just remember, it could have been 

worse. These are actual quotes taken from federal government employee performance 

evaluations.  
 
1. "Since my last report, this employee has reached rock-

bottom and has started to dig."  
2. "I would not allow this employee to breed."  
3. "This employee is really not so much of a has-been, but 

more of a definite won't be."  
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4. "Works well when under constant supervision and 

cornered like a rat in a trap."  
5. "When he opens his mouth, it seems that it is only to 

change feet."  
6. "This young lady has delusions of adequacy."  
7. "He sets low personal standards and then consistently 

fails to achieve them."  
8. "This employee is depriving a village somewhere of an 

idiot."  
9. "This employee should go far, and the sooner he starts 

the better."  
10. "Got a full 6-pack, but lacks the plastic thingy to 

hold it all together "  
11. "A gross ignoramus - 144 times worse than an ordinary 

ignoramus."  
12. "He doesn't have ulcers, but he's a carrier."  
14. "I would like to go hunting with him sometime."  
15. "He's been working with glue too much."  
16. "He would argue with a signpost."  
17. "He brings a lot of joy whenever he leaves the room."  
18. "When his IQ reaches 50, he should sell."  
19. "If you see two people talking and one looks bored, 

he's the other one."  
 
20. "A photographic memory but with the lens cover glued 

on."  
21. "A prime candidate for natural de-selection."  
22. "Donated his brain to science before he was done using 

it."  
23. "Gates are down, the lights are flashing, but the 

train isn't coming."  
24. "He's got two brain cells; one is lost and the other 

is out looking for it."  
25. "If he were any dumber, he'd have to be watered twice 

a week."  
26. "If you give him a penny for his thoughts, you'd get 

change."  
27. "If you stand close enough to her, you can hear the 

ocean."  
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28. "It's hard to believe he beat out 1,000,000 other 

sperm."  
29. "One neuron short of a synapse."  
30. "Some drink from the fountain of knowledge; he only 

gargled."  
31. "Takes him 2 hours to watch 60-minutes."  
32. "The wheel is turning, but the hamster is dead.  
 

T.G.I.F. VS S.H.I.T. 

 
T.G.I.F. vs S.H.I.T. 

A business man got on an elevator. When he 

entered, there 

was a blonde  

already inside who greeted him with a 

bright, "T-G-I-F." 

He smiled at her and replied, "S-H-I-T." 

She looked puzzled, and repeated, "T-G-I-

F," more slowly. 

He again answered, "S-H-I-T." 

The blonde was trying to keep it friendly, 

so, she smiled 

her biggest  

smile and said as sweetly as possibly, "T-

G-I-F." 

The man smiled back to her and once again, 

"S-H-I-T." 

The exasperated blonde finally decided to 

explain, 'T-G-I-F 

means Thank  
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Goodness It's Friday. Get it duuhhh?" 

The man answered, "'S-H-I-T' means "Sorry, 

Honey, It's 

Thursday 

 

 

Happy  Mothers Day 

I Owe My Mother 

 

1. My  mother taught me TO APPRECIATE A JOB WELL DONE. 

"If you're  going to kill each other, do it outside. I just finished 

cleaning." 

 

2. My mother taught me  RELIGION. 

"You better pray that will come out of the  carpet." 

 

3. My mother  taught me about TIME TRAVEL. 

"If you don't straighten up,  I'm going to knock you into the middle of 

next 

week!" 

 

4. My mother taught me  LOGIC. 

" Because I said so, that's why." 

 

5. My mother taught me MORE  LOGIC. 

"If you fall out of that swing and break your neck,  you're not going to 

the 

store with me." 

 

6. My mother taught me FORESIGHT. 

"Make sure you wear clean underwear, in case you're in an accident." 

 

7. My mother taught me  IRONY. 
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"Keep crying, and I'll give you something to cry  about." 

 

8. My mother taught me  about the science of OSMOSIS. 

Shut your mouth and eat your  supper." 

 

9. My mother  taught me about CONTORTIONISM. 

"Will you look at that dirt  on the back of your neck!" 

 

10.  My mother taught me about STAMINA. 

"You'll sit there until  all that spinach is gone." 

 

11.  My mother taught me about WEATHER. 

"This room of yours looks  as if a tornado went through it." 

 

12. My mother taught me about  HYPOCRISY. 

"If I told you once, I've told you a million  times. Don't exaggerate!" 

 

13.  My mother taught me the CIRCLE OF LIFE. 

"I brought you into  this world, and I can take you out." 

 

14. My mother taught me about BEHAVIOR  MODIFICATION. 

"Stop acting like your father!" 

 

15. My mother taught me about  ENVY. 

"There are millions of less fortunate children in this  world who don't 

have 

wonderful parents like you do." 

 

16. My mother taught me about  ANTICIPATION.  "Just wait until we 

get 

home." 
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17. My mother taught me about  RECEIVING.  "You are going to get it 

when 

you 

get home!" 

 

18. My mother taught me  MEDICAL SCIENCE. 

"If you don't stop crossing your eyes, they  are going to get stuck that 

way." 

 

19. My mother taught me ESP. 

"Put your sweater on; don't you think I know when you are cold?" 

 

20. My mother taught me  HUMOR. 

"When that lawn mower cuts off your toes, don't come  running to me." 

 

21. My mother  taught me HOW TO BECOME AN ADULT. 

"If you don't eat your  vegetables, you'll never grow up." 

 

22. My mother taught me  GENETICS.  "You're just like your father." 

 

23. My mother taught me about  my ROOTS. 

"Shut that door behind you. Do you think you were  born in a barn?" 

 

24. My mother  taught me WISDOM.  "When you get to be my age, 

you'll 

understand." 

 

25. My mother  taught me about JUSTICE. 

"One day you'll have kids, and I  hope they turn out just like you" 

 
The Mailman 
 
       
      One Monday morning a mailman is walking the neighborhood on his 
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      usual route.  As he approaches one of the homes he noticed that both cars  
      were in the driveway. His wonder was cut short by Bob, the homeowner,  
      coming out with a load of empty beer and liquor bottles.  "Wow Bob, looks 
      like you guys had one hell of a party last night," the mailman comments. 
 
      Bob in obvious pain replies, "Actually we had it Saturday night. This 
      is the first I have felt like moving since 4:00am Sunday morning. We had       
about fifteen couples from around the neighborhood over for Christmas Cheer 
      and it got a bit wild. 
 
      "Hell, we got so drunk around midnight that we started playing 'Who am 
      I?'The mailman thinks a moment and says, "How do you play that?" 
      "Well all the guys go in the bedroom and we come out one at a time with 
      a sheet covering us and only our "privates" showing through a hole in the 
      sheet.  Then the women try to guess who it is.  The mailman laughs and 
says,  "Damn, I'm sorry I missed that." 
      Probably a good thing you did," Bob responds. "Your name came up four 
      or five times." 
 
 
Compassion 

 

 

 

 

  A man was sitting on a blanket at the beach . 

  

  He had no arms and no legs. 

  

  Three women were walking past and felt sorry for the poor man. 

  

  The first woman said "Have you ever had a hug?" 

  

  The man said "No," so she gave him a hug and walked on. 

  

  The second woman said "Have you ever had a kiss?" 

  

  The man said "No," so she gave him a kiss and walked on. 
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  The third woman walked over to him and whispered in his ear "Have you 

ever 

  been f****d?" 

  

  The fellow looked up in amazement and said "No" 

  

  She said "You will be when the tide comes in" 

 

 

Honeymoon over? 

young Jewish couple got married and 
went on their honeymoon. When they 
got back, the bride immediately called 
her mother. "Well," said her mother, "so 
how was the honeymoon?" 
 
Oh, Mama," she replied, "the honeymoon 
was wonderful! So romantic..." Suddenly 
she burst out crying. "But, Mama, as 
soon as we returned, Sam started using 
the most horrible language -- things I'd 
never heard before! I mean, all these 
awful 4-letter words! You've got to take 
me home... PLEASE MAMA!" 
 
"Sarah, Sarah," her mother said, "calm 
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down! You need to stay with your 
husband and work this out. Now, tell me, 
what could be so awful? WHAT 4-letter 
words?" 
 
"Please don't make me tell you, Mama," 
wept the daughter, "I'm so embarrassed, 
they're just too awful! COME GET ME, 
PLEASE!!" 
 
"Darling, baby, you must tell me what 
has you so upset. Tell your mother these 
horrible 4-letter words!" 
 
Sobbing, the bride said, "Oh, Mama..., he 
used words like: dust, wash, iron, 
cook..." 
 
"I'll pick you up in twenty minutes," said 
the mother. 
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Chester and Mildred 
  
  
  
Mildred and Chester knew each other from childhood but were in 

their 

Seventies when they got married.  

 

They had to wait for Mildred's mother to pass away first.  Back in 

those 

days there was no hanky panky before marriage so Chester and 

Mildred were both still virgins.  

 

Needless to say Chester was pretty excited on their wedding 

night,having 

waited so patiently all these years.  However, Mildred was very 

apprehensive as she had developed a heart condition and would have 

to tell Chester that they could not do it.  

 

Chester is now sitting on the bed wanting Mildred to hurry up.  He 

detects a 

little reluctance on her part.  Thinking that she is shy he sends her 

off to 

the bathroom to get undressed.  When she reappears in her silk satin  

nightie, he gets her to sit next to him on the bed. 

 

Not knowing how to get things started he pulls the first strap on her 

nightie. She blushes just as red as her silk satin nightie. 

She is really concerned about telling Chester about her heart 

condition.  

 

In the meantime Chester is looking at the first breast he has seen 

since 
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his own mother's.  It is hanging there down to her belly button:  

gravity 

having taken it's course over some sixty years.  He realizes her 

anxiety but figures she is going have to be helped a little more. 

 

Now he pulls the second strap and sees the second breast unroll 

downward before him.  Poor Mildred is now beside herself.  She is 

going to have to tell Chester about her heart. 

 

With a quivering voice and mustering up all her courage, she says, 

"Chester, 

I have acute angina."  

 

Chester says, "I hope so dear. Cuz you've sure got ugly tits." 

 
 
Banned From Walmart (a funny!) 
  

Dear Mrs. Fenton,  
    Our store is considering banning your family from ever 
shopping with us again unless your husband stops his antics 
while you are shopping.  Below is a list of offenses over the 
past few months, all verified by our surveillance cameras.  
 

1. June 15:  Took 24 boxes of condoms and randomly put 

them in people's carts when they weren't looking.  
 

2. July 2:  Set all the alarm clocks in housewares to go 

off at 5-minute intervals.  
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3. July 7:  Made a trail of tomato juice on the floor 

leading to the ladies' restroom.  
 

4. July 19:  Walked up to an employee and told her in an 

official tone, "Code 3 in housewares".....and watched what 

happened.  
 

5. August 4:  Went to the service desk and asked to put a 

bag of M&M's on lay away.  
 

6. September 14:  Moved a "CAUTION - WET FLOOR" 

sign to a carpeted area.  
 

7. September 15:  Set up a tent in the camping 

department and told other shoppers he'd invite them in if 

they'd bring pillows from the bedding department.  
 

8. September 23:  When our clerks ask whether they can 

help him, he begins to cry and asks, "Why can't you 

people just leave me alone?"  
 

9. October 4:  Looked right into the security camera, 

used it as a mirror, and picked his nose.  
 

10. November 10:  While handling guns in the hunting 

department, asked the clerk if he knew where the 

antidepressants were.  
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11. December 3:  Darted around the store suspiciously, 

loudly humming the "Mission Impossible" theme.  
 

12. December 6:  In the auto department practiced his 

"Madonna look" using different sized funnels.  
 

13. December 18:  Hid in a clothing rack and when people 

browsed through, yelled, "PICK ME!  PICK ME!"  
 

14. December 21:  When an announcement comes over the 

loud speaker, he assumes the fetal position and screams, 

"NO!  NO! It's those voices again!!!!"  
 

And last but not least:  

15. December 23:  Went into a fitting room, shut the 

door, and waited a while; then yelled very loudly, "There 

is no toilet paper in here!" 

 

 

Boss to Employee:  "Do you believe that there is Life after Death?" 

Employee: "Certainly not, there's no proof of it."  

Boss: "Well, there is now. After you left early yesterday to go to 
your  

            brother's funeral, he came here looking for you." 
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A tough old cowboy counseled his 
grandson that if he wanted to live a long 
life, the secret was to sprinkle a pinch of 
gun powder on his oatmeal every 
morning. The grandson did this 
religiously all the way up to the age of 
103.  

  

   When he died, he left 14 children, 30 grandchildren, 45 great- 

grandchildren,  25 great-great-grandchildren, and a 15-foot hole 

where the crematorium used to be.  
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Lesson In Political Science 

  

DEMOCRATIC  

You have two cows. 

Your neighbor has none. 

You feel guilty for being successful.  

Barbara Streisand sings for you. 

REPUBLICAN  
You have two cows. 

Your neighbor has none. 

So?  

SOCIALIST  

You have two cows. 

The government takes one and gives it 

to your neighbor.  

You form a cooperative to tell him how 

to manage his cow. 

COMMUNIST  

You have two cows. 

The government seizes both and 

provides you with milk.  

You wait in line for hours to get it. 

It is expensive and sour. 
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CAPITALISM, 
AMERICAN 

STYLE  

You have two cows. 

You sell one, buy a bull, and build a herd 

of cows.  

BUREAUCRACY, 
AMERICAN 

STYLE  

You have two cows. 

Under the new farm program the 

government pays you to shoot one, milk 

the other, and then pours the milk down 

the drain.  

AMERICAN 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

You sell one, lease it back to yourself 

and do an IPO on the 2nd one.  

You force the two cows to produce the 

milk of four cows. You are surprised 

when one cow drops dead. You spin an 

announcement to the analysts stating 

you have downsized and are reducing 

expenses. 

Your stock goes up.  

FRENCH 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

You go on strike because you want three 

cows.  

You go to lunch and drink wine. 

Life is good. 
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JAPANESE 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

You redesign them so they are one-tenth 

the size of an ordinary cow and produce 

twenty times the milk.  

They learn to travel on unbelievably 

crowded trains. 

Most are at the top of their class at cow 

school. 

GERMAN 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

You engineer them so they are all blond, 

drink lots of beer, give excellent quality 

milk, and run a hundred miles an hour.  

Unfortunately they also demand 13 

weeks of vacation per year. 

ITALIAN 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows but you don't know 

where they are. 

While ambling around, you see a 

beautiful woman.  

You break for lunch. 

Life is good. 

RUSSIAN 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

You have some vodka. 

You count them and learn you have five 
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cows.  

You have some more vodka. 

You count them again and learn you 

have 42 cows. 

The Mafia shows up and takes over 

however many cows you really have. 

TALIBAN 
CORPORATION  

You have all the cows in Afghanistan, 

which are two. 

You don't milk them because you cannot 

touch any creature' s private parts. 

You get a $ 40 million grant from the US 

government to find alternatives to milk 

production but use the money to buy 

weapons. 

IRAQI 
CORPORATION  

You have two cows. 

They go into hiding. 

They send radio tapes of their mooing.  

POLISH 
CORPORATION  

You have two bulls. 

Employees are regularly maimed and 

killed attempting to milk them.  

BELGIAN 
CORPORATION  

You have one cow. 

The cow is schizophrenic. 

Sometimes the cow thinks he's French, 
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other times he's Flemish.  

The Flemish cow won't share with the 

French cow. 

The French cow wants control of the 

Flemish cow's milk. 

The cow asks permission to be cut in 

half. 

The cow dies happy. 

FLORIDA 
CORPORATION  

You have a black cow and a brown cow. 

Everyone votes for the best looking one.  

Some of the people who actually like the 

brown one best accidentally vote for the 

black one. 

Some people vote for both. 

Some people vote for neither. 

Some people can't figure out how to vote 

at all. 

Finally, a bunch of guys from out-of-

state tell you which one you think is the 

best-looking cow.  

CALIFORNIA 
CORPORATION  

You have millions of cows. 

They   make real California cheese.  

Only five speak English. 

Most are illegals. 

Arnold likes the ones with the big 
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udders. 

High to Low Page Numbers in Word 

I regularly have to produce a Microsoft Word document that has decreasing page 
numbers. I haven't been able to figure out how to do this automatically. I imagine 
I'm not the only one with this problem. What I currently do is create a separate 
section for each page and then manually set the page number for each section in 
the footer. But I make regular edits to the document that throw off my page and 
section breaks, so maintaining the page numbers is a pain. I have tried creating a 
decreasing formula using the page-number field, but the problem with this 
solution is that the formula resolves once, so all the pages have the same number 
on them. I can't get the formula to resolve at run/print time separately for each 
page. Do you have a solution? 

Let's think it through. The page number for the first page is the total number of pages in 
the document. The page number for the second is that same number minus one. In fact, 
for each page the desired number is the total number of pages minus the current page 
plus one. And we can express that as a formula using field codes. Specifically, you can 
put the following formula in the footer: 

{= {NUMPAGES} - {PAGE} + 1} 

Of course, you don't simply type in those curly braces; they are special field-definition 
characters. Press Ctrl-F9 in order to insert a matched pair and then type between them. 
Once you've got the fields defined, press F9 to see the field values. Scrolling down the 
document, you should see page numbers in precisely reverse order. And they will still be 
correct, even after you have edited the document. 

 

 
AND YOU WONDER WHY? 

 

 

 

 

Joe Smith started the day early having 
set his alarm clock (MADE IN JAPAN) for 6am. 
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While his coffeepot (MADE IN CHINA) was 
perking, he shaved with his electric razor 

(MADE IN HONG KONG). He put on a dress shirt 
(MADE IN SRI LANKA), designer jeans (MADE IN SINGAPORE) 
and tennis shoes (MADE IN KOREA). After 
cooking his breakfast in his new electric 
skillet (MADE IN INDIA) he sat down with his 
calculator (MADE IN MEXICO) to see how much 
he could spend today. After setting his 
watch (MADE IN TAIWAN) to the radio (MADE IN INDIA) 

he got in his car (MADE IN GERMANY) filled it 

with GAS from Saudi Arabia and 
continued his search for a good paying 
AMERICAN JOB.  

At the end of yet another discouraging 
and fruitless day checking his 
Computer (Made In Malaysia), Joe 
decided to relax for a while. He put on 
his sandals (MADE IN BRAZIL) poured 
himself a glass of wine (MADE IN 
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FRANCE) and turned on his TV (MADE 

IN INDONESIA), and then wondered 
why he can't find a good paying job in 
AMERICA...... 
 
Etched in Stone 

 

In case we find ourselves starting to believe all the anti-American 

sentiment and negativity, we should remember England's Prime Minister, Tony 

Blair's words during a recent interview. When asked by one of his Parliament 

members why he believes so much in America, he said: 

 

"A simple way to take measure of a country is to look at how many want 

in ... and how many want out." 

 

 

Southwest 

A mother and her son were flying on Southwest Airlines. The son, 

who had been looking out the window, turned to his mother and 

asked, "If big dogs have baby dogs, and big cats have baby cats, 

why don't big planes have baby planes?"  

The mother, who couldn't think of an answer, told her son to ask the 

stewardess . 

So, the boy asked the stewardess, "If big'dogs have baby dogs, and 

big cats have baby cats, why don't big planes have baby planes?"  

The stewardess responded, "Did your mother tell you to ask me?"  

The boy said, "Yes, she did."  

"Well, then, tell your mother that there are no baby planes because 

Southwest always pulls out on time. Have your mother explain that 

to you."   
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WHAT NOT TO NAME YOUR DOG 

Everybody Who has a dog calls him “Rover” or “Boy” I call mine Sex. Now, Sex has 

been very embarrassing to me. When I went to City hail to renew his license, I told the 

Clerk I would like to have a license for Sex. He said “I’d like to have one too” Then I 

said, “But this is a dog “ He said he didn’t care what she looked like. Then I said, “You 

don’t understand I’ve had Sex since I was nine years old. He said I must have been 

quite a kid. 

When I got married and went on my honeymoon, I took the dog with me. I told the 

motel clerk that I wanted a room for my wife and me, and a special room for Sex. He 

said, “that every room was for sex.” I said “You don’t understand. Sex keeps me awake 

at night” The clerk said, “Me too.” 

One day I entered Sex in a contest but before the competition began, the dog ran away. 

Another contestant asked me why I was just standing there looking around. I told him 

that I have planned to have Sex in the contest. He told me that we should have sold 

tickets. “But you don’t understand,” I said, “I had hoped to have Sex on TV.” He called 

me a show-off. 

When my wife and I separated, we went to court to fight for custody of the dog. I said, 

“Your honor, I had Sex before I was married” The Judge said, “me too.” Then I told 

him that after I married, Sex left me.” He said, “me too.” 

Last night Sex ran off again. I spent hours looking around town for him. A cop came 

over to me and asked what I was doing in the alley at 4 o’clock in the morning. I said, 

“I’m looking for Sex” 

My case is comes up Friday. 

 

THE POTATO 
 

Well, Girl Potato and Boy Potato  
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had eyes for each other,  

 

and finally they got married,  

 

and had a little sweet potato,  

 

which they called 'Yam.'  

 

Of course, they wanted the best for Yam. 
 

When it was time,  
 

they told her about the facts of life.  

 

They warned her about going out 

 

and getting half-baked, 

 

so she wouldn't get accidentally mashed, 

 

and get a bad name for herself like  
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'Hot Potato,'  

 

and end up with a bunch of Tater Tots. ? 

 

Yam said not to worry,  

 

no Spud would get her into  

 

the sack and make a rotten potato out of her!  

 

But on the other hand 

 

she wouldn't stay home  

 

and become a Couch Potato either. 
 

She would get plenty of exercise  
 

so as not to be skinny  
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like her Shoestring cousins. 
 

When she went off to Europe,  
 

Mr. and Mrs. Potato told Yam  

 

to watch out for the hard-boiled guys from 

Ireland. ? 

 

And the greasy guys from France 

 

called the French Fries.  

 

And when she went out west,  

 

to watch out for the Indians 

 

so she wouldn't get scalloped. 
 

Yam said she would stay on 
 

the straight and narrow and wouldn't 
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associate 

 
with those high class Yukon Golds,  

 

or the ones from the other side of the tracks  

 

who advertise their trade  

 

on all the trucks that say,  

 

'Frito Lay.' 
 

Mr. and Mrs. Potato sent Yam to Idaho 
P.U.  

 

(that's Potato University)  

 

so that when she graduated  

 

she'd really be in the Chips.  
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But in spite of all they did for her, 

 

one-day Yam came home and announced 

 

she was going to marry Tom Brokaw. 
 

Tom Brokaw!  
 

Mr. and Mrs. Potato were very upset.  

 

They told Yam she couldn't  

 

possibly marry Tom Brokaw  

 

because he's just....... 
 

Are you ready for this? 
 

? 

? 

Are you sure? 
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? 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 

OK! Here it is! 

 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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* 
 

A COMMON TATER 
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Twelve Days of Christmas 
Warning - Before you send all of the gifts described in the song - "The 

Twelve Days of Christmas" - read how it can go TERRIBLY wrong... as 

described by the series of letters from the recipient of such lovely 

Christmas gifts to the gift-giver... 

December 14th 

Dearest John: 

I went to the door today and the postman delivered a 

partridge in a pear tree. What a delightful gift. I 

couldn't have been more surprised. 

With dearest love and affection,  

Agnes 

 

December 15th 

Dearest John: 

Today the postman brought your very sweet gift. Just 

imagine, two turtledoves. I’m just delighted at your 

very thoughtful gift. They are just adorable. 

All my love,  

Agnes 

 

December 16th  
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Dear John: 

Oh, aren't you the extravagant one! Now I must 

protest. I don't deserve such generosity. Three 

French hens. They are just darling but I must insist.... 

you're just too kind. 

Love,  

Agnes 

 

December 17th 

Dear John: 

Today the postman delivered four calling birds. Now 

really! They are beautiful, but don't you think enough 

is enough? You’re being too romantic. 

Affectionately,  

Agnes 

 

December 18th 

Dearest John: 

What a surprise! Today the postman delivered five 

golden rings. One for each finger. You're just 

impossible, but I love it. Frankly, John, all those 
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squawking birds were beginning to get on my nerves. 

All my love,  

Agnes 

 

December 19th 

Dear John: 

When I opened the door there were actually six geese 

a-laying on my front steps. So you're back to the birds 

again, huh? Those geese are huge. Where will I ever 

keep them? The neighbors are complaining and I can't 

sleep through the racket. PLEASE STOP! 

Cordially, 

Agnes 

 

December 20th 

John: 

What's with you and those birds? Seven swans a-

swimming. What kind of joke is this? There's bird crap 

all over the house and they never stop the racket. I'm 

a nervous wreck and I can't sleep all night. IT'S NOT 

FUNNY. So stop with the birds. 
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Sincerely,  

Agnes 

 

December 21st 

OK Buster: 

I think I prefer the birds. What the hell am I going to 

do with eight maids a-milking? It's not enough with all 

those birds and eight maids a-milking, but they had to 

bring their own cows. There is cow poop all over the 

lawn and I can’t move in my own house. Just lay off me. 

SMART-ASS! 

Ag 

 

December 22nd 

Hey Butthead: 

What are you? Some kind of sadist? Now there's nine 

pipers piping. And man do they pipe. They haven't 

stopped chasing those maids since they got here 

yesterday morning. The cows are upset are stepping all 

over those screeching birds. No wonder they screech. 

What am I going to do? The neighbors have started a 

petition to evict me. 

You'll get yours,  
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Ag 

 

December 23rd 

You Rotten Dick: 

Now there's ten ladies dancing - I don't know why I 

call those women ladies. They've been with those nine 

pipers all night long. Now the cows can't sleep and 

they've got diarrhea. My living room is a river of cow 

dung. The commissioner of buildings has subpoenaed 

me to give cause why the building shouldn't be 

condemned. I'm sic'ing the police on you. They know 

where you are. 

One who means it,  

Ag 

 

 

December 24th 

Listen, Doormat: 

What's with the eleven lords a-leaping on those maids 

and aforementioned "ladies"? Some of those broads 

will never walk again. 

Those pipers ran through the maids and are now after 

the cows. All 234 of the birds are dead. They have 
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been trampled to death in the orgy. I hope you're 

satisfied, you rotten swine. 

Your sworn enemy,  

Miss Agnes McCallister 

 

December 25th 

From the law offices of Dewey, Cheatem and 

Howe 

This is to acknowledge your latest gift of twelve 

drummers drumming, which you have seen fit to 

inflict on our client, Miss Agnes McCallister. The 

destruction, of course, was total. All 

correspondence should come to our attention. If 

you should attempt to reach Miss McCallister at 

Happy-Dale Sanitarium, the attendants have 

instructions to shoot you on sight. With this 

letter, please find attached a warrant for your 

arrest. 

Dewey, Cheatem and Howe 
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Attorneys at Law 

 

 
Time Off from Work 

BEST YET…. 

 

 

TIME OFF FROM WORK  

 

 

 

I urgently needed a few days off work, but I knew the 
Boss would not allow me to take a leave. 

I thought that maybe if I acted crazy then he would tell 

me to take a few days off. 
So I hung upside down! on the ceiling and made funny 

noises. 
 

 
My blonde co-worker asked me what I was doing. 

I told her that I was pretending to be a light bulb so that 

the 
Boss would think I was nuts and give me a few days off. 

 
A few minutes later the Boss came into the office and 

asked, 
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"What are you doing?" 

 
I told him I was a light bulb. 

 
He said "You are clearly stressed out.  Go home and 

recuperate for  a couple of days".  I jumped down and 
walked out of the office. 

 
When my co-worker (the blonde) followed me, the Boss 

asked  her: " ..And where do you think you're going?" 
 

 
   

        ( You're gonna love this..... ) 
 

 

   
        She said, "I'm going home too, I can't work in the 

dark!" 
 

 

Here are a few things to think about that you probably have never 

thought about: 

  

________________________________ 

  

Can you cry under water? 

  

________________________________ 

  

How important does a person have to be before they are considered 

assassinated instead of just murdered? 
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________________________________ 

  

Why do you have to "put your two cents in".. . but it's only a "penny for 

your thoughts"? Where's that extra penny going to? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Once you're in heaven, do you get stuck wearing the clothes you were 

buried in for eternity? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why does a round pizza come in a square box? 

  

________________________________ 

  

What disease did cured ham actually have? 

  

________________________________ 

  

How is it that we put man on the moon before we figured out it would be 

a good idea to put wheels on luggage? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why is it that people say they "slept like a baby" when babies wake up 

like every two hours? 

  

________________________________ 

  

If a deaf person has to go to court, is it still called a hearing? 
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________________________________ 

  

Why are you IN a movie, but you're ON TV? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then put money in 

binoculars to look at things on the ground? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why do doctors leave the room while you change? They're going to see 

you naked anyway. 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why is "bra" singular and "panties" plural 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why do toasters always have a setting that burns the toast to a horrible 

crisp, which no decent human being would eat? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Can a hearse carrying a corpse drive in the carpool lane? 

  

________________________________ 

  

If the professor on Gilligan's Island can make a radio out of a coconut, 

why can't he fix a hole in a boat? 
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________________________________ 

  

Why does Goofy stand erect while Pluto remains on all fours? They're 

both dogs! 

  

________________________________ 

  

If Wiley E. Coyote had enough money to buy all that ACME crap, why 

didn't he just buy dinner? 

  

________________________________ 

  

If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable oil is made from vegetables, 

what is baby oil made from? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Do the Alphabet song and Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star have the same 

tune? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why did you just try singing the two songs above? 

  

________________________________ 

  

Why do they call it an asteroid when it's outside the hemisphere, but call 

it a hemorrhoid when it's in your butt? 

  

________________________________ 
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An old Indian Chief sat in his hut on the 

Reservation, smoking a ceremonial pipe and  
Eyeing two U. S. Government officials sent 
To interview him. 
 
"Chief Two Eagles" asked one Official, "You have 

Observed the white man for 90 years. You've seen  
His wars and his technological advances. You've seen 

His progress, and the damage he's done." The Chief 
Nodded in agreement. 
 
The Official continued, "Considering all these events,  
In your opinion, where did the white man go wrong?" 
 

The Chief stared at the Government Officials for 
Over a minute and then calmly replied,  
"When white man found the land there were: 
"No taxes." 
"No debt." 
"Plenty buffalo." 
"Plenty beaver." 
"Plenty clean water" 
"Women did all the work." 
"Medicine man free." 
"Indian man spent all day hunting and fishing." 
"All night having sex." 
 
Then the Chief leaned back and smiled,  
"Only white man dumb enough to think he could  
Improve system like that." 

 

 

The Cruise 

    

DEAR DIARY. DAY ONE 
 
I am all packed and ready to get on the cruise ship. I've 
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packed all my pretty dresses and make-up. I'm really 
excited. 
_________________________________________
_____________ 
DEAR DIARY. DAY TWO 
 
We spent the entire day at sea. It was beautiful and we 
saw some whales and dolphins. What a wonderful 
vacation this has started to be. I met the Captain today 
and he seems like a very nice man. 
_________________________________________
_____________ 
DEAR DIARY. DAY THREE 
 
I spent some time in the pool today. I also did some 
shuffle boarding and hit some golf balls off the deck. The 
Captain invited me to join him at his table for dinner. I 
felt honored and we had a wonderful time. He is a very 
attractive and attentive gentleman. 
_________________________________________
_____________ 
DEAR DIARY. DAY FOUR 
 
Went to the ship's casino. did OK .. won about $80. The 
Captain invited me to have dinner with him in his state 
room. We had a luxurious meal complete with caviar 
and champagne. He asked me to stay the night but I 
declined. I told him there was no way I could be 
unfaithful to my husband. 
_________________________________________
_____________ 
DEAR DIARY DAY FIVE 
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Went back to the pool today and got a little sunburned. I 
decided to go to the piano bar and spend the rest of the 
day inside. The Captain saw me and bought me a couple 
of drinks. He really is a charming gentleman He again 
asked me to visit him for the night and again I declined. 
He told me that if I didn't let him have his way with me 
he would sink the ship. I was appalled. 
_________________________________________
_____________ 
DEAR DIARY  DAY SIX 
 
I saved 1600 lives today... Twice. 
 

 

 

MID LIFE CRISIS 

    

 MID LIFE CRISIS 
  
  
    As I see some will receive this twice---sooooo--ahem! 
 
 
 Well, it's  not a midlife crisis, but here's how things worked out for me.  
  
 Married  25 years, took a look at my wife one day and said, "Honey, 25 years  
 ago, we had  a cheap apartment, a cheap car, slept on a sofa bed and 
watched a  
 10 inch black  and white TV, but I got to sleep every night with a hot 25  
 year old blond. Now,  we have a nice house, nice car, big bed and plasma 
screen  
 TV, but I'm sleeping  with a 50 year old woman. It seems to me that you are 
not  
 holding up your side  of things."  
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 My wife is a very reasonable woman. She told me to go out  and find a hot 25  
 year old blond, and she would make sure that I would once  again be living in  
 a cheap apartment, driving a cheap car, sleeping on a sofa  bed....  

 

NUDIST COLONY 

    

 

A man joins a very exclusive nudist colony. On his first day there 
he takes off his clothes and starts to wander around. A gorgeous blonde 
walks by, and the man immediately gets an erection. 

 

The  woman notices his erection, comes over to him and says, "Did 

you call for me?" 

 

The man replies, "No, what do you mean?" 

  

She says, "You must be new here. Let me explain.  It's a rule here that if 

you get an erection, it  implies you called for me." Smiling, she leads him 

to the side of the swimming  pool, lies down on a towel, eagerly pulls 

him to her and happily lets him have his way with her. 

 

Later, the man continues to explore the colony's facilities. He enters the 

sauna and as he sits down, he farts. 

 

Within  minutes a huge, hairy man lumbers out of the steam room 

toward him, "Did you call for me? " says the hairy man. 
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"No, what do you mean? " says the newcomer. 

"It's a rule that if you fart, it implies that you called for me."  The huge 

man spins him around, bends him over a bench and has his way with 

him. 

 

The newcomer staggers back to the colony office, where he is 

greeted by the smiling, naked receptionist, "May I help you?"  she says. 

 

The man yells, "Here's my membership card. You can have the key 

back and you can keep the $500 membership fee." 

"But, Sir, "she  replies, "you've only been here for a few hours. You 

haven't had the chance to see all our facilities." 

 

The man replies, "Listen lady, I'm 68 years old. I only get an erection 

once a month.  I fart 15 times a day. I'm outta here." 

 

WalMart Greeter 
 
A very unattractive, nasty, mean actin'   
Woman walks into Walmart with her two kids. 
 
The Walmart Greeter, asks "Are they twins"?  
 
The ugly woman says "Hell no,  
The oldest one, he's 9, and the younger one, she's  7.    
"Why?........ Do you think they really look alike?"  
 
"Hell no", replied the greeter,  
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"I just couldn't believe you got laid twice" 
 

 

Never Argue with a Woman 
 
One morning the husband returns after several hours of fishing 
and decides to take a nap. Although not familiar with the lake, the 
wife decides to take the boat out. She motors out a short distance, 
anchors, and reads her book. 
 
Along comes a Game Warden in his boat. He pulls up alongside 
the woman and says, "Good morning, Ma'am. What are you 
doing?" 
 
"Reading a book," she replies, (thinking, "Isn't that obvious?") 
"You're in a Restricted Fishing Area," he informs her. 
"I'm sorry, officer, but I'm not fishing. I'm reading." 
"Yes, but you have all the equipment. For all I know you could 
start at any moment. I'll have to take you in and write you up." 
 
"If you do that, I'll have to charge you with sexual assault," says 
the woman. 
 
"But I haven't even touched you," says the game warden. 
"That's true, but you have all the equipment. For all I know you 
could start at any moment." 
"Have a nic e day ma'am," and he left. 
 
 
MORAL: Never argue with a woman who reads. It's likely she can 
also think. 
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New Words 

 

 
Subject: New Words 

 
 
NEW WORDS FOR 2006: Essential vocabulary additions for the workplace 
(and elsewhere) 
1. BLAMESTORMING : Sitting around in a group, discussing why a Deadline 
was missed or a project failed, and who was responsible. 
2. SEAGULL MANAGER: A manager, who flies in, makes a lot of noise, craps 
on everything, and then leaves. 
3. ASSMOSIS : The process by which some people seem to absorb success 
and advancement by kissing up to the boss rather than working hard.  
4. SALMON DAY: The experience of spending an entire day swimming 
upstream only to get screwed and die in the end. 
5. CUBE FARM: An office filled with cubicles 
6. PRAIRIE DOGGING: When someone yells or drops something loudly in a 
cube farm, and people's heads pop up over the walls to see what's going on. 
7. MOUSE POTATO: The on-line, wired generation's answer to the couch 
potato. 
8. SITCOMs : Single Income, Two Children, Oppressive Mortgage. What 
Yuppies turn into when they have children and one of them stops working to 
stay home with the kids. 
9. STRESS PUPPY: A person who seems to thrive on being stressed out and 
whiny. 
10. SWIPEOUT: An ATM or credit card that has been rendered useless 
because the magnetic strip is worn away from extensive use. 
11. XEROX SUBSIDY: Euphemism for swiping free photocopies from one's 
workplace. 
12. IRRITAINMENT : Entertainment and media spectacles that are 
annoying but you find yourself unable to stop watching them. The J-Lo and Ben 
wedding (or not) was a prime example - Michael Jackson, another. 
13. PERCUSSIVE MAINTENANCE: The fine art of whacking the crap out of an 
electronic device to get it to work again. 
14. ADMINISPHERE : The rarefied organizational layers beginning just above 
the rank and file. Decisions that fall from the adminisphere are often profoundly 
inappropriate or irrelevant to the problems they were designed to solve. 
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15. 404 : Someone who's clueless. From the World Wide Web error Message 
"404 Not Found," meaning that the requested site could not be located. 
16. GENERICA : Features of the American landscape that are exactly the same 
no matter where one is, such as fast food joints, strip malls, and subdivisions. 
17. OHNOSECOND : That minuscule fraction of time in which you realize that 
you've just made a BIG mistake. (Like after hitting send on an email by mistake) 
18. WOOFS : Well-Off Older Folks. 
19. CROP DUSTING: Surreptitiously passing gas while passing through a 
Cube Farm (see #5 above). 

 

 

Taxes 101  
 

Everyone needs to read AND understand 
this explanation regarding taxes.  
****************************************************  

Sometimes politicians, journalists and others exclaim; "It's 
just a tax cut for the rich!" and it is just accepted to be 
fact.  
 
But what does that really mean?  
 
Just in case you are not completely clear on this issue, I 
hope the following will help. Please read it carefully.  

 
Let's put tax cuts in terms everyone can understand.  
Suppose that every day, ten men go out for dinner and 
the bill for all ten comes to $100.  
 
If they paid their bill the way we pay our taxes, it would 
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go something like this:  

 
The first four men (the poorest) would pay nothing.  
The fifth would pay $1.  
The sixth would pay $3.  
The seventh would pay $7.  
The eighth would pay $12.  
The ninth would pay $18.  
The tenth man (the richest) would pay $59.  
So, that's what they decided to do.  

 

The ten men ate dinner in the restaurant every day and 
seemed quite happy with the arrangement, until on day, 
the owner threw them a curve.  
 

"Since you are all such good customers," he said, "I'm 
going to reduce the cost of your daily meal by $20 ." 
Dinner for the ten now cost just $80.  

 

The group still wanted to pay their bill the way we pay 
our taxes so the first four men were unaffected . They 
would still eat for free . But what about the other six men 
- the paying customers? How could they divide the $20 
windfall so that everyone would get his 'fair share?'  
 

They realized that $20 divided by six is $3.33. But if they 
subtracted that from everybody's share, then the fifth man! 
and the sixth man would each end up being paid to eat 
their meal.  
 

So, the restaurant owner suggested that it would be fair to 
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reduce each man's bill by roughly the same amount, and 
he proceeded to work out the amounts each should pay.  
 

And so:  
The fifth man, like the first four , now paid nothing 
(100% savings).  
The sixth now paid $2 instead of $3 (33% savings).  
The seventh now pay $5 instead of $7 (28% savings).  
The eighth now paid $9 instead of $12 (25% savings).  
The ninth now paid $14 instead of $18 (22% savings).  
The tenth now paid $49 instead of $59 (16% savings). 

Each of the six was better off than before. And the first 
four continued to eat for free. But once outside the 
restaurant, the men began to compare their savings.  

 

"I only got a dollar out of the $20," declared the sixth man 
. He pointed to the tenth man ," but he got $10!" 

"Yeah, that's right," exclaimed the fifth man . "I only saved 
a dollar, too . It's unfair that he got ten times more than 
me!" 

 

"That's true!!" shouted the seventh man. "Why should he 
get $10 back when I got only two? The wealthy get all 
the breaks!"  
 

"Wait a minute," yelled the first four men in unison. "We 
didn't get anything at all. The system exploits the poor!" 

The nine men surrounded the tenth and beat him up.  
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The next night the tenth man didn't show up for dinner , 
so the nine sat down and ate without him.  
 

But when it came time to pay the bill , they discovered 
something important. They didn't have enough money 
between all of them for even half of the bill!  

 

And that, boys and girls, journalists and college professors, 
is how our tax system works. The people who pay the 
highest taxes get the most benefit from a tax 
reduction.  
 

Tax them too much, attack them for being wealthy, and 
they just may not show up anymore. In fact, they might 
start eating overseas where the atmosphere is 
somewhat friendlier .  
 

David R. Kamerschen, Ph.D  

Professor of Economics  

University of Georgia 

 

 

I Love You 

 AND  

Wish You Enough! 

 
This is definitely worth passing along...I love you and I wish you enough... 
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Recently I overheard a mother and daughter in their 
last moments together at the airport. They had 
announced the departure. 
 
! Standing near the security gate, they hugged and the 
mother said, "I love you and I wish you enough". 
 
The daughter replied, "Mom, our life together has been 
more than enough. Your love is all I ever needed. I 
wish you enough, too, Mom". 
 
They kissed and the daughter left. The mother walked 
over to the window where I was seated. Standing there 
I could see she wanted and needed to cry. I tried not 
to intrude on her privacy but she welcomed me in by 
asking, "Did you ever say good-bye to someone knowing 
it would be forever?". 
 
Yes, I have," I replied. "Forgive me for asking, 
but why is this a forever good-bye?". 
 
"I am old and she lives so far away. I have challenges 
ahead and the reality is - the next trip back will be 
for my funeral," she said. 
 
"When you were saying good-bye, I heard you say, 'I 
wish you enough'. May I ask what that means?". 
 
She began to smile. "That's a wish that has been 
handed down from other generations. My parents used to 
say it to everyone". She paused a moment and looked up 
as if trying to remember it in detail and she smiled 
even more. "When we said , 'I wish you enough', we 
were wanting the other person to have a life filled 
with just enough good things to sustain them". Then 
turning toward me, she shared the following as if she 
were reciting it from memory. 
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I wish you enough sun to keep your attitude bright no 
matter how gray the day may appear. 
 
I wish you enough rain to appreciate the sun even 
more. 
 
I wish you enough happiness to keep your spirit alive 
and everlasting. 
 
I wish you enough pain so that even the smallest of 
joys in life may appear bigger. 
= 

 
I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting. 
 
I wish you enough loss to appreciate all that you 
possess. 
 
I wish you enough hellos to get you through the final 
good-bye. 
 
She then began to cry and walked away. 
 
They say it takes a minute to find a special person, 
an hour to appreciate them, a day to love them but 
then an entire life to forget them. 
 
 
TAKE TIME TO LIVE..... 
 
To all my friends and loved ones, 
I WISH YOU ENOUGH 

 

 
Maybe this will hit home to the politicians who just made it okay for ceremonial 
swords to be worn to school and who years ago gave permission for turbans to 
be worn by certain RCMP officers instead of the normal attire.   
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A little blunt and to the point but quite 
true!!!!! 
 
 

Will we still be the Country of choice and still be Canada 
if we continue to make the changes forced on us by the 
people from other countries that came to live in Canada 
because it is the Country of Choice?????? 
 

Think about it! 
 
All we have to say is, when will they do something about 
MY RIGHTS? 

 

 
I celebrate Christmas...........but because it isn't 

celebrated by everyone..............we can no 

longer say Merry Christmas. Now it has to be 
Season's Greetings. 

 

It's not Christmas vacation, it's Winter Break. 
Isn't it amazing how this winter break ALWAYS 

occurs over the Christmas holiday? 
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We've gone so far the other way, bent over 

backwards to not offend anyone, that I am now 
being offended. But it seems that no one has a 

problem with that. 

This says it all! 

This is an editorial written in a  
Toronto newspaper.   He did quite a job; didn't he? 
Read on, please! 

IMMIGRANTS, 
NOT Canadians 

MUST ADAPT. 

I am tired of this nation worrying about 
whether we 
are offending some individual or their 
culture. Since the terrorist attacks on Sept. 
11, 
we have experienced a surge 

in patriotism by the majority 
of Canadians. However...... the dust from 
the attacks had 
barely settled when the "politically correct! 
" crowd began complaining about 
the possibility that our patriotism was 
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offending others. 
 
I am not against immigration, nor do I hold 
a grudge against anyone who is seeking a 
better life by coming to Canada 

Our population is almost entirely made up of 
descendants of immigrants. 
However, there  

are a few things that those 
who have recently come to 
our country, and apparently some born 
here, need to understand. 

This idea of Canada being a 
multicultural community 
has served only to dilute our sovereignty 
and our national identity.  As Canadians....... 
we have our own culture, our 
own society, our own language and our own 
lifestyle. This culture has been developed 
over centuries of struggles, trials, and 

victories by millions of men and women who 
have sought freedom. 
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We speak 
ENGLISH/FRENC

H, not Spanish, Portuguese, 

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, 

Russian, or any other language. 
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Therefore, if you wish to become part 
of our society, learn the language!  
"We Stand On Guard For Thee" is our 
national motto. This is not some Christian, 
right wing, political slogan.. We adopted 

this motto because Christian men and 
women.......on Christian principles............. 
founded this nation..... and this is clearly 
documented. 
It is certainly appropriate to display it 
on the walls of our schools. 
If God offends you, then I suggest you 
consider another part of the world as 

your new home.......because 

God is part of our culture. 

We 
are happy with our culture and have 
no desire to change, and we really 

don't care how you did things where 
you came from. 
This is 
OUR COUNTRY, 
our land, and our lifestyle. 
But once you are done complaining....... 
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whining... and griping....... about our 
flag....... 
our pledge...... our national motto........or 
our 
way of life....I highly encourage you to 

take advantage of one other Great 
Canadian Freedom....... 

 
THE RIGHT TO LEAVE. 
 

 

Not raising hogs 

    

  
  

                                                         The Honorable 
Secretary of Agriculture  
Washington, D.C  
 
Dear Sir,  
 
I have been evacuated from New Orleans 
because the flood took my old trailer and 
beat up car. I thought I might go into 
business to supplement my welfare check.  
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My friend over at Wells, Iowa received a 
check for $1,000 from the Government for 
not raising hogs. Right now I'm getting 
extra help from the government and Red 
Cross while I'm displaced but when that 
stops I want to go into the "not-raising-
hogs" business.  
 
What I want to know is, in your opinion, 
what is the best kind of farm not to raise 
hogs on, and what is the best breed of hogs 
not to raise? I want to be sure that I 
approach this endeavor in keeping with all 
governmental policies. I would prefer not to 
raise razorbacks, but if that is not a good 
breed not to raise, then I will just as gladly 
not raise Yorkshires or Durocs. As I see it, 
the hardest part of this program will be in 
keeping an accurate inventory of how many 
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hogs I haven't raised.  
 
My friend, Peterson, is very joyful about the 
future of the business. He has been raising 
hogs for twenty years or so, and the best 
he ever made on them was $422 in 1968, 
until this year when he got your check for 
$1000 for not raising hogs. If I get $1000 
for not raising 50 hogs, will I get $2000 for 
not raising 100 hogs? I plan to operate on a 
small scale at first, holding myself down to 
about 4000 hogs not raised, which will 
mean about $80,000 the first year. Then I 
can afford an airplane.  
 
Now another thing, these hogs I will not 
raise will not eat 100,000 bushels of corn. I 
understand that you also pay farmers for 
not raising corn and wheat. Will I qualify for 
payments for not raising wheat and corn 
not to feed the 4000 hogs I am not going to 
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raise?  
 
Also, I am considering the "not milking 
cows" business, so send me any information 
you have on that too. In view of these 
circumstances, you understand that I will be 
totally unemployed and plan to file for 
unemployment and food stamps.  
 
Be assured you will have my vote in the 
coming election.  
 
Patriotically Yours,  
Ima Taker  
 
PS. Please notify me when you are giving 
out more free cheese. 

 

Little Johnny 
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 His mother was Jewish and his father was black. So Johnny asks, 

 "Mommy, am I more Jewish or more black?" 

 

 "What does it really matter? If you want to know for sure you'll 

 just have to ask your father," his mother tells him. 

 

 So, when his father arrived home from work, Little Johnny asks the 

 same question,  "Daddy, am I more Jewish or more black?" 

 

 What the hell kind of a question is that?  Why do you want to know 

 if you're more Jewish or more black?" asks his dad. 

 

 "Well, it's like this dad... Tommy down the street wants to sell 

 his bicycle for $50, and I don't know whether to Jew him down to $25, 

 or wait until it's dark and steal the fuckin' thing." 

 

 

Ethel in the Nursing Home  

 

Ethel was a bit of a demon in her wheelchair, and loved to charge around 

the  

nursing home, taking corners on one wheel and getting up to maximum 

speed on  

the long corridors.  

 

Because the poor woman was one sandwich short of a picnic the other 

residents tolerated her and some of them actually joined in.  

 

One day Ethel was speeding up one corridor when a door opened and 

Kooky Clarence stepped out with his arm outstretched. "STOP!," he 

shouted in a firm voice. "Have you got a license for that thing?" Ethel 
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fished around in her handbag and pulled out a Kit Kat wrapper and held 

it up to him. "OK" he said, and away Ethel sped down the hall.  

 

As she took the corner near the TV lounge on one wheel, weird Harold 

popped out in front of her and shouted "STOP! Have you got proof of 

insurance?" Ethel dug into her handbag, pulled out a drink coaster and 

held it up to him. Harold nodded and said "On your way, Ma'am." As 

Ethel neared the  

final corridor, Crazy Craig stepped out in front of her, Butt- Naked, and 

holding  

his "You-Know- What" in his hand.  

 

"Oh, good grief," yelled Ethel, "Not that Damn Breathalyzer Test 

again.!!!" 

 

 

This has got to be one of the cleverest 
E-mails I've received in awhile.  
Someone out there either has too much 
spare time or is deadly at Scrabble. 
 

 
DORMITORY: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
DIRTY ROOM 

 
PRESBYTERIAN: 
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When you rearrange the letters: 
BEST IN PRAYER 

 
ASTRONOMER:!  
When you rearrange the letters: 
MOON STARER 
 
DESPERATION: 
When you rearrange the letters:  
A ROPE ENDS IT 
 
THE EYES: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
THEY SEE  
 
GEORGE BUSH: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
HE BUGS GORE 

 

 
THE MORSE CODE: 
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When you rearrange the letters: 

HERE COME  

DOTS 
 

SLOT MACHINES: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
CASH LOST IN ME 
 

ANIMOSITY: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
IS NO AMITY 
 

ELECTION RESULTS: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
LIES - LET'S RECOUNT 
 

SNOOZE ALARMS: 
When you rearrange the letters: 
ALAS! NO MORE Z 'S 
 

A DECIMAL POINT: 
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When you rearrange the letters: 
IM  

A DOT IN PLACE 
 
 
ELEVEN PLUS TWO: 
When you rearrange the letters:  
TWELVE PLUS ONE  
 
 
AND FOR THE GRAND  
 

FINALE: 
 

MOTHER-IN-LAW: 

When you rearrange the letters: 
WOMAN HITLER 

 

 

7 Kinds of Sex 

  

Which do you have??? 
 

A recent research shows that there are 7 kinds of sex:  
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The 1st kind of sex is called: Smurf Sex. This kind of sex happens when you 

first meet someone and you both have sex until you are blue in the face. 

 

The 2nd kind of sex is called: Kitchen Sex. This is when you have been 

with your partner for a short time and you are so horny you will have 

sex anywhere, even in the kitchen. 

 

The 3rd kind of sex is called: Bedroom Sex. This is when you have been 

with your partner for a long time. Your sex has gotten routine and you 

usually have sex only in your bedroom. 

 

The 4th kind of sex is called: Hallway Sex This is when you have been 

with your partner for too long. When you pass each other in the hallway 

you both say "screw you." 

 

The 5th kind of sex is called: Religious Sex, which means you get Nun in 

the morning, Nun in the afternoon and Nun at night. 

 

The 6th kind is called Courtroom Sex. This is when you cannot stand your 

wife any more. She takes you to court and screws you in front of 

everyone. 

 

And last, but not least, the 7th kind of sex is called: Social Security 

Sex. You get a little each month, but not enough to live on. 

 

 

 

Mad Wife Disease 

Jim was sitting quietly reading his paper when his 
wife, June walked up behind him and whacked him on 

the head with a magazine. 
"What was that for?" he asked. 
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"That was for the piece of paper in your pants pocket 
with the name Mary Lou written on it," she replied. 

"Two weeks ago when I went to the races, Mary Lou 
was the name of one of the horses I bet on," he 

explained. 
"Oh dear, I'm sorry," she said. "I should have known 
there was a good explanation." 

Three days later he was watching a ball game on TV 
when she walked up and hit him in the head again, 
this time with the iron skillet, which knocked him out 

cold. When he came to, he asked, "What the hell was 
that for?" 

She replied, "Your horse called." 
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Optical Illusions 

  

   

   BE SURE AND DO THE LAST ONE, IT IS MOST AMAZING OF 

ALL!!!!!!!!!  
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Is This Possible??  
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Are the purple lines straight or bent?  

 

 

 
Do you see gray areas in between the squares?  

Now where did they come from?  
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You should see a man's face and also a word...  

Hint: Try tilting your head to the right, the world begins with 'L'  
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If you take a look at the following  picture , let me tell you 
... it is not animated.  Your eyes are making it move.  To 
test this, stare at one spot for a couple seconds and 
everything will stop moving.  Or look at the black center of 
each circle and it will stop moving.  But move your eyes to 
the next black center and the previous will move after you 
take your eyes away from it....  Weird   
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The honest Priest 

 

 

 

 

 A distinguished young woman on a flight from Switzerland said to the 

 priest beside her, Father, may I ask a favor?" 

 

 "Of course. What may I do for you?" 

 

 "Well, I bought an expensive electronic hair remover that is well over 

 the Customs limits and I'm afraid they'll confiscate it. Is there   

 anyway you could carry it through Customs for me?.....Under your   

 robes perhaps?" 

 

 "I would love to help you, dear, but I must warn you: I will not lie." 

 

 "With your honest face, Father, no one will question you." 

 

 When they got to Customs, she let the priest go ahead of her. 

 The official asked, "Father, do you have anything to declare?" 

 

 "From the top of my head down to my waist, I have nothing to declare." 

 

 The official thought this answer strange, so asked, 

 "And what do you have to declare from your waist to the floor?" 

 

 "I have a marvelous little instrument designed to be used on a woman, 

 which is, to date, unused." 

 

 Roaring with laughter, the official said, "Go ahead, Father."  "Next!" 

 

 

 

Life in Southern California  

 

A Highway Patrol man pulled a car over and told the driver that, because he had  

been wearing his seat belt, he had just won $5,000 in the statewide safety  

competition. "What are you going to do with the money?" asked the policeman.  
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"Well, I guess I'm going to get a driver's license." he answered.  

 

"Oh, don't listen to him." yelled a woman in the passenger seat. "He's a smart  

aleck when he's drunk."  

 

This woke up the guy in the back seat who took one look at the cop and moaned,  

"I knew we wouldn't get far in a stolen car."  

 

At that moment, there was a knock from the trunk and a voice said, in Spanish,  

"Are we over the border yet?" 

 

The River 

 

The River 

Three men were hiking through a forest when they came upon a large, 

raging violent river. Needing to get on the other side, the first man 

prayed, "God, please give me the strength to cross the river." 

Poof! God gave him big arms and strong legs and he swam across in 

about 2 hours, almost drowning twice. 

 

After witnessing that, the second man prayed, "God, please give me 

strength and the tools to cross the river." 

 

Poof! God gave him a rowboat and strong arms and strong legs and he 

was able to row across in about an hour after almost capsizing once. 

 

Seeing what happened to the first two men, the third man prayed, "God, 

please give me the strength, the tools and the intelligence to cross the 

river." 

 

Poof! He was turned into a woman. She checked the map, hiked one 

hundred yards upstream and walked across the bridge. 
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Some guy bought a new fridge for his house. To get  

rid of his old fridge,  

he put it in his front yard and hung a sign on it  

saying: "Free to good  

home. You want it, you take it." For three days the  

fridge sat there  

without even one person looking twice at it. He  

eventually decided that  

people were too un-trusting of this deal. It looked to  

good to be true, so  

he changed the sign to read: "Fridge for sale $50."  

The next day someone  

stole it.  

Caution... They Walk Among Us!  

====================  

While looking at a house, my brother asked the real  

estate agent which  

direction was north because, he explained, he didn't  

want the sun waking him  

up every morning. She asked, "Does the sun rise in the  

north?" When my  

brother explained that the sun rises in the east, and  

has for sometime, she  

shook her head and said, "Oh, I don't keep up with  

that stuff."  

They Walk Among Us!!  

====================  

I used to work in technical support for a 24/7 call  

center. One day I got a  

call from an individual who asked what hours the call  

center was open. I  

told him, "The number you dialed is open 24 hours a  
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day, 7 days a week." He  

responded, "Is that Eastern or Pacific time?" Wanting  

to end the call  

quickly, I said, "Uh, Pacific" . .  

They Walk Among Us!!!  

====================  

My colleague and I were eating our lunch in our  

cafeteria, when we overheard  

one of the administrative assistants talking about the  

sunburn she got on  

her weekend drive to the shore. She drove down in a  

convertible, but  

"didn't think she'd get sunburned because the car was  

moving". .  

They Walk Among Us!!!!  

===================! =  

My sister has a lifesaving tool in her car it's  

designed to cut through a  

seat belt if she gets trapped. She keeps it in the  

trunk...  

They Walk Among Us!!!!!  

====================  

My friends and I were on a beer run and noticed that  

the cases were  

discounted 10%. Since it was a big party, we bought 2  

cases. The cashier  

multiplied 2 times 10% and gave us a 20% discount....  

They Walk Among Us!!!!!!  

====================  
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I couldn't find my luggage at the airport baggage  

area. So I went to the  

lost luggage office and told the woman there that my  

bags never showed up.  

She smiled and told me not to worry because she was a  

trained professional  

and I was in good hands. "Now," she asked me, "has  

your plane arrived  

yet?"...  

They Too Walk Among Us!!!!!!!!  

====================  

While working at a pizza parlor I observed a man  

ordering a small pizza to  

go. He appeared to be alone and the cook asked him if  

he would like it cut  

into 4 pieces or 6. He thought about it for some time  

before responding.  

"Just cut it into 4 pieces; I don't think I'm hungry  

enough to eat 6  

pieces.  

Yep, They walk among us AND reproduce!!!  

====================  

 

Subject: History 

of Yodeling 
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Have you ever wondered where and 

how yodeling began? 
 
Many years ago a man was traveling 
through the mountains of Switzerland. 

 
Nightfall was rapidly approaching and 
he had nowhere to sleep. He went up 

to  
a farmhouse and asked the farmer if 
he could spend the night. ! 

 
The farmer told him that he could 
sleep in the barn. 
 

As the story goes, the farmer's 
daughter asked her father, "Who is 
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that man  
going into the barn?" 

 
"That fellow traveling through," said 
the farmer. "needs a place to stay for  
the night, so, I told him he could sleep 

in the barn." 
 
The daughter said, "Perhaps he is 

hungry." So she prepared him a plate 
of  
food for him and then took it out to 

the barn. 
 
About an hour later, the daughter 
returned. Her clothing disheveled and  

straw in her hair. Straight up to bed 
she went. 
 

The farmer's wife was very observant. 
She then suggested that perhaps 
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the man was thirsty. So she fetched a 
bottle of wine, took it out to the  
barn,! and she too did not return for 

an hour. Her clothing was askew, her  
blouse buttoned incorrectly. She also 
headed straight to bed. 
 

The next morning at sunrise the man 
in the barn got up and continued on 
his  

journey, waving to the farmer as he 
left. 
 

When the daughter awoke and learned 
that the visitor was gone, she broke  
into tears. "How could he leave 
without even saying goodbye," she 

cried. "We  
made such passionate love last night!" 
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"Wha t?" shouted the father as he 

angrily ran out of the house looking 
 
for the man, who by now was halfway 
up the mountain. 

 
The farmer screamed up at him, "I'm 
going to get you! You had sex with my  

daughter!" The man looked back down 
from the mountainside, cupped his 
hand  

next to his mouth, and yelled out..... 
 
"LAIDTHEOLADEETOO 
 

 

20 Ways To Maintain A Healthy 

Level of Insanity  
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1. At Lunch Time, Sit In Your Parked Car With 

Sunglasses on and point a Hair Dryer At Passing Cars. 

See if They Slow Down.  

2. Page Yourself Over The Intercom. Don't Disguise 

Your Voice.  

3. Every Time Someone Asks You To Do Something, Ask 

If They Want Fries with That.  

4. Put Your Garbage Can On Your Desk And Label It 

"In."  

5. Put Decaf In The Coffee Maker For 3 Weeks. Once 

Everyone Has Gotten Over Their Caffeine Addictions, 

Switch To Espresso.  
  

6. In The Memo Field Of All Your Checks, Write "For 

Sexual Favors."  

7. Finish All Your sentences with "In Accordance With 

The Prophecy."  

8. Don use any punctuation  

9. As Often As Possible, Skip Rather Than Walk.  

10. Ask People What Sex They Are. Laugh Hysterically 

After They Answer.  

11. Specify That Your Drive-through Order Is "To Go."  

12. Sing Along At The Opera.  

13. Go To A Poetry Recital And Ask Why The Poems 

Don't Rhyme.  

14. Put Mosquito Netting Around Your Work Area And 

Play Tropical Sounds All Day.  
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15. Five Days In Advance, Tell Your Friends You Can't 

Attend Their Party Because You're Not In The Mood.  

16. Have Your Co-workers Address You By Your 

Wrestling Name, Rock Hard.  

17. When The Money Comes Out Of The ATM, Scream 

"I Won!, I Won!"  

18. When Leaving The Zoo, Start Running Towards The 

Parking Lot, Yelling "Run For Your Lives, They're 

Loose!!"  

19. Tell Your Children Over Dinner, "Due To The 

Economy, We Are Going To Have To Let One Of You 

Go."  

And The Final Way To Keep A Healthy Level Of 

Insanity.......  

20. Send This Message To Someone To Make Them 

Smile...It's Called Therapy...  
 

 

 

 
Long-Distance Calls 
 
A man in Topeka, Kansas decided to write a book about churches around the 
country. He started by flying to San Francisco and worked east from there. 
Going to a very large church, he began taking photographs and notes. He 
spotted a golden telephone on the vestibule wall and was intrigued by a sign 
which read: "$10,000 a minute." Seeking out the Pastor he asked about the 
phone and the sign. The Pastor explained that the golden phone was, in fact, a 
direct line to Heaven and if he paid the price he could talk directly to God. The 
man thanked the Pastor and continued on his way.As he continued to visit 
churches in Seattle, San Diego, Chicago, Greensboro, Tampa and all around 
the United States, he found more phones with the same sign and got the same 
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answer from each Pastor. 
 
Finally, he arrived in Texas. Upon entering a church in Dallas, behold, he saw 
the usual golden telephone. But THIS time, the sign read: "Calls: 35 cents." 
Fascinated, he asked to talk to the Pastor.  
 
"Reverend, I have been in cities all across the country and in each church I 
have found this golden telephone. I have been told it is a direct line to Heaven 
and that I could talk to God, but, in the other churches the cost was $10,000 a 
minute. Your sign reads 35 cents. Why?"  
 
The Pastor, smiling benignly, replied, "Son, you're in Texas now... It's a local 
call." 
 
 

Base Ball 

 

A housewife takes a lover during the day, while her husband is at work. 

Unknown to her, her 9 year old son was hiding in the closet.  Her 

husband 

came home unexpectedly, so she hid her lover in the closet.  The boy 

now has 

company. 

 

Boy:   "Dark in here." 

Man:  "Yes it is." 

Boy:   "I have a baseball." 

Man:  "That's nice." 

Boy:   "Want to buy it?" 

Man:  "No, thanks." 

Boy:   "My dad's outside." 

Man:  "OK, how much?" 

Boy:   "$250." 
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In the next few weeks, it happens again that the boy and the mom's 

lover are 

again in the closet together. 

Boy:   "Dark in here." 

Man:  "Yes, it is." 

Boy:   "I have a baseball glove." 

Man:  "How much?" 

Boy:   "$750." 

Man:  "Fine." 

 

A few days later, the father says to the boy, "Grab your glove. Let's 

go 

outside and toss the baseball."The boy says, "I can't. I sold them." 

The father asks, "How much did you sell them for?" 

The son says, "$1,000." 

The father says, "That's terrible to overcharge your friends like that. 

That is way more than those two things cost. I'm going to take you to 

church 

and make you confess." 

They go to church and the father alerts the priest, and makes the 

Little boy 

sit in the confession booth and closes the door. 

The boy says, "Dark in here." 

The priest says, "Don't start that shit again!"  

 

WISH I HAD MISSED ONE!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

JUST HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

 

My Dad was cleaning out my grandmother's house and he 

brought me 

an old 
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Royal Crown Cola bottle. In the bottle top was a stopper with a 

bunch of 

holes in it. I knew 

immediately what it was, but my daughter had no idea. She 

thought 

they 

had 

tried to make it a salt shaker or something. I knew it as the 

bottle that 

sat on the end of the ironing board to "sprinkle" clothes with 

because we 

didn't have steam irons. 

 

Man, I am old. 

****************************************************

****** 

How Many Do You Remember?? 

 

Head lights dimmer switches on the floor 

Ignition switches on the dashboard 

Heaters mounted on the inside of the fire wall 

Real ice boxes [Ask your Mom about that] 

Pant leg clips for bicycles without chain guards. 

Soldering irons you heat on a gas burner. 

Using hand signals for cars without turn signals. 

******************************************* 

Older Than Dirt Quiz 

 

Count all the ones that you remember-not the ones you were told 

about! 

Ratings at the bottom. 

1. Blackjack chewing gum 
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2. Wax Coke-shaped bottles with colored sugar water 

3. Candy cigarettes 

4. Soda pop machines that dispensed bottle 

5. Coffee shops with tableside jukeboxes 

6. Home milk delivery in glass bottles with cardboard stoppers 

7. Party lines 

8. Newsreels before the movie 

9. P. F. Flyers 

10. Butch wax 

11. Telephone numbers with a word prefix (Olive - 6933) 

12. Peashooters 

13. Howdy Doody 

14. 45 RPM records 

15. S&H Green Stamps 

16. Hi-fi's 

17. Metal ice trays with lever 

18. Mimeograph paper 

19. Blue flashbulb 

20. Packard's 

21. Roller skate keys 

22. Cork popguns 

23. Drive-ins 

24. Studebakers 

25. Wash tub wringers 

 

If you remembered 

0- 05 = You're still young 

6-10 = You are getting older 

11-15 = Don't tell your age, 

Don't forget to pass this along!! Especially to all your really 

OLD 

friends. 
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Goodbye, Mom 

 

A guy shopping in a supermarket noticed a little old lady following him 

around. If he stopped, she stopped. Furthermore she kept staring at him. 

She finally overtook him at the checkout, and she turned to him and said, 

"I hope I haven't made you feel ill at ease; it's just that you look so much 

like my late son."  

 

He answered, "That's okay." 

 

"I know it's silly, but if you'd call out "Good bye, Mom" as I leave the 

store, it would make me feel so happy."  

 

She then went through the checkout ... and as she was on her way out of 

the store, the man called out, "Goodbye, Mother." The little old lady 

waved and smiled back at him. 

 

Pleased that he had brought a little sunshine into someone's day, he went 

to pay for his groceries.  

 

"That comes to $121.85," said the clerk  

 

"How come so much? I only bought 5 items.."  

 

The clerk replied, "Yeah, but your Mother said you'd pay for her things, 

too."  

 

DO NOT TRUST LITTLE OLD LADIES........ 

 

PUN with a NUN  
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Lost on a rainy night, a nun stumbles across a monastery and requests  

shelter there. Fortunately, she's just in time for dinner and was treated  

to the best fish and chips she's ever had. 

 

After dinner, she goes into the kitchen to thank the chefs. 

 

She is met by two brothers, "Hello, I'm Brother Michael, and this is  

Brother Charles." 

 

"I'm very pleased to meet you. I just wanted to thank you for a wonderful  

dinner. The fish and chips were the best I've ever tasted. Out of  

curiosity, who cooked what?" 

 

Brother Charles replied, "Well, I'm the fish friar." 

 

She turns the other brother and says, "Then you must be...?" 

 

"Yes, I'm the chip monk."  

 

This 80 year old woman was arrested for shop lifting.  

 

When she went before the judge in Cincinnati he asked her,  

 

"What did you steal?" She replied, "A can of peaches." 

 

The judge then asked her why she had stolen the can of peaches  

 

and she replied that she was hungry. The judge then asked her  

 

how many peaches were in the can. She replied six. 

 

The judge then said, "I will then give you 6 days in jail." 
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Before the judge could actually pronounce the punishment, the  

 

woman's husband spoke up and asked the judge if he could say  

 

something. The judge said, "What is it?" 

 

The husband said, "She also stole a can of peas." 

 

Coincidence 

 

A chicken farmer went to a local bar, sat next 

to a woman, and ordered a glass of champagne. 

 

The woman perks up and says, "How about that? 

I just ordered a glass of champagne, too!" 

 

"What a coincidence," he said, "This is a 

special day for me. I'm celebrating." 

 

"This is a special day for me, too, and I'm 

also celebrating!," says the woman. 

 

"What a coincidence," says the man. As they 

clinked glasses he asked, 

 

"What are you celebrating?" 

 

"My husband and I have been trying to have a 

child, and today my gynecologist told me 

I'm pregnant!" 

 

"What a coincidence," says the man. "I'm a 
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chicken farmer. For years all my hens were 

infertile, but today they're finally laying 

fertilized eggs." 

 

"That's great!" says the woman, "How did your 

chickens become fertile?" 

 

"I switched cocks," he replied. 

 

She smiled and said, "What a coincidence!" 

 

 

CUTE JOKES 

 

I was in the Express Lane at the store, quietly fuming. Completely  

ignoring the sign, the woman ahead of me had slipped into the  

check-out line pushing a cart piled high with groceries. 

Imagine my delight when the cashier beckoned the woman to come  

forward, looked into the cart and asked sweetly, "So, which six  

items would you like to buy?" 

**** 

Because they had no reservations at a busy restaurant, my elderly  

neighbor and his wife were told there would be a 45-minute wait for  

a table. "Young man, we're both 90 years old," the 

husband said. "We may not have 45 minutes." 

 

They were seated immediately. 

**** 

The reason congressmen try so hard to get reelected is that they  

would hate to have to make a living under the laws they've passed. 

**** 

All eyes were on the radiant bride as her father escorted her down  

the aisle. They reached the altar and the waiting groom; the bride  
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kissed her father and placed something in his hand. The guests in  

the front pews responded with ripples of laughter. Even the priest  

smiled broadly. As her father gave her away in marriage, the bride  

gave him back his credit card. 

**** 

Women and cats will do as they please, and men 

and dogs should get used to the idea. 

**** 

Three friends from the local congregation were asked, "When you're  

in your casket, and friends and congregation members are mourning  

over you, what would you like them to say?" 

Artie said, "I would like them to say I was a wonderful husband, a  

fine spiritual leader, and a great family man." 

Merle commented, "I would like them to say I was a wonderful teacher  

and servant of God who made a huge difference in peoples lives." 

Don said, "I'd like them to say, 'Look! He's moving!'" 

**** 

Smith climbs to the top of Mt. Sinai to get close enough to talk to  

God. Looking up, he asks the Lord, "God, what does a million years  

mean to you?" 

The Lord replies, "A minute." 

Smith asks, "And what does a million dollars mean to you?" 

 

The Lord replies, "A penny." 

Smith asks, "Can I have a penny?" 

The Lord replies, "In a minute." 

**** 

A man goes to see the Rabbi. "Rabbi, something terrible is happening  

and I have to talk to you about it." 

The Rabbi asked, "What's wrong?" 

The man replied, "My wife is poisoning me." 

The Rabbi, very surprised by this, asks, "How can that be?" 
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The man then pleads, "I'm telling you, I'm certain she's poisoning  

me. What should I do?" 

The Rabbi then offers, "Tell you what. Let me talk to her. I'll see  

what I can find out and I'll let you know." 

A week later the Rabbi calls the man and says. "I spoke to your  

wife...spoke to her on the phone for three hours. You want my  

advice?" 

The man said yes, and the Rabbi replied, "Take the poison." 

 

 

CHINESE 
PROVERBS  

 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  

Man who run in front of car get tired.  
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Man who run behind car gets exhausted. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  

Man who walk through airport turnstile 
sideways going to Bangkok  

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Man with one chopstick goes hungry. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
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Man who scratch ass should not bite 
fingernails. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Man who eat many prunes get good run 

for money. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Baseball is wrong: man with four balls 
cannot walk. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Panties not best thing on earth!  But next 

to best thing on earth. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  

War does not determine who is right , 
war determine who is left. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Wife who put husband in doghouse soon 

find him in cat house. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Man who fight with wife all day gets no 
piece at night. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  
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It takes many nails to build crib, but one 
screw to fill it. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Man who drive like hell, bound to get 

there. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  

Man who stand on toilet is high on pot. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Man who live in glass house should 
change clothes in basement. 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  
Man who fish in other man's well often 

catch crabs. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Man who fart in church sit in own pew. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  

Crowded elevator smell different to 
midget. 
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PET RULES 

 

To be posted VERY LOW on the refrigerator door -- 

nose height. 

 

Dear Dogs and Cats: 

 

The dishes with the paw print are yours and contain 
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your food. The other  

dishes are mine and contain my food. Please note, 

placing a paw print in  

the middle of my plate and food does not stake a 

claim for it becoming your  

food and dish, nor do I find that aesthetically 

pleasing in the slightest.  

The stairway was not designed by NASCAR and is not a 

racetrack. Beating me  

to the bottom is not the object. Tripping me doesn't 

help because I fall  

faster than you can run. I cannot buy anything 

bigger than a king sized  

bed. I am very sorry about this. Do not think I will 

continue sleeping on  

the couch to ensure your comfort. Dogs and cats can 

actually curl up in a  

ball when they sleep. 

 

It is not necessary to sleep perpendicular to each 

other stretched out to  

the fullest extent possible. I also know that 

sticking tails straight out  

and having tongues hanging out the other end to 

maximize space is nothing  

but sarcasm. For the last time, there is not a 

secret exit from the  

bathroom. If by some miracle I beat you there and 

manage to get the door  

shut, it is not necessary to claw, whine, meow, try 

to turn the knob or get  

your paw under the edge and try to pull the door 

open. I must exit through  
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the same door I entered. Also, I have been using the 

bathroom for years --  

canine or feline attendance is not mandatory. 

 

The proper order is kiss me, THEN go smell the other 

dog or cat's butt. I  

cannot stress this enough! To pacify you, my dear 

pets, I have posted the  

following message on our front door: 

 

To All Non-Pet Owners Who Visit and Like to Complain 

About Our Pets: 

 

1. They live here. You don't. 

2. If you don't want their hair on your clothes, 

stay off the furniture.  

(That's why they call it furniture). 

3. I like my pets a lot better than I like most 

people. 

4. To you, it's an animal -- to me, he/she is an 

adopted son/daughter who  

is short, hairy, walks on all fours and doesn't 

speak clearly. Remember:  

Dogs and cats are better than kids because they: 

1. Eat less. 

2. Don't ask for money all the time. 

3. Are easier to train. 

4. Usually come when called. 

5. Never drive your car. 

6. Don't hang out with drug-using friends. 

7. Don't smoke or drink alcoholic beverages. 

8. Don't worry about having to buy the latest 
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fashions 

9. Don't wear your clothes. 

10. Don't need a gazillion dollars for college, and 

11. If they get pregnant, you can sell their 

children.  

 
A young woman had been taking golf lessons. 

 

She had just started playing her first round of golf when she suffered a 

bee sting. 

 

Her pain was so intense that she decided to return to the 

 

clubhouse for help and to complain. 

 

Her golf pro saw her come into the clubhouse and asked, "Why are you 

 

back in so early? What's wrong?" 

 

"I was stung by a bee", she said. 

 

"Where", he asked. 

 

"Between the first and second hole", she replied. 

 

He nodded knowingly and said, "Then your stance is too wide." 

 
Mad Wife Disease 

Jim was sitting quietly reading his paper when his 
wife, June walked up behind him and whacked him on 

the head with a magazine. 
"What was that for?" he asked. 
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"That was for the piece of paper in your pants pocket 

with the name Mary Lou written on it," she replied. 
"Two weeks ago when I went to the races, Mary Lou 
was the name of one of the horses I bet on," he 

explained. 
"Oh dear, I'm sorry," she said. "I should have known 

there was a good explanation." 
Three days later he was watching a ball game on TV 
when she walked up and hit him in the head again, 

this time with the iron skillet, which knocked him out 
cold. When he came to, he asked, "What the hell was 

that for?" 
She replied, "Your horse called." 

 

 
Obvious, but sometimes those are the things we overlook.............. 

 

 

 

 

 

Here's a good tip that came from a neighborhood watch coordinator. 

"When 

someone is trying to get into your house, or if you hear a noise outside 

your house," keep your car keys next to your bed on the night stand and 

just 

press the panic alarm on your car. It will go off from most everywhere 

inside your house and keep honking until your battery runs down or until 

you 

reset it with the button on the key chain. 
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It works great. Another way to avoid a possible break in. 

 

 
Funeral Expenses..! 

 
A woman's husband dies. He had left $30,000 to be used  
for an elaborate funeral. 
After everything is done at the funeral home and cemetery,  
she tells her closest friend that "there is absolutely nothing left  
from the $30,000." 
The friend asks, "How can that be?" 
The widow says, "Well, the funeral cost was $6,500. And,  
of course, I made a donation to the church -- that was $500,  
and I spent another $500 for the wake, food and drinks -- you  
know. The rest went for the memorial stone". 
The friend says, "$22,500 for the memorial stone? My God,  
how big is it?" 
The widow says, "Four and a half carats." 

 

 
What do Retired People do All Day? 
 

 

Working people frequently ask retired people what they do to make their 

days interesting. 

 

Well, for example, the other day I went into town and went into a shop. 

 

I was only in there for about 5 minutes, when I came out there was a cop 

writing out a parking ticket. 

 

I went up to him and said, "Come on man, how about giving a senior 

citizen a break?" 
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He ignored me and continued writing the ticket. I called him a jerk. 

 

He glared at me and started writing another ticket for having worn tires. 

 

So, I called him a Nazi. He finished the second ticket and put it on the 

windshield with the first. 

 

Then he started writing a third ticket. This went on for about 20 minutes. 

 

The more I abused him, the more tickets he wrote. 

 

Personally, I didn't care. I came into town by bus. 

 

I try to have a little fun each day now that I'm retired. It's important at 

my age. 

 
Real Newspaper Ads 
 

 
Subject: Real Newspaper Ads 

FREE YORKSHIRE TERRIER. 8 years old. 
Hateful little bitch. Bites.  
 
FREE PUPPIES: 1/2 Cocker Spaniel, 1/2 sneaky neighbor's dog.  
 
FREE PUPPIES... Part German Shepherd, part stupid dog.  
 
FREE GERMAN SHEPHERD 85 lbs. Neutered. Speaks German.  
 
FOUND DIRTY WHITE DOG. Looks like a rat. Been out a while. Better be a  
Reward for this nasty little thing.  
 
COWS, CALVES: NEVER BRED.. Also 1 gay bull for sale.  
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NORDIC TRACK $300 Hardly used, call Chubby.  
 
JOINING NUDIST COLONY! Must sell washer and dryer $300.  
 

WEDDING DRESS FOR SALE. WORN ONCE BY MISTAKE. Call 

Stephanie.  
 
(AND THE BEST ONE)  
 

FOR SALE BY OWNER: Complete set of Encyclopedia 

Britannica! 45 volumes. Excellent condition. $1,000 or best offer. No 
longer needed, got married  
last month. Wife knows everything. 

 

 
A PICTURE ON THE NIGHT STAND 
 

 
After a long night of making love, he notices a photo of 
another man on her nightstand by the bed. He begins to 
worry.  

 
"Is this your husband?" he nervously asks. 
"No, silly," she replies, snuggling up to him. 

 
"Your boyfriend, then?" he continues. 
"No, not at all," she says, nibbling away at his ear. 

 
"Is it your dad or your brother?" he inquires, hoping to be 
reassured. 
"No, no, no!" she answers. 
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"Well, who in the hell is he, then?" he demands. 

 
"That's me before the surgery." 

 
Everybody on earth dies and goes to heaven. God comes and says, "I 

want the men to make two lines. One line for the men that 

dominated their women on earth and the other line for the men that 

were dominated by their women. Also, I want all the women to go 

with St. Peter." 

 

With that said and done, the next time God looked, the women are 

gone and there are two lines. The line of the men that were 

dominated by their women was 100 miles long, and in the line of 

men that dominated their women, there was only one man. 

 

God got mad and said, "You men should be ashamed of yourselves. I 

created, you in my image and you were all whipped by your mates. 

Look at the only, one of my sons that stood up and made me proud. 

Learn from him! Tell them my son, how did you manage to be the 

only one in this line?" 

 

And the man replied, "I don't know, my wife told me to stand here." 

 

 

 
THE LOVE STORY OF JIM AND EDNA 
 
Jim and Edna were both patients in a mental hospital. One 
day, while they were walking past the hospital swimming 
pool, Jim suddenly jumped into the deep end. He sank to 
the bottom of the pool and stayed there. Edna promptly 
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jumped in to save him. She swam to the bottom and 
pulled Jim out. 
 
When the Head Nurse Director became aware of Edna's 
heroic act, she immediately ordered her to be discharged 
from the hospital, as she now considered her to be 
mentally stable.  
When she went to tell Edna the news, she said, "Edna, I 
have good news and bad news. The good news is you're 
being discharged, since you were able to rationally 
respond to a crisis by jumping in and saving the life of the 
person you love, I have concluded that your act displays 
sound mindedness. 
The bad news is, Jim hung himself in the bathroom with 
his bathrobe belt right after you saved him. I am so sorry, 
but he's dead." 
 
Edna replied, "He didn't hang himself, I put him there to 
dry. How soon can I go home?" 
 
 

WORD SCRABBLE 

 

This has got to be one of the cleverest E-mails received in a while. 

Someone out there either has too much spare time or is deadly at 

Scrabble. 

(Wait till you see the last one)!  
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DORMITORY:  

When you rearrange the letters: 

DIRTY ROOM  

 

PRESBYTERIAN:  

When you rearrange the letters:  

BEST IN PRAYER  

 

ASTRONOMER:  

When you rearrange the letters:  

MOON STARER 
 

DESPERATION:  

When you rearrange the letters:  

A ROPE ENDS IT 
 

THE EYES:  

When you rearrange the letters: 

THEY SEE  

 

GEORGE BUSH: 

When you rearrange the letters:  

HE BUGS GORE  

 

THE MORSE CODE: 

When you rearrange the letters:  

HERE COME DOTS 
 

SLOT MACHINES:  

When you rearrange the letters:  
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CASH LOST IN ME 
 

ANIMOSITY:  

When you rearrange the letters: 

IS NO AMITY  
 

ELECTION RESULTS:  

When you rearrange the letters: 

LIES - LET'S RECOUNT  

 

SNOOZE ALARMS: 

When you rearrange the letters:  

ALAS! NO MORE Z 'S  

 

A DECIMAL POINT: 

When you rearrange the letters:  

IM A DOT IN PLACE 
 

THE EARTHQUAKES:  

When you rearrange the letters:  

THAT QUEER SHAKE 
 

ELEVEN PLUS TWO:  

When you rearrange the letters: 

TWELVE PLUS ONE  
 

 

AND FOR THE GRAND FINALE:  

 

MOTHER-IN-LAW:  

When you rearrange the letters:  

WOMAN HITLER 
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We rarely get a chance to see another 
country's editorial about the USA.  
 

  

Read this excerpt from a Romanian 
Newspaper.   
The article was written by Mr. Cornel 
Nistorescu and published under the 
title "C"ntarea Americii, meaning 
"Ode To America") in the Romanian 
newspaper Evenimentulzilei  
 
  

              "The Daily Event" or "News of 
the Day."  
       ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''  

  

                  &nb sp;          ~An Ode to 
America~  
 
  

Why are Americans so united?   
 

They would not resemble one 
another even if you painted them all 
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one color!  They speak all the 
languages of the world and form an 
astonishing mixture of civilizations 
and religious beliefs.   
  

Still, the American tragedy  turned 
three hundred million people into a 
hand put on the heart.  
 
  

Nobody rushed to accuse the White 
House, the army, or the secret 
service that they are only a bunch of 
losers.   
Nobody rushed to empty their bank 
accounts.   
Nobody rushed out onto the streets 
nearby to gape about.   
Instead the Americans volunteered to 
donate blood and to give a helping 
hand.  
 
  

After the first moments of panic, they 
raised their flag over the smoking 
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ruins, putting on T-shirts, caps and 
ties in the colors of th e national 
flag.   
They placed flags on buildings and 
cars as if in every place and on every 
car a government official or the 
president was passing.  
 
  

On every occasion, they started 
singing: "God Bless America!"    
I watched the live broadcast and 
rerun after rerun for hours listening 
to the story of the guy who went 
down one hundred floors with a 
woman in a wheelchair without 
knowing who she was, or of the 
Californian hockey player, who gave 
his life fighting with the terrorists 
and prevented the plane from hitting 
a target that could have killed other 
hundreds or thousands of people.  
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How on earth were they able to 
respond united as one human being?  
Imperceptibly, with every word and 
musical note, the memory of some 
turned into a modern myth of tragic 
heroes.  
And with every phone call, millions 
and millions of dollars were put into 
a collection aimed at rewarding not a 
man or a family, but a spirit, which 
no money can buy.  

  

What on earth can unite the 
Americans in such a way?   
Their land?  Their history?  Their 
economic Power?  Money?   
I tried for hours to find an answer, 
humming songs and murmuring 
phrases with the risk of sounding 
commonplace, I thought things over, 
I reached but only one conclusion... 
Only freedom can work such 
miracles.  
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The Old Pastor's Last Request 

 

An old pastor lay dying. He sent a message for an IRS agent and his 

lawyer to come to the hospital. When they arrived, they were ushered  

up to his room. As they entered the room, the pastor held out his hands 

and motioned for them to sit on each side of the bed. 

 

The pastor grasped their hands, sighed contentedly, smiled, and  

stared at the ceiling. For a time, no one said anything. Both the IRS agent 

and lawyer were touched and flattered that the old man would ask  

them to be with him during his final moments. They were also puzzled  

because the pastor had never given any indication that he particularly 

liked either one of them. 

 

Finally, the Lawyer asked, "Pastor, why did you ask the two of us to 

come here?" 

 

The old pastor mustered all his strength, then said weakly, "Jesus  

died between two thieves, and that's how I want to go. 

 
By patients during Colonoscopies: 

Colonoscopies are no joke , but these comments during the exam were 

quite  

humorous..... A physician claimed that the following are actual 

comments  

made by his patients (predominately male) while he was performing their  

colonoscopies: 

 

 

 1. "Take it easy, Doc. You're boldly going where no man has gone 

before! 
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 2. "Find Amelia Earhart yet?" 

 

 3. "Can you hear me NOW?" 

 

 4. "Are we there yet? Are we there yet? Are we there yet?" 

 

 5. "You know, in Arkansas, we're now legally married." 

 

 6. "Any sign of the trapped miners, Chief?" 

 

 7. "You put your left hand in, you take your left hand out..." 

 

 8. "Hey! Now I know how a Muppet feels!" 

 

 9. "If your hand doesn't fit, you must quit! 

 

 10. "Hey Doc, let me know if you find my dignity." 

 

 11. "You used to be an executive at Enron, didn't you?" 

 

 12. "God, now I know why I am not gay." 

 

 And the best one of all... 

 

 13. "Could you write a note for my wife saying that my head is not up  

here?" 

 

 
What Starts With An F and..... 
 
What Starts with F and ends with K 

A first-grade teacher, Ms. Brooks, was having trouble with one of her 

students. The teacher asked, "Harry, what's your problem?"  
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Harry answered, "I'm too smart for the 1st grade. My sister is in the 

3rd grade and I'm smarter than she is! I think I should be in the 3rd 

grade too!"  

 

Ms. Brooks had had enough. She took Harry to the principal's office.  

 

While Harry waited in the outer office, the teacher explained to the 

principal what the situation was. The principal told Ms. Brooks he 

would give the boy a test. If he failed to answer any of his questions 

he was to go back to the 1st grade and behave. She agreed.  

 

Harry was brought in and the conditions were explained to him and 

he agreed to take the test  

 

Principal: "What is 3 x 3?"  

 

Harry: "9."  

 

 

Principal: "What is 6 x 6?"  

 

Harry: "36."  

 

And so it went with every question the principal thought a 3rd grader 

should know.  

 

The principal looks at Ms. Brooks and tells her, "I think Harry can go 

to the 3rd grade."  

 

Ms. Brooks says to the principal, "Let me ask him some questions."  

 

The principal and Harry both agreed 

Ms. Brooks asks, "What does a cow have four of that I have only two 

of?"  
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Harry, after a moment: "Legs."  

 

Ms. Brooks: "What is in your pants that you have but I do not have?"  

 

The principal wondered why would she ask such a question!  

 

Harry replied: "Pockets."  

 

Ms. Brooks: "What does a dog do that a man steps into?"  

 

Harry: "Pants."  

 

Ms. Brooks: What starts with a C, ends with a T, is hairy, oval, 

delicious and contains thin, whitish liquid?"  

 

Harry: "Coconut."  

 

The principal sat forward with his mouth hanging open.  

 

Ms. Brooks: "What goes in hard and pink then comes out soft and 

sticky?"  

 

The principal's eyes opened really wide and before he could stop the 

answer, Harry replied, "Bubble gum."  

 

Ms. Brooks: "What does a man do standing up, a woman does sitting 

down and a dog does on three legs?"  

 

Harry: "Shake hands."  

 

The principal was trembling.  

 

Ms. Brooks: "What word starts with an 'F' and ends in 'K' that means 

a lot of heat and excitement?" 
Harry: "Fire truck."  

 

The principal breathed a sigh of relief and told the teacher, "Put Harry in the fifth-

grade, I got the last seven questions wrong. 
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A woman walked into an accountant's office and told him that she needs 

to 

file her income tax return. The accountant says , "Before we begin, 

I'll need to ask you a few questions." He gets her name, address, social 

security number, etc. and then asks, "what is your occupation?" 

"I'm a whore," she says. 

The accountant is somewhat taken back and says, "No, No, No, that 

won't 

work That is too gross. Let's try to rephrase that" 

The woman says, "OK, I'm a high-end call girl". 

"No, that is still too crude. Try again." 

They both think for a minute; then the woman says, "I'm an elite 

chicken farmer." 

The accountant asks, "What does chicken farming have to do with being 

a 

whore?" 

"Well, I raised over a thousand little peckers last year.""Good enough." 

 

 
CONFOUNDED SEX: 

A man was in a terrible accident, and his "manhood" was mangled and 

torn from his body. His doctor assured him that modern medicine could 

give 

him back his manhood, but that his insurance wouldn't cover the surgery, 

since it was considered cosmetic. The doctor said the cost would be 

$3,500 for "small, $6,500 for "medium, $14,000 for "large." The man 

was 

sure he would want a medium or large, but the doctor urged him to talk 

it over with his wife before he made any decision. The man called his 

wife on the phone and explained their options. The doctor came back 
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into the room, and found the man looking dejected. "Well, what have the 

two 

of you decided?" asked the doctor. The man answered, "She'd rather 

remodel the kitchen". 

 

New Supermarket 

 

The new Supermarket near our house has an automatic water mister to 

keep 

the produce fresh. Just before it goes on, you hear the sound of a 

thunderstorm and the smell of fresh rain. 

 

When you approach the milk cases, you hear cows mooing and witness 

the 

scent of fresh butter fat. 

 

When you approach the egg case, you hear hens cackle and the 

air is filled with the pleasing aroma of eggs frying. 

 

So far I have been too afraid to go down the toilet paper aisle 

 
 

Two ladies talking in heaven 

 

 

1st woman:     Hi! My name is Wanda.  

2nd woman:     Hi! I'm Sylvia. How'd you die?  

1st woman:     I froze to death.  

2nd woman:     How horrible!  
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1st woman:     It wasn't so bad. After I quit shaking from the 

cold, I began to get warm & sleepy, and finally died a peaceful 

death. What about you?  

2nd woman:     I died of a massive heart attack. I suspected 

that my husband was cheating, so I came home early to catch 

him in the act. But instead, I found him all by himself in the 

den watching TV.  

1st woman:     So, what happened?  

2nd woman:     I was so sure there was another woman there 

somewhere that I started running all over the house looking. I 

ran up into the attic and searched, and down into the basement. 

Then I went through every closet and checked under all the 

beds. I kept  this up until I  had  looked everywhere,and finally 

I became so exhausted  that I just  keeled over with a heart 

attack and died.  

1st woman:     Too bad you didn't look in the freezer---we'd 

both still be alive.  

 
Israel facts 
  
 
 
The Middle East has been growing date palms for centuries. The average 
tree is about 18-20 feet tall and yields about 38 pounds of dates a year. 
  
Israeli date trees are now yielding 400 pounds/year and are short enough 
to be harvested from the ground or a short ladder. 
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Israel the 100th smallest country, with less than 1/1000th of the world's 
population, can lay claim to the following : 
  
The cell phone was developed in Israel by Israelis working in the Israeli 
branch of Motorola, which has its largest development center in Israel 
. 
  
Most of the Windows NT and XP operating systems were developed by 
Microsoft-Israel. 
  
The Pentium MMX Chip technology was designed in Israel at Intel . 
  
Both the Pentium-4 microprocessor and the Centrino processor were 
entirely designed, developed and produced in Israel. 
  
The Pentium microprocessor in your computer was most likely made in 
Israel. 
  
Voice mail technology was developed in Israel. 
  
Both Microsoft and Cisco built their only R&D facilities outside the US in 
Israel. 
  
The technology for the AOL Instant Messenger ICQ was developed in 
1996 by four young Israelis. 
  
Israel has the fourth largest air force in the world (after the U.S, Russia 
and China). In addition to a large variety of other aircraft, Israel's air force 
has an aerial arsenal of over 250 F-16's. This is the largest fleet of F-16 
aircraft outside of the U. S. 
  
Israel's $100 billion economy is larger than all of its immediate neighbors 
combined. 
  
Israel has the highest percentage in the world of home computers per 
capita. 
  
According to industry officials, Israel designed the airline industry's most 
impenetrable flight security. US officials now look (finally) to Israel for 
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advice on how to handle airborne security threats. 
  
Israel has the highest ratio of university degrees to the population in the 
world. 
  
Israel produces more scientific papers per capita than any other nation by 
a large margin - 109 per 10,000 people --as well as one of the highest per 
capita rates of patents filed. 
  
In proportion to its population, Israel has the largest number of startup 
companies in the world. In absolute terms, Israel has the largest number 
of startup companies than any other country in the world, except the U.S. 
(3,500 companies mostly in hi-tech). 
  
With more than 3,000 high-tech companies and startups, Israel has the 
highest concentration of hi-tech companies in the world -- apart from the 
Silicon Valley, U.S. 
  
Israel is ranked #2 in the world for venture capital funds right behind the 
U.S. 
  
Outside the United States and Canada, Israel has the largest number of 
NASDAQ listed companies. 
  
Israel has the highest average living standards in the Middle East. 
  
The per capita income in 2000 was over $17,500, exceeding that of the UK. 
  
On a per capita basis, Israel has the largest number of biotech startups. 
  
Twenty-four per cent of Israel's workforce holds university degrees, 
ranking third in the industrialized world, after the United States and 
Holland and 
12 per cent hold advanced degrees. 
  
Israel is the only liberal democracy in the Middle East. 
  
In 1984 and 1991, Israel airlifted a total of 22,000 Ethiopian Jews 
(Operation Solomon) at Risk in Ethiopia, to safety in Israel. 
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When Golda Meir was elected Prime Minister of Israel in 1969, she 
became the world's second elected female leader in modern times. 
  
When the U. S. Embassy in Nairobi, Kenya was bombed in 1998, Israeli 
rescue teams were on the scene within a day -- and saved three victims 
from the rubble. 
  
Israel has the third highest rate of entrepreneurship -- and the highest 
rate among women and among people over 55 - in the world. 
  
Relative to its population, Israel is the largest immigrant-absorbing nation 
on earth. Immigrants come in search of democracy, religious freedom, 
and economic opportunity. (Hundreds of thousands from the former 
Soviet Union) 
  
Israel was the first nation in the world to adopt the Kimberly process, an 
international standard that certifies diamonds as "conflict free." 
  
Israel has the world's second highest per capita of new books. 
  
Israel is the only country in the world that entered the 21st century with a 
net gain in its number of trees, made more remarkable because this was 
achieved in an area considered mainly desert. 
  
Israel has more museums per capita than any other country. 
  
Medicine... Israeli scientists developed the first fully computerized, no-
radiation, diagnostic instrumentation for breast cancer. 
  
An Israeli company developed a computerized system for ensuring 
proper administration of medications, thus removing human error from 
medical treatment. Every year in U. S. hospitals 7,000 patients die from 
treatment mistakes. 
  
Israel's Given Imaging developed the first ingestible video camera, so 
small it fits inside a pill. Used to view the small intestine from the inside, 
cancer and digestive disorders . 
  
Researchers in Israel developed a new device that directly helps the heart 
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pump blood, an innovation with the potential to save lives among those 
with heart failure. The new device, synchronized with the camera, helps 
doctors diagnose the hearts mechanical operations through a 
sophisticated system of sensors. 
  
Israel leads the world in the number of scientists and technicians in the 
workforce, with 145 per 10,000, as opposed to 85 in the U. S., over 70 in 
Japan, and less than 60 in Germany. With over 25% of its work force 
employed in technical professions. Israel places first in this category as 
well. 
  
A new acne treatment developed in Israel, the Clear Light device, 
produces a high-intensity, ultraviolet-light-free, narrow-band blue light 
that causes acne bacteria to self-destruct -- all without damaging 
surrounding skin or tissue. 
  
An Israeli company was the first to develop and install a large-scale solar-
powered and fully functional electricity generating plant, in southern 
California's Mojave desert. 
  
All the above while engaged in regular wars with an implacable enemy 
that seeks its destruction, and an economy continuously under strain by 
having to spend more per capita on its own protection than any other 
county on earth. 
  
 
  
Little old lady 
 

 

A little old lady is walking down the street, dragging two plastic garbage 

bags with her, one in each hand. There's a hole in one of the bags, and 

every once in awhile a $20 bill flys out of it onto the pavement. 

 

Noticing this, a policeman stops her. "Ma'am, there are $20 bills falling 

out of that bag. 

" 
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"Damn!" says the little old lady. "I'd better go back and see if I can 

still find some. Thanks for the warning!" 

 

"Well, now, not so fast," says the cop. "How did you get all that money? 

Did you steal it?" 

Oh, no," says the little old lady. "You see, my backyard backs up to 

the parking lot of the football stadium. Each time there's a game, a 

lot of fans come and pee in the bushes, right into my flower beds!So, 

I go and stand behind the bushes with a big hedge clipper, and each 

time someone sticks his little thingie through the bushes, I say: $20 

or off it comes!" 

 

Hey, not a bad idea!" laughs the cop. "OK, good luck! By the way, 

what's in the other bag?" 

Well," says the little old lady, "not all of them pay." 

 
Made Me Smile 
 

 How many dogs does it take to change a light bulb? 

 

 

Golden Retriever: The sun is shining, the day is young, we've   

got our whole lives ahead of us, and you're inside worrying about a   

stupid burned out bulb? 

Border Collie: Just one. And then I'll replace any wiring that's   

not up to code. 

Dachshund: You know I can't reach that stupid lamp! 

Rottweiler: Make me. 

Boxer: Who cares? I can still play with my squeaky toys in the   

dark. 

Lab: Oh, me, me!!!!! Pleeeeeeeeeze let me change the light bulb!   

Can I? Can I? Huh? Huh? Huh? Can I? Pleeeeeeeeeze, please, please,   

please! 

German Shepherd: I'll change it as soon as I've led these people   

from the dark, check to make sure I haven't missed any, and make just   

one more perimeter patrol to see that no one has tried to take   

advantage of the situation. 
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Jack Russell Terrier: I'll just pop it in while I'm bouncing off   

the walls and furniture. 

Old English Sheep Dog: Light bulb? I'm sorry, but I don't see a   

light bulb! 

Cocker Spaniel: Why change it? I can still pee on the carpet in   

the dark. 

Chihuahua : Yo quiero Taco Bulb. Or "We don't need no stinking   

light bulb." 

Greyhound: It isn't moving. Who cares? 

Australian Shepherd: First, I'll put all the light bulbs in a   

little circle... 

Poodle: I'll just blow in the Border Collie's ear and he'll do   

it. By the time he finishes rewiring the house, my nails will be dry. 

 

 How many cats does it take to change a light bulb? 

 

 

 Cats do not change light bulbs. People change light bulbs. So, the   

 real question is: 

How long will it be before I can expect some light, some dinner,   

and a massage?" 

 ALL OF WHICH PROVES, ONCE AGAIN, THAT WHILE DOGS HAVE 

MASTERS, CATS   

 HAVE STAFF! 

 WHY GOD MADE PETS 

 They help out around the house... 

 

 

 They protect our children ... 

 

 They look out for the smaller ones ... 

 

They show us how to relax ... 

 

 

 

 They "converse" with each other 

 

 They help you when you're down ... 
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They are great at decorating for the Holidays 

 

 

They have "great" expectations 

 They are Patriotic 

 He must be in the reserves; the flag on his hat is backwards. 

They are happy to "test" the water... 

 

They love their "teddies" 

They know who's "BOSS" 

 

AND - They know when we need a good LAUGH! 

 

 

Lessons from Bill Gates  

 

Love him or hate him, he sure hits the nail on the head with this!    
To anyone with kids of any age, here's some advice.  
 

Bill Gates recently gave a speech at a High School about 11 things they did not 
and will not  learn in school.  He talks about how feel-good, politically correct 
teachings created a generation of kids with no concept of reallty and how this 
concept set them up for failure in the real world.  
 

Rule 1:  Life is not fair - get used to it!  
 

Rule 2:  The world won't care about your self-esteem. The  world will expect 
you to accomplish something BEFORE you feel good about  yourself.  
 

Rule 3:  You will NOT make $60,000 a year right out of high school.  You won't 
be a vice-president with a car phone until you earn both.  
 

Rule 4:  If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you get a boss.  
 

Rule 5:  Flipping burgers is not beneath your dignity.  Your Grandparents had a 
different word for burger flipping: they called it opportunity.  
 

Rule 6:  If you mess up, it's not your parents' fault, so don't whine  about your 
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mistakes, learn from them.  
 

Rule 7: Before you were born, your parents weren't as boring as they are now. 
 They got that way from paying your bills, cleaning your clothes and listening to 
you talk about how cool you thought you were.  So before you save the rain 
forest from the parasites of your parent's  generation, try delousing the closet in 
your own room.  
 

Rule 8:  Your school may have done away with winners and losers, but life 
HAS NOT.  In some schools, they have abolished failing grades and they'll give 
you as MANY TIMES as you want to get the right answer.  This doesn't bear 
the slightest resemblance to ANYTHING in real life.  
 

Rule 9:  Life is not divided into semesters. You don't get summers off and very 
few employers are interested in helping you FIND YOURSELF.   Do that on 
your own time.  
 

Rule 10:  Television is NOT real life.  In real life people actually have to leave 
the coffee shop and go to jobs.  
 

Rule 11: Be nice to nerds.  Chances are you'll end up working for one. 
 

Medicare 
Coverage In A 

Nutshell 

The phone rings and the lady of the house answers, "Hello." 

"Mrs. Ward, please." 

"Speaking." 
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"Mrs. Ward, this is Doctor Jones at the Medical Testing Laboratory. 
When your doctor sent your husband's biopsy to the lab yesterday, a 
biopsy from another Mr. Ward arrived as well, and we are now 
uncertain which one is your husband's. Frankly the results are either 
bad or terrible." 

"What do you mean?" Mrs. Ward asks nervously. 

"Well, one of the specimens tested positive for Alzheimer's and the 
other one tested positive for AIDS. We can't tell which is your 
husband's." 

"That's dreadful! Can't you do the test again?" questioned Mrs. Ward. 

"Normally we can, but Medicare will only pay for these expensive tests 
one time." 

"Well, what am I supposed to do now?" 

"The people at Medicare recommend that you drop your husband off 
somewhere in the middle of town. If he finds his way home, don't sleep 
with him." 

 

 
An elderly retired Marine Fighter Pilot moved into a 
retirement community 
 where good looking eligible women were at a premium.  
After he had been there for a week, he went to confession and said, " 
Bless me Father for I 
 have sinned. Last week I was with seven different women." 
 The priest replied, "Take seven lemons, squeeze them into a glass 
 and drink the juice without pausing." 
 "Will that cleanse me of my sins, Father?" 
 "No," said the priest, "but it will wipe that shit-eatin' grin off 
 your face." 

 

 
" Hi honey. This is Daddy. 
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Is Mommy near the phone?" "No Daddy. 

 

She's upstairs in the bedroom with Uncle Paul." 

 

After a brief pause, 

 

Daddy says, "But honey, you haven't got an Uncle Paul." 

 

"Oh yes I do, and he's upstairs in the room with Mommy, 

right now." 

 

Brief Pause. 

 

"Uh, okay then, this is what I want you to do. 

 

Put the phone down on the table, 

run upstairs and knock on the bedroom door 

and shout to Mommy that Daddy's car 

just pulled into the driveway." 

 

 

"Okay Daddy, just a minute." 

 

 

A few minutes later the little girl comes back to the phone. 

 

"I did it Daddy." 

 

"And what happened honey?" he asked. 

 

"Well, Mommy got all scared, jumped out of bed 
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with no clothes on and ran around screaming. 

 

Then she tripped over the rug, hit her head on the dresser 

 

and now she isn't moving at all!" 

 

"Oh my God!!! What about your Uncle Paul?" 

 

"He jumped out of the bed with no clothes on, too. 

 

He was all scared and he jumped out of the back window 

 

and into the swimming pool. But I guess he didn't know 

 

that you took out the water last week to clean it. 

 

He hit the bottom of the pool and I think he's dead." 

 

***Long Pause*** 

 

***Longer Pause*** 

 

***Even Longer Pause*** 

 

 

Then Daddy says, "... Swimming pool? . . . 

 

... Is this 974-486-5731?" 

 

A man came home from work, sat down in his favourite chair, turned on  

the TV, 

and said to his wife, "Quick, bring me a beer before it starts." She  
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looked 

a little puzzled, but brought him a beer. 

 

When he finished it, he said, 

"Quick, bring me another beer. It's gonna start." 

This time she looked a little angry, but brought him a beer. When it was 

gone, he said, "Quick, another beer, it's gonna start any second." 

 

 

 

"That's it!" She blows her top, "You bastard! You waltz in here, flop 

your fat ass down, don't even say hello to me and then expect me to run 

around like your slave. Don't you realize that I cook and clean 

and wash and iron all day long?" 

 

 

 

The husband sighed. "Oh shit, it's started." 

 

 
Thought I'd share a laugh or two with you.  Enjoy! 

 

 

 

       English signs in foreign countries: 

 

       In a Bangkok temple: 

      

       "IT IS FORBIDDEN TO ENTER A WOMAN, EVEN A FOREIGNER, IF   

 DRESSED 

     AS A MAN". 

 

 

       Cocktail lounge, Norway: 
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       "LADIES ARE REQUESTED NOT TO HAVE CHILDREN IN THE BAR." 

 

 

       Doctors office, Rome: 

      

       "SPECIALIST IN WOMEN AND OTHER DISEASES." 

 

 

       Dry cleaners, Bangkok: 

      

       "DROP YOUR TROUSERS HERE FOR THE BEST RESULTS. 

 

 

       In a Nairobi restaurant: 

      

       "CUSTOMERS WHO FIND OUR WAITRESSES RUDE OUGHT TO SEE THE 

     MANAGER." 

 

 

       On an Athi River highway: 

      

       this is the main road to Mombasa, leaving Nairobi. 

      

       "TAKE NOTICE: WHEN THIS SIGN IS UNDER WATER, THIS ROAD IS 

     IMPASSABLE." 

 

 

       On a poster at Kencom: 

      

       "ARE YOU AN ADULT THAT CANNOT READ? IF SO, WE CAN HELP." 

 

 

       In a City restaurant: 

      

       "OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK AND WEEKENDS." 

 

 

       A sign seen on an automatic restroom hand dryer: 
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       "DO NOT ACTIVATE WITH WET HANDS." 

 

 

       In a cemetery: 

      

       "PERSONS ARE PROHIBITED FROM PICKING FLOWERS FROM ANY 

BUT   

 THEIR 

     OWN GRAVES." 

 

 

       Tokyo hotel's rules and regulations: 

      

       "GUESTS ARE REQUESTED NOT TO SMOKE OR DO OTHER DISGUSTING 

     BEHAVIOURS IN BED." 

 

 

 

       On the menu of a Swiss restaurant: 

      

       "OUR WINES LEAVE YOU NOTHING TO HOPE FOR." 

 

 

       In a Tokyo bar: 

      

       "SPECIAL COCKTAILS FOR THE LADIES WITH NUTS." 

 

 

       Hotel, Yugoslavia: 

      

       "THE FLATTENING OF UNDERWEAR WITH PLEASURE IS THE JOB OF 

THE 

      

       CHAMBERMAID." 

 

 

       Hotel, Japan: 

      

       "YOU ARE INVITED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CHAMBERMAID." 
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       In the lobby of a Moscow hotel across from a Russian   

 Orthodox 

      

       monastery: "YOU ARE WELCOME TO VISIT THE CEMETERY WHERE   

 FAMOUS 

     RUSSIAN AND SOVIET COMPOSERS, ARTISTS, AND WRITERS ARE   

 BURIED DAILY 

     EXCEPT THURSDAY." 

 

 

       A sign posted in Germany's Black Forest: 

      

       "IT IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN ON OUR BLACK FOREST CAMPING   

 SITE THAT 

     PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT SEX, FOR INSTANCE, MEN AND WOMEN, LIVE   

 TOGETHER IN 

     ONE TENT UNLESS THEY ARE MARRIED WITH EACH OTHER FOR THIS   

 PURPOSE." 

 

       Hotel, Zurich: 

      

       "BECAUSE OF THE IMPROPRIETY OF ENTERTAINING GUESTS OF THE 

     OPPOSITE SEX  IN THE BEDROOM, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE LOBBY   

 BE USED FOR THIS 

          PURPOSE." 

 

 

       Advertisement for donkey rides, Thailand: 

      

       "WOULD YOU LIKE TO RIDE ON YOUR OWN ASS?" 

 

 

       The box of a clockwork toy made in Hong Kong: 

      

       "GUARANTEED TO WORK THROUGHOUT ITS USEFUL LIFE." 

 

 

       Airline ticket office, Copenhagen: 
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       "WE TAKE YOUR BAGS AND SEND THEM IN ALL DIRECTIONS." 

 

 

       A laundry in Rome: 

      

       "LADIES, LEAVE YOUR CLOTHES HERE AND SPEND THE AFTERNOON   

 HAVING 

     A GOOD TIME." 

 

In Honor of Stupid People .. (NOT US) 

  

In case you needed further proof that the human race is doomed 

through stupidity, here are some actual label instructions on consumer 

goods. 

  

  

On a Sears hairdryer -- Do not use while sleeping. 

(That's the only time I have to work on my hair.) 

  

==================================== 

  

  

On a bag of Doritos -- You could be a winner! No purchase necessary. 

Details inside. 

  

(the shoplifter special?) 

=========================== 

  

  

On a bar of Dial soap -- "Directions: Use like regular soap." 

(and that would be???....) 

============================ 
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On some Swanson frozen dinners -- "Serving suggestion: Defrost." 

(but, it's just a suggestion.) 

======================== 

  

  

On Tesco's Tiramisu dessert (printed on bottom) -- "Do not turn 

upside down." 

(well...duh, a bit late, huh!) 

========================== 

  

  

On Marks &Spencer Bread Pudding -- "Product will be hot after 

heating." 

(...and you thought????...) 

  

======================= 

  

  

On packaging for a Rowenta iron -- "Do not iron clothes on body." 

(but wouldn't this save me time?) 

============================== 

  

  

On Boot's Children Cough Medicine -- "Do not drive a car or operate 

machinery after taking this medication." 

(We could do a lot to reduce the rate of construction accidents if we 

could just get those 5 year-olds with head-colds off those 

bulldozers.) 

=========================== 

  

  

On Nytol Sleep Aid -- "Warning: May cause drowsiness." 
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(...I'm taking this because???....) 

============================ 

  

  

  

On most brands of Christmas lights -- "For indoor or outdoor use 

only." (as opposed to what?) 

========================== 

  

  

On a Japanese food processor -- "Not to be used for the other use." 

(now, somebody out there, help me on this. I'm a bit curious.) 

============================== 

  

  

On Sainsbury's peanuts -- "Warning: contains nuts." 

  

(talk about a news flash) 

  

========================== 

  

On an American Airlines packet of nuts -- "Instructions: Open packet, 

eat nuts." 

  

(Step 3: say what?) 

  

=========================== 

  

  

On a child's Superman costume -- "Wearing of this garment does not 

enable you to fly." 

(I don't blame the company. I blame the parents for this one.) 
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======================== 

  

  

On a Swedish chainsaw -- "Do not attempt to stop chain with your hands 

or genitals." 

(Oh my ..was there a lot of this happening somewhere?) 

 

 
How many dogs does it take to change a light bulb? 

 

 

Golden Retriever: The sun is shining, the day is young, we've   

got our whole lives ahead of us, and you're inside worrying about a   

stupid burned out bulb? 

Border Collie: Just one. And then I'll replace any wiring that's   

not up to code. 

Dachshund: You know I can't reach that stupid lamp! 

Rottweiler: Make me. 

Boxer: Who cares? I can still play with my squeaky toys in the   

dark. 

Lab: Oh, me, me!!!!! Pleeeeeeeeeze let me change the light bulb!   

Can I? Can I? Huh? Huh? Huh? Can I? Pleeeeeeeeeze, please, please,   

please! 

German Shepherd: I'll change it as soon as I've led these people   

from the dark, check to make sure I haven't missed any, and make just   

one more perimeter patrol to see that no one has tried to take   

advantage of the situation. 

Jack Russell Terrier: I'll just pop it in while I'm bouncing off   

the walls and furniture. 

Old English Sheep Dog: Light bulb? I'm sorry, but I don't see a   

light bulb! 

Cocker Spaniel: Why change it? I can still pee on the carpet in   

the dark. 

Chihuahua : Yo quiero Taco Bulb. Or "We don't need no stinking   

light bulb." 

Greyhound: It isn't moving. Who cares? 

Australian Shepherd: First, I'll put all the light bulbs in a   

little circle... 
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Poodle: I'll just blow in the Border Collie's ear and he'll do   

it. By the time he finishes rewiring the house, my nails will be dry. 

 

 How many cats does it take to change a light bulb? 

 

 

 Cats do not change light bulbs. People change light bulbs. So, the   

 real question is: 

How long will it be before I can expect some light, some dinner,   

and a massage?" 

 ALL OF WHICH PROVES, ONCE AGAIN, THAT WHILE DOGS HAVE 

MASTERS, CATS   

 HAVE STAFF! 

 WHY GOD MADE PETS 

 They help out around the house... 

 ? 

 

 

 They protect our children ... 

 

 They look out for the smaller ones ... 

 

They show us how to relax ... 

 

 They "converse" with each other 

 

 They help you when you're down ... 

 

They are great at decorating for the Holidays 

 

They have "great" expectations 

 

 They are Patriotic 

 He must be in the reserves; the flag on his hat is backwards. 

They are happy to "test" the water... 

 

They love their "teddies" 

They know who's "BOSS" 
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Men strike back! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

 

     How many men does it take to open a beer? 

     None. It should be opened when she brings it 

     ----------------------------------------- 

 -------------------------- 

     Why is a Laundromat a really bad place to pick 

 up a woman? 

     Because a woman who can't even afford a washing 

 machine will probably never be able to support you. 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     Why do women have smaller feet than men? 

     It's one of those "evolutionary things" that 

 allows 

     them to stand closer to the kitchen sink. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     How do you know when a woman is about to say 

 something smart? 

     When she starts a sentence with "A man once told 

 me..." 
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------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     How do you fix a woman's watch? 

     You don't. There is a clock on the oven. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     Why do men fart more than women? 

     Because women can't shut up long enough to 

     build up the required pressure. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     If your dog is barking at the back door and your 

 wife is yelling at the front door, who do you let in 

 first? 

     The dog, of course. He'll shut up once you let 

 him in. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     What's worse than a Male Chauvinist Pig? 
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     A woman who won't do what she's told 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     I married a Miss Right. 

     I just didn't know her first name was Always. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     Scientists have disco vered a food that 

 diminishes 

     a woman's sex drive by 90%. 

     It's called a Wedding Cake. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     Why do men die before their wives? 

     They want to. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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     Women will never be equal to men until they can 

     walk down the street with a bald head and a beer 

 

     gut, and still think they are sexy. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

     In the beginning, God created the earth and 

 rested. 

     Then God created Man and rested. 

     Then God created Woman. 

     Since then, neither God nor Man has rested. 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Wise old Jewish man 
 
 
 
Subject: Wise old Jewish man 
 
 
In Jerusalem, a female CNN journalist heard about a very old 
Jewish man who had been going to the Wailing Wall to pray, twice 
a day, everyday, for a long, long time. 
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So she went to check it out. She went to the Wailing Wall and 
there he was! 
 
She watched him pray and after about 45 minutes, when he 
turned to leave, she approached him for an interview. 
 
"I'm Rebecca Smith from CNN. Sir, how long have you been 
coming to the Wall and praying?" 
 
"For about 60 years." 
 
"60 years! That's amazing! What do you pray for?" 
 
"I pray for peace between the Christians, Jews and the Muslims. I 
pray for all the hatred to stop and I pray for all our children to grow 
up in safety and friendship." 
 
"How do you feel after doing this for 60 years?" 
 
"Like I'm talking to a fuckin' wall." 

 

 

 
Children in church 

 

A little boy was in a relative's wedding. 

 

As he was coming down the aisle, he would take two steps, stop, and 

turn to the crowd. 

 

 

While facing the crowd, he would put his hands up like claws and roar. 
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So it went, step, step, ROAR, step, step, ROAR, all the way down the 

aisle. 

 

 

As you can imagine, the crowd was near tears from laughing so hard by 

the time he reached the pulpit. 

 

 

When asked what he was doing, the child sniffed and said, "I was being 

the Ring Bear." 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

One Sunday in a Midwest City, a young child was "acting up" during the 

morning worship hour. 

 

The parents did their best to maintain some sense of order in the pew but 

were losing the battle. 

 

Finally, the father picked the little fellow up and walked sternly up the 

aisle on his way out. 

 

Just before reaching the safety of the foyer, the little one called loudly to 

the congregation, "Pray for me! Pray for me!" 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

One particular four-year old prayed, "And forgive us our trash baskets as 

we forgive those who put trash in our baskets." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
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A little boy was overheard praying: "Lord, if you can't make me a better 

boy, don't worry about it. I'm having a real good time like I am." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A Sunday School teacher asked her little children, as they were on the 

way to church service, "And why is it necessary to be quiet in church?" 

 

One bright little girl replied, "Because people are sleeping." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A little boy opened the big and old family Bible with fascination, 

looking at the old pages as he turned them. 

 

Then something fell out of the Bible. 

 

He picked it up and looked at it closely. It was an old leaf from a tree 

that has been pressed in between the pages. 

 

"Mama, look what I found," the boy called out. 

 

"What have you got there, dear?" his mother asked. 

 

With astonishment in the young boy's voice he answered, "It's Adam's 

suit". 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

The preacher was wired for sound with a lapel mike, and as he preached, 

he moved briskly about the platform, jerking the mike cord as he went. 
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Then he moved to one side, getting wound up in the cord and nearly 

tripping before jerking it again. 

 

After several circles and jerks, a little girl in the third pew leaned toward 

her mother and whispered, "If he gets loose, will he hurt us?" 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Six-year old Angie, and her four-year old brother, Joel, were sitting 

together in church. 

 

 

Joel giggled, sang and talked out loud. 

 

Finally, his big sister had had enough. "You're not supposed to talk out 

loud in church." 

 

"Why? Who's going to stop me?" Joel asked. 

 

Angie pointed to the back of the church and said, "See those two men 

standing by the door? They're hushers." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

My grandson was visiting one day when he asked , "Grandma, do you 

know how you and God are alike?" 

 

I mentally polished my halo, while I asked, "No, how are we alike?" 

 

"You're both old," he replied. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A ten-year old, under the tutelage of her grandmother, was becoming 

quite knowledgeable about the Bible. 

 

 

Then, one day, she floored her grandmother by asking, "Which Virgin 

was the mother of Jesus? The virgin Mary or the King James Virgin?" 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A Sunday school class was studying the Ten Commandments. 

 

They were ready to discuss the last one. 

 

The teacher asked if anyone could tell her what it was. 

 

Susie raised her hand, stood tall, and quoted, "Thou shall not take the 

covers off the neighbor's wife." 
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This should be 
etched in stone 

someplace. 
 

In case we find 
ourselves starting 
to believe all the 

anti-American 
sentiment and 

negativity, 
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we should 
remember 

England's Prime 
Minister 

Tony Blair's words 
during a recent 

interview. 

When asked by 
one of his 
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Parliament 
members 

why he believes so 
much in America, 

he said: 

 
 

"A simple way to 
take measure of a 

country 
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is to look at how 
many want in  

 

... and how many 
want out." 

The importance of 3% Peroxide 

    

"I would like to tell you of the benefits of that  plain little old bottle of 

3% peroxide you can get 

for under $1.00 at any drug store. My husband has been in the medical 

field for over 36 years, and 

most doctors don't tell you about peroxide, or they would lose thousands 

of dollars." 

  

  1. Take one capful (the little white cap that  comes with the bottle) and 

      hold in your mouth for 10 minutes daily, then spit it out.  (I do it 

when I bathe ) 

  

  No more canker sores and your teeth will be whiter without 

expensive  pastes. 

  Use it instead of mouthwash. (small print says mouth wash and gargle 

right 

  on the bottle) 
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  2. Let your toothbrushes soak in a cup of "Peroxide" to keep them free 

of   germs. 

  

  3. Clean your counters, table tops with peroxide to kill germs and leave 

a 

       fresh smell. Simply put a little on your dishrag  when you wipe, or 

spray it on the counters. 

  

  4. After rinsing off your wooden cutting board, pour peroxide on it to 

kill salmonella and other bacteria. 

  

  5. I had fungus on my feet for years - until I sprayed a 50/50 mixture of 

      peroxide and water on them (especially the toes) every night and let 

dry. 

  

   6. Soak any infections or cuts in 3% peroxide for five to ten minutes 

several times a day. 

      My husband has seen gangrene that would not heal with any 

medicine, but was healed by soaking in peroxide. 

  

  8. Fill a spray bottle with a 50/50 mixture of  peroxide and water and 

keep 

      it in every bathroom to disinfect without harming  your septic system 

like 

      bleach or  most other disinfectants will. 

  

  9. Tilt your head back and spray into nostrils with your 50/50 mixture 

      whenever you have a cold, or plugged sinuses. It  will bubble and 

help to 

      kill the bacteria. Hold for a few minutes then blow your nose into a 

      tissue. 
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  10. If you have a terrible toothache and cannot get to a dentist right 

        a way, put a capful of 3% peroxide into your mouth and hold it for 

ten 

        minutes several times a day. The pain will lessen greatly. 

  

  11. And of course, if you like a natural look to  your hair, spray the 

        50/50 solution on your wet hair after a shower and comb it through. 

You 

        will not have the peroxide burnt blonde hair like the hair dye 

packages, 

        but more natural highlights if your hair is a light brown, faddish, or 

        dirty blonde.  It also lightens gradually so it's not a drastic change. 

  

  12. Put half a bottle of peroxide in your bath to help rid boils, fungus, 

        or other skin infections. 

  

  13. You can also add a cup of peroxide instead of bleach to a load of 

         whites in your laundry to whiten them. If there is blood on 

clothing, Pour 

        directly on the soiled spot. Let it sit for a minute, then rub it 

and  rinse with cold water. Repeat if necessary. 

  

  14. I use peroxide to clean my mirrors with, and  there is no smearing 

which is why I lo v e it so much for this. 

  

  I could go on and on.  It is a little brown bottle no home should 

be  without! 

  With prices of most necessities rising, I'm glad  there's a way to save 

  tons of money in such a simple, healthy manner. 

  

  Send on to others who might need to know the benefits of 3% peroxide. 
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A mother is 

driving her 7 year-

old daughter to 

her friend's house 

for a play date 

when the little girl 

asks "Mommy," 

how old are you?"  
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"Honey, you are 

not supposed to 

ask a lady her 

age," the mother 

replies sweetly.  

"It's not polite."  

"OK", the little 

girl says, "How 
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much do you 

weigh?"  

"Now really," the 

mother says, a bit 

less sw eetly.  

"Those are 

personal questions 
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and are really none 

of your business."  

Undaunted, the 

little girl asks, 

"Why did you and 

Daddy get a 

divorce?"  

"That's enough 

questions, young 
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lady, honestly!" 

mom says as her 

daughter is 

getting out of the 

car.  

The exasperated 

mother drives 

away as the two 
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friends begin to 

play.  

"My Mom won't 

tell me anything 

about her," the 

little girl says to 

her friend.  

"Well," says the 

friend, "all you 
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need to do is look 

at her drivers 

license.  It's like a 

report card, it has 

everything on it."  

Later that night 

the little girl says 

to her mother, "I 
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know how old you 

are, you are 32."  

The mother is 

surprised and 

asks, "How did you 

find that out?"  

"I also know that 

you weigh 140 

pounds."  
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The mother is 

past surprised and 

shocked now.  

"How in heaven's 

name did you find 

that out?"  
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"And," the little 

girl says 

triumphantly,  

"I know why you 

and daddy got a 

divorce."  

Now mom's 

getting mad.  She 

says, "Oh really?  
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And just why is 

that, young lady?" 

"Because you got 

an F in sex."  

 
Thanks to all of you: 
  
I must send my thanks to whoever sent me the one about rat poop in the 
glue on envelopes because I now have to use a wet towel with every 
envelope that needs sealing.  
 
Also, now I have to scrub the top of every can I open for the same 
reason. 
  
I no longer have any savings because I gave it to a sick girl (Penny 
Brown) who is about to die in the hospital for the 1,387,258th time. 
 
I no longer have any money at all, but that will change once I receive 
the $15,000 that Bill Gates/Microsoft and AOL are sending me for 
participating in their special e-mail program. 
  
I no longer worry about my soul because I have 363,214 angels looking 
out for me, and St. Theresa's novena has granted my every wish. 
 
I no longer eat KFC because their chickens are actually horrible 
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mutant freaks with no eyes or feathers. 
  
I no longer use cancer-causing deodorants even though I smell like a 
water buffalo on a hot day. 
  
Thanks to you, I have learned that my prayers only get answered if I 
forward an email to seven of my friends and make a wish within five 
minutes. 
  
Because of your concern I no longer drink Coca Cola because it can 
remove toilet stains. 
  
I no longer can buy gasoline without taking a man along to watch the 
car so a serial killer won't crawl in my back seat when I'm pumping gas. 
  
I no longer drink Pepsi or Dr. Pepper since the people who make these 
products are atheists who refuse to put "Under God" on their cans. 
 
I no longer use Saran wrap in the microwave because it causes cancer. 
  
And thanks for letting me know I can't boil a cup water in the 
microwave anymore because it will blow up in my face...disfiguring me 
for life. 
 
I no longer check the coin return on pay phones because I could be 
pricked with a needle infected with AIDS. 
  
I no longer go to shopping malls because someone will drug me with a 
perfume sample and rob me. 
  
I no longer receive packages from UPS or FedEx since they are actually 
Al Qaeda in disguise. 
  
I no longer shop at Target since they are French and don't support our 
American troops or the Salvation Army. 
  
I no longer answer the phone because someone will ask me to dial a 
number for which I will get a phone bill with calls to Jamaica, Uganda, 
Singapore, and Uzbekistan. 
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I no longer have any sneakers -- but that will change once I receive 
my free replacement pair from Nike. 
 
I no longer buy expensive cookies from Neiman Marcus since I now have 
their recipe. 
  
Thanks to you, I can't use anyone's toilet but mine because a big 
brown African spider is lurking under the seat to cause me instant death 
when it bites my butt. 
 
Thank you too for all the endless advice Andy Rooney has given us.  I 
can live a better life now because he's told us how to fix everything. 
 
And thanks to your great advice, I can't ever pick up $5.00 I dropped 
in the parking lot because it probably was placed there by a sex 
molester waiting underneath my car to grab my leg.  Oh, and don't forget 
this one either! 
  
I can no longer drive my car because I can't buy gas from certain gas 
companies! 
  
If you don't send this e-mail to at least 144,000 people in the next 
70 minutes, a large dove with diarrhea will land on your head at 5:00 PM 
this afternoon and the fleas from 12 camels will infest your back, 
causing you to grow a hairy hump. I know this will occur because it 
actually happened to a friend of my next door neighbor's 
ex-mother-in-law's second husband's cousin's beautician... 
  
Have a wonderful day.... 
 
A South American scientist from Argentina, after a lengthy study, has 
discovered that people with insufficient brain and sexual activity read 
their e-mail with their hand on the mouse. 
  
Don't bother taking it off now, it's too late. 
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The importance of 3% Peroxide 

    

"I would like to tell you of the benefits of that  plain little old bottle of 

3% peroxide you can get 

for under $1.00 at any drug store. My husband has been in the medical 

field for over 36 years, and 

most doctors don't tell you about peroxide, or they would lose thousands 

of dollars." 

  

  1. Take one capful (the little white cap that  comes with the bottle) and 

      hold in your mouth for 10 minutes daily, then spit it out.  (I do it 

when I bathe ) 

  

  No more canker sores and your teeth will be whiter without 

expensive  pastes. 

  Use it instead of mouthwash. (small print says mouth wash and gargle 

right 

  on the bottle) 

  

  2. Let your toothbrushes soak in a cup of "Peroxide" to keep them free 

of   germs. 

  

  3. Clean your counters, table tops with peroxide to kill germs and leave 

a 

       fresh smell. Simply put a little on your dishrag  when you wipe, or 

spray it on the counters. 

  

  4. After rinsing off your wooden cutting board, pour peroxide on it to 

kill salmonella and other bacteria. 

  

  5. I had fungus on my feet for years - until I sprayed a 50/50 mixture of 

      peroxide and water on them (especially the toes) every night and let 

dry. 
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   6. Soak any infections or cuts in 3% peroxide for five to ten minutes 

several times a day. 

      My husband has seen gangrene that would not heal with any 

medicine, but was healed by soaking in peroxide. 

  

  8. Fill a spray bottle with a 50/50 mixture of  peroxide and water and 

keep 

      it in every bathroom to disinfect without harming  your septic system 

like 

      bleach or  most other disinfectants will. 

  

  9. Tilt your head back and spray into nostrils with your 50/50 mixture 

      whenever you have a cold, or plugged sinuses. It  will bubble and 

help to 

      kill the bacteria. Hold for a few minutes then blow your nose into a 

      tissue. 

  

  10. If you have a terrible toothache and cannot get to a dentist right 

        a way, put a capful of 3% peroxide into your mouth and hold it for 

ten 

        minutes several times a day. The pain will lessen greatly. 

  

  11. And of course, if you like a natural look to  your hair, spray the 

        50/50 solution on your wet hair after a shower and comb it through. 

You 

        will not have the peroxide burnt blonde hair like the hair dye 

packages, 

        but more natural highlights if your hair is a light brown, faddish, or 

        dirty blonde.  It also lightens gradually so it's not a drastic change. 

  

  12. Put half a bottle of peroxide in your bath to help rid boils, fungus, 
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        or other skin infections. 

  

  13. You can also add a cup of peroxide instead of bleach to a load of 

         whites in your laundry to whiten them. If there is blood on 

clothing, Pour 

        directly on the soiled spot. Let it sit for a minute, then rub it 

and  rinse with cold water. Repeat if necessary. 

  

  14. I use peroxide to clean my mirrors with, and  there is no smearing 

which is why I lo v e it so much for this. 

  

  I could go on and on.  It is a little brown bottle no home should 

be  without! 

  With prices of most necessities rising, I'm glad  there's a way to save 

  tons of money in such a simple, healthy manner. 

 

 
 

IT MAY BE OLD ANN'T WE ALL! 

An elderly, white haired man walked into a jewelry store one Friday  

evening with a beautiful young thing at his side. 

He told the jeweler he was looking for a special ring for his girl  

friend. The jeweler looked through his stock and brought out a  

$5,000 ring and showed it to him. 

The old man said, "I don't think you understand, I want something  

very special." 

At that statement, the jeweler went to his special stock and  

brought another ring over. 

"Here's a stunning ring at only $40,000," the jeweler said. 

The young lady's eyes sparkled and her whole body trembled with  

excitement. 

The old man seeing this said, "We'll take it." 

The jeweler asked how payment would be made and the old man  
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answered, "By check. I know you need to make sure my check is good,  

so I'll write it now and you can call the bank Monday to verify the  

funds and I'll pick the ring up Monday afternoon." 

Monday morning, a very teed-off jeweler phoned the old man.  

"There's no money in that account!" 

"I know," said the old man, "but can you imagine the weekend I had?" 

 

 
Another Goody For The Oldtimers 
  
My Mom used to cut chicken, chop eggs and spread Mayo on the 
same 
Cutting board with the same knife and no bleach, but we didn't 
seem 
To get food poisoning. 
  
My Mom used to defrost hamburger on the counter AND I used to 
eat it 
Raw sometimes, too. Our school sandwiches were wrapped in 
wax paper 
In a brown paper bag, not in icepack coolers, but I can't remember 
Getting e.coli . 
  
Almost all of us would have rather gone swimming in the lake 
instead 
Of a pristine pool (talk about boring), no beach closures then. 
  
The term cell phone would have conjured up a phone in a jail cell, 
And a pager was the school PA system. 
  
We all took gym, not PE... And risked permanent injury with a pair 
of 
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High top Ked's (only worn in gym) 
Instead of having cross-training athletic shoes with air cushion 
Soles and built in light reflectors. I can't recall any injuries but 
They must have happened because they tell us how much safer 
we are now. 
  
Flunking gym was not an option... Even for stupid kids! I guess PE 
Must be much harder than gym. 
  
Speaking of school, we all said prayers and sang the national 
anthem, 
And staying in detention after school caught all sorts of negative 
Attention. 
  
We must have had horribly damaged psyches. What an archaic 
health 
System we had then. Remember school nurses? Ours wore a hat 
and 
Everything. 
  
I thought that I was supposed to accomplish something before I 
was 
Allowed to be proud of myself. 
  
I just can't recall how bored we were without computers, Play 
Station, Nintendo, X-box or 270 digital TV cable stations. 
  
Oh yeah... And where was the Benadryl and sterilization kit when I 
Got that bee sting? I could have been killed! 
  
We played 'king of the hill' on piles of gravel left on vacant 
Construction sites, and when we got hurt, Mom pulled out the 48-
cent 
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Bottle of Mercurochrome (kids liked it better because it didn't sting 
Like iodine did) and then we got our butt spanked. 
  
Now it's a trip to the emergency room, followed by a 10-day dose 
of a 
$49 bottle of antibiotics, and then Mom calls the attorney to sue 
the 
Contractor for leaving a horribly vicious pile of gravel where it was 
Such a threat. 
  
We didn't act up at the neighbor's house either because if we did, 
we 
Got our butt spanked there and then we got butt spanked again 
when we 
Got home. 
  
I recall Donny Reynolds from next door coming over and doing his 
Tricks on the front stoop, just before he fell off. Little did his 
Mom know that she could have owned our house. Instead, she 
picked him 
Up and swatted him for being such a goof. It was a neighborhood 
run 
Amuck. 
  
To top it off, not a single person I knew had ever been told that 
They were from a dysfunctional family. How could we possibly 
have 
Known that? 
  
We made gun power and rockets and made bombs, fun to watch 
and hear, nobody complained. 
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We misbehaved in School, we got spanked and when we got 
home we got more. no such thing as suing the teacher or the 
school. 
We learnt to respect the eldery. We were scared of the Principal. 
  
We needed to get into group therapy and anger management 
classes? We 
Were obviously so duped by so many societal ills, that we didn't 
even 
Notice that the entire country wasn't taking Prozac! How did we 
ever 
Survive? 
  
LOVE TO ALL OF US WHO SHARED THIS ERA, AND TO ALL 
WHO DIDN'T- SORRY 
FOR WHAT YOU MISSED. I WOULDN'T TRADE IT FOR 
ANYTHING 
  
HOW DID WE SURVIVE??? 
  
      Pass this to someone (over age 40, of course), and brighten 
Their day by helping them to remember that life's most simple 
Pleasures are very often the best! 

 

 
Reviews of Hillary's New Book, etc. 
  
  
 
  

Hillary Clinton's 506-page memoirs have come out. So much of her 
personality shines through, that in the end, you, too, will want to sleep 
with an intern."  
- Craig Kilborn  
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In Hillary Clinton's new book 'Living History,' Hillary details what it 
was like meeting Bill Clinton, falling in love with him, getting married, 
and living a passionate, wonderful life as husband and wife. Then on 
page two, the trouble starts."  
- Jay Leno  
 
In the book she says when Bill told her he was having an affair, she 
said 'I could hardly breathe, I was gulping for air.' No, I'm sorry, that's 
what Monica said.  
- David Letterman  
 
Hillary Clinton, our junior senator from New York, announced that she 
has no intentions of ever, ever running for office of the President of 
the United States. Her husband, Bill Clinton, is bitterly disappointed. 
He is crushed. There goes his dreams of becoming a two-
impeachment family.  
- David Letterman  
 
Last night, Senator Hillary Clinton hosted her first party in her new 
home in New York. People said it was a lot like the parties she used to 
host at the White House. In fact, even the furniture was the same.  
- Jay Leno  
 
Senator Hillary Clinton is attacking President Bush for breaking his 
campaign promise to cut carbon dioxide emissions, saying a promise 
made, a promise broken. And then out of habit, she demanded that 
Bush spend the night on the couch.  
- Craig Kilborn  
 
CNN found that Hillary Clinton is the most admired woman in America. 
Women admire her because she's strong and successful. Men admire 
her because she allows her husband to cheat and get away with it.  
- Jay Leno  
 
Hillary Clinton is the junior senator from the great state of New York. 
When they swore her in, she used the Clinton family Bible. . .. the one 
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with only seven commandments.  
-David Letterman  

 
 

Your Place or Mine 
A guy walks into a bar and sees a gorgeous woman  nursing a drink. 
Walking up behind her he says, "Hi, there, good lookin'! How's it 
going?" 
Having  already downed a few power drinks, she turned around, 
faced  him,looked him  straight in the eye and said, "Listen up, buddy. I 
screw  anybody, any time,  anywhere, ...your place, my place, in the car, 
front door, back door, on the ground, standing up, sitting down, naked 
or with clothes on, dirty, clean. It  just doesn't matter to me. I've been   
doing it ever since I got out of college and I just flat-ass love it." 
 
Eyes now wide with interest, he responded, "No kidding.I'm a 
lawyer  too. 
  
What firm are you  with.....? 

 

 
One too many answers 
  
In a message dated 9/7/2006 8:35:22 PM Pacific Standard Time, 
BURROWSEDIEB writes: 
Little Bruce and Jenny are only 10 years old, but they just know 
that they are in love. One day they decide that they want to get 
married, so Bruce goes to Jenny's father to ask him for her hand. 
BRUCE bravely walks up to him and says "Mr. Smith, me and 
Jenny are in love and I want to ask you for her hand in marriage."  
 
Thinking that this was just the cutest thing, Mr. Smith replies, 
"Well Bruce, you are only 10. Where will you two live?"  
 
Without even taking a moment to think about it, Bruce replies "In 
Jenny's room. It's bigger than mine and we can both fit there 
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nicely." Still thinking this is just adorable, Mr. Smith says with a 
huge grin, "Okay then how will you live? You're not old enough to 
get a job. You'll need to support Jenny."  
 
Again, Bruce instantly replies, "Our allowance.. Jenny makes 5 
bucks a week and I make 10 bucks a week. That's about 60 bucks 
a month and that should do us just fine." By this time Mr. Smith is 
a little shocked that Bruce has put  
so much thought into this. He thinks for a moment trying to come 
up with something that Bruce won't have an answer to.  
 
After a second, Mr. Smith says, "Well Bruce, it seems like you 
have got everything all figured out. I just have one more question 
for you. What will you do if the two of you should have little ones 
of your own?"  
 
Bruce just shrugs his shoulders and says "Well, we've been lucky 
so far..."  
 
Mr. Smith doesn't think the little shit is adorable anymore.  

 
 

    

This poem was written by a terminally ill young girl 

in a New York Hospital. 
 

   

It! was sent by a medical doctor - Make sure to read 
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what is in the closing statement AFTER THE POEM.  

 

 

SLOW DANCE 
 

 

Have you ever watched kids  

 

On a merry-go-round? 
  

Or listened to the rain 
  

Slapping on the ground? 
  

Ever followed a butterfly's erratic flight? 
  

Or gazed at the sun into the fading night? 
  

You better slow down. 
 

Don't dance so fast. 
  

Time is short. 
  

The music won't last. 
  

Do you run through each day 
  

On the fly? 
  

  

 

When you ask How are you? 
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Do you hear the reply? 
  

When the day is done 
  

Do you lie in your bed 
  

With the next hundred chores 
  

Running through your head? 
  

You'd better slow down 
  

Don't dance so fast. 
  

Time is short. 
  

The music won't last. 
  

Ever told your child, 
  

We'll do it tomorrow? 
  

And in your haste, 
  

Not see his sorrow? 
  

Ever lost touch, 
  

 Let a good friendship die 

  

 Cause you never had time 
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To call and say,"Hi" 
 

You'd better slow down. 
  

Don't dance so fast. 
  

Time is short. 
  

The music won't last. 
  

When you run so fast to get somewhere 
  

You miss half the fun of getting there. 
  

When you worry and hurry through your day, 
  

It is like an unopened gift.... 
  

Thrown away. 
  

Life is not a race. 
  

Do take it slower 
  

Hear the music 
  

Before the song is over. 
  

-------------------- 
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FORWARDED E-MAILS ARE TRACKED TO 

OBTAIN THE TOTAL COUNT. 
  

Dear All: 
  

PLEASE pass this mail on to everyone you know - 

even to those you don't know!  It is the request of a 

special girl who will soon leave this world due to 

cancer.  
   

This young girl has 6 months left to live, and as her 

dying wish, she wanted to send a letter telling 

everyone to live their life to the fullest, since she never 

will. 
   

She'll never make it to prom, graduate from high 

school, or get married and have a family of her own. 
   

By you sending this to as many people as possible, you 

can give her and her family a little hope, because with 

every name that this is sent to, The American Cancer 

Society will donate 3 cents per name to her treatment 

and recovery plan. One guy sent this to 500 people! 

So I know that we can at least send it to 5 or 6. It's not 

even your money, just your time! 
  

  

PLEASE PASS ON AS A LAST REQUEST. 
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Dr. Dennis Shields, Professor 

Department of Developmental and Molecular Biology 

1300 Morris Park Avenue 

Bronx, New York 10461 
 

 

 
It was getting a little crowded in Heaven, so God decided to change 
the admittance policy. The new law was that in order to get into 
Heaven, you had to have a really bad day on the day that you died. The  
policy would go into effect at noon the next day. 
  
  
 So, the next day at 12:01 the first person came to the gates of 
 Heaven. The Angel at the gate, remembering the new policy, promptly 
 asked the man, "Before I let you in, I need you to tell me how your 
 day was going when you died." "No problem," the man said. "I 
 came home to my 25th-floor apartment on my lunch hour and caught my 
 wife having an affair. But her lover was nowhere in sight. I 
 immediately began searching for him. My wife was half naked and 
 yelling at me as I searched the entire apartment. Just as I was about 
 to give up, I happened to glance out onto the balcony and n oticed 
 that there was a man hanging off the edge by his fingertips! The 
 nerve of that guy! 
  
 Well, I ran out onto the balcony and stomped on his fingers until he 
 fell to the ground. 
  
 But wouldn't you know it, he landed in some trees and bushes that 
 broke his fall and he didn't die. This ticked me off even more. 
  
 In a rage, I went back inside to get the first heavy thing I could 
 get my hands on to throw at him. 
  
 Oddly enough, the first thing I thought of was the refrigerator. I 
 unplugged it, pushed it out onto the balcony, and tipped it over the 
 side. It plummeted 25 stories and crushed him! The excitement of the 
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 moment was so great that I had a heart attack and died almost 
 instantly." 
  
 The Angel sat back and thought a moment. Technically, the guy did 
 have a bad day. It was a crime of passion. So, the Angel announced,! 
 "OK, si r. Welcome to the Kingdom of Heaven," and let him in. 
  
 A few seconds later the next guy came up. To the Angel's surprise, it 
 was Donald Trump. 
  
 "Mr. Trump, before I can let you in, I need to hear about what your 
 day was like when you died." Trump said, "No problem. But you're not 
 going to believe this. I was on the balcony of my 26th floor 
 apartment doing my daily exercises. I had been under a lot of 
 pressure so I was really pushing hard to relieve my stress. I guess I 
 got a little carried away, slipped, and accidentally fell over the 
 side! Luckily, I was able to catch myself by the fingertips on the 
 balcony below mine. But all of a sudden this crazy man comes running 
 out of his apartment, starts cussing, and stomps on my fingers. Well, 
 of course I fell. I hit some trees and bushes at the bottom, which 
 broke my fall, so I didn't die right away. 
 
As I'm laying 
 there face up on the ground, unable to move and in excruciating pain, 
 I see this guy push his refrigerator of all things off the balcony. 
 It falls the 25 floors and lands on top of me, killing me 
 instantly." 
  
 The Angel is quietly laughing to himself as Trump finishes his story. 
 "I could get used to this new policy," he thinks to himself. "Very 
 well," the Angel announces. "Welcome to the Kingdom of Heaven," 
 and he lets Trump enter. 
  
 A few seconds later, Bill Clinton comes up to the gate. The Angel is 
 almost too shocked to speak. Thoughts of assassination and war pour 
 through the Angel's head. Finally he says, "Mr. President, please 
 tell me what it was 
 like the day you died. "Clinton says, "OK, picture this. I'm 
 naked, inside a refrigerator......" 
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Why Men Wear Earrings 
 
 A man is at work one day when he notices that his co-worker is 
 Wearing an earring. This man knows his co-worker to be a normally 
 conservative 
 fellow, and is curious about his sudden change in "fashion sense." 
 The man walks up to him and says, "I didn't know you were into 
 earrings." 
 "Don't make such a big deal, it's only an earring," he replies 
 sheepishly. 
 His friend falls silent for a few minutes, but then his curiosity 
 Prods him to say, "So, how long have you been wearing one?" 
 "Ever since my wife found it in my truck." 
 (I always wondered how this trend got started) 
 
 

CPR for Yourself  
 
    
 

Tuck this in the back of your brain, sounds like 
something we should all be aware of .  
 
Heart Attack Procedure: NOT A JOKE  
 
Let's be careful and be aware.  The more we 
know..........  
 
A cardiologist says if everyone who gets this mail 
sends it to 10 people, you can be sure that we'll save 
at least one life. Read this.. It could save your life!!  
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Let's say it's 6.15pm and you're driving home (alone of 
course), after an unusually hard day on the job. You're 
tired, upset and frustrated. Suddenly you start 
experiencing severe pain in your chest that starts to 
radiate out into your arm and up into your jaw. You are 
only about five miles from the hospital nearest your 
home.      
 
Unfortunately you don't know if you'll be able to make 
it that far.  You have been trained in CPR, but the guy 
that taught the course did not tell you how to perform 
it on yourself.  
 
HOW TO SURVIVE A HEART ATTACK WHEN ALONE  
 
Since many people are alone when they suffer a heart 
attack, without help, the person whose heart is beating 
improperly and who begins to feel faint, has only 
about 10 seconds left before losing consciousness. 
However, these victims can help themselves by 
coughing repeatedly and very vigorously.  A deep 
breath should be taken before each cough, and the 
cough must be deep and prolonged, as when 
producing sputum from deep inside the chest.  
 
A breath and a cough must be repeated about every 
two seconds without let-up until help arr ives, or until 
the heart is felt to be beating normally again. Deep 
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breaths get oxygen into the lungs and coughing 
movements squeeze the heart and keep the blood 
circulating.  
 
The squeezing pressure on the heart also helps it 
regain normal rhythm.  In this way, heart attack victims 
can get to a hospital  Tell as many other people as 
possible about this.  It could save their lives!!  

 

 

 

 
What's In A Hole 

 

 

    
  
  

A man, while playing on the front nine of a complicated 

golf 
course, became confused as to where he was on the 

course. Looking around, he saw a lady playing ahead of 
him. He walked up to her, explained his confusion and 

asked her if she knew what hole he was playing. 

  

She replied, "I'm on the 7th hole, and you are a hole 

behind me, so you must be on the 6th hole." He thanked 
her and went back to his golf. 

  

On the back nine the same thing happened and he 

approached her again with the same request. She said, 
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"I'm on the 14th hole, you are a hole behind me, so you 

must be on the 13th hole." Once again he thanked her 
and returned to his play. 

  

He finished his round and went to the clubhouse where he 

saw the same lady sitting at the end of the bar. He asked 
the bartender if he knew the lady. 

  

The bartender said that she was a sales lady and played 
the course often. 
  

He approached her and said, "Let me buy you a drink in 

appreciation for your help. I understand that you are in 
the sales profession. I'm in sales also. What do you sell?" 

  

She replied, "If I tell you, you'll laugh." 

  

"No, I won't", he responded. 

  

"Well, if you must know," she answered, "I work for 

Tampax." 

  

With that, he laughed so hard he almost lost his breath 
while his sides ached and his face turned bright red. 

  

She said, "See I knew you would laugh." 

  

"That's not what I'm laughing at," he replied. "I'm a 

salesman for Preparation H... so I'm still a hole behind 
you." 
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LITTLE Mark  ON MATH  

 
A teacher asks her class, "If there are 5 birds sitting on a fence 
and you  
shoot one of them, how many will be left?" She calls on little 
MARK.  
 

He replies, "None, they will all fly away with 
the first gunshot."  
 
The teacher replies, "The correct answer is 
4, but I like your thinking."  
 
Then little MARK says, "I have a question 
for YOU.  
 
There are 3 women sitting on a bench 
having ice cream:  
 
One is delicately licking the sides of the 
triple scoop of ice cream.  
The second is gobbling down the top and 
sucking the cone.  
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The third is biting off the top of the ice 
cream.  
!  
Which one is married?"  
 
The teacher, blushing a great deal, replied, "Well, I 
suppose the one  
that's gobbled down the top and sucked the cone."  
 
To which Little MARK replied, "The correct answer is 'the 
one with the  
wedding ring on," but I like your thinking."  
 
 
 

LITTLE MARK ON MATH (Part 2)  
 
Little MARK returns from school and says 
he got an F in arithmetic  
 
"Why?" asks the father?  
 
"The teacher asked 'How much is 2x3,'" I 
said "6", replies MARK.  
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"But that's right!" says his dad.  
 
"Yeah, but then she asked me "How much 
is 3x2?'"  
 
"What's the fucking difference?" asks the 
father  
 
"That's what I said!"  
 
LITTLE MARK ON ENGLISH  
 
Little MARK goes to school, and the teacher says, "Today 
we are going to  
learn multi-syllable words, class. Does anybody have an 
example of a  
multi-syllable word?"  
 
MARK says "Mas-tur-bate."  
 
Miss Rogers smiles and says, "Wow, little 
MARK, that's a mouthful."  
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Little MARK says, "No, Miss Rogers, you're 
thinking of a blowjob."  
 
 
 
LITTLE MARK ON GRAMMAR  
 
Little MARK was sitting in class one day.  
All of a sudden, he needed to go to the 
bathroom. He yelled out, "Miss  
Jones, I need to take a piss!!"  
 
The teacher replied, 'Now, MARK, that is 
NOT the proper word to use in this  
situation.  
The correct word you want to use is 
'urinate.'  
Please use the word 'ur-i-nate' in a 
sentence correctly, and I will allow  
you to go."  
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Little MARK, thinks for a bit, and then says, 
"You're an eight, but if you  
had bigger tits, you'd be a TEN!"  
 
LITTLE MARK ON GRAMMAR (Part 2)  
 
One day, during lessons on proper 
grammar, the teacher asked for a show of  
hands from those who could use the word 
"beautiful" in the same sentence  
twice.  
 
First, she called! on little Suzie, who 
responded with, "My father bought  
my mother a beautiful dress and she looked 
beautiful in it."  
 
"Very good, Suzie," replied the teacher. She 
then called on little Michael.  
 
"My mommy planned a beautiful banquet 
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and it turned out beautifully."  
 
She said, "Excellent, Michael!" Then the 
teacher reluctantly called on  
little MARK.  
 
"Last night at the dinner table, my sister told 
my father that she was  
pregnant, and he said 'Beautiful, just fucking 
beautiful!'"  
 
 
 
 
 
LITTLE MARK ON GETTING OLDER  
 
Little MARK was sitting on a park bench 
munching on one candy bar after  
another. After the 6th one a man on the 
bench across from him said,  
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"Son, you know eating all that candy isn't 
good for you. It will give you  
acne, rot your teeth, and make you fat."  
 
Little MARK replied, "My grandfather lived 
to be 107 years old."  
 
The man asked, "Did your grandfather eat 6 
candy bars at a time?"  
Little MARK answered, "No, he minded his 
own fucking business.  
 

I LOVE Little MARK!!!!!  
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WISDOM....THIS ONE IS A DANDY!! 

 
 

 
 

"Here's my strategy on the Cold 
War: 
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We win, they lose." 

- Ronald Reagan  

"The most terrifying words in the 
English language are: I'm from 
the government and I'm here to 

help."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The trouble with our liberal 
friends is not that they're 

ignorant: It's just that they know 
so much that isn't so."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Of the four wars in my lifetime 
none came about because the 

U.S. was too strong."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"I have wondered at times about 
what the Ten Commandment's 
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would have looked like if Moses 
had run them through the U.S. 

Congress."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"The taxpayer: That's someone 
who works for the federal 

government but doesn't have to 
take the civil service 

examination."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Government is like a baby: An 
alimentary canal with a big 
appetite at one end and no 

sense of responsibility at the 
other."  

- Ronald Reagan  
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    "The nearest thing to eternal 
life we will ever see on this earth 

is a government program"  

- Ronald Reagan  

"I've laid down the law, though, 
to everyone from now on about 

anything that happens: no matter 
what time it is, wake me, even if 

it's in the middle of a Cabinet 
meeting."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"It has been said that politics is 
the second oldest profession. I 

have learned that it bears a 
striking resemblance to the first."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Government's view of the 
economy could be summed up in 
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a few short phrases: If it moves, 
tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate 

it. And if it stops moving, 
subsidize it."  

- Ronald Reagan  

"Politics is not a bad profession. 
If you succeed there are many 

rewards, if you disgrace yourself 
you can always write a book."  

- Ronald Reagan  

 

"No arsenal, or no weapon in the 
arsenals of the world, is so 

formidable as the will and moral 
courage of free men and women.  

 
- Ronald Reagan  
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"If we ever forget that we're one 
nation under God, then we will 

be a nation gone under."  

- Ronald Reagan  
 

 

IF YOU AGREE, PLEASE FORWARD....IF 
NOT JUST DELETE. 
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Life's Certainties 

 

The madam opened the brothel door to 

see a rather dignified,well-dressed 

good looking man in his late 40s or 

early 50s. 

 

May I help you?" she asked. 

 

I want to see Valerie," the man 

replied. 

 

Sir, Valerie is one of our most 

expensive ladies. Perhaps you would 

prefer someone else," said the madam. 

 

No. I must see Valerie," was the man's 
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reply. Just then, Valerie appeared and 

announced to the man that she charged 

$5,000 a visit. Without hesitation, the 

man pulled out five thousand dollars 

and gave them to Valerie, and they 

went upstairs. After an hour, the man 

calmly left. 

 

The next night, the same man 

appeared again, demanding to see 

Valerie. Valerie explained that no one 

had ever come back two nights in a row 

-- too expensive -- and there were no 

discounts. The price was still $5,000. 

Again the man pulled out the money, 

gave it to Valerie and they went 

upstairs. After an hour, he left. 
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The following night the man was there 

again. Everyone was astounded that he 

had come for the third consecutive 

night, but he paid Valerie and they 

went upstairs. 

 

After their session, Valerie questioned 

the man. "No one has ever been with 

me three nights in a row. Where are 

you from?" she asked. 

 

The man replied, "South Carolina." 

 

Really" she said. "I have family in 

South Carolina." 

 

I know," the man said. "Your father 
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died, and I am your sister's attorney. 

She asked me to give you your 

$15,000 inheritance." 

 

The moral of the story is that three 

things in life are certain: 

1. Death 

2. Taxes 

3. Being screwed by a lawyer 
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TICKLE ME ELMO 

 

 

 There is a factory in Northern 
Minnesota which makes the 
Tickle Me Elmo toys.   

The toy laughs when you tickle it 
under the arms.  

Well,  

Lena is hired at The Tickle Me 
Elmo factory and she reports for 
her first day promptly at 8:00 
AM. The next day at 8:45 AM 
there is a knock at the Personnel 
Manager's door.  

The Foreman throws open the 
door and begins to rant about the 
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new employee. He complains that 
she is incredibly slow and the 
whole line is backing up, 
putting the entire production line 
behind schedule.  
 
The Personnel Manager decides 
he should see this for himself, so 
the 2 men march down to the 
factory floor.  When they get 
there the line is so backed up 
that there are Tickle Me Elmo's all 
over the factory floor and they're 
really beginning to pile up. At the 
end of the line stands Lena 
surrounded by mountains of 
Tickle Me Elmo's. She has a roll 
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of plush red fabric and a huge 
bag of small marbles.  

The 2 men watch in amazement 
as she cuts a little piece of fabric, 
wraps it around two marbles and 
begins to carefully sew the little 
package between Elmo's legs.  

The Personnel Manager bursts 
into laughter. After several 
minutes of hysterics he pulls 
himself together and approaches 
Lena.  

 
"I'm sorry," he says to her, barely 
able to keep a straight face, "but I 
think you misunderstood the 
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instructions I gave you 
yesterday... 
Your job is to give Elmo two test 
tickles."  
 
Backwards 
  
You should start out dead; get it out of the way. 
 
You wake up in an old age home, feeling better every day. 
You get kicked out for being too healthy; go collect your pension, 
 
Then, when you start work, you get a gold watch on your first day. 
You work 40 years until you're young enough to enjoy your retirement. 
 
You drink alcohol, you party, you're generally promiscuous and you get ready 
for High School. 
 
You go to primary school, you become a kid, you play, you have no 
responsibilities and then you become a baby. 
 
You spend your last 9 months floating peacefully with luxuries like central 
heating, spa, room service on tap, larger quarters everyday. 
 
Then you finish off as an orgasm. 
 
It's got to be better that way 'cause this getting old sucks! 
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Sometimes we all need a wake up call to realize 

how fortunate we are. 

 

I AM THANKFUL: 

FOR THE WIFE 

WHO SAYS IT'S HOT DOGS TONIGHT, 

BECAUSE SHE IS HOME WITH ME, 

AND NOT OUT WITH SOMEONE ELSE. 

  

 

FOR THE HUSBAND 

WHO IS ON THE SOFA 

BEING A COUCH POTATO, 

 

BECAUSE HE IS HOME WITH ME 

AND NOT OUT AT THE BARS. 

 

FOR THE TEENAGER 

WHO IS COMPLAINING ABOUT DOING 

DISHES 
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BECAUSE IT MEANS SHE IS AT HOME, 

NOT ON THE STREETS. 

 

 

FOR THE TAXES I PAY 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I AM  

Employed 

 

FOR THE MESS TO CLEAN AFTER A 

PARTY 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I HAVE 

BEEN SURROUNDED BY FRIENDS. 

 

FOR THE CLOTHES THAT FIT A LITTLE 

TOO SNUG 

BECAUSE IT MEANS 

I HAVE ENOUGH TO EAT. 

 
  

 

FOR MY SHADOW THAT WATCHES ME 
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WORK 

BECAUSE IT MEANS 

I AM OUT IN THE SUNSHINE 

 

  

 

FOR A LAWN THAT NEEDS MOWING, 

WINDOWS THAT NEED CLEANING, 

AND GUTTERS THAT NEED FIXING 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I HAVE A HOME. 
  

 

FOR ALL THE COMPLAINING 

I HEAR ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT 

BECAUSE IT MEANS 

WE HAVE FREEDOM OF SPEECH..  

FOR THE PARKING SPOT 

I FIND AT THE FAR END OF THE 

PARKING LOT 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I AM CAPABLE OF 
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WALKING 

AND I HAVE BEEN BLESSED WITH 

TRANSPORTATION. 

  
 

FOR MY HUGE HEATING BILL 
BECAUSE IT MEANS 

I AM WARM. 
  

 

FOR THE LADY BEHIND ME IN CHURCH 

 

WHO SINGS OFF KEY BECAUSE IT 

MEANS 

I CAN HEAR. 

 
  

 

FOR THE PILE OF LAUNDRY AND 

IRONING 
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BECAUSE IT MEANS 

I HAVE CLOTHES TO WEAR. 

 

FOR WEARINESS AND ACHING MUSCLES 

AT THE END OF THE DAY 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I HAVE BEEN 

CAPABLE OF WORKING HARD. 

 

FOR THE ALARM THAT GOES OFF 

IN THE EARLY MORNING HOURS 

BECAUSE IT MEANS I AM ALIVE. 

 

 

AND FINALLY, FOR TOO MUCH E-MAIL 

BECAUSE   IT MEANS I HAVE 

FRIENDS WHO ARE THINKING OF ME!!! 

 

 

SEND THIS TO SOMEONE YOU CARE 

ABOUT. I JUST DID!!!  
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Live well, Laugh often, & Love with all of your 

heart!  

 
We all know those cute little computer symbols called "emoticons," 

where: 

 

:) means a smile and 

 

:( is a frown. 

 

Sometimes these are represented by 

 

:-) 

 

:-( 

 

Well, how about some "ASSICONS?" 

Here goes: 

 

(_!_) a regular ass 

 

(__!__) a fat ass 

 

(!) a tight ass 

 

(_*_) a sore ass 

 

{_!_} a swishy ass 

 

(_o_) an ass that's been around 

 

(_x_) kiss my ass 
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(_X_) leave my ass alone 

 

(_zzz_) a tired ass 

 

(_E=mc2_) a smart ass 

 

(_$_) Money coming out of his ass 

 

(_?_) Dumb Ass 

 

 
How To Avoid The Eat right! 

  

 Make sure you get your daily dose of 

 fruits and veggies. 

 

  Take your vitamins and bump up your vitamin C. 

 

 Get plenty of exercise because 

 exercise helps build your immune system. 

 

 Walk for at least an hour a day, go for a swim, 

 

 take the stairs instead of the elevator, etc. 

 

 Wash your hands often. 

 If you can't wash them, 

 keep a bottle of antibacterial stuff around. 

 

 Get lots of fresh air. 

 Open doors & windows whenever possible. 

 

 Try to eliminate as much stress 

 from your life as you can. 
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 Get plenty of rest. 

 OR 

 

 Take the doctor's approach. 

 Think about it... 

 When you go for a shot, 

 what do they do first? 

 They Clean your arm with alcohol... 

 Why? 

 Because Alcohol KILLS GERMS. 

 So....... 

 

 I walk to the liquor store. (exercise) 

 I put lime in my Corona .(fruit) 

 Celery in my Bloody Mary (veggies) 

 Drink outdoors on the bar patio..(fresh air) 

 Tell jokes, laugh....(eliminate stress) 

 Then pass out. (rest) 

 The way I see it... 

 

 If you keep your alcohol levels up, 

 flu can't get you! 

 

 My grandmother always said, 

 "A shot in the glass 

 is better than one in the ass!" 

 

 
When WW III started 
 
When WW III Started **** 1979 
This is not very long, but very informative. You have to read the 
catalogue of events in this brief piece. Then, ask yourself how 
anyone can take the position that all we have to do is bring our 
troops home from Iraq, sit back, reset the snooze alarm, go back 
to sleep, and no one will ever bother us again. In case you missed 
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it, World War III began in November 1979... that alarm has been 
ringing for years. 
US Navy Captain Ouimette is the Executive Officer at Naval Air 
Station, Pensacola, Florida. Here is a copy of the speech he gave 
last month. It is an accurate account of why we are in so much 
trouble today and why this action is so necessary. 
AMERICA NEEDS TO WAKE UP! 
That's what we think we heard on the 11th of September 2001 
(when more than 3,000 Americans were killed -AD) and maybe it 
was, but I think it should have been "Get Out of Bed!" In fact, I 
think the alarm clock has been buzzing since 1979 and we have 
continued to hit the snooze button and roll over for a few more 
minutes of peaceful sleep since then. 
It was a cool fall day in November 1979 in a country going through 
a religious and political upheaval when a group of Iranian students 
attacked and seized the American Embassy in Tehran. This 
seizure was an outright attack on American soil; it was an attack 
that held the world's most powerful country hostage and paralyzed 
a Presidency. The attack on this sovereign U. S. embassy set the 
stage for events to follow for the next 25 years. 
America was still reeling from the aftermath of the Vietnam 
experience and had a serious threat from the Soviet Union when 
then-President Carter had to do something. He chose to conduct 
a clandestine raid in the desert. The ill-fated mission ended in 
ruin, but stood as a symbol of America's inability to deal with 
terrorism. 
America's military had been decimated and down sized/right sized 
since the end of the Vietnam War. A poorly trained, poorly 
equipped and poorly organized military was called on to execute a 
complex mission that was doomed from the start. 
Shortly after the Tehran experience, Americans began to be 
kidnapped and killed throughout the Middle East America could do 
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little to protect her citizens living and working abroad. The attacks 
against US soil continued. 
In April of 1983 a large vehicle packed with high explosives was 
driven into the  S Embassy compound in Beirut When it explodes, 
it kills 63 people. The alarm went off again and America hit the 
Snooze Button once more. 
Then just six short months later in 1983 a large truck heavily laden 
down with over 2500 pounds of TNT smashed through the main 
gate of the US Marine Corps headquarters in Beirut and 241 US 
servicemen are killed. 
America mourns her dead and hit the Snooze Button once more. 
Two months later in December 1983, another truck loaded with 
explosives is driven into the US Embassy in Kuwait, and America 
continues her slumber. 
The following year, in September 1984, another van was driven 
into the gate of the US Embassy in Beirut and America slept. 
Soon the terrorism spreads to Europe. In April 1985 a bomb 
explodes in a restaurant frequented by US soldiers in Madrid. 
Then in August 1985 a Volkswagen loaded with explosives is 
driven into the main gate of the US Air Force Base at Rhein-Main, 
22 are killed and the snooze alarm is buzzing louder and louder 
as US interests are continually attacked. 
Fifty-nine days later in 1985 a cruise ship, the Achille Lauro, is 
hijacked and we watched as an American in a wheelchair is 
singled out of the passenger list and executed. 
The terrorists then shift their tactics to bombing civilian airliners 
when they bomb TWA Flight 840 in April of 1986 that killed 4 and 
the most tragic bombing, Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, 
Scotland in1988, killing 259. 
Clinton treated these terrorist acts as crimes; in fact we are still 
trying to bring these people to trial. These are acts of war. 
The wake up alarm is getting louder and louder. 
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The terrorists decide to bring the fight to America. In January 
1993, two CIA agents are shot and killed as they enter CIA 
headquarters in Langley, Virginia. 
The following month, February 1993, a group of terrorists are 
arrested after a rented van packed with explosives is driven into 
the underground parking garage of the World Trade Center in 
New York City. Six people are killed and over 1000 are injured. 
Still this is a crime and not an act of war? The Snooze alarm is 
depressed again. 
Then in November 1995 a car bomb explodes at a US military 
complex in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia killing seven service men and 
women. 
A few months later in June of 1996, another truck bomb explodes 
only 35 yards from the US military compound in Dhahran, Saudi 
Arabia. It destroys the Khobar Towers, a US Air Force barracks, 
killing 19 and injuring over 500. The terrorists are getting braver 
and smarter as they see that America does not respond 
decisively. 
They move to coordinate their attacks in a simultaneous attack on 
two US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.. These attacks were 
planned with precision. They kill 224. America responds with 
cruise missile attacks and goes back to sleep. 
The USS Cole was docked in the port of Aden, Yemen for 
refueling on 12 October 2000, when a small craft pulled along side 
the ship and exploded killing 17 US Navy Sailors. Attacking a US 
War Ship is an act of war, but we sent the FBI to investigate the 
crime and went back to sleep. 
And of course you know the events of 11 September 2001. Most 
Americans think this was the first attack against US soil or in 
America. How wrong they are. America has been under a 
constant attack since 1979 and we chose to hit the snooze alarm 
and roll over and go back to sleep. 
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In the news lately we have seen lots of finger pointing from every 
high officials in government over what they knew and what they 
didn't know.  
But if you've read the papers and paid a little attention I think you 
can see exactly what they knew. You don't have to be in the FBI 
or CIA or on the National Security Council to see the pattern that 
has been developing since 1979. 
I think we have been in a war for the past 25 years and it will 
continue until we as a people decide enough is enough. America 
needs to "Get out of Bed" and act decisively now. America has 
been changed forever.. We have to be ready to pay the price and 
make the sacrifice to ensure our way of life continues. We cannot 
afford to keep hitting the snooze button again and again and roll 
over and go back to sleep. 
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Admiral Yamamoto said "... it 
seems all we have done is awaken a sleeping giant." This is the 
message we need to disseminate to terrorists around the world. 
 
This is not a political thing to be hashed over in an election year 
this is an AMERICAN thing. This is about our Freedom and the 
Freedom of our children in years to come. 
 
If you believe in this please forward it to as many people as you 
can especially to the young people and all those who dozed off in 
history class and who seem so quick to protest such a necessary 
military action.  
 
If you don't believe it, just delete it and go back to sleep.  
 
REDNECK VASECTOMY 
A Kentucky couple, both bonified rednecks, had 9 children. 
They went to  
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the doctor to see about getting the husband "fixed". The 
doctor gladly 
started the required procedure and asked them what finally 
made them make  
the decision--why after nine children, would they choose to 
do this.  
The husband replied that they had read in a recent article that 
one out of  
every ten children being born in the United States was 
Mexican, and they  
didn't want to take a chance on having a Mexican baby 
because neither of  
them could speak Spanish. 
 

 
FOR LEXOPHILES (LOVERS OF WORDS) 
 
1. A bicycle can't stand alone; it is two tired. 
2. A will is a dead giveaway. 
3. Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana. 
4. A backward poet writes inverse. 
5. In a democracy it's your vote that counts; in feudalism, it's your Count 
that votes. 
6. A chicken crossing the road: poultry in motion. 
7. If you don't pay your exorcist you can get repossessed. 
8. With her marriage she got a new name and a dress. 
9. Show me a piano falling down a mine shaft and I'll show you A- flat  
miner. 
10. When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds. 
11. The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine was fully recovered. 
12. A grenade fell onto a kitchen floor in France resulted in Linoleum  
Blownapart. 
13. You are stuck with your debt if you can't budge it. 
14. Local Area Network in Australia: The LAN down under. 
15. He broke into song because he couldn't find the key. 
16. A calendar's days are numbered. 
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17. A lot of money is tainted: 'Taint yours, and 'taint mine. 
18. A boiled egg is hard to beat. 
19. He had a photographic memory which was never developed. 
20. A plateau is a high form of flattery. 
21. The short fortuneteller who escaped from prison: a small medium at  
large. 
22. Those who get too big for their britches will be exposed in the end. 
23. When you've seen one shopping center you've seen a mall. 
24. If you jump off a Paris bridge, you are in Seine. 
25. When she saw her first strands of gray hair, she thought she'd dye. 
26. Bakers trade bread recipes on a knead to know basis. 
27. Santa's helpers are subordinate clauses. 
28. Acupuncture: a jab well done. 
29. Marathon runners with bad shoes suffer the agony of de feet. 
 
Note: No trees were killed in the sending of this message, but a large number 
of electrons were terribly inconvenienced. 
 
 
SCHOOL TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE (Thanks To BH) 
 
(This is hilarious - no wonder some people were offended!)  
This is the message that the Pacific Palisades High School (California) staff 
voted unanimously to record on their school telephone answering machine. 
This is the actual answering machine message for the school. This came about 
because they implemented a policy requiring students and parents to be 
responsible for their children's absences and missing homework.  
The school and teachers are being sued by parents who want their children's 
failing grades changed to passing grades - even though those children were 
absent 15-30 times during the semester and did not complete enough 
schoolwork to pass their classes.  
 
THE OUTGOING MESSAGE: 
"Hello! You have reached the automated answering service of your school. In 
order to assist you in  
connecting to the right staff member, please listen to all the options before 
making a selection: 
 
* To lie about why your child is absent - Press 1 
* To make excuses for why your child did not do his work- Press 2 
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* To complain about what we do - Press 3 
* To swear at staff members - Press 4 
* To ask why you didn't get information that was already enclosed in your 
newsletter and several flyers  
mailed to you - Press 5 
* If you want us to raise your child - Press 6 
* If you want to reach out and touch, slap or hit someone - Press 7 
* To request another teacher, for the third time this year - Press 8 
* To complain about bus transportation - Press 9 
* To complain about school lunches - Press 0 
* If you realize this is the real world and your child must be accountable and 
responsible for his/her own  
behavior, class work, homework and that it's not the teachers' fault for your 
child's lack of effort: Hang up  
and have a nice day! 
 
If you can read this - thank a teacher!  
If you are reading it in English - thank a veteran! 
 
 

Your smile for the day 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Kids are quick . 

 

TEACHER: Maria, go to the map and find North America. 

 

MARIA: ; Here it is. 

 

TEACHER: Correct. Now class, who discovered America? 

 

CLASS: Maria 
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___________________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: John , why are you doing your math multiplication on the 

floor? 

 

JOHN: You told me to do it without using tables. 

__________________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Glenn, how do you spell "crocodile?" 

 

GLENN: K-R-O-K-O-D-I-A-L" 

 

TEACHER: No, that's wrong 

 

GLENN: Maybe it is wrong, but you asked me how I spell it. 

_________ ______________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Donald, what is the chemical formula for water? 

 

DONALD: H I J K L M N O. 

 

TEACHER: What are you talking about? 

 

DONALD: Yesterday you said it's H to O. 

__________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Winnie, name one important thing we have today that we 

didn't have ten years ago. 

 

WINNIE: Me! 

__________________________________________ 
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TEACHER: Glen, why do you always get so dirty? 

 

GLEN: Well, I'm a lot closer to the ground than you are. 

_______________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Millie, give me a sentence starting with "I." 

 

MILLIE: I is... 

 

TEACHER: ; No, Millie..... Always say, "I am." 

 

MILLIE: All right... "I am the ninth letter of the alphabet." 

_________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: George Washington not only chopped down his father's 

cherry tree, but also admitted it. Now, Louie, do you know why his 

father didn't punish him? 

 

LOUIS: Because George still had the ax in his hand. 

______________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Now, Simon, tell me frankly, do you say prayers before 

eating? 

 

SIMON: No sir, I don't have to, my Mom is a good cook 

 

_____________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Clyde, your composition on "My Dog" is exactly the same 

as your brother's. Did you copy his? 

 

CLYDE: No, teacher, it's the same dog. 
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___________________________________ 

 

TEACHER: Harold, what do you call a person who keeps on talking 

when people are no longer interested? 

 

HAROLD: A teacher. 

 

 

scottish jew 

    

 

 A Scottish Jew who had worked hard all his life in Scotland decided 

that he would like to enjoy life a little, so he went to the exclusive St. 

Andrews Golf Club. He was told on applying that his application would 

have 

to be approved by the Membership Board and that he would have their 

decision 

in a couple of days. 

    Two days later he was told that his application was refused. He went 

there to find out why. 

    He was asked, "You're Jewish, aren't you?"  

    "Aye" he answered, "but I'm as Scottish as you are Jock." 

    "Well, you understand that we wear nothing under our kilts." 

    "Aye, I know that." 

    "And being Jewish, you must be circumcised." 

    "Aye I am that". 

    "Well, the board decided that they could not stand a circumcised man 

parading around with us." 

    "Och, away with ye man," he cried. "I know I must be a Protestant to 

march in the Orangeman's parade, and a Catholic to belong to the 

Knights of 

Columbus, but this is the first time I've heard that a man had to be a 

complete prick to be a Scotsman!" 
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Iraq vs. California  

The following is a very interesting comparison of Iraq with California 
Victor Davis Hanson is a professor at Fresno State 

“Eye of the Beholder” 
by Victor Davis Hanson 
The American Enterprise Online 
  

  
War-torn Iraq has about 26 million residents, a peaceful California perhaps 

now 35 million.  The former is a violent and impoverished landscape, the latter 

said to be paradise on earth.  But how you envision either place to some degree 

depends on the eye of the beholder and is predicated on what the daily media 

appear to make of each. 
  
As a fifth-generation Californian, I deeply love this state, but still imagine 

what the reaction would be if the world awoke each morning to be told that 

once again there were six more murders, 27 rapes, 38 arsons, 180 robberies, 

and 360 instances of assault in California—yesterday, today,tomorrow, and 

every day.  I wonder if the headlines would scream about "Nearly 200 poor 

Californians butchered again this month!" 
  
How about a monthly media dose of "600 women raped in February alone!" 

 Or try, "Over 600 violent robberies and assaults in March, with no end in 

sight!"  Those do not even make up all of the state's yearly 200,000 violent acts 

that law enforcement knows about. 
  
Iraq's judicial system seems a mess.  On the eve of the war, Saddam let out 

100,000 inmates from his vast prison archipelago.  He himself still sits in the 

dock months after his trial began.  But imagine an Iraq with a penal system 

like California's with 170,000 criminals—an inmate population larger than 

those of Germany, France, the Netherlands, and Singapore combined. 
  
Just to house such a shadow population costs our state nearly $7 billion a 

year—or about the same price of keeping 40,000 Army personnel per year in 
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Iraq.  What would be the image of our Golden State if we were reminded each 

morning, "Another $20 million spent today on housing our criminals"? 
  
Some of California's most recent prison scandals would be easy to 

sensationalize:  "Guards watch as inmates are raped!"  Or "Correction officer 

accused of having sex with under-aged detainee!"  And apropos of Saddam's 

sluggish trial, remember that our home state multiple murderer, Tookie 

Williams, was finally executed in December 2005—26 years after he was 

originally sentenced. 
  

  
Much is made of the inability to patrol Iraq's borders with Iran, Jordan, 

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Turkey.  But California has only a single 

border with a foreign nation, not six.  Yet over 3 million foreigners who 

sneaked in illegally now live in our state.  Worse, there are about 15,000 

convicted alien felons incarcerated in our penal system, costing about $500 

million a year.  Imagine the potential tabloid headlines:  "Illegal aliens in state 

comprise population larger than San Francisco!" or "Drugs, criminals, and 

smugglers given free pass into California!" 
  
Every year, over 4,000 Californians die in car crashes—nearly twice the 

number of Americans lost so far in three years of combat operations in Iraq. 

 In some sense, then, our badly maintained roads, and often poorly trained 

and sometimes intoxicated drivers, are even more lethal than Improvised 

Explosive Devices.  Perhaps tomorrow's headline might scream out at us: 

 "300 Californians to perish this month on state highways!  Hundreds more 

will be maimed and crippled!" 
  
In 2001, California had 32 days of power outages, despite paying nearly the 

highest rates for electricity in the United States.  Before complaining about the 

smoke in Baghdad rising from private generators, think back to the run on 

generators in California when they were contemplated as a future part of 

every household's line of defense. 
  
We're told that Iraq's finances are a mess.  Yet until recently, so were 

California's.  Two years ago, Governor Schwarzenegger inherited a $38 billion 

annual budget shortfall.  That could have made for strong morning newscast 
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teasers:  "Another $100 million borrowed today—$3 billion more in red ink to 

pile up by month's end!" 
  

  
So is California comparable to Iraq?  Hardly.  Yet it could easily be sketched 

by a reporter intent on doing so as a bankrupt, crime-ridden den with 

murderous highways, tens of thousands of inmates, and wide-open borders. 
  

  
I myself recently returned home to California, without incident, from a visit to 

Iraq's notorious Sunni Triangle.  While I was gone, a drug-addicted criminal 

with a long list of convictions broke into our kitchen at 4 a.m., was surprised 

by my wife and daughter, and fled with our credit cards, cash, keys, and cell 

phones.  
Sometimes I wonder who really was safer that week. 
 

 

GRAPHIC PHOTO OF HOW A BABY IS DELIVERED 
  

 GRAPHIC PHOTO! How Babies are 

Delivered.  

 

This is a really helpful photo for any of 

you who have kids, grandkids, nieces, 

nephews, godchildren actually, for anyone 

who spends even a little time with young 

children.  
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Eventually, you'll have to face the "where 

do babies come from?" issue, and this 

picture is definitely worth a thousand 

words.  

 

But prepare yourself -- it's pretty 

explicit!  

 

You might want to look at it privately 

before sharing it with the children in 

your life.  

 
 
 
  
 
  
 

Don't delete, a must see!  
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GRAPHIC PHOTO OF HOW A BABY IS DELIVERED 
  

 GRAPHIC PHOTO! How Babies are 

Delivered.  

 

This is a really helpful photo for any of 

you who have kids, grandkids, nieces, 

nephews, godchildren actually, for anyone 

who spends even a little time with young 

children.  
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Eventually, you'll have to face the "where 

do babies come from?" issue, and this 

picture is definitely worth a thousand 

words.  

 

But prepare yourself -- it's pretty 

explicit!  

 

You might want to look at it privately 

before sharing it with the children in 

your life.  

 
 
 
  
 
  
 

Don't delete, a must see!  
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Menopause Jewelry 

My Husband Larry, being unhappy with my mood swings, bought 
me a mood ring the other day so he would be  able to monitor my 
moods.  We've discovered that when I'm in a good mood, it turns 
green.  When I'm in a bad mood, it leaves a big red mark on his 
forehead. Maybe next time he'll buy me a diamond. 
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Okay, I lied about that being all ... here's a few more 
interesting facts - 

 

If you yelled for 8 years, 7 months and 6 days you 
would have produced enough sound energy to heat 
one cup of coffee. 

 
(Hardly seems worth it.) 
 
__________________ 

 

If you farted consistently for 6 years and 9 months, 
enough gas is produced to create the energy of an 
atomic bomb. 
 

(Now that's more like it!) 
< /SPAN 
------------------------------------------ 
 
The human heart creates enough pressure when it 
pumps out to the body to squirt blood 30 feet. 
 
(O.M.G.!) 
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___________________ 
 
A pig's orgasm lasts 30 minutes. 
 
(In my next life, I want to be a pig.) 
 
____________________ 
 
A cockroach will live nine days without its head 
before it starves to death.  
 
(Creepy.) 
 
(I'm still not over the pig.) 
 
____________________ 
 
Banging your head against a wall uses 150 calories a 
hour 
 
(Don't try this at home,maybe at work) 
 
_____________________ 
 
The male praying mantis cannot copulate while its 
head is attached to its body. The female initiates sex 
by ripping the male's head off. 
 
("Honey, I'm home. What the....?!") 
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_______________________ 
 
The flea can jump 350 times its body length. It's like a 
human jumping the length of a football field. 
 
(30 minutes... lucky pig! Can you imagine?) 
 
________________________ 
 
The catfish has over 27,000 taste buds. 
 
(What could be so tasty on the bottom of a pond?) 
 
_________________________ 
 
Some lions mate over 50 times a day. 
 
(I still want to be a pig in my next life...quality over 
quantity) 
 
__________________________ 
 
Butt erflies taste with their feet. 
 
(Something I always wanted to know.) 
 
___________________________ 
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The strongest muscle in the body is the tongue. 
 
(Hmmm...) 
 
___________________________ 
 
Right-handed people live, on average, nine years 
longer than left-handed people. 
 
(If you're ambidextrous, do you split the difference?) 
 
____________________________ 
 
Elephants are the only animals that cannot jump. 
 
(okay, so that would be a good thing) 
 
_____________________________ 
 
A cat's urine glows under a black light. 
 
(I wonder who was paid to figure that out?) 
 
______________________________ 
 
An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain. 
 
(I know some people like that.) 
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_______________________________ 
 
Starfish have no brains 
 
(I know some people like that too.) 
 
________________________________ 
 
Polar bears are left-handed. 
 
(If they switch, they'll live a l ot longer) 
 
_________________________________ 
 
Humans and dolphins are the only species that have 
sex for pleasure. 
 
(What about that pig?!?) 
 
__________________________________ 

 

SOME CHRISTIAN HUMOR 

  This is one of the best jokes I've seen in awhile!  

 
Jesus and Satan were having an on-going argument 
about who was better on the computer. They had been 
going at it for days, and frankly God was tired of 
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hearing all the bickering.  
 
Finally fed up, God said, "THAT'S IT! I have had 
enough. I am going to set up a test that will run for two 
hours, and from those results, I will   judge who does 
the better job." So Satan and Jesus sat down at the 
keyboards and typed away.  
 
They moused. 
 
They faxed. 
 
They e-mailed. 
 
They e-mailed with attachments. 
 
They downloaded. 
 
They did spreadsheets!  
 
They wrote reports. 
 
They created labels and cards. 
 
They created charts and graphs. 
 
They did some genealogy reports   
 
They did every job known to man. 
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Jesus worked with heavenly efficiency and Satan was 
faster than hell. 
 
Then, ten minutes before their time was up, lightning 
suddenly  
 flashed across the sky, thunder rolled, rain poured, 
and, of course, the power went off.   

   Satan stared at his blank screen  and 

screamed every curseword known in the 

underworld.    

Jesus just sighed. 

 

Finally the electricity came back on, and 

each of them restarted 

their computers. Satan started searching 

frantically, screaming: 

 

"It's gone! It's all GONE!   "I lost everything 

when the power went out!" 

 

Meanwhile, Jesus quietly started printing 

out all of his files from 

the past two hours of work.  
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Satan observed this and became irate. 

 

"Wait!" he screamed.  "That's not fair! He 

cheated! How come he has all his work and I 

don't have any?"  

 

God just shrugged and said,  

 

JESUS SAVES 

 

 

CONTRIBUTION REQUEST  
 
Dear Friends and Relatives: 
 
We have the distinguished honor of being on the committee to raise 
$5,000,000 for a monument of Bill Clinton.  We originally wanted to put 
him on Mt. Rushmore until we discovered there was not enough room for 
two more faces.  We then decided to erect a statue of Bill Clinton in the 
Washington, D. C. Hall 
Of Fame.  We were in a quandary as to where the  statue should be 
placed.  It was not proper to place it beside the statue of George 
Washington, who never 
told a lie, or beside Jesse Jackson, who never told the truth, since Bill 
Clinton could never tell the difference. 
 
We finally decided to place it beside Christopher Columbus, the greatest 
Democrat of them all.  He left not knowing where he was going, and when 
he got 
there he did not know where he was.  He returned not knowing where he 
had been, and did it all on someone else's money.  If you are one of the 
fortunate 
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people who have anything left after taxes, we expect a generous 
contribution to this worthwhile project. 
 
Thank you. 
Bill Clinton Monument. Committee 
 
P. S. The Committee has raised $1.35 so far.  And another thing..... 
 
         Now let me get this straight....... Bill Clinton is getting $12 Million for 
his memoirs.  His wife Hillary got $8 million for hers. 
 

        That's $20 million for memories from two people who for eight years 
repeatedly testified, under oath, that they couldn't remember anything. 
 
God Bless America! 

 

Seems the BBB got a complaint the other day about a scam that AFLAC was 
taking advantage of women on the street and stealing their money. 
 
Now we all at one time thought that an INSURANCE Company has stolen 
from us, however this scam is netting COLD HARD CASH from unsuspecting 
individuals. 
 
The way it works is the thief uses children to distract the target. 
While admiring the cuteness of the kids they are robbed of their cash 
and never know what hit them. 
 
I'm sending this out for all to be aware that this is happening and 
it's right out on the streets where the general public is. 
 
A passer by with a digital camera phone happen to capture the photo below. 
 
Review it carefully and use caution when distractions like this come along. 
 
Good Luck 
 
Don't say you weren't warned 
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Techniques In Case of An Earthquake - PLEASE READ 
 
 
Message - This is very interesting - different from what we have 
been told, but it makes sense! Please take the time to read this. 
Especially #9 wow! It could save your life...or the life of someone 
you care about. 
EXTRACT FROM DOUG COPP'S ARTICLE ON THE "TRIANGLE 
OF LIFE" 
 
My name is Doug Copp. I am the Rescue Chief and Disaster 
Manager of the 
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American Rescue Team International (ARTI), the world's most 
experienced rescue team. The information in this article will save 
lives in an earthquake. 
 
I have crawled inside 875 collapsed buildings, worked with rescue 
teams from 60 countries, founded rescue teams in several 
countries, and I am a member of many rescue teams from many 
countries. I was the United Nations expert in Disaster Mitigation 
for two years. I have worked at every major disaster in the world 
since 1985, except for simultaneous disasters. 
 
In 1996 we made a film which proved my survival methodology to 
be correct. 
The Turkish Federal Government, City of Istanbul, University of 
Istanbul Case Productions and ARTI cooperated to film this 
practical, scientific test. We collapsed a school and a home with 
20 mannequins inside. Ten mannequins did "duck and cover," and 
ten mannequins I used in my "triangle of life" survival method. 
After the simulated earthquake collapse we crawled through the 
rubble and entered the building to film and document the results. 
The film, in which I practiced my survival techniques under directly 
observable, scientific conditions, relevant to building collapse, 
showed there would have been zero percent survival 
for those doing duck and cover. There would likely have been 100 
percent survivability for people using my method of the "triangle of 
life." This film has been seen by millions of viewers on television in 
Turkey and the rest of Europe, and it was seen in the USA, 
Canada and Latin America on the TV program Real TV. 
 
The first building I ever crawled inside of was a school in Mexico 
City during the 1985 earthquake. Every child was under their 
desk. Every child was crushed to the thickness of their bones. 
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They could have survived by lying down next to their desks in the 
aisles. It was obscene, unnecessary and I wondered why the 
children were not in the aisles. I didn't at the time know that the 
children were told to hide under something. 
 
Simply stated, when buildings collapse, the weight of the ceilings 
falling upon the objects or furniture inside crushes these objects, 
leaving a space or void next to them. This space is what I call the 
"triangle of life". The larger the object, the stronger, and the less it 
will compact. 
 
The less the object compacts, the larger the void, the greater the 
probability that the person who is using this void for safety will not 
be injured. The next time you watch collapsed buildings on 
television, count the "triangles" you see formed. They are 
everywhere. It is the most common shape, you will see, in a 
collapsed building. They are everywhere. 
 
TEN TIPS FOR EARTHQUAKE SAFETY 
1) Most everyone who simply "ducks and covers" when buildings 
collapse are crushed to death. People who get under objects, like 
desks or cars, are crushed. 
 
2) Cats, dogs and babies often naturally curl up in the fetal 
position. You should too in an earthquake. It is a natural 
safety/survival instinct. You can survive in a smaller void. Get next 
to an object, next to a sofa, next to a large bulky object that will 
compress slightly but leave a void next to it. 
 
3) Wooden buildings are the safest type of construction to be in 
during an earthquake. Wood is flexible and moves with the force 
of the earthquake. If the wooden building does collapse, large 
survival voids are created. Also, the wooden building has less 
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concentrated, crushing weight. Brick buildings will break into 
individual bricks. Bricks will cause many injuries but less 
squashed bodies than concrete slabs. 
 
4) If you are in bed during the night and an earthquake occurs, 
simply roll off the bed. A safe void will exist around the bed. Hotels 
can achieve a much greater survival rate in earthquakes, simply 
by posting a sign on the back of the door of every room telling 
occupants to lie down on the floor, next to the bottom of the bed 
during an earthquake. 
 
5) If an earthquake happens and you cannot easily escape by 
getting out the door or window, then lie down and curl up in the 
fetal position next to a sofa, or large chair. 
 
6) Most everyone who gets under a doorway when buildings 
collapse is killed. How? If you stand under a doorway and the 
doorjamb falls forward or backward you will be crushed by the 
ceiling above. If the door jam falls sideways you will be cut in half 
by the doorway. In either case, you will be killed! 
 
7) Never go to the stairs. The stairs have a different "moment of 
frequency" (they swing separately from the main part of the 
building). 
The stairs and remainder of the building continuously bump into 
each other until structural failure of the stairs takes place. The 
people who get on stairs before they fail are chopped up by the 
stair treads - horribly mutilated. Even if the building doesn't 
collapse, stay away from the stairs. The stairs are a likely part of 
the building to be damaged. Even if the stairs are not collapsed by 
the earthquake, they may collapse later when overloaded by 
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fleeing people. They should always be checked for safety, even 
when the rest of the building is not damaged. 
 
8) Get Near the Outer Walls Of Buildings Or Outside Of Them If 
Possible 
- It is much better to be near the outside of the building rather than 
the interior. The farther inside you are from the outside perimeter 
of the building the greater the probability that your escape route 
will be blocked 
 
9) People inside of their vehicles are crushed when the road 
above falls in an earthquake and crushes their vehicles; which is 
exactly what happened with the slabs between the decks of the 
Nimitz Freeway. The victims of the San Francisco earthquake all 
stayed inside of their vehicles. They were all killed. They could 
have easily survived by getting out and sitting or lying next to their 
vehicles. Everyone killed would have survived if they had been 
able to get out of their cars and sit or lie next to them. All the 
crushed cars had voids 3 feet high next to them, except for the 
cars that had columns fall directly across them. 
 
10) I discovered, while crawling inside of collapsed newspaper 
offices and other offices with a lot of paper, that paper does not 
compact. 
Large voids are found surrounding stacks of paper. 
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FALL CLASSES 
FOR MEN 

         AT THE 

          "LEARNING CENTER FOR ADULTS"  
                       REGISTRATION MUST BE COMPLETED 
BY Monday, October 30, 2006 

 

NOTE: DUE TO THE COMPLEXITY AND DIFFICULTY 
LEVEL 

OF THEIR CONTENTS, CLASS SIZES WILL BE 
LIMITED TO 8 PARTICIPANTS MAXIMUM. 
 
 
Class 1 

How To Fill Up The Ice Cube Trays --- Step by Step, 
with Slide Presentation. 
Meets 4 weeks, Monday and Wednesday for 2 hours beginning at 7:00 PM. 
 
Class 2 

The Toilet Paper Roll --- Does It Change Itself? 

Round Table Discussion. 
Meets 2 weeks, Saturday 12:00for 2 hours. 
 
Class 3 

Is It Possible To Urinate Using The Technique Of 
Lifting The Seat and 

Avoiding The Floor, Walls and Nearby Bathtub? 
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Group Practice. 
Meets 4 weeks, Saturday 10:00 PMfor 2 hours. 
 
 
Class 4 

Fundamental Differences Between The Laundry 
Hamper and The Floor  
Pictures and Explanatory Graphics. 
Meets Saturdays at 2:00 PMfor 3 weeks.  
 
Class 5 

After Dinner Dishes --- Can They Levitate and Fly 
Into The Kitchen Sink?  

Examples on Video. 
Meets 4 weeks, Tuesday and Thursday for 2 hours beginning 
at 7:00 PM 
 
Class 6 

Loss Of Identity --- Losing The Remote To Your 
Significant Other.  
Help Line Support and Support Groups. 
Meets 4 Weeks, Friday and Sunday 7:00 PM  
 
Class 7 

Learning How To Find Things --- Starting With 
Looking In The Right Places  

And Not Turning The House Upside Down While 
Screaming. 
Open Forum. 

Monday at 8:00 PM, 2 hours. 
 
Class 8 

Health Watch --- Bringing Her Flowers Is Not Harmful 
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To Your Health. 
Graphics and Audio Tapes. 
Three nights; Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 7:00 PMfor 2 hours. 
 
Class 9 

Real Men Ask For Directions When Lost  

Real Life Testimonials. 
Tuesdays at 6:00 PM Location to be determined. 
 
Class 10 

Is It Genetically Impossible To Sit Quietly While She 
Parallel Parks?  
Driving Simulations. 
4 weeks, Saturday's noon, 2 hours. 
 
Class 11 

Learning to Live --- Basic Differences Between 
Mother and Wife. 
Online Classes and role-playing. 

Tuesdays at 7:00 PM, location to be determined 
 
Class 12 

How to be the Ideal Shopping Companion 

Relaxation Exercises, Meditation and Breathing 
Techniques.  
Meets 4 weeks, Tuesday and Thursday for 2 hours beginning at 7:00 PM. 
 
Class 13 

How to Fight Cerebral Atrophy --- Remembering 
Birthdays, Anniversaries and Other Important Dates 
and Calling When You're Going To Be Late. 
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Cerebral Shock Therapy Sessions and Full 
Lobotomies Offered. 
Three nights; Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 7:00 PMfor 2 hours. 
 
 
Class 14 

The Stove/Oven --- What It Is and How It Is Used.  
Live Demonstration. 
Tuesdays at 6:00 PM, location to be determined.  
 

Upon completion of any of the above 
courses, diplomas will be issued to the 
survivors. 

 

STROKE IDENTIFICATION: 
 

 During a BBQ, a friend stumbled and took a little fall - she   

 assured everyone that she was fine (they offered to call   

 paramedics) and just tripped over a brick because of her new   

 shoes. They got her cleaned up and got her a new plate of food -   

 while she appeared a bit shaken up, Ingrid went about enjoying   

 herself the rest of the evening. Ingrid's husband called later   

 telling everyone that his wife had been taken to the hospital -   

 (at 6:00pm , Ingrid passed away.) She had suffered a stroke at   

 the BBQ. Had they known how to identify the signs of a stroke,   

 perhaps Ingrid would be with us today. Some don't die. They end   

 up in a helpless, hopeless condition instead. 

 

 It only takes a minute to read this... 

 

 A neurologist says that if he can get to a stroke victim within 3   

 hours he can totally reverse the effects of a stroke...totally.   
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 He said the trick was getting a stroke recognized, diagnosed, and   

 then getting the patient medically cared for within 3 hours,   

 which is tough. 

 

                                              RECOGNIZING A STROKE 

 

 Thank God for the sense to remember the "3" steps, STR . Read and   

 Learn! 

 

 Sometimes symptoms of a stroke are difficult to identify.   

 Unfortunately, the lack of awareness spells disaster. The stroke   

 victim may suffer severe brain damage when people nearby fail to   

 recognize the symptoms of a stroke. 

 

 Now doctors say a bystander can recognize a stroke by asking   

 three simple questions: 

 

                   S *       Ask the individual to SMILE. 

 

                   T *       Ask the person to TALK to SPEAK A  SIMPLE 

SENTENCE 

 

                                                 (Coherently)   

 (i.e. It is sunny out today) 

 

                   R *       Ask him or her to RAISE BOTH ARMS. 

 

   NOTE: Another 'sign' of a stroke is this: Ask the person to   

 'stick' out their tongue. If the tongue is 'crooked', if it goes to   

 one side or the other that is also an indication of a stroke.  If he   

 or she has trouble with ANY ONE of these tasks, call 911 immediately 

!!  and describe the symptoms to the dispatcher. 
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Purses 
 

 

This one was sent to me by one of my female flight attendant 
friends. Her comment was "Don't read this at mealtime"!! 
Subject: Purses  
Worth thinking about  
PURSES Have you ever noticed gals who sit their purses on public 
restroom floors - then go directly to their dining tables and set it 
on the table? Happens a lot!  
It's not always the 'restaurant food' that causes stomach distress. 
Sometimes "what you don't know 'will' hurt you"! Read on... Mom 
got so upset when guests came in the door and plopped their 
purses down on the counter where she was cooking or setting up 
food. She always said that purses are really dirty, because of 
where they have been. Smart Momma!!!  
It's something just about every woman carries with them. While 
we may know what's inside our purses, do you have any idea 
what's on the outside?  
Shauna Lake put purses to the test - for bacteria - with surprising 
results. You may think twice about where you put your purse. 
Women carry purses everywhere; from the office to public 
restrooms to the floor of the car. Most women won't be caught 
without their purses, but did you ever stop to think about where 
your purse goes during the day? "I drive a school bus, so my purse 
has been on the floor of the bus a lot," says one woman. "On the 
floor of my car, and in restrooms." "I put my purse in grocery 
shopping carts, on the floor of bathroom stalls while changing a 
diaper," says another woman "and of course in my home which 
should be clean."  
We decided to find out if purses harbour a lot of bacteria. We 
learned  
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how to test them at Nelson Laboratories in Salt Lake , then we set 
out to test the average woman's purse.  
Most women told us they didn't stop to think about what was on 
the bottom of their purse. Most said at home they usually set their 
purses on top of kitchen tables and counters where food is 
prepared. Most of the ladies we talked to told us they wouldn't be 
surprised if their purses were at least a little bit dirty.  
It turns out purses are so surprisingly dirty, even the 
microbiologist who tested them was shocked. Microbiologist Amy 
Karren of Nelson Labs says nearly all of the purses tested were not 
only high in bacteria, but high in harmful kinds of bacteria.  
 
Pseudomonas can cause eye infections, staphylococcus aurous can 
cause serious skin infections, and salmonella and e-coli found on 
the purses could make people very sick. In one sampling, four of 
five purses tested positive for salmonella, and that's not the worst 
of it. "There is fecal contamination on the purses," says Amy.  
Leather or vinyl purses tended to be cleaner than cloth purses, 
and lifestyle seemed to play a role. People with kids tended to 
have dirtier purses than those without, with one exception. The 
purse of one single woman who frequented nightclubs had one of 
the worst contaminations of all. "Some type of feces, or possibly 
vomit" says Amy. So the moral of this story - your purse won't kill 
you, but it does has the potential to make you very sick if you 
keep it on places where you eat. Use hooks to hang your purse at 
home and in restrooms, and don't put it on your desk, a 
restaurant table, or on your kitchen countertop.  
 
Experts say you should think of your purse the same way you 
would a pair of shoes. "If you think about putting a pair of shoes 
onto your countertops, that's the same thing you're doing when 
you put your purse on the countertops" - your purse has gone 
where individuals before you have sneezed, coughed, spat, 
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urinated, emptied bowels, etc! Do you really want to bring that 
home with you? The microbiologists at Nelson also said cleaning a 
purse will help. Wash cloth purses and use leather cleaner to clean 
the bottom of leather purses. THIS IS WORTH SHARING!!! 
 
 

 

"Sorry" is a word that everyone uses all 

the time. 
Did you ever wonder what "Sorry" looks like? 
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9 Things I Hate 
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About Everyone  

 

 

 

1. People who point at 

their wrist while asking 

for the time.... I know 

where my watch is pal, 

where the hell is yours? 

Do I point at my crotch 

when I ask where the 

toilet is?  
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2 People who are willing 

to get off their ass to 

search the entire room 

for the T.V. remote 

because they refuse to 

walk to the TV. and 

change the channel 

manually.  

  

  

  

 

3 When people say "Oh 

you just want to have 
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your cake and eat it 

too". Damn right! What 

good is cake if you can't 

eat it?  

  

  

  

 

4 When people say "it's 

always the last place you 

look". Of course it is. 

Why the hell would you 

keep looking after 

you've found it? Do 

people do this? Who and 
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where are they? Gonna 

Kick their asses!  

  

  

  

 

5 When people say while 

watching a film "did you 

see that?". No Loser, I 

paid $12 to come to the 

cinema and stare at the 

damn floor.  
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6 People who ask "Can I 

ask you a question?".... 

Didn't really give me a 

choice there, did ya 

sunshine?  

 

7. When something is 

'new and improved!' 

Which is it? If it's new, 

then there has never 

been anything before it. 

If it's an improvement, 

then there must have 

been something before 
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it, couldn't be new.  

 

 

 

 

Miranda Rights 

 

A female officer arrested a man for drunk driving. The female 

officer tells the man, "Sir, you have the right to remain silent. 

Anything you say can and will be held against you."  

 

The drunk replies, "Tits" 

 

New Technology 

 

The new Supermarket near our house has an 

automatic water mister to 

Keep the produce fresh. Just before it goes on, 

you hear the sound of  

distant thunder and the smell of fresh rain. 

 

When you approach the milk cases, you hear cows 

mooing and smell the  

scent of fresh hay. 

 

When you approach the egg case, you hear hens 

cluck and cackle and the  

air is filled with the pleasing aroma of bacon and 

eggs frying. The veggie  

department features the smell of fresh buttered 

corn. 
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I don't buy toilet paper there any more. 

 

That's New Technology! 

 

Subject: War Love Story 

 

 

An elderly Italian man who lived on the outskirts of Monte Casino 

went to the local church for confession. 

 

When the priest slid open the panel in the confessional, the man said,  

"Father during World War II, a beautiful woman knocked on my door 

and asked me to hide her from the enemy. So I hid her in my attic." 

 

The priest replied, "That was a wonderful thing you did, 

my son, and you have no need to confess that." 

 

"It's worse than that, Father. She started to repay me with sexual favors" 

 

The priest said, "By doing that, you were both in great danger. 

However, two people under those circumstances can 

be very tempted to act that way. But if you are truly sorry for your 

actions, you are indeed forgiven" 

 

"Thank you, Father. That's a great load off my 

mind. But I do have one more question." 

 

"And what is that?" asked the priest. 

 

"Should I tell her the war is over?" 

 

 

21 things you should have learned by middle age . 
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----- Some new ones!  Some very funny ones. 
 
 
 
01. Don't worry about what people think; they don't do it 
very often. 
 
02. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any 
more than standing 
in a garage makes you a car. 
 
03. It ain't the jeans that make your butt look fat. 
 
04. Artificial intelligence is no match for natural stupidity. 
 
05. My idea of housework is to sweep the room with a 
glance. 
 
06. It is easier to get forgiveness than permission. 
 
07. For every action, there is an equal and opposite 
government program. 
 
08. If you look like your passport picture, you probably 
need the trip. 
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09. Bills travel through the mail at twice the speed of 
checks. 
 
10. A conscience is what hurts when all of your others 
parts feel so 
good. 
 
11. Eat well, stay fit, die anyway. 
 
12. Men are from Earth. Women are from Earth. Deal 
with it. 
 
13. No man has ever been shot while doing the dishes. 
 
 
14. A balanced diet is a cookie in each hand. 
 
15. Middle age is when broadness of the mind and 
narrowness of the waist 
 
change places. 
 
16. Opportunities always look bigger going than coming. 
 
 
17. Junk is something you've kept for years and throw 
away three weeks  
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before you need it. 
 
18. There is always one more imbecile than you counted 
on. 
 
19. Experience is a wonderful thing. It enables you to 
recognize a 
mistake when you make it again. 
 
20. By the time you can make ends meet, they move the 
ends. 
 
21. If you must choose between two evils, pick the one 
you've never 
tried before. 
 

 
QUICKIE JOKES 

    

Quickie #1 

One day, a man came home and was greeted by his wife 

dressed in a very sexy nightie. 

"Tie me up," she purred, "and you can do anything you want." 

So he tied her up and went fishing. 
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Quickie #2 

A woman came home, screeching her car into the driveway, and 

ran into the house. She slammed the door and shouted at the 

top of 

her lungs, "Honey, pack your bags. I won the damn lottery!" 

The husband said, "Oh my God! What should I pack, beach 

stuff 

or mountain stuff?" 

"Doesn't matter," she said. "Just get the hell out." 
 

 

Quickie # 3 
Marriage is a relationship in which one person is always right, 

and the other is a husband. 
 

 

Quickie #4 
A Polish immigrant went to the DMV to apply for a driver's 

license. First, of course, he had to take an eye sight test. The 

optician showed him a card with the letters:'C Z W I X N O S 

T A C Z.' 

"Can you read this?" the optician asked. 

"Read it?" the Polish guy replied, "I know the guy." 

 

 

Quickie #5 

Mother Superior called all the nuns together and said to them, 
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"I must tell you all something. We have a case of gonorrhea in 

the 

convent." 

"Thank God," said an elderly nun at the back. "I'm so tired of 

chardonnay." 
 

 

Quickie #6 

A wife was making a breakfast of fried eggs for her husband. 

Suddenly, her husband burst into the kitchen. 

"Careful," he said, "CAREFUL! Put in some more butter! Oh my 

GOD! You're cooking too many at once. TOO MANY! Turn 

them!  

TURN THEM NOW! 

We need more butter. Oh my GOD! WHERE are we going to 

get MORE 

BUTTER? They're going to STICK! Careful...CAREFUL! I said 

be 

CAREFUL! 

You NEVER listen to me when you're cooking! Never! Turn 

them! Hurry 

up! 

Are you CRAZY? Have you LOST your mind? 

Don't forget to salt them. You know you always forget to salt 

them. Use the salt. USE THE SALT! THE SALT!!! THE SALT!!!" 

The wife stared at him. "What in the world is wrong with you? 
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You think I don't know how to fry a couple of eggs?" 

The husband calmly replied, "I wanted to show you what it 

feels 

like when I'm driving." 
 

 

Quickie #7 

Fifty-one years ago, Herman James, a North Carolina mountain 

man, was drafted by the Army. 

On his first day in basic training, the Army issued him a comb. 

That afternoon the Army barber sheared off all his hair. 

On his second day, the Army issued Herman a toothbrush. 

That 

afternoon the Army dentist yanked seven of his teeth. 

On the third day, the Army issued him a jock strap. The Army 

has been looking for Herman for 51 years. 

 
Due to the climate of political correctness now pervading 

America this is a brief synopsis on "HOW TO 

DESCRIBE WOMEN  AND BE POLITICALLY CORRECT" 
 

 

1. She is not a "BABE" or a "CHICK" - She is a "BREASTED 

AMERICAN." 
 

2. She is not a "SCREAMER" or a "MOANER" - She is "VOCALLY 

APPRECIATIVE." 
 

3. She is not "EASY" - She is "HORIZONTALLY ACCESSIBLE." 
 

4. She is not a "DUMB BLONDE"! -- 
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She is a "LIGHT-HAIRED DETOUR OFF THE INFORMATION 

SUPERHIGHWAY." 

 

5. She has not "BEEN AROUND" - She is a "PREVIOUSLY-

ENJOYED COMPANION." 

 

6. She is not an "AIRHEAD" - She is "REALITY IMPAIRED." 

 

7. She does not get "DRUNK" or "TIPSY" - She gets 

"CHEMICALLY INCONVENIENCED" 

 

8. She does not have "BREAST IMPLANTS" - She is 

"MEDICALLY ENHANCED." 

 

9. She does not "NAG" you - She becomes "VERBALLY 

REPETITIVE." 

 

10. She is not a "TRAMP" - She is "SEXUALLY EXTROVERTED." 

 

11. She does not have "MAJOR LEAGUE HOOTERS" - She is 

"PECTORALLY SUPERIOR." 

 

12. She is not a "TWO-BIT HOOKER" - She is a "LOW COST 

PROVIDER." 
 

 

HOW TO SPEAK ABOUT MEN AND BE POLITICALLY CORRECT: 

 

1. He does not have a "BEER GUT" - He has developed a 

"LIQUID GRAIN STORAGE FACILITY." 

 

2. He is not a "BAD DANCER" - He is "OVERLY CAUCASIAN." 

 

3. He does not "GET LOST ALL THE TIME" - He "INVESTIGATES 

ALTERNATIVE DESTINATIONS." 

 

4. He is not "BALDING" - He is in "FOLLICLE REGRESSION." 
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5. He is not a "CRADLE ROBBER" - He prefers "GENERATIONAL 

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS." 

 

6. He does not get "FALLING-DOWN DRUNK" - He becomes 

"ACCIDENTALLY HORIZONTAL." 
 

7. He does not act like a "TOTAL ASS" - He develops a case of 

RECTAL-CRANIAL INVERSION." 

 

8. He is not a "MALE CHAUVINIST PIG" - He has "SWINE 

EMPATHY." 

 

9. He is not afraid of "COMMITMENT" - He is "RELATIONSHIP 

CHALLENGED." 

 

10. He is not "HORNY" - He is "SEXUALLY FOCUSED." 

 

 
2006 Darwin Awards 
      
      They are finally out again. In case you don't know, it's an annual 
    honor 
    given to the person who did the gene p ool the biggest service by 
    'offing' 
    themselves in the most extraordinarily stupid way. Last year's 
    winner was 
    the fellow who was killed by a Coke machine which toppled over on 
    top of 
    him as he was attempting to tip a free soda out of it. And the 
nominees 
    this year, in reverse order, are: 
      
      7. A young Canadian man, searching for a way of getting drunk 
cheaply 
    because he had no money with which to buy alcohol, mixed gasoline 
with 
    milk. Not surprisingly, this concoction made him ill, and he vomited 
    into 
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    the fireplace in his house. The resulting explosion and fire burned 
his 
    house down, killing both him and his sister. 
      
&nbs p;     6. A 34-year-old white male found dead in the basement of his home 
    died of 
    suffocation, according to police. He was approximately 6' 2" tall 
and 
    weighed 225 pounds. He was wearing a pleated skirt, white bra, black 
    and 
    white saddle shoes, and a woman's wig. It appeared that he was 
    trying to 
    create a schoolgirl's uniform look. He was also wearing a military 
gas 
    mask that had the filter canister removed and a rubber hose attached 
in 
    its place. The other end of the hose was connected to one end of a 
    hollow 
    tube approx. 30" long and 3" in diameter. The tube's other end was, 
for 
    reasons unknown, inserted into his rectum and was the cause of his 
    suffocation. Police foun d the task of explaining the circumstances 
    of his 
    death to his family very awkward. 
      
      5. Three Brazilian men were flying in a light aircraft at low 
    altitude 
    when another plane approached. It appears that they decided to moon 
the 
    occupants of the other plane, but lost control of their own aircraft 
    and 
    crashed. They were all found dead in the wreckage with their pants 
    around 
    their ankles. 
      
      4. A 22-year-old, man was found dead after he tried to use octopus 
    straps 
    to bungee jump off a 70 foot railroad trestle. Fairfax County police 
    said 
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    Eric Barcia, a fast-food worker, taped a bunc h of these straps 
    together, 
    wrapped one end around one foot, anchored the other end to the 
    trestle at 
    Lake Accotink Park, jumped and hit the pavement. Warren Carmichael, 
a 
    police spokesman, said investigators think Barcia was alone because 
his 
    car was found nearby. "The length of the cord that he assembled was 
    greater than the distance between the trestle and the ground" 
    Carmichael 
    said. Police say the apparent cause of death was "Major trauma." 
      
      3. A man in Alabama died from rattlesnake bites. It seems that he 
    and a 
    friend were playing a game of catch, using the rattlesnake as a 
    ball. The 
    friend, no doubt a future Darwin Awards candi date, was hospitalized. 
      
      2. Employees in a medium sized warehouse in west Texas noticed the 
    smell 
    of a gas leak. Sensibly, management evacuated the building, 
    extinguishing 
    all potential sources of ignition; lights, power, etc. After the 
    building 
    had been evacuated, two technicians from the gas company were 
    dispatched. 
    Upon entering the building, they found they had difficulty 
    navigating in 
    the dark. To their frustration, none of the lights worked. Witnesses 
    later 
    described the sight of one of the technicians reaching into his 
    pocket and 
    retrieving an object that resembled a cigarette lighter. Upon 
    operation of 
    the lighter-like object, the gas in the warehouse exploded, sending 
    pieces 
    of it up to three miles away. Nothing was found of the technicians, 
but 
    the lighter was virtually untouched by the explosion. The technician 
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    suspected of causing the blast had never been thought of as 'bright' 
by 
    his peers. 
      
      AND THE WINNER.....(ouch....) 
      
      1. Based on a bet by the other members of his threesome, Everitt 
    Sanchez 
    tried to wash his own "balls" in a ball washer at the local golf 
    course. 
    Proving once again that beer and testosterone are a bad mix, Sanchez 
    managed to straddle the ball washer and dangle his balls in the< BR    
machine. 
    Much to his dismay, one of his buddies upped the ante by spinning 
the 
    crank on the machine with Sanchez's balls in place, thus wedging 
them 
    solidly in the mechanism. Sanchez, who immediately passed his 
    threshold of 
    pain, collapsed and tumbled from his perch. Unfortunately for him, 
the 
    height of the ball washer was more than a foot higher off the ground 
    than 
    his testicles are in a normal stance, and his balls were the weakest 
    link. 
    Sanchez's balls ripped open during the fall, and one testicle was 
    plucked 
    from him forever and remained in the ball washer, while the other 
    testicle 
    was compressed and flattened as it was pulled between the housin g of 
    the 
    washer, and the rotating machinery inside. To add insult to injury, 
    Sanchez broke a new $300.00 driver that he had just purchased from 
    the pro 
    shop, and was using to balance himself. Sanchez was rushed to the 
    hospital 
    for surgery, and the remaining threesome was asked to leave the 
course. 
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      Note: This last one wouldn't normally count, because the idiot 
    didn't die. 
    But because he cannot reproduce because of his qualifying act of 
    stupidity, we have allowed it. 
 
 

For those with a bit of free time! 
 
For those who love the philosophy of hypocrisy and ambiguity.... 
 
1. Don't sweat the petty things and don't pet the sweaty things. 
 
2. One tequila, two tequila, three tequila, floor. 
 
3. Atheism is a non-prophet organization. 
 
4. If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do we still have  
monkeys and apes? 
 
5. The main reason Santa is so jolly is because he knows where  
all the bad girls live. 
 
6. I went to a bookstore and asked the saleswoman, "Where's the  
self-help section?" 
She said if she told me, it would defeat the purpose. 
 
7. What if there were no hypothetical questions? 
 
8 If a deaf person swears, does his mother wash his hands with  
soap? 
 
9. If someone with multiple personalities threatens to kill  
himself, is it considered a hostage situation? 
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10. Is there another word for synonym? 
 
11. Where do forest rangers go to "get away from it all?" 
 
12. What do you do when you see an endangered animal eating 
an  
endangered plant? 
 
13. If a parsley farmer is sued, can they garnish his wages? 
 
14. Would a fly without wings be called a walk? 
 
15. Why do they lock gas station bathrooms? Are they afraid  
someone will clean them? 
 
16. If a turtle doesn't have a shell, is he homeless or naked? 
 
17. Can vegetarians eat animal crackers? 
 
18. If the police arrest a mime, do they tell him he has the  
right to start speaking? 
 
19. Why do they put Braille on the drive-through bank machin es? 
 
20. How do they get deer to cross the road only at those yellow  
road signs? 
 
21. What was the best thing before sliced bread? 
 
22. One nice thing about egotists: they don't talk about other  
people. 
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23. Does the Little Mermaid wear an algebra? 
 
24. Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery? 
 
25. How is it possible to have a civil war? 
 
26. If one synchronized swimmer drowns, do the rest drown, too? 
 
27. If you ate both pasta and antipasto, would you still be hungry? 
 
28. If you try to fail, and succeed, which have you done? 
 
29. Whose cruel idea was it for the word "Lisp" to have "S" in it? 
 
30. Why are hemorrhoids called "hemorrhoids" instead of  
"assteroids"? 
 
31. Why is it called tourist season i f we can't shoot at them? 
 
32. Why is there an expiration date on sour cream? 
 
33. If you spin an oriental man in a circle three times does he  
become disoriented? 
 

A REAL FRIEND TEST!!  

Read all the way to the bottom: 

 

 

This is GOOD...I expect it back 

too! 
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A simple friend, when visiting, 

acts like a guest. 

 

A real friend opens your 

refrigerator and helps himself. 

 

 

A simple friend has never seen 

you cry. 

 

A real friend has shoulders 

soggy from your tears. 

 

 

A simple friend doesn't know 

your parents' first names. 

 

A real friend has their phone 

numbers in his address book. 
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A simple friend brings a bottle 

of wine to your party. 

 

A real friend comes early to help you cook 

and stays late to help you clean. 

 

 

A simple friend hates it when you call after he 

has gone to bed. 

 

A real friend asks you why you 

took so long to call. 

 

 

A simple friend seeks to talk 

with you about your problems. 

 

A real friend seeks to help you 

wi! th your problems. 
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A simple friend wonders about 

your romantic history. 

 

A real friend could blackmail 

you with it. 

 

 

A simple friend thinks the 

friendship is over when you have 

an argument. 

 
  

A real friend calls you after you 

had a fight. 

 

 

A simple friend expects you to 

always be there for them. 

 

A real friend expects to always 

be there for you! 
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A simple friend reads this e-

mail and deletes it. 

 

A real friend passes it on and 

sends it back to you! 

 

 

Pass this on to anyone you care 

about...... 

 

If you get it back you have no 

beginning, no end. 

 

It keeps us together, like our 

Circle of Friends. 

 
Bet you didn't know this 

 
Just when you thought you knew everything, this comes along!!!! I 
don't know if it is all true, but it sure is interesting reading. 
 
 
In George Washington's days there were no cameras. One's 
image was 
either sculpted or painted. Some paintings of George Washington 
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showed him standing behind a desk with one arm behind his back 
while 
others showed both legs and both arms. Prices charged by 
painters 
were not based on how many people were to be painted but by 
how many 
limbs were to be painted. Arms and legs are "limbs," therefore 
painting them would cost the buyer more. Hence the expression, 
"Okay, but it'll cost you an arm and a leg." 
 
As incredible as it sounds, men and women took baths only twice 
a 
year (May and October)! Women kept their hair covered, while 
men 
shaved their heads (because of lice and bugs) and wore wigs. 
Wealthy 
men could afford good wigs made from wool. They couldn't wash 
the 
wigs, so to clean them they would carve out a loaf of bread, put 
the 
wig in the shell and bake it for 30 minutes. The heat would make 
the 
wig big and fluffy, hence the term "BIG WIG." Today we often use 
the 
phrase, "here comes the Big Wig," because someone appears to 
be or is 
powerful and wealthy. 
 
 
In the late 1700s, many houses consisted of a large room with 
only 
one chair. Commonly, a long wide board folded down from the 
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wall and 
was used for dining. The "head of the household" always sat in 
the 
chair while everyone else ate sitting on the floor. Occasionally a 
guest, who was usually a man, would be invited to sit in this chair 
during a meal. To sit in the chair meant you were important and in 
charge. They called the one sitting in the chair the "chair man." 
Today in business, we use the expression or title "Chairman" or 
"Chairman of the Board." 
 
 
Personal hygiene left much room for improvement. As a result, 
many 
women and men had developed acne scars by adulthood. The 
women would 
spread bee's wax over their facial skin to smooth out their 
complexions. When they were speaking to each other, if a woman 
began 
to stare at another woman's face she was told, "mind your own 
bee's 
wax." Should the woman smile, the wax would crack, hence the 
term 
"crack a smile." In addition, when they sat too close to the fire, 
the wax would melt, therefore, the expression "losing face." 
 
 
Ladies wore corsets which would lace up in the front. A proper 
and 
dignified woman, as in "straight laced," wore a tightly tied lace. 
 
 
Common entertainment included playing cards. However, there 
was a 
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tax levied when purchasing playing cards but only applicable to 
the 
"Ace of Spades." To avoid paying the tax, people would purchase 
51 
cards instead. Yet, since most games require 52 cards, these 
people 
were thought to be stupid or dumb because they weren't "playing 
with 
a full deck." 
 
 
Early politicians required feedback from the public to determine 
what 
the people considered important. Since there were no 
telephones,TVs 
or radios, the politicians sent their assistants to local taverns, 
pubs, and bars They were told to "go sip some ale" and listen to 
people's conversations and political concerns. Many assistants 
were 
dispatched at different times. "You go sip here," and "You go sip 
there." The two words "go sip" were eventually combined when 
referring to the local opinion and, thus we have the term "gossip." 
 
At local taverns, pubs, and bars, people drank from pint and 
quart-sized containers. A bar maid's job was to keep an eye on 
the 
customers and keep the drinks coming. She had to pay close 
attention 
and remember who was drinking in "pints" and who was drinking 
in 
"quarts," hence the term "minding your "Ps and Qs." 
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One more: bet you didn't know this! In the heyday of sailing ships, 
all war ships and many freighters carried iron cannons. Those 
cannons 
fired round iron cannon balls. It was necessary to keep a good 
supply near the cannon. However, they had to prevent them from 
rolling about the deck. The best storage method devised was a 
square-based pyramid with one ball on top, resting on four, resting 
on nine, which rested on sixteen. Thus, a supply of 30 cannon 
balls 
could be stacked in a small area right next to the cannon. There 
was 
only one problem - how to prevent the bottom layer from sliding or 
rolling from under the others. 
 
The solution was a metal plate called a "Monkey" with 16 round 
indentations. However, if this plate were made of iron, the iron 
balls would quickly rust to it. The solution to the rusting problem 
was to make "Brass Monkeys." Few landlubbers realize that brass 
contracts much more and much faster than iron when chilled. 
Consequently, when the temperature dropped too far, the brass 
indentations would shrink so much that the iron cannonballs would 
come right off the monkey. Thus, it was quite literally, "Cold 
enough 
to freeze the balls off a brass monkey." (All this time you thought 
that was an improper expression, didn't you?) (Hey, I didn't write 
this - I'm just passing it on. ) 

 

 
A Woman's Poem 

 

He didn't like my casserole 

And he didn't like my cake. 
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He said my biscuits were too hard... 

Not like his mother used to make. 

 

I didn't perk the coffee right 

He didn't like the stew, 

I didn't mend his socks 

The way his mother used to do. 

 

I pondered for an answer 

I was looking for a clue. 

Then I turned and smacked the shit out of him... 

Just like his mama used to do 

 

Doctor Dave had sex with one of his patients and felt guilty all day long. 

No matter how much he tried to forget about it, he just couldn't. The guilt 

and sense of betrayal were overwhelming. 

 

But every once in a while he'd hear an internal, reassuring voice in his 

head that said: 

 

"Dave, don't worry about it. You aren't the first medical practitioner to 

have sex with one of his patients and you won't be the last. And you're 

single. Just let it go, Dave." 

 

But invariably another voice in his head would bring him back to reality, 

whispering: 

 

"Dave............................... 

 

 

Dave.... 
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Dave.... 

 

 

Dave... 

 

 

Dave... 

 

You're a Veterinarian, you sick bastard". 

 

DAMN CHECKING ACCOUNT 

 

A crusty old man walks into a bank and says to the 

teller, "I want to open a damn checking account." 

The astonished woman replies," I beg your pardon, sir. 

I must have misunderstood you. 

 

What did you say?" 

"Listen up, damn it. I said I want to open a damn 

checking account now!" 

 

"I'm very sorry sir, but that kind of language is not 

tolerated in this bank." 

 

The teller leaves the window and goes over to the bank 

manager to inform him of her situation. The manager 

agrees that the teller does not have to listen to that foul 

language. They both return to the window and the 

manager asks the old geezer, 

 

"Sir, what seems to be the problem here?" 
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"There is no damn problem," the man says. I just won $200 

million bucks in the damn lottery and I want to put my 

damn money in this damn bank." 

 

"I see," says the manager, 

"and is this bitch giving you a hard time?" 

 

A Scotch with Two Drops of Water 

 

A little old lady goes to the bar on a cruise ship and orders a Scotch 

with two drops of water. As the bartender gives her the drink she says, 

"I'm on this cruise to celebrate my 80th birthday and it's today." The 

bartender says, "Well, since it's your birthday, I'll buy you a drink. 

In fact, this one is on me." 

 

As the woman finishes her drink, the woman to her right says, "I would 

like to buy you a drink, too." The old woman says, "Thank you. 

Bartender, I want a Scotch with two drops of water." 

 

"Coming up," says the bartender. 

 

As she finishes that drink, the man to her left says, "I would like to 

buy you one, too." The old woman says, "Thank you. Bartender, I want 

another Scotch with two drops of water." 

 

"Coming right up," the bartender says. 

 

As he gives her the drink, he says, "Ma'am, I'm dying of curiosity. Why 

the Scotch with only two drops of water?" 

 

The old woman replies, "Sonny, when you're my age, you've learned 

how to 
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hold your liquor. Holding your water, however, is a whole other issue." 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

"OLD" IS WHEN... 

 

... Your sweetie says, "Let's go upstairs and make love," and you 

answer, "Pick one; I can't do both!" 

 

... Your friends compliment you on your new alligator shoes... and 

you're barefoot. 

 

... A sexy babe catches your fancy and your pacemaker opens the garage 

door. 

 

... Going braless pulls all the wrinkles out of your face. 

 

... You don't care where your spouse goes, just as long as you don't 

have to go along. 

 

... You are cautioned to slow down by the doctor instead of by the 

police. 

 

... "Getting a little action" means you don't need to take any fibre 

today. 

 

... "Getting lucky" means you find your car in the parking lot. 

 

... An "all nighter" means not getting up to use the bathroom. 

 

 

And, finally, "OLD" IS WHEN... 
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... You are not sure these are jokes 

 

 

Betsy Young  

 

A woman pregnant with triplets was walking down the 

street when a masked  

 

robber ran out of a bank and shot her three times in the 

stomach. Luckily, the babies were OK. The surgeon 

decided to leave the bullets in because it was too risky to 

operate. She gave birth to two healthy daughters and a 

healthy son. All was fine for 16 years, and then one 

daughter walked into the room in tears.  

 

"What's wrong?" asked the mother. "I was taking a tinkle 

and this bullet came out," replied the daughter. The 

mother told her it was okay and  

 

explained what happened 16 years ago.  

 

About a week later the second daughter walked into the 

room in tears. "Mom, I was taking a tinkle and this bullet 

came out." Again the mother told her not to worry and 

explained what happened 16 years ago.  
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A week later her son walked into the room in tears. "It's 

okay" said the Mom, "I know what happened. You were 

taking a tinkle and a bullet came out." "No," said the boy, 

"I was playing with myself and I shot the dog."  

 

I KNOW YOU SMILED 

 

IMPORTANCE OF WALKING 
 
-----Walking can add minutes to your life. This enables 
you at 85 years old to spend an additional 5 months in 
a nursing home at $5000 per month. 
 
My grandmother started walking five miles a day 
when she was 60. Now she's 97 years old and we 
don't know where she is. 
 
The only reason I would take up exercising is so that I 
could hear heavy breathing again. 
 
I joined a health club last year, spent about 400 
bucks. Haven't lost a pound. Apparently you have to 
go there. 
 
I have to exercise early in the morning before my 
brain figures out what I'm doing. 
 
I like long walks, especially when they are taken by 
people who annoy me. 
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I have flabby thighs, but fortunately my stomach 
covers them. 
 
The advantage of exercising every day is that you die 
healthier. 
 
If you are going to try cross-country skiing, start with 
a small country. 
 
..............And last but not least, 
 
You could run this over to your friends but why not 
just e-mail it to them! 
 
 

As you are a friend, so we share the beauty of all that we 

touch in our walk  

 

 

This is beautiful ! ? The best kind of friend Is the kind you 

can sit on a porch and swing with, Never say a word, and 

then walk away Feeling like it was the best conversation 

you've ever had.  
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?It's true that we don't know what we've got until we lose 

it, But it's also true that we don't know What we've been 

missing until it arrives.  

 

Giving someone all your love Is never an assurance that 

they'll love you back! Don't expect love in return; Just 

wait for it to grow in their heart But if it doesn't, be 

content it grew in yours. It takes only a minute to get a 

crush on someone, An hour to like someone, And a day to 

love someone, But it takes a lifetime to forget someone.  

 

Don't go for looks; they can deceive. Don't go for wealth; 

even that fades away. Go for someone who makes you 

smile Because it takes only a smile to make a dark day 

seem bright. Find the one that makes your heart smile.  

 

May you have Enough happiness to make you sweet, 

Enough trials to make you strong, Enough sorrow to keep 

you human, Enough hope to make you happy.  

 

 

Always put yourself in others' shoes. If you feel that it 

hurts you, It probably hurts the other person, too ?  

 

The happiest of people Don't necessarily have the best of 

everything; They just make the most of everything that 

comes along their way.  
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?Happiness lies for those who cry, Those who hurt, those 

who have searched, And those who have tried, For only 

they can appreciate the importance of people Who have 

touched their lives.  

 

When you were born, you were crying And everyone 

around you was smiling. Live your life so that when you 

die, You're the one who is smiling and everyone around 

you is crying.  

 

If you like, send this to: To those people who mean 

something to you, To those who have touched your life in 

one way or another, To those who make you smile when 

you really need it, To those that make you see the brighter 

side of things When you are really down, To those who you 

want to let them know That you appreciate their 

friendship. 

 

A handsome, middle-aged man walked quietly  into the 

cafe and sat down. Before he ordered, he couldn't help but 

notice a group of younger men at the table next to him. It 

was obvious they were making fun of something about 

him, and it wasn't until he remembered he was wearing a 

small pink ribbon on the lapel of his suit that he became 

aware of what the joke was all about.  
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The man brushed off the reaction as ignorance, but the 

smirks began to get to him. He looked one  of the rude men 

square in the eye, placed his  hand beneath the ribbon and 

asked, quizzically,  

 

This?"  

 

With that the men all began to laugh out loud. The man he 

addressed said, as he fought back laughter, "Hey, sorry 

man, but we were just  commenting on how pretty your 

pink ribbon  looks against your blue jacket!"  

 

The middle aged man calmly motioned for the  joker to 

come over to his table and invited him to sit down. The guy 

obliged, not really sure why.  

 

In a soft voice, the middle aged man said, "I wear this 

ribbon to bring awareness about breast cancer. I wear it in 

my mother's honour."  

 

" Oh, sorry dude. She died of breast cancer?"  

 

"No, she didn't. She's alive and well. But her breasts 

nourished me as an infant and were a soft resting place for 

my head when I was scared or lonely as a little boy. I'm 

very grateful  for my mother's breasts and her health."  

 

"Umm," the stranger replied, "Yeah."  
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"And I wear this ribbon to honour my wife",  the middle 

aged man went on.  

 

"And she's okay, too?" the other guy asked.  

 

"Oh, yes. She's fine. Her breasts have been a  great source 

of loving pleasure for both of us and with them she 

nurtured and nourished our  beautiful daughter 23 years 

ago.  I am grateful  for my wife's breasts, and for her 

health."  

 

"Uh huh. A nd I guess you wear it to honour  your 

daughter, also?" ? "It's too late to honour my daughter by  

wearing it now. My daughter died of breast cancer one  

month ago. She thought she was too young to have breast  

cancer, so when she accidentally noticed a small lump, she 

ignored it.  

 

She thought that since it wasn't painful, it must not be 

anything to worry about."  

 

Shaken and ashamed, the now sober stranger  said, "Oh, 

man, I'm so sorry mister."  

 

"So, in my daughter's memory, too, I proudly  wear this 

little ribbon, which allows me the opportunity to enlighten 
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others. Now, go home and talk to; your wife and your 

daughters, your mother and your friends. And here," the 

middle-aged man reached in his pocket and handed the 

other man a little pink ribbon.  

 

The guy looked at it, slowly raised his head  and asked, 

"Can ya help me put it on?"  

 

This is breast cancer awareness month.  

 

Do regular breast self-exams and encourage  those women 

you love to do the same.  

 

 
Miranda Rights 

 

A female officer arrested a man for drunk driving. The female 

officer tells the man, "Sir, you have the right to remain silent. 

Anything you say can and will be held against you."  

 

The drunk replies, "Tits" 

 

New Technology 

 

The new Supermarket near our house has an 

automatic water mister to 

Keep the produce fresh. Just before it goes on, 

you hear the sound of  

distant thunder and the smell of fresh rain. 

 

When you approach the milk cases, you hear cows 
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mooing and smell the  

scent of fresh hay. 

 

When you approach the egg case, you hear hens 

cluck and cackle and the  

air is filled with the pleasing aroma of bacon and 

eggs frying. The veggie  

department features the smell of fresh buttered 

corn. 

 

I don't buy toilet paper there any more. 

 

That's New Technology! 

 

Subject: War Love Story 

 

 

An elderly Italian man who lived on the outskirts of Monte Casino 

went to the local church for confession. 

 

When the priest slid open the panel in the confessional, the man said,  

"Father during World War II, a beautiful woman knocked on my door 

and asked me to hide her from the enemy. So I hid her in my attic." 

 

The priest replied, "That was a wonderful thing you did, 

my son, and you have no need to confess that." 

 

"It's worse than that, Father. She started to repay me with sexual favors" 

 

The priest said, "By doing that, you were both in great danger. 

However, two people under those circumstances can 

be very tempted to act that way. But if you are truly sorry for your 
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actions, you are indeed forgiven" 

 

"Thank you, Father. That's a great load off my 

mind. But I do have one more question." 

 

"And what is that?" asked the priest. 

 

"Should I tell her the war is over?" 
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One day a farmer's donkey fell down into a 
Well. The animal cried piteously for hours as 

the farmer tried to figure out what to do. 
 

Finally, he decided the animal was old, and the 
well needed to be covered up anyway;  

it just wasn't worth it to retrieve the donkey. 
 

He invited all his neighbors to come over and 
help him. They all grabbed a shovel and began 

to shovel dirt into the well. At first, the 
donkey realized what was happening and cried 

horribly. Then, to everyone's amazement he 
quieted down. 

 
A few shovel loads later, the farmer finally 

looked down the well. He was astonished at what 
he saw. With each shovel of dirt that hit his 

back, the donkey was doing something amazing. 
He would shake it off and take a step up. 

 
As the farmer's neighbors continued to shovel 

dirt on top of the animal, he would shake it 
off and take a step up. 

 
Pretty soon, everyone was amazed as the donkey 

stepped up over the edge of the well and 
happily trotted off! 
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Life is going to shovel dirt on you, all kinds 
of dirt. The trick to getting out of the well 

is to shake it off and take a step up. Each of 
our troubles is a steppingstone. We can get out 

of the deepest wells just by not stopping, 
never giving up! Shake it off and take a step up. 

 
Remember the five simple rules to be happy: 

 
Free your heart from hatred - Forgive. 

 
Free your mind from worries - Most never happen. 

 
Live simply and appreciate what you have.  

 
 Give more. 

 
Expect less  

 

 
NOW .  

 

Enough of that crap . . The donkey later came back,  

and bit the farmer who had  tried to bury him.  
The gash from the bite got  infected and  

 the farmer eventually died in agony from septic shock.  
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MORAL FROM TODAY'S LESSON: 

 
When you do something wrong, and try to cover 

your ass, it always comes back to bite you. 
 

You have two choices...smile and close this 
page, or pass this along to someone else to 

spread the fun. 
 
 

The teacher gave her fifth grade class an assignment: 

 

Get their parents to tell them a story with a moral at the end of it. 

 

The next day the kids came back and one by one began to tell their 

stories. "Johnny, do you have a story to share?"  

 

"Yes ma'am. My daddy told a story about my Aunt Barbara. 

 

She was a pilot in Desert Storm and her plane got hit. She had to bail out 

over enemy territory and all she had was a flask of whiskey, a pistol and 

a survival knife. She drank the whiskey on the way down so it wouldn't 

break and then her parachute landed right in the middle of twenty enemy 

troops. She shot fifteen of them with the gun until she ran out of bullets, 

killed four more with the knife, till the blade broke, and then she killed 

the last Iraqi with her bare hands." "Good Heavens" said the horrified 

teacher. "What kind of moral did your daddy tell you from this horrible 

story?" 
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"Stay the fuck away from Aunt Barbara when she's drinking.  
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The Kitchen Bitch 

 

A mother was working in the kitchen listening 

To her 5-year-old son playing with his new electric 

train in the living room. 

 

She heard the train stop and her son saying, "All of 

you sons of bitches who want off, get the hell off 

now...cause this is the last stop! And all of you 

sons of bitches who are getting on, get your asses in the 

Train...cause we're going down the tracks."  

 

The horrified mother went in and told her son, "We 

don't use that kind of language in this house. Now I 

want you to go to your room and you are to stay 

there for TWO HOURS. When you come out, you may play 

with your train.. but I want you to use nice language."  

 

Two hours later, the son came out of the bedroom and 

resumed playing with his train. Soon the train 

stopped and the mother heard her son say... "All passengers, 

Please remember your things, thank you and hope your 

trip was a pleasant one. We hope you will ride with 

us again soon."  

 

She heard her little darling continue..."For those 

of you just boarding, remember, there is no smoking 

in the train. We hope you will have a pleasant and 

relaxing journey with us today."  

 

As the mother began to smile, the child added, "For 

those of you who are pissed off about the TWO HOUR 
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delay, please see the bitch in the kitchen...." 

 

Last night, my wife and I were sitting in the 

living room and I said 

to her, "I never want to live in a vegetative 

state, dependent on some 

machine and fluids from a bottle. If that ever 

happens, just pull the 

plug." 

 

She got up, unplugged the TV and threw out my  

beer. Bitch! 

 

 

A married Irishman went into the confessional and said to his priest,  

 

"I almost had an affair with another woman." 

 

The priest said, "What do you mean, almost?" 

 

The Irishman said, "Well, we got undressed and 

rubbed together, but then I stopped."  

 

The priest said, "Rubbing together is the same as putting it in. 

You're not to see that woman again. For your penance, say 

five Hail Mary's and put $50 in the poor box." 

 

The Irishman left the confessional, said his 

prayers, and then walked 

over to the poor box. He paused for a moment and 

then started to leave. 

 

The priest, who was watching, quickly ran over to 
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him saying, "I saw that.  

You didn't put any money in the poor box!" 

 

The Irishman replied, "Yeah, but I rubbed the $50 on the box, and 

according to you, that's the same as putting it in." 

 

 
How To Call The Police 

 

 

George Phillips of Meridian, MS was going up to bed when his 

wife told him that he'd left the light on in the garden shed, which 

she could see from the bedroom window. George opened the 

back door to go turn off the light when he saw that there were people 

in the shed stealing things from it. 

He immediately phoned the police who asked, "Is someone in 

your house?", to which George replied that there was not. The 

desk sergeant then said that all patrols were busy at the moment, 

and one would come right over as soon as it was available, and 

that he should lock his doors and not let anyone in until an officer 

arrived. 

"Okay," George said and hung up the phone. He counted to 30, 

then rang the police again. The same sergeant answered and 

George said, "Hello, police? I called you a few seconds ago 

because there were burglars in my shed out back, but you don't 
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have to worry about it anymore. I just shot the dirtbags." He hung 

up. 

Within five minutes, three police cars, an armed response unit and 

an ambulance showed up at the Phillips residence and caught the 

burglars red-handed. 

One of the officers said to George, "I thought you said you shot 

those guys!" 

George replied, "I though you said there was no one available!" 

 

 
Fun Facts To Know 

 

 

This one comes from Lourdes Moyano, one of my fellow 
class flight attendant friends who is also retired. 
Facts good to know 
 
If you yelled for 8 years, 7 months and 6 days you would 
have produced enough sound energy to heat one cup of 
coffee. 
(Hardly seems worth it.) 
 
 
If you farted consistently for 6 years and 9 months, enough 
gas is 
produced to create the energy of an atomic bomb. 
(Now that's more like it!) 
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The human heart creates enough pressure when it pumps 
out to the body to squirt blood 30 feet. 
(O.M.G.!) 
 
A pig's orgasm lasts 30 minutes. 
(In my next life, I want to be a pig.) 
 
 
A cockroach will live nine days without its head before it 
starves to 
death. (Creepy.) 
(I'm still not over the pig.) 
 
 
Banging your head against a wall uses 150 calories a hour 
 
(Don't try this at home, maybe at work) 
 
 
The male praying mantis cannot copulate while its head is 
attached to its body. The female initiates sex by ripping the 
male's head off. 
(Honey, I'm home. What the...?!) 
 
 
The flea can jump 350 times its body length. It's like a human 
jumping the length of a football field. 
 
(30 minutes..lucky pig! Can you imagine?) 
 
The catfish has over 27,000 taste buds. 
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(What could be so tasty on the bottom of a pond?) 
 
 
Some lions mate over 50 times a day. 
(I still want to be a pig in my next life...quality over quantity) 
 
 
Butterflies taste with their feet. 
 
 
(Something I always wanted to know.) 
 
 
 
The strongest muscle in the body is the tongue. 
(Hmmmmmm.....) 
 
 
 
Right-handed people live, on average, nine years longer 
than 
left-handed people. 
 
(If you're ambidextrous, do you split the difference?) 
 
 
 
Elephants are the only animals that cannot jump. 
(Okay, so that would be a good thing) 
 
 
A cat's urine glows under a black light. 
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(I wonder who was paid to figure that out?) 
 
 
An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain. 
 
(I know some people like that.) 
 
 
Starfish have no brains 
 
 
(I know some people like that too.) 
 
 
Polar bears are left-handed. 
 
 
(If they switch, they'll live a lot longer) 
 
 
 
Humans and dolphins are the only species that have sex for 
pleasure. 
 
 
(What about that pig??) 
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Installing Love  

 

Tech Support:  Yes, how can I help you?  

 

Customer:         Well, after much consideration, I've 
decided to install Love. Can you guide me through the 
process?  

 

Tech Support: Yes. I can help you. Are you ready to 
proceed?  
 

Customer:         Well, I'm not very technical, but I 
think I'm ready. What do I do first?  

 

Tech Support:   The first step is to open your Heart. 
Have you located your Heart?  

 

Customer:         Yes, but there are several other programs 
running now. Is it okay to install Love while they are 
running?  

 

Tech Support: What programs are running ?  

 

Customer:         Let's see, I have Past Hurt, Low Self-
Esteem, Grudge and Resentment running right now.  
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Tech Support:  No problem, Love will gradually erase 
Past Hurt from your current operating system. It may 
remain in your permanent memory but it will no longer   
disrupt other programs. Love will eventually override 
Low Self-Esteem with a module of its own called High 
Self-Esteem. However, you have to completely turn off 
Grudge and Resentment. Those programs prevent Love 
from being properly installed. Can you turn those off ?  

 

Customer:         I don't know how to turn them off. 
Can you tell me how?  

 

Tech Support: With pleasure. Go to your start menu 
and invoke Forgiveness. Do this as many times as 
necessary until Grudge and Resentment have been 
completely erased.  
 

Customer:         Okay, done! Love has started 

installing itself. Is that normal?  

 

Tech Support: Yes, but remember that you have only the 
base program. You need to begin connecting to other 
Hearts in order to get the upgrades.  
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Customer:         Oops! I have an error message already. 
It says, "Error - Program not run on external 
components."  What should I do?  
 

Tech Support:   Don't worry. It means that the 

Love program is set up to run on Internal Hearts, 
but has not yet been run on your Heart. In non-
technical terms, it simply means you have to Love 
yourself before you can Love others.  
 

Customer:         So, what should I do?  

 

Tech Support: Pull down Self-Acceptance; then click on 
the following files:  Forgive-Self; Realize Your Worth; 
and Acknowledge your Limitations.  
 

Customer:         Okay, done.  

 

Tech Support:   Now, copy them to the "My Heart" 
directory. The system will  overwrite any conflicting 
files and begin patching faulty programming. Also, you 
need to delete Verbose Self-Criticism from all directories 
and empty your Recycle Bin to make sure it is 
completely gone and never comes back.  
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Customer:         Got it. Hey! My heart is filling up 

with new files. Smile is playing on my monitor and 
Peace and Contentment are copying themselves all over 
My Heart. Is this normal?  

 

Tech Support:   Sometimes. For others it takes awhile, 
but eventually everything gets it at the proper time. So 
Love is installed and running. One more thing before we 
hang up. Love is Freeware. Be sure to give it and its 
various modules to everyone you meet. They will in turn 
share it with others and return some cool  modules back 
to you.  

 

Customer:   Thank you, God.  

 

God/Tech Support: You ' re Welcome, Anytime.  
 
 
 

 If you delete that is okay, God's love is not based on 
emails. 

 
Liver and Cheese 
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Subject: Liver and Cheese 
  
Three handsome male dogs are walking down the street when they see a 

beautiful, enticing, female Poodle.  

 

The three male dogs fall all over themselves in an effort to be the one to 

reach her first, but end up arriving in front of her at the same time.  The 

males are speechless before her beauty, slobbering on themselves and 

hoping for just a glance from her in return.  

 

Aware of her charms and her obvious effect on the three suitors, she 

decides to be kind and tells them, "The first one who can use the words 

'liver' and 'cheese' together in an imaginative, intelligent sentence can go 

out with me."  

 

The sturdy, muscular black Lab speaks up quickly and says, "I love liver 

and cheese."  

 

 "Oh, how childish," said the Poodle. "That shows no imagination or 

intelligence whatsoever."  

  

She turns to the tall, shiny Golden Retriever and says "How well can you 

do?"  

 

"Um. I HATE liver and cheese," blurts the Golden Retriever.  

 

"My, my," said the Poodle. "I guess it's hopeless. That's just as dumb as 

the Lab's sentence." 

  

She then turns to the last of the three dogs and says, "How about you, 

little guy?" 

The last of the three, tiny in stature but big in fame and finesse, is the 
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Taco Bell Chihuahua.  

 

He gives her a smile, a sly wink, turns to the Golden Retriever and the 

Lab and says . 

  

  

  

Ok this is good  

  

  

(OK Scroll on down)  

  

   

  

  

“Liver alone. Cheese mine."       
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GETTING EVEN 

 

 

   

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

  

One hot July day, we found an old straggly cat at our door.  She 
was a sorry sight -- starving, dirty, smelled terrible, skinny, and 
hair all matted down.  We didn't know what to call her, so we 
named her "Pussycat."  
We felt sorry for her, put her in a carrier, and we took her to the 
vet. The vet decided to keep her for a day or so and said he would 
let us know when we could come and get her.  My husband (the 
complainer) said, "OK, but don't forget to wash her -- she stinks."  
He reminded the vet that it was his WIFE that wanted the dirty cat, 
not him.  
My husband and my vet don't see eye to eye.  He calls my 
husband "El-Cheap-O."  My husband calls him "El-Take-O." They 
love to hate each other, and they constantly "snipe" at each other, 
with my husband getting in the last word on this occasion.  
The next day my husband had an appointment with his doctor 
who is located next door to the vet. The doctor's office was full of 
people waiting to see him.  As my husband waited, a side door 
opened and in leaned the vet.  He had obviously seen my 
husband arrive.   
He looked straight at my husband and, in a loud voice, said, "Your 
wife's pussy is finally clean and shaved, and she now smells like a 
rose.  Oh, and by the way, I think she's pregnant. God knows who 
the father is!"  
And he closed the door.  
Now THAT, my friends, is getting even...  
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My Last Year on the Computer 
 

 
I have seen a slightly different version of this, but it's so true!! I don't why 
people persist in sending along all this silly hysteria. This is a good spoof of it.  
 
 
SUMMARY OF MY LAST YEAR ON THE COMPUTER 
 
I must send my thanks to whomever sent me the one 
about rat poop in the glue on envelopes because I now 
have to use a wet towel with every envelope that needs 
sealing. 
 
Also, now I have to scrub the top of every can I 
open for the same reason. 
 
I no longer have any savings because I gave it to a 
sick girl (Penny Brown) who is about to die in the 
hospital for the 1,387,258th time. 
 
I no longer have any money at all, but that will 
change once I receive the $15,000 that Bill 
Gates/Microsoft and AOL are sending me for 
participating in their special e-mail program. 
 
I no longer worry about my soul because I have 
363,214 angels looking out for me, and St. Theresa's 
novena has granted my every wish. 
 
I no longer eat at KFC because their chickens are 
actually horrible mutant freaks with no eyes or 
feathers. 
 
I no longer use cancer-causing deodorants even 
though I smell like a water buffalo on a hot day. 
 
Thanks to you, I have learned that my prayers only 
get answered if I forward an e-mail to seven of my 
friends and make a wish within five minutes. 
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Because of your concern I no longer drink Coca Cola 
because it can remove toilet stains. 
 
I no longer can buy gasoline without taking a man 
along to watch the car so a serial killer won't crawl 
in my back seat when I'm pumping gas. 
 
I no longer drink Pepsi or Dr. Pepper since the 
people who make these products are atheists who 
refuse to put "Under God" on their cans. 
 
I no longer use Saran wrap in the microwave because 
it causes cancer. 
 
And thanks for letting me know I can't boil a cup 
water in the microwave anymore because it will blow up 
in my face...disfiguring me for life. 
 
I no longer check the coin return on pay phones 
because I could be pricked with a needle infected with 
AIDS. 
 
I no longer go to shopping malls because someone 
will drug me with a perfume sample and rob me. 
 
I no longer receive packages from UPS or FedEx since 
they are actually Al Qaeda in disguise. 
 
I no longer shop at Target since they are French and 
don't support our American troops or the Salvation 
Army. 
 
I no longer answer the phone because someone will 
ask me to dial a number for which I will get a phone 
bill with calls to Jamaica , Uganda , Singapore , and 
Uzbekistan .. 
 
I no longer have any sneakers -- but that will 
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change once I receive my free replacement pair from 
Nike. 
 
I no longer buy expensive cookies from Neiman Marcus 
since I now have their recipe. 
 
Thanks to you, I can't use anyone's toilet but mine 
because a big brown African spider is lurking under 
the seat to cause me instant death when it bites my 
butt. 
 
Thank you too for all the endless advice Andy Rooney 
has given us. I can live a better life now because 
he's told us how to fix everything. 
 
And thanks to your great advice, I can't ever pick 
up the $5.00 I found dropped in the parking lot 
because it probably was placed there by a sex molester 
waiting underneath my car to grab my leg. 
 
Oh, and don't forget this one either! I can no 
longer drive my car because I can't buy gas from 
certain gas companies! 
 
If you don't send this e-mail to at least 144,000 
people in the next 70 minutes, a large dove with 
diarrhea will land on your head at 5:00 PM this 
afternoon and the fleas from 12 camels will infest 
your back, causing you to grow a hairy hump. I know 
this will occur because it actually happened to a 
friend of my next door neighbor's ex-mother-in-law's 
second husband's cousin's beautician 
 
 

The Sensitive Man  
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A woman meets a man in a bar. They talk; they connect; 

they end up leaving together. They get back to his place, 

and as he shows her around his apartment, she notices that 

one wall of his bedroom is completely filled with soft, 

sweet, cuddly teddy bears. There are three shelves in the 

bedroom, with hundreds and hundreds of cute, cuddly 

teddy bears, carefully placed in rows covering the entire 

wall!  

 

It was obvious that he had taken quite some time to 

lovingly arrange them and she was immediately touched 

by the amount of thought he had put into organizing the 

display. There were small bears all along the bottom shelf, 

medium-sized bears covering the length of the middle 

shelf, and huge, enormous bears running all the way along 

the top shelf.  

 

She found it strange for an obviously masculine guy to 

have such a large a collection of Teddy Bears, but doesn't 

mention this to him, and actually is quite impressed by his 

sensitive side.  

 

They share a bottle of wine and continue talking and, after 

a while, she finds herself thinking, "Oh my God! Maybe, 

this guy could be the one! Maybe he could be the future 

father of my children?"  
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She turns to him and kisses him lightly on the lips. He 

responds warmly. They continue to kiss, the passion 

builds, and he romantically lifts her in his arms and 

carries her into his bedroom where they rip off each 

other's clothes and make hot, steamy love. She is so 

overwhelmed that she responds with more passion, more 

creativity, and more heat than she has ever known.  

 

After an intense, explosive night of raw passion with this 

sensitive guy, they are lying there together in the 

afterglow.  

 

The woman rolls over, gently strokes his chest and asks 

coyly, "Well, how was it?"  

 

The guy gently smiles at her, strokes her cheek, looks 

deeply into her eyes, and says:  

 

"Help yourself to any prize from the middle shelf." 

 

 
It has been determined, the most used sexual 

position for married couples is a doggie position.  

 

The husband sits up and begs.  

 

The wife rolls over and plays dead 

 

South Georgia Preacher  
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With deep furrows in his forehead, the South Georgia 

preacher somberly admonished his congregation:  

 

"Someone in this congregation has spread a rumor 

that I belong to the Ku Klux Klan.  

This is a horrible lie and one which a Christian 

community cannot tolerate. I am embarrassed and do 

not intend to accept this. Now, I want the party who 

did this to stand and ask forgiveness from God and 

this Christian family."  

 

No one moved.  

 

The preacher continued, "Do you have the nerve to 

face me and admit this is a falsehood? Remember, you 

will be forgiven and in your heart you will be 

clensed and feel glory. Now stand and confess your 

transgression."  

 

Again all was quiet.  

 

Then slowly, a drop-dead gorgeous brunette with a 

body that would stop traffic rose from the third 

pew. Her head was bowed and her voice quivered as 

the brown eyed beauty softly spoke.  

 

"Reverend, there has been a terrible 

misunderstanding. I never said you were a member of 

the Ku Klux Klan. I simply told a couple of my 

friends that you were a wizard under the sheets." 

 

The Irish Candle 
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Mrs. Donovan was walking down O'Connell Street in 

Dublin when she met up with Father Flaherty.  

 

The Father said, "Top O' the mornin' to ya! Aren't 

ya Mrs. Donovan and didn't I marry ye and yer 

husband two years ago?"  

 

She replied, "Aye, that ya did, Father."  

 

The Father asked, "And be there any wee little 

ones yet?"  

 

She replied, "No, not yet, Father."  

 

The Father said, "Well now, I'm going to Rome next 

week and I'll light a candle fer ya and yer 

husband."  

 

She replied, "Oh, thank ya, Father." They then 

parted ways.  

 

Some years later they met again. The Father asked, 

"Well now, Mrs. Donovan,how are ya these days?"  

 

She replied, "Oh, very well, Father!"  

 

The Father asked, "And tell me, have ya any wee 

ones yet?"  

 

She replied, "Oh yes, Father! Three sets of twins 

and 4 singles... 10 in all!"  
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The Father said, "That's wonderful! How is yer 

loving husband doing?"  

 

She replied, "E's gone to Rome to blow out yer 

fookin' candle!"  

 

Two old ladies  

Two old ladies are outside their nursing home, 

having a drink and a smoke, when it starts to 

rain. One of the old ladies pulls out a condom, 

cuts off the end, puts it over her cigarette, 

and continues smoking.  

 

Maude: What in the hell is that?  

 

Mabel: A condom. This way my cigarette doesn't get wet.  

 

Maude: Where did you get it?  

 

Mabel: You can get them at any drugstore.  

 

The next day, Maude hobbles herself into the 

local drugstore and announces to the pharmacist 

that she wants a box of condoms.  

 

The Negligee 

 

The pharmacist, obviously embarrassed, looks at 

her kind of strangely (she is after all, over 

80 years of age), but very delicately asks what 

brand of condom she prefers.  
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"Doesn't matter Sonny, as long as it fits on a Camel."  

 

The pharmacist fainted.  

 

The Negligee 

 

A husband walks into Victoria's Secret to purchase a 

sheer negligee for his 

wife. He is shown several possibilities that range 

from $250 to $500 in 

price, the more sheer, the higher the price. 

Naturally, he opts for the most 

sheer item, pays the $500, and takes it home. 

He presents it to his wife and asks her to go 

upstairs, put it on, and model 

it for him. Upstairs, the wife thinks, "I have an 

idea. It's so sheer that 

it might as well be nothing. I won't put it on, but 

I'll do the modeling naked, return it tomorrow, and keep  

the $500 refund for myself." 

 

So she appears naked on the balcony and strikes a 

pose. The husband says, 

"Good Grief! You'd think for $500, they'd at least iron it!" 

 

He never heard the shot.  

 

 
The Kitchen Bitch 

 

A mother was working in the kitchen listening 

To her 5-year-old son playing with his new electric 

train in the living room. 
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She heard the train stop and her son saying, "All of 

you sons of bitches who want off, get the hell off 

now...cause this is the last stop! And all of you 

sons of bitches who are getting on, get your asses in the 

Train...cause we're going down the tracks."  

 

The horrified mother went in and told her son, "We 

don't use that kind of language in this house. Now I 

want you to go to your room and you are to stay 

there for TWO HOURS. When you come out, you may play 

with your train.. but I want you to use nice language."  

 

Two hours later, the son came out of the bedroom and 

resumed playing with his train. Soon the train 

stopped and the mother heard her son say... "All passengers, 

Please remember your things, thank you and hope your 

trip was a pleasant one. We hope you will ride with 

us again soon."  

 

She heard her little darling continue..."For those 

of you just boarding, remember, there is no smoking 

in the train. We hope you will have a pleasant and 

relaxing journey with us today."  

 

As the mother began to smile, the child added, "For 

those of you who are pissed off about the TWO HOUR 

delay, please see the bitch in the kitchen...." 

 

Last night, my wife and I were sitting in the 

living room and I said 

to her, "I never want to live in a vegetative 
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state, dependent on some 

machine and fluids from a bottle. If that ever 

happens, just pull the 

plug." 

 

She got up, unplugged the TV and threw out my  

beer. Bitch 

 

 

 
                  

  READ THIS VERY SLOWLY.... IT'S PRETTY PROFOUND  

   

 Too many people put off something that brings them 

  joy just because they haven't thought about it, 

  don't have it on their schedule, didn't know it was 

  coming or are too rigid to depart from their 

  routine.  

   

 I got to thinking one day about all those women on 

  the Titanic who passed up dessert at dinner that 

  fateful night in an effort to cut back. From then 

  on, I've tried to be a little more flexible.  

   

 How many women out there will eat at home because 

  their husband didn't suggest going out to dinner 

  until after something had been thawed? Does the 

  word "refrigeration" mean nothing to you?  

   

 How often have your kids dropped in to talk and sat 

  in silence while you watched 'Jeopardy' on 

  television?  

   

 I cannot count the times I called my sister and 

  said, "How about going to lunch in a half hour?"  

 She would gas up and stammer, "I can't. I have 
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  clothes on the line. My hair is dirty. I wish I 

  had known yesterday, I had a late breakfast, It 

  looks like rain." And my personal favorite: "It's 

  Monday." She died a few years ago. We never did have 

  lunch together.  

   

 Because Americans cram so much into their lives, we 

  tend to schedule our headaches.. We live on a 

  sparse diet of promises we make to ourselves when 

  all the conditions are perfect!  

   

 We'll go back and visit the grandparents when we get 

  Steve toilet-trained. We'll entertain when we 

  replace the living-room carpet. We'll go on a 

  second honeymoon when we get two more kids out of 

  college.  

   

 Life has a way of accelerating as we get older. The 

  days get shorter, and the list of promises to 

  ourselves gets longer. One morning , we awaken, and 

  all we have to show for our lives is a litany of 

  "I'm going to," "I plan on," and "Someday, when 

  things are settled down a bit."  

   

 When anyone calls my 'seize the moment' friend, she 

  is open to adventure and available for trips. She 

  keeps an open mind on new ideas. Her enthusiasm for 

  life is contagious. You talk with her for five 

  minutes, and you're ready to trade your bad feet for 

  a pair of Rollerblades and skip an elevator for a 

  bungee cord.  

   

 My lips have not touched ice cream in 10 years. I 

  love ice cream. It's just that I might as well 

  apply it directly to my stomach with a spatula and 

  eliminate the digestive process. The other day, I 
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  stopped the car and bought a triple-decker. If my 

  car had hit an iceberg on the way home, I would have 

  died happy.  

   

 Now...go on and have a nice day. Do something you 

  WANT to......not something on your SHOULD DO list. 

  If you were going to die soon and had only one phone 

  call you could make, who would you call and what 

  would you say? And why are you waiting?  

   

 Make sure you read this to the end; you will 

  understand why I sent this to you.  

   

 Have you ever watched kids playing on a merry go 

  round or listened to the rain lapping on the ground? 

  Ever followed a butterfly's erratic flight or gazed 

  at the sun into the fading night? Do you run 

  through each day on the fly? When you ask "How are 

  you?" Do you hear the reply?  

   

 When the day is done, do you lie in your bed with 

  the next hundred chores running through your head?  

 Ever told your child, "We'll do it tomorrow." And 

  in your haste, not see his sorrow? Ever lost touch? 

  Let a good friendship die? Just call to say "Hi"?  

   

 When you worry and hurry through your day, it is 

  like an unopened gift....Thrown away.... Life is not 

  a race. Take it slower. Hear the music before the 

  song is over.  

   

 It's National Friendship Week. Show your friends 

  how much you care. Send this to everyone you 

  consider a FRIEND. If it comes back to you, then 

  you'll know you have a circle of friends.  

   

 To those I have sent this to.. I cherish our 

  friendship and appreciate all you do.  
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 "Life may not be the party we hoped for.. but 

  while we are here we might as well dance! 

  

  

 

Bush SR,:  "Son, you're making the same  mistake in Iraq that I 

made  with your mother. I didn't pull out in time..." 

 
Grandpa on the porch. 
  

A man came walking up to the house when he noticed his grandfather 

sitting on the porch, in the rocking chair, with nothing on from the waist 

down. "Grandpa, what are you doing?" he exclaimed. The old man 

looked off in the distance without answering. "Grandpa, what are you 

doing sitting out here with nothing on below the waist?" he asked again. 

The old man slowly looked at him and said, "Well, last week I sat out 

here with no shirt on, and I got a stiff neck. This is your grandma's idea." 

 

Only in Texas..... 
 

An 

ACLU lawyer runs a stop sign and gets pulled over by a sheriff's deputy.  

He thinks that he is smarter than the deputy because he is a lawyer from 

New York and is certain that he has a better education then any cop from 

Houston. He decides to prove this to himself and have some fun at the  

deputy's expense. 

 

Deputy says, "License and registration, please." 

   

Lawyer says, "What for?" 
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Deputy says, "You didn't come to a complete stop at the stop sign."  

  

Lawyer says, "I slowed down, and no one was coming."  

   

Deputy says, "You still didn't come to a complete stop. License and 

registration, please." 

  

Lawyer says, "What's the difference?" 

   

Deputy says, "The difference is, you have to come to a complete stop, 

that's the law. License and registration, please!" 

  

Lawyer says, "If you can show me the legal difference between slow do

wn 

and stop, I'll give you my license and registration; and you  
give me the ticket. If not, you let me go and don't give me the ticket." 

  

Deputy says, "Sounds fair. Exit your vehicle, sir." 

At this point, the deputy takes out his nightstick and starts  
beating the  ever-

loving crap out of the lawyer and says, "Do you want me to stop or just  

slow down?" 

 

ONIONS AND CHRISTMAS TREES 
 A family is at the dinner table. The son asks his father, "Dad, 
how many kinds of boobies are there? 
The father, surprised, answers, "Well, son, there's 3 kinds of breasts.  In her 

20's, a women's breasts are like melons, round and firm.  
In her 30's to 40's they are like pears, still nice but hanging a bit. After 50, they 

are like onions."  
"Onions?"  

"Yes, you see them and they make you cry." 
This infuriated his wife and daughter, so the daughter said, "Mum, 
how many kinds of 'willies' are there?" 
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The mother, surprised, smiles and answers, "Well dear, a man goes through 3 

phases. In his 20's, his willy is like an oak tree, mighty and hard. In his 30's 
and 40's, it is a birch, flexible but reliable.  

After his 50's, it is like a Christmas tree." 
 
"A Christmas tree?" 

"Yes, dead from the root up and the balls are for decoration only." 
 

Alligator vs. Blonde 

A Cajun walks into a bar with a pet alligator by his side. He puts  

the alligator up on the bar. He turns to the astonished  

patrons. "I'll make you a deal. I'll open this alligator's mouth and  

place my manhood inside. Then the gator will close his mouth for one  

minute. "Then he'll open his mouth and I'll remove my unit  

unscathed. In return for witnessing this spectacle, each of you  

will buy me a drink." The crowd murmured their approval.  

  

The man stood up on the bar, dropped his trousers, and placed his  

Johnson and related parts in the alligator's open mouth. The gator  

closed his mouth as the crowd gasped. After a minute, the man  

grabbed a beer bottle and smacked the Alligator hard on the top of  

its head. The gator opened his mouth and the man removed his  

genitals unscathed as promised. The crowd cheered, and the first of  

his free drinks were delivered.  
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The man stood up again and made another offer. "I'll pay anyone $100  

who's willing to give it a try". A hush fell over the crowd. After a  

while, a hand went up in the back of the bar. A Blonde woman timidly  

spoke up.......... "I'll try it - Just don't hit me so hard with the  

beer bottle!" 

 

No place like 
Texas!!! 

 
 
 
 

HOW TO INSTALL A TEXAS HOME SECURITY SYSTEM  

 

1. Go to a second-hand store and buy a pair of men's used size  

14-16 work Boots.  

 

2. Place them on your front porch, along with several empty beer  

Cans, a Copy of Guns & Ammo magazine and several NRA 

magazines.  

 

3. Put a few giant dog dishes next to the boots and magazine.  

 

4. Leave a note on your door that reads: "Hey Bubba, Big Jim,  
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Duke and Slim, I went to the gun shop for more ammunition. 

Back in an hour.  

Don't Mess with the pit bulls -- they attacked the mailman this 

morning  

And Messed him up real bad. I don't think Killer took part in it 

but  

It was Hard to tell from all the blood.  

 

PS - I locked all four of 'em in the house. Better wait outside. 

 

A Christmas Story 

 
T'was the night before Christmas--Old 
Santa was pissed. 
He cussed out the elves and threw down his 
list. 
Miserable little brats, ungrateful little jerks. 
I have a good mind to scrap the whole 
works! 
 
I've busted my ass for damn near a year, 
Instead of "Thanks Santa"--what do I hear? 
The old lady bitches cause I work late at 
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night. 
The elves want more money--The reindeer 
all fight. 
 
Rudolph got drunk and goosed all the 
maids. 
Donner is pregnant and Vixen has AIDS. 
And just when I thought that things would 
get better 
Those assholes from the IRS sent me a 
letter, 
They say I owe taxes--if that ain't damn 
funny 
Who the hell ever sent Santa Claus any 
money? 
 
And the kids these days--they all are the 
pits 
They want the impossible--Those mean little 
shits 
I spent a whole year making wagons and 
sleds. 
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Assembling dolls...Their arms, legs and 
heads 
I made a ton of yo yo's--No request for 
them, 
They want computers and robots...they 
think - I'm IBM! 
 
Flying through the air...dodging the trees 
Falling down chimneys and skinning my 
knees 
I'm quitting this job there's just no 
enjoyment 
I'll sit on my fat ass and draw 
unemployment. 
 
There's no Christmas this year now you 
know the reason, 
I found me a blonde. I'm going SOUTH for 
the season. 
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Truck for Sale  

 

 
A fifteen year-old boy came home with a new 
Chevrolet Avalanche and his parents began to yell and 
scream, "Where did you get that truck???!!!"   He 
calmly told them, "I bought it today." 

 
"With what money?" demanded his parents. They 
knew what a  Chevrolet Avalanche costs." 

 

"Well," said the boy, "this one cost me fifteen dollars." 
  So the parents began to yell even louder. "Who would 
sell a truck like that for fifteen dollars?" they said. 
 

"It was the lady up the street," said the boy. I don't 
know her name-they just moved in. She saw me ride 
past on my bike and asked me if I wanted to buy a 
Chevrolet Avalanche  for fifteen dollars."  

 

"Oh my Goodness!," moaned the mother, "she must 
be a child abuser. Who knows what she will do next? 
 John, you go right up there and see what's going on." 
  So the boy's father walked up the street to the house 
where the lady lived and found her out in the yard 
calmly planting petunias!  He introduced himself as 
the father of the boy to whom she had sold a new 
Chevrolet Avalanche for fifteen dollars and demanded 
to know why she did it. 
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"Well," she said, "this morning I got a phone call from 
my husband.  I thought he was on a coffee break, but 
learned from a friend he had run off to Hawaii with his 
mistress and really doesn't intend to come back.  He 
claimed he was stranded and asked me to sell his  new 
Chevrolet Avalanche and send him the money. So I 
did."  
 

Sister Marie goes golfing 

A Catholic priest and a nun were taking a rare afternoon 
off and enjoying a round of golf. The priest stepped up to 
the first tee and took a mighty swing. He missed the ball 
entirely and said "Shit, I missed."  

The good Sister told him to watch his language.  

On his next swing, he missed again. "Shit, I missed."  

"Father, I'm not going to play with you if you keep 
swearing," the nun said tartly.  

The priest promised to do better and the round continued. 
On the 4th tee, he misses again. The usual comment 
followed.  

Sister is really mad now and says, "Father John, God is 
going to strike you dead if you keep swearing like that."  
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On the n ext tee, Father John swings and misses again. 
"Shit, I missed."  

A terrible rumble is heard and a gigantic bolt of lightning 
comes out of the sky and strikes Sister Marie dead in her 
tracks.  

 

And from the sky comes a booming voice: 
 

"Shit,  I Missed." 
 
12 Americans Killed Each Day By Illegal Aliens 
 

There are more Americans murdered each year by illegal 

aliens than have died in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

combined?  

You read that right.  According to Rep. Steve King of Iowa:  

12 Americans are murdered every day by illegal aliens. 

 

Add it up. That's 4,380 per year!  That's more than 21,900 

murders by illegal aliens since September 11, 2001.   

And that's not all. According to the same report, 13 people 

per day are killed by illegal alien drunk drivers. 

 

That's an additional 4,745 premature deaths per year. 
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And liberals try to tell you that Iraq is a "quagmire." 

If that still isn't enough to sicken you, King also reports 

that eight American children are molested by illegal aliens 

every day.  

 

That's 2,920 innocent children annually whose lives are 

ruined each year -- by scum who wouldn't be prowling for 

American kids if the federal government enforced our 
immigration laws.  

Yet, according to a recent front page story in the Washington 

Times, "Congress will approve an immigration bill that will 

grant citizenship rights to 20 million illegal aliens in the U.S. 

after Democrats take control next month." 

  

We need to grab all 49 Republican senators by their lapels, 

shake them until their eyeballs rattle, and say through 

clenched teeth: SENATORS, NO AMNESTY FOR ILLEGALS, 
PERIOD!  

 

Grandma's Birth Control Pills 

(from Nurse Cratchett) 

The doctor that had been seeing an 80-year-old woman for most  

of her life finally retired. At her next checkup, the new doctor told  

her to bring a list of all the medicines that had been prescribed for  

her. As the young doctor was looking through these, his eyes grew 

wide as he realized she had a prescription for birth control pills.  

  

"Mrs. Smith, do you realize these are BIRTH CONTROL pills?  
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"Yes, they help me sleep at night."  

  

"Mrs. Smith, I assure you there is absolutely NOTHING in these  

that could possibly help you sleep!"  

  

She reached out and patted the young Doctor's knee. "Yes, dear,  

I know that. But every morning, I grind one up and mix it in the 

glass of orange juice that my 16 year old granddaughter drinks 

...............And believe me, it helps me sleep at night."  

  

You gotta love Grandmas!  

 
 Shipwreck 

 
  

On a group of beautiful deserted islands in the middle of nowhere, the 

following people are suddenly stranded by a shipwreck:  

  

2 Italian men and 1 Italian woman 

2 French men and 1 French woman 

2 German men and 1 German woman 

2 Greek men and 1 Greek woman 

2 English men and 1 English woman 

2 Bulgarian men and 1 Bulgarian woman 

2 Japanese men and 1 Japanese woman 
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2 Chinese men and 1 Chinese woman 

2 American men and 1 American woman 

2 Irish men and 1 Irish woman  

  

One month later on these deserted islands in the middle of nowhere, the 

following things have occurred:  

  

One Italian man killed the other Italian man for the Italian woman. 

  

The two French men and the French woman are living happily together 

in a 'menage-a-trois'.  

  

The two German men have a strict weekly schedule of alternating visits 

with the German woman.  

  

The two Greek men are sleeping with each other and the Greek woman 

is cleaning and cooking for them.  

  

The two English men are waiting for someone to introduce them to the 

English woman.  
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The two Bulgarian men took one look at the endless ocean, and another 

look at the Bulgarian woman, and started swimming.  

  

The two Japanese men have faxed Tokyo and are awaiting instructions. 

  

The two Chinese men have set up a pharmacy, a liquor store, a restaurant 

and a laundry, and have gotten the woman pregnant in order to supply 

employees for their stores.  

  

The two American men are contemplating the virtues of suicide because 

the American woman keeps endlessly complaining about her body; the 

true nature of feminism; how she can do everything they can do; the 

necessity of fulfillment; the equal division of household chores; how 

sand and palm trees make her look fat; how her last boyfriend respected 

her opinion and treated her nicer than they do; how her relationship with 

her mother is improving and how at least the taxes are low and it isn't 

raining.  

  

The two Irish men have divided the island into North and South and set 

up a distillery.  They do not remember if sex is in the picture because it 

gets sort of foggy after the first few liters of coconut whisky.  But, 

they're satisfied because at least the English aren't having any fun.  

 

 


